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ADVERTISEMENT

THE Committee appointed by the Royal Society to direct the publication of the

Philosophical Transactions take this opportunity to acquaint the public that it fully

appears, as well from the Council-books and Journals of the Society as from repeated

declarations which have been made in several former Transactions, that the printing of

them was always, from time to time, the single act of the respective Secretaries till

the Forty-seventh Volume ; the Society, as a Body, never interesting themselves any

further in their publication than by occasionally recommending the revival of them to

some of their Secretaries, when, from the particular circumstances of their affairs, the

Transactions had happened for any length of time to be intermitted. And this seems

principally to have been done with a view to satisfy the public that their usual

meetings were then continued, for the improvement of knowledge and benefit of

mankind : the great ends of their first institution by the Royal Charters, and which

they have ever since steadily pursued.

But the Society being of late years greatly enlarged, and their communications more

numerous, it was thought advisable that a Committee of their members should be

appointed to reconsider the papers read before them, and select out of them such as

they should judge most proper for publication in the future Transactions; which was

accordingly done upon the 26th of March, 1752. And the grounds of their choice are,

and will continue to be, the importance and singularity of the subjects, or the

advantageous manner of treating them ;
without pretending to answer for the

certainty of the facts, or propriety of the reasonings contained in the several papers
.

so published, which must still rest on the credit or judgment of their respective

authors.

It is likewise necessary on this occasion to remark, that it is an established rule of

the Society, to which they will always adhere, never to give their opinion, as_a Body,
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upon any subject, either of Nature or Art, that comes before them. And therefore the

thanks, which are frequently proposed from the Chair, to be given to the authors of

such papers as are read at their accustomed meetings, or to the persons through whose

hands they received them, are to be considered in no other light than as a matter of

civility, in return for the respect shown to the Society by those communications. The

like also is to be said with regard to the several projects, inventions, and curiosities of

various kinds, which are often exhibited to the Society ; the authors whereof, or those

who exhibit them, frequently take the liberty to report, and even to certify in the

public newspapers, that they have met with the highest applause and approbation.

And therefore it is hoped that no regard will hereafter be paid to such reports and

public notices
;
which in some instances have been too lightly credited, to the

dishonour of the Society.



PHILOSOPHICAL TRANSACTIONS.

I. A Wave-Length Comparator for Standards of Length : An Instrument for
Fine Measurement in Wave-Lengths of Light.

With an Appendix on the Use of Wave-Length Rulings as Defining Lines on

Standards of Length.

By A. E. H. TUTTON, M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S.

Received June 9, Read June 10, 1909.

THE following is a brief account of a new apparatus for fine measurement in wave-

lengths of light, designed primarily as a comparator for the measurement in wave-

lengths of the difference between a standard of length, either a line or an end

measure bar the Imperial Standard Yard, for instance and any duplicate or

similar bar proposed to be employed as a derived standard. The instrument is

also, however, the most perfect instrument yet devised for measurement in wave-

lengths in general, and performs its functions so admirably as to render it highly

desirable that a description should now be published concerning it. It has been

constructed to the designs and under the supervision of the author for the Standards

Department of the Board of Trade, and this account of it is communicated to the

Royal Society with the permission of the President of the Board of Trade. The

principle underlying the instrument is that of the author's interferometer,* which has

also proved so successful in its application, in the interference dilatometer,t to the

determination of the thermal expansion of small bodies by the Fizeau method, and in the

elasmometerj to the measurement of the elastic bending of a small plate or bar under

a given weight applied at the centre. The essence of the interferometer is that

homogeneous light, of a definite wave-length, corresponding to a single spectrum line

isolated with the aid of a constant-deviation prism from the spectrum derived from

a cadmium or hydrogen Geissler tube, or a mercury lamp is directed by an auto-

collimation method, ensuring identity of path of the incident and reflected rays,

normally upon two absolutely plane surfaces, arranged close to each other, and nearly,

but not absolutely, parallel ; the two reflected rays give rise, by their interference, to

* ' Phil. Trans.,' A, 1898, vol. 191, p. 324.

t 'Phil. Trans.,' A, 1898, vol. 191, p. 313.

|
' Phil. Trans.,' A, 1904, vol. 202, p. 143.

VOL. CCX. A 459. B 28.10.09
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rectilinear dark interference bauds on a brilliantly illuminated background in the

colour corresponding to the selected wave-length.

In the instrument now described, one of these two reflecting surfaces concerned in

the production
of the interference bauds is carried by, and moves absolutely with, one

of the two microscopes employed to focus the fiducial marks, or "
denning lines,"

determinative of the length of the standard, the other surface being absolutely fixed.

The movement of either of the surfaces with respect to the other causes the inter-

ference bands to move, and the extent of the movement of the surface is equal to half

the wave-length of the light employed for every interference band that moves past a

reference mark carried bv the fixed surface. The movement of the microscope

Fig. 1. General'view of the comparator.

parallel to itself and to the length of the standard bar is thus measured by counting

the number of bands and the initial and final fractions of a band which are observed

to pass the reference spot during the movement, arid multiplying that number by the

half wave-length of the light radiation used in the production of the bands. It is

only necessary, therefore, in order to compare the lengths of two bars, (l) to place the

bar of known length, say, the Imperial Standard Yard, under the two microscopes so

that the two defining lines are adjusted in each case between the pair of parallel

spider-lines carried by each of the micrometer eye-pieces ; (2) to replace the standard

by the copy to be tested, so that the defining line near one end is similarly adjusted
under the corresponding microscope, then, if the other defining mark is not also

automatically adjusted under the second microscope which carries the interferometer
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glass surface, as it should be if it is an exact copy, (3) to traverse that microscope
until it is so adjusted, and (4) to observe and count the number of interference bands

which move past the reference spot during the process. The product of this number

into the half wave-length of the light used to produce the bands thus obviously
affords the difference between the two lengths included between the defining marks

on the two bars.

The simplicity of the method is one of its greatest recommendations. It appears to

have been hitherto thought that the mechanical difficulties involved would render

such a method impossible to carry out in actual practice. The experience gained by

Fig. 2. Central part of comparator, showing interferometer.

the author in connection with the elasmometer, however, had shown that Messrs.

Troughton and Simms, its constructors, were able to make a fine screw movement to

work so exceedingly slowly, and so absolutely steadily, while at the same time driving

a considerable weight, that interference bands produced between a pair of glass

surfaces, one of which moved with the slider driven by the screw, moved past the

reference spot, as seen in the interferometer telescope, with the required complete

steadiness and precision and became arrested instantly when the observer ceased to

turn the screw.

This experience has been applied with perfect success to the new comparator. The

B 2
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4

sliders which carry the two microscopes, have been provided with a slow motion of

this description
which enables either microscope to be traversed so absolutely steadily

that the interference bands, generated between a vertical black-glass surface carried

Fig. 3. Right end-elevation.

by the microscope and the second colourless-glass surface carried in rigid attachment

to the bed on which the slider moves, move with perfectly steady precision, without

either rotation or alteration of the width of the bands, and without even the slightest

tremor, simultaneously with the movement of the microscope, of which they afford a
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perfect record. The bauds cease to move the instant the screw is released, and each

band can thus be adjusted to the centre of the spider-lines, or of the reference spot

(the centre of a minute silvered ring carried by the fixed-glass surface), and left there

as long as one chooses. The process of counting the bands in such circumstances is a

perfectly easy matter.

The instrument is composed of the following seven essential parts, the arrangement
of which will be more clearly understood from the accompanying reproductions of

photographs, fig.
1 giving the general view, and

fig.
2 an enlarged view of the central

part ;
also from figs. 3 and 4, giving the right and left end-elevations :

Fig. 4. Left end-elevation.

(1) The interferometer. This consists of
(i) an autocollimating telescope, a, with

Geissler tube attachment, 6, and special micrometer eye-piece, c. Like the inter-

ferometer described by the author in connection with the dilatometer and elasmometer,

the telescope is mounted on a strong adjustable column provided with levelling tripod,

which in turn is mounted on a stone pedestal, d, in front of and isolated from the main

instrument, and continued down by means of concrete to the sandy loam foundations,

(ii) A dispersing apparatus, e, to select the rays chosen as illuminant, consisting of

either a pair of reflecting prisms, or a Hilger constant-deviation prism (shown in

position at e in
fig.

3 and in
figs. 1 and 2), mounted so as to be interchangeable
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with the latter on a divided circle, / (iii)
An interference apparatus, g, consisting

essentially of three truly plane glass plates, whose axial line normal to the surfaces is

horizontal. Two of them, f/i and g2,
of colourless glass, are separately referred to

under (4), and the third, g3 ,
of black glass, is carried by the right-hand microscope ot

the two referred to under (3).
All the refracting and reflecting glass surfaces of this

optical train are thus vertical, instead of horizontal as in the dilatometer and elasmo-

meter. All are mounted rigidly on (2), except the black-glass disc.

(2) A V -and-plane bed, h. This is constructed of specially chosen cast iron, the

casting of which was most carefully carried out. It is 6 feet 6 inches long, and rests

in a plinth, *',
of the same metal, bolted down to the upper surface of a stone block, k,

with special precautions to avoid strain. The latter, the rigid support for the whole

instrument, except the interferometer telescope, is 7 feet 6 inches long, 4 feet 4 inches

high above the floor of the room, and 2 feet 2 inches thick at the base ; it is vertically

upright in front and at the ends, but tapers towards the top at the back of the block

away from the observer. This large block of stone rests on a concrete basal continua-

tion, which is carried right down 4 feet below the floor to the sandy loam foundations,

with an air space of 6 inches all round, as shown in
fig. 5, which gives the foundation

plan and two elevations as kindly supplied by H.M. Office of Works. The front

facial edges of the cast-iron bed are grooved out to form a dove-tail, /, to take the

prism-circle fitting and the supports of the glass discs referred to in (l, ii and
iii).

(I) A pair of similar microscopes, M.
l
and M2 . These are arranged vertically and

at the same height, with truly parallel axes, and each is mounted on a relatively very
thick fine-movement sliding plate, n, of the same cast iron as the bed, 10 inches long,

4f inches wide, and 1 inch thick. This plate, or slab, in each case moves by manipula-
tion of the all-important fine screw referred to in the introduction, with V-and-plane

contact, over a similar thicker block, o, but, for sake of smooth sliding, constructed ot

steel, 11 inches long and 3 inches thick. This block slides on the cast-iron V-and-plane

bed, //, referred to in
(2). The right-hand microscope, M2 ,

carries the black-glass

disc, <ys ,
of the interference apparatus referred to in (1, iii),

whose outer surface is one

of the two truly plane-polished vertical surfaces which reflects the interfering light
so as to produce bands which art; visible through the interferometer telescope. The
fine, screw is of -^-inch (0'5-mm.) pitch, and bears a large silvered drum-head, p,

graduated directly into 1000 parts by the method already described in connection

with the author's elasinometer. It also carries both a milled head, q, for the direct

rotation of the screw, and a fine-adjustment worm-wheel, r, of 100 teeth gearing with

an endless screw, s, manipulated by the control wheel referred to under (7).

(4) A pair of similar colourless-glass discs, gl and g3 , part of the interference

apparatus referred to under (1, iii),
5 cm. diameter and 1 cm. thick. The two surfaces

of each disc are polished absolutely truly plane, but are not strictly parallel, being
35 minutes inclined to each other, which is just adequate to laterally displace the

reflection from one surface when that from the other is in the centre of the field of
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the telescope. These wedge-discs are mounted close together, apparently, but not

quite, parallel to each other and to the black-glass disc carried by the microscope.

The surface of the colourless disc, g2 ,
nearest to the black-glass surface, and the

latter surface, ya ,
are the two surfaces whose reflections are made to interfere. The

reflection from the back surface of this colourless disc is got rid of by its 35 minutes

of inclination. The back surface of the black-glass disc is ground.

The other colourless-glass disc, </,,
acts as a countervailing wedge to neutralise the

slight dispersion introduced by giving the second surface of the first colourless disc,

g2 ,
35 minutes of inclination. This it does absolutely, being cut from the same large

35-minute slab. It is slightly tilted in a direction 90-degrees to the direction of the

wedges, which are placed with the thinner end of one opposite the thicker end of the

other. Both discs are carried in a fitting, G, which provides for further separate

adjustment by three screws in each case.

(5) A \l-and-plane bed, t, similar to that of (2), rests 7f- inches lower than, and

parallel with, the latter in a step cut for 7|- inches backwards in the stone to replace

its top front edge. This bed rests like (2) in a basal plinth, u, bolted down to the

stone.

(6) An adjustable table, v, for the support of the standard bars, B] and B2 . This is

arranged to slide over the bed referred to in (5), and is provided with both quick and

fine adjustments for its horizontal position on the bed, with a transverse motion

perpendicular to its length, a fine adjustment for azimuth, and another for levelling.

There are three interchangeable table tops. One is merely a truly plane experimental

top ;
a second is fitted with friction rollers in the officially approved manner for the

support of line measures
;
a third provides for the similar support of both line and

end bars.

(7) A fine-movement control wheel, w. This is supported on a special bearing-

pedestal, x, near the observer's left hand, and to the left of the telescope. It is used

for bringing about the fine movement of the microscope, M2 ,
which carries the black-

glass surface, </3, relevant to the interference. The wheel has a diameter of 6 inches

and a circumference of approximately 1 9 inches. It is rigidly connected, by means of

either a solid or a flexible steel shaft, y, with the axis of the endless screw ,s-

referred to in (3). Each complete rotation of the wheel corresponds to the traverse

of the microscope and its black-glass disc for 0'005 mm., which is equivalent to the

passage of 1 5 interference bands of red C hydrogen, or red cadmium light. Hence
more than an inch of movement of the circumference of this wheel occurs for the

passage of each interference band, thus affording very considerable delicacy of control

over the passage of the bands.

Further details essential as elucidating the working of the instrument, or because

they involve original mechanical devices, will be given, after a brief account of the

foundations and of the thermostat, under the headings of the seven parts, whose
main functions have now been indicated.
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TJie Foundations.

The foundations were laid by H.M. Office of Works in a manner which affords the

greatest satisfaction. The plan, with two sectional elevations, shown in
fig. 5, will

render them quite clear. The room which has been set apart for the new comparator

is one in the basement of No. 6, Old Palace Yard, the building occupied by the

Standards Department of the Board of Trade, which is interesting historically as

having been built in 1754 as a residence for the Clerk of the House of Lords,

immediately in front of the old Jewel Tower. The latter is also now part of the

Standards Office, and is the oldest remaining part of the original Palace of

Westminster; it was completed during the reign of Richard IT. Moreover, it is

believed that the building of 1754 was erected on the basement of a house of some

historic interest, formerly existing on the site, and which was only partly removed to

make way for the new building. The new Comparator Room was one of the large

wine cellars thus left.

The room is rather more than 15 feet square and 9 feet high, the ceiling being

arched ; the excellently preserved stone walls are upwards of a yard thick. It

has one double window and two double doors, eacb provided with two very efficient

ventilators. Between each pair of doors and windows, owing to the thickness of

the walls, -there is adequate space for the insertion of fans, and for the storage

of ice or other means of cooling, if desired on hot summer days when the outside

temperature is over G2 F., the official temperature for comparisons. The floor of

the room is 10 feet below the street level, and a pit, 11 feet G inches long

by 5 feet 6 inches broad, and with a front bay extension of 5 feet 6 inches by 2 feet

9 inches, was dug out below the floor for a depth of 4 feet down to the virgin soil, a

very compact sandy loam. On this foundation concrete blocks were first laid for the

support of the cemented brickwork with which the sides of the pit were made secure.

Then two separate solid concrete blocks were laid in the midst as indicated in the

three drawings (fig. 5), and perhaps most clearly shown in the third, the section CD.

An open air space of 6 inches was left all round the blocks, except where the two

approach each other, which they each do on one side (the front of the larger block

and back of the smaller one) within 2^ inches.

On the smaller front block of concrete, which reaches- to a height of 6 inches below

the floor, and which occupies the front extension of the pit, the smaller block of stone,

2 feet by 1 foot 3 inches in basal section and 2 feet 10 inches high, was erected for

the support of the interferometer-telescope pedestal. On the larger block of concrete,

which rises 1 foot 6 inches above the floor, was laid the larger block of stone, shaped
as described in (2) and as shown in the last elevation in fig. 5. The stone is an

extremely hard sandstone from Darley Dale, Derbyshire. The floor in the immediate

proximity of the blocks, and covering the whole of the pit, is laid in slate slabs

supported by rolled-steel joists resting only on the outer brickwork lining the pit ;
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the slate, however, does not touch the stone or concrete blocks anywhere, a clear air

space of an inch being left. The rest of the floor is concreted. and laid with a thick

layer of linoleum, which extends to within half an inch of the blocks all round. Hence

the stone supports for the two parts of the instrument are absolutely isolated, and in

risrid connection only with the foundations.O /

As a precaution against the condensation of moisture on the solid stone walls they

were covered with asbestos, and afterwards matchboarded, leaving an air space of

2 or 3 inches.

The Thermostat.

The temperature of the air of the room is controlled and maintained at the official

temperature, 62 F., entirely electrically, and for the sake of security by two different

independent methods, one involving the use of a mercury thermometer with platinum

contacts, and the other being a resistance-thermometer method. There are five

separate electric radiator heating lamps in symmetrical positions in the room, by which

all the artificial heating is accomplished ;
four of these are controlled by whichever

thermostat is in use, the fifth remaining uncontrolled, as a reserve for use in the

depth of winter.

The resistance method has the advantage of great sensibility owing to the size of

resistance-wire-grating adopted. A frame 7 feet 4 inches long by 8 inches high and

3 inches wide holds 200 yards of stretched iron wire open-wound on porcelain

insulators. The current used is the 206-volts direct supply from the mains. The

zero is constant owing to the bifilar suspension of the galvanometer. Time lag is

exceedingly short, and the method adopted gives the average temperature of the

whole comparator.

The mercurial thermometers are very large, there being ^-inch length of stem to

each degree. The platinum contacts are adjustable, and the whole arrangement has

the advantage of simplicity.

If the temperature falls below G2, two radiator lamps are turned on by either the

mercurial or resistance-thermometer thermostat, whichever is in use at the time, the

turning on being effected through relays, a separate relay being provided for each

lamp. If the temperature rises above 62, the two lamps normally on are turned off.

The arrangements also provide for the automatic adjustment of the speed of an electric

fan. The relays and also the galvanometer have been specially constructed, and all

difficulty with regard to sparking has been overcome.

Further details, together with drawings, will be communicated later concerning the

thermostats, after further experience has been obtained Math the various possible
methods of working them.

The Interferometer.

As regards the interferometer referred to under (1), the telescope and its supporting
pedestal and accessories are on the same model as that of the author's dilatometer and
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elasmometer, except that there are added at the base of the pedestal, above the

tripod, two solidly constructed rectangular movements, a and ft, for the adjustment

of the pedestal in the right-and-left and front-and-back directions in the horizontal

plane. These movements are a great convenience in placing the circular disc of

interference b.inds, that is, the image of the black-glass reflecting surface, gs , crossed

by the bands, centrally in the field of view ; and also for adjusting the telescope so as

to observe the image in light of different wave-lengths, when employing the pair of

refraction prisms as dispersing apparatus. The "comb" or rough scale of the

micrometer of the eye-piece is also different, being made adjustable to different heights

in the field of view by vertical sliding in a slot, the slider projecting to the necessary

slight extent outside (seen at y, fig. 3), which enables it to be altogether pushed
out of the field if desired, leaving the complete circular disc of light vertically crossed

by interference bands fully visible.

The actual appearance of the field of

interference bands and of the comb is

shown in fig. 6. The silvered reference

ring occupies the centre of the field, with

a band adjusted to its centre, and the

spider-lines adjusted on each side of the

band.

Provision is made for electrically heat-

ing the outer limb of the cadmium

vacuum tube, when such is employed
instead of a hydrogen tube, by means of

a spiral of platinum wire embedded

between two jackets of asbestos, the

whole being enclosed in an aluminium

tube. The arrangement is seen along

with the cadmium tube resting on a

mahogany tray at the base of the interferometer in fig. 1. When the tube and

fitting are in position instead of the hydrogen tube shown in situ in the figures, on

switching on the current, suitably resisted down to a safe amount by filtration

through a special resistance lamp, the platinum spiral becomes sufficiently heated to

raise this limb of the tube, which contains a pellet of cadmium, to between 200 and

300 C., when the cadmium spectrum is intensely generated.
With respect to the dispersion apparatus referred to under (1, ii),

the use of a

Hilger constant-deviation prism, as an alternative to the two refracting prisms

employed on the dilatometer, is an innovation. As the plane of the axis of the whole

optical arrangement, including the dispersion apparatus, is now horizontal, a constant

deviation prism can conveniently be employed and proves very efficient for the

purpose ; and although the dispersion is not so great as with the two refracting

C 2

Fig. 6. Field of interference bands.
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prisms, it is adequate for the purpose of separating and isolating the images of the

rectangular stop of the little auto-collimating reflecting prism of the telescope (this

stop being considered as the origin of the interfering light), corresponding to the three

different hydrogen lines or to the various cadmium or mercury lines. It affords a

much readier means of changing from one wave-length to another, mere rotation of

the circle carrying the prism being alone necessary, no movement of the telescope at

all being required. It is only necessary (a) to move the front lens-combination, which

focusses the spider-lines, from the front of the eye-piece, when the brilliant image of

the little rectangular stop is seen in the colour for which the bands are adjusted, red

C-hydrogen light, for instance, assuming a hydrogen vacuum tube is being used,

together with a faint continuous spectrum ; and (b) to rotate the prism circle so that the

faint spectrum moves in the direction of the wave-length to which it is desired to

change that of F-hydrogen light for example until the brilliant image of the stop

in the colour desired (greenish blue in our example) is brought into position in the

semi-circular aperture instead of the former image. On replacing the front lens-

combination, the field of bands will be seen in the colour desired. The bands are, of

course, closer together for F-hydrogen light than for C-hydrogen light, on account of

the shorter wave-length. If we again remove the front part of the eye-piece and go
on further until the Hy-violet image is similarly adjusted, on replacing the lens-

combination the field of bands in violet hydrogen light will be seen, quite clear and

sharp, although, as might be expected, not so brilliant.

The constant-deviation prism is carried on a rotating divided circle, f, which is

carried by a fitting, 8, capable of sliding along the front vertical face of the upper bed

in a pair of dovetailed grooves, and of being fixed in any desired position by means of

a convenient tightening screw manipulated by a lever, e. The circle is divided into

half degrees, and reads with the aid of a vernier to minutes. The cone within which

it rotates is borne by a stout arm, 77, radiating from a vertical slider, 0, in the main

fitting, S, which is adjustable for height by means of a milled-headed screw, A. (which
drives the slider), at the top of the fitting ; it is also adjustable, as regards its

'

back-to-front distance from the face of the bed, with the aid of the horizontal

movement of a slider, /A, carrying the cone along the arm, brought about by means of

a milled-headed screw, IT, at the extremity of the arm. Thus the sliding motion along
the bed front gives one lateral adjustment to the prism circle and the prism which it

carries; the back-to-front movement affords the second rectangular horizontalO
adjusting movement, and the up-and-down motion provides the third necessary

adjustment for the prism.

Besides the constant-deviation prism, there are provided two 60-degree prisms for

alternative use as in the author's interferometer, and these and the constant-deviation

prism are separately mounted and adjusted, each by means of its own tripod screws,
on a carrier table, p, which drops automatically into position on the circle plate by
three pins fitting in corresponding holes in the plate. A third carrier bears an adjusted
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total-reflection prism for use in adjusting the apparatus. This and the pair of refraction

prisms are seen on their carrier plates resting in the tray at the base of the pedestal

in
fig.

1. All three carriers may be fixed in position on the circle plate by the simple

arrangement of a locking plate fitting into grooves in the three pins, and manipulated

by a little projecting handle.

The black-glass disc, ga , whose outer surface, 1 inch in diameter, is polished an

absolutely true plane, which reflects one of the rays concerned in producing the

interference bands, is mounted on a bevelled slider, a in
fig. 7 (which shows the

interference discs more clearly and their mounts), on the side of the microscope tube

just above the objective, in a vertical correspondingly dovetailed guiding bed, b, so as

to be capable of longitudinal adjustment and eventual rigid fixation at the convenient

height. The disc may also be adjusted by means of three screws, c, precisely to the

Fig. 7. The interference discs.

vertical plane, perpendicular to the horizontal axis of translation of the microscope on

its sliding bed. This is achieved by making the circular mount for the black-glass

disc double, the outer part, d, being screwed to the inner, e (which is solid with the

slider), by the three screws c, and being maintained pressed outwards by three spiral

springs round the screws and compressed between the two metal discs. The outer

edge of the disc of black glass is bevelled, and it is attached to the solid mount forming

part of the outer adjustable disc d by means of an annulus, which screws on to the

mount over the bevel, a disc of thin indiarubber being first laid in the mount, so that

when the black-glass disc is placed in position with the ground face against it and the

annulus is screwed on to just the right extent, the indiarubber pad between the solid

mount and the glass disc maintains the latter and the annulus in rigid connection

without straining or bending the glass to even the minutest extent ;
if any occurred

it would at once be detected by curvature of the interference bands. Each microscope
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has been furnished with a black-glass fitting on each side, which not only renders it

symmetrical and evenly balanced on the two sides of the tube, but makes provision

for use of the interferometer on either side of either telescope.

The pair of colourless-glass wedge-discs of 35 minutes angle, gl and g2 ,
5 cm. in

diameter and 1 cm. thick, referred to under (4), are mounted in a bracket fitting, G,

which is capable of sliding along the same dovetailed grooves in the front of the

upper bed as the prism-circle fitting. The fitting is provided with the means of

rigid fixation by a lever-handled screw, /, at the position which brings the glass

surface of
<j.2

nearest the microscope within a millimetre of the surface of the black-

glass disc, r/3 ,
carried by the latter. The wedge in question and its countervailing

duplicate, i^, are rigidly held in mounts against which they are pressed in each case

by a spring, whose force is almost entirely exerted against the cylindrical surface,

the normal (uubevelled) edge of the very thick disc, and produces absolutely no

bending of the plate, as proved by the perfect linear straightness of the interference

bands
;
and each mount is held in position, one on either side of the annular termina-

tion of the fitting G, by three screws and springs, and can be separately adjusted by
means of these three screws. All six of the milled heads of these screws are on the

outer side of the fitting away from the microscope, and are thus readily manipulated,

those ft of the principal wedge-disc, </2 , next the microscope being lacquered bright

yellow as usual, and those k of the countervailing wedge-disc, <jlt lacquered black for

the sake of ready distinction. It is by use of the three bright screws, readily visible

in the darkened room, that the interference bands are adjusted, the black-glass disc,

y:,,
carried by the microscope being never touched after the initial adjustment to the

vertical plane.

The Microscopes.

The two microscopes are a duplicate pair which have been specially designed by
Messrs. K. and .1. Beck with the object of ensuring the greatest possible rigidity and
freedom from twist or bending of any kind. They are mounted symmetrically at the

inner ends (in order to enable them to be brought as near together as possible) of

their respective fine-movement plates carried by the sliding blocks, and counterpoised
thereon. The microscope itself is actually fixed to the front of a carrier bracket, cr

(figs. 3 and 4), in each case, which is screwed down on the top of the thick

fine-adjustment plane, n; the mounting is effected in a manner which permits of

adjustment of the optical axis of the microscope precisely to the vertical position, at

right angles to the horizontal axis of the fine-movement screw which causes the
traverse of the microscope. The counterpoise is a cylindrical leaden weight, ml and
m., adjusted on an arm

projecting from the back of the bracket as much as the

microscope projects in front. When they are approached as near as possible to each
other, the optical axes of the two microscopes are slightly under 4 inches apart, just
adequate, in fact, to enable the end marks on a decimetre bar to be respectively
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focussed by the two microscopes, and a 4-inch bar still more readily. The coarse

adjustment is by rack and pinion, moving a very long dovetail slide, r, which is

attached directly to the tube. This can be readily clamped by the milled-headed

screw, v, when set to the approximate focus, so that no motion can take place at this

slide. The fine adjustment is by means of a micrometer screw, (f>,
constructed with

special care, working a prismatic fitting sliding in a solid correspondingly prismatic-

shaped sleeve of great rigidity. This has been constructed on the well-known

principle of Messrs. Beck's solid-metal fine adjustment, in which the fitting has no

adjustable or spring pieces whatever, but is a long parallel prismatic fitting, solid

metal to metal. It is, however, made about double the size of an ordinary microscope

fine adjustment, and the result shows that the motion is absolutely free from back-

lash ;
for the bands of the interferometer either do not move at all when the fine

adjustment is worked, or if they do very slightly, the movement is regular and can

be accurately calibrated, and is due to faulty setting of the mirror
(j-A ,

which should

once for all be corrected.

The microscopes carry double-motion cobweb micrometer eye-pieces, %, at the

upper end. Each micrometer carries one right-and-left spider-line and two front-

and-back parallel spider-lines. There are two drums, i//,
each divided into 100 parts,

one of which moves one only of the front-and-back spider-lines, parallel to itself

and to the other front-and-back spider-line ;
the other drum moves both simul-

taneously, when the distance apart has been regulated by the former. Two eye-

pieces, &>, magnifying respectively 8 and 1 5 times, are provided with each micrometer.

The object-glasses, O, for each microscope consist of a low-power for ordinary work, a

f-inch objective, magnifying 150 and 282 times with eye-pieces No. 1 and No. 2

respectively, and a Y^-inch dry lens, magnifying 1595 and 2990 times respectively

with the two eye-pieces, constructed with as long a working distance as is compatible

with the numerical aperture required to give the necessary resolving power for the

observation of the Grayson rulings, 40,000 to the inch, referred to in the Appendix.

The resolution required to observe lines 40,000 to the inch, which it must be

remembered correspond to single wave-length distances of red light, sufficiently well

to be able to set any one of them symmetrically between a pair of parallel spider-

lines is not less than double that required to actually resolve the lines, and the

result attained, which is eminently satisfactory as regards both illumination and

definition, may be taken as about the maximum possible with a dry lens involving

very perfect corrections of the various aberrations. Both the high-power objectives

have been specially calculated and corrected by Mr. Conrad Beck, whose valuable

original work on this subject is well known, for the specific purposes of this wave-

length comparator, in order to afford a specially clear definition of the Grayson

rulings without having to employ an immersion objective, which would be incon-

venient. The author is under great obligation to Mr. Beck for the truly excellent

definition attained with these wonderfully sharp and clear wave-length rulings.
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Their actual appearance as employed by the author will be seen in
fig. 1 3 (Appendix),

which also shows the spider-lines of the micrometer (the three single lines, in the

figure).

The f-inch objectives are specially designed to focus down into the ^-inch wells in

the standard yard bars, at the bottom of each of which a fiducial mark or defining

line on a gold plug is situated, without any contact of the objective with the top of

the bar ;
that is, the working distance is just over half an inch. The two objectives

of each microscope can be readily interchanged, being screwed not directly into the

microscope tube but into a dovetailed slider, which only requires to be pushed home

into corresponding grooves in a frame, f, carried at the lower end of the microscope

tube, until flush with the front of the frame. The slider may then be tightly locked

in position by rotating for 180-degrees a little lever pivoted to the frame. Imme-

diately above this terminal frame each microscope tube carries a transparent, thin,

and truly plane glass reflector, for the illumination of the object (the rulings or

defining line) through the object-glass. The reflector is rotatable about a horizontal

diametral axis, parallel to the length of the bar
;
and opposite the reflector the tube

is pierced by two windows, through one of which (the back one) it can be illuminated

by the source of light to 1)6 employed. Provision is made for the adjustment of the

reflector by rotation in the horizontal plane, the whole of this lower portion of the

tube, K, being rotatable in a very stiff manner about the upper portion, as it is

carried by an inner tube rotating, without sliding, very tightly in the main microscope
tube.

The source of illuminating light for all preliminary work is a miniature electric

lamp, E, with a short but thick rectilinear filament, an image of which can be thrown

directly across the standard bar at the spot where the defining line or Graysou ruling

is situated, which can thus be illuminated throughout its length. The suspension of

the lamp, in the space between the microscope tube and the front of the slider-block

and upper bed, which are both vertically flush with each other, permits of adjustment
for height and for lateral position, the latter movement being provided with a fine-

adjustment screw, S. Between the lamp and the back window of the tube opposite

the reflector is the short tube, T, carried by an arm projecting from the lamp carrier,

and provided with a collimating lens at the lamp end and an adjustable iris diaphragm
at the reflector end. These together enable precisely that cone of illuminating light

to be produced which is most favourable for the clear focussing of the particular mark
which is the object of observation, a great advantage when the latter is a fine Grayson

ruling, the thickness of each line of which is less than half a wave-length of red light.

By means of the collimating lens the image of the short filament is projected back so

that a virtual image is formed at a distance from the object-glass equal to that of the

back focus of the eye-piece, and the iris diaphragm controls the angle of the illumi-

nation, thus ensuring so-called
"
critical" illumination for opaque work, and, indeed,

as accurately as is given with a sub-stage condenser for transparent objects, the object-
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glass itself acting as a condenser, and a sharp image of the electric lamp filament

being thus projected, as above stated, across the field of the instrument.

The electric lamps are only intended for preliminary work, and in actual measure-

ments each of them is replaced by an image, of the same shape and size as the little

straight filament, of a distant powerful source of light, a Nernst lamp. This avoids

all possibility of any thermal effect due to the proximity of the lamps to the bars.

A small total-reflection prism with rectilinear stop replaces the little lamp, and parallel

rays from an adjustable condenser in front of the distant Nernst lamp, filtered and

cooled by passage through an elongated cell containing copper acetate solution, are

directed upon the little prism, flooding the rectilinear aperture of the stop with

brilliant greenish-blue light, the best of all for efficient resolution of the Grayson

rulings, and free from all heat rays.

The M-and-Plane Beds.

As regards the V-and-plane beds, /* and t referred to under (2) and (5), they are

similar in all respects, except that the upper one is 2} inches wider than the lower

one, being continued to this extent backwards, as there is ample space on the top of

the stone block-support, while on the step below the width is limited. Each bed has

channelled in it from above, between the V and the plane, a _L-shaped groove, C, for

the purposes of the locking arrangements of the various sliders which have to rnove

over the two respective beds. The sections of the two beds will be clear from
figs. 3

and 4. Very special care has been taken with the true planing of the sides

of the V, and of the surface of the plane in each case, as it is all-important for

interference wave-length work that these should attain the highest refinement of

accuracy. The final stage of this planing and the final polishing was done in situ on

the stone foundations after the best skill had previously been employed on them at

Messrs. Troughton and Simms' Works at Charlton. The castings were made under

direct supervision at West Bromwich, by Messrs. Kenrick, and were particularly

good ones, especially as regards homogeneity, and both were cast from the same melt.

Four highly concordant analyses proving this point most satisfactorily, of borings and

planings taken from the different parts of each bed, were made by Mr. C. Hobday at

Goldsmith's Hall, by kind permission of Sir Walter Prideaux, to whom sincere thanks

are due.

The Microscope Sliding Blocks and their Fine Screw.

A few further details of the two steel blocks which slide on the upper bed, and the

microscope-carrying slabs whose fine movement over these blocks is the critical point
of the whole instrument, will doubtless prove interesting, as they involve several

novel features. Each block (o, figs. 3 and 4) slides with V-and-plane contact over

the 6|--feet bed, h, and may be fixed at any position by a novel method of locking a

VOL. COX. A. D
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T-bolt carried below the slider as a stud, which enters the corresponding T-shaped

channel, 0, running through the whole length of the main bed, as described in the last

section ;
the locking is effected by means of a lever, D, projecting behind from an

aperture cut out of the back part of the block, a plate spring being introduced to

prevent strain. The sliding of the block is done by hand as this is only the coarse

adjustment of the position of the microscope above the bar. Throughout the entire

length of each steel block a cylindrical
hole lias been bored, and ground with great

care truly cylindrical and parallel to the length of the block and bed. Within this

fits a hard phosphor-bronze cylinder, with adequate nicety to allow free longitudinal

motion without the least shake, but keyed to prevent rotation. Into one end of this

cylinder is fitted a steel screw of 50 threads to the inch, the length of actual screw

thus threaded being 3 inches, affording ITT inches of fine movement on each side

of the normal position.
It is maintained in place by a suitable bronze flange screwed

to one end of the steel block, and at the other end a strong flexible steel spring

is compressed between the cylinder and the plug which closes the boring, in order

to prevent backlash
;

the spring opposes the screw when the latter is turned

anti-clockwise. Outside the bronze flange, on the portion of the steel screw which

comes through the latter, is fitted the worm-wheel, r, of 100 teeth, already referred

to under (3), which is engaged by the endless screw, s, also mentioned in
(3),

fitted at right angles to it
;

witli the aid of a spring, F, and cam, H, actuated by a

lever, K, it can immediately be thrown out of gear when desired, or as readily

brought into position. The endless screw has a milled head, L, for direct rotation,

and it is also continued with square section sufficiently far in front of the milled

head to gear with the shaft, y, of the large wheel-control, w, separately mounted

adjacent to the interferometer telescope. One revolution of the endless screw by the

milled head of the large wheel obviously advances the fine screw -g-^QQ of an inch or

O'OOo mm., which is equal to 15 interference bands of red light.

Outside the worm-wheel the screw shaft carries the silvered drum, p, referred to in

(3), which is divided into 100 parts directly; by 100 oblique lines and 10 circles

parallel to the first directly divided one, a diagonal scale of 10 further sub-divisions

is produced, corresponding to thousandths of the pitch. Each oblique line passes
from a division on the directly divided circle on which the hundredths are numbered

to the next division on the tenth of the other circles,' which had been similarly and

exactly parallelwise divided, so that the obliquity is to the extent of a division. An

indicating straight line parallel to the axis is carried on a glass plate, mounted in a

frame, N, suspended by a bracket over the drum. This enables the thousandths to be

read with great ease. At the extreme outer end close up to the drum the shaft

terminates in the large milled head q, for direct hand rotation of the fine screw ; the

endless screw should obviously be thrown out of gear before this is used.

In the centre of the top of this steel slider-block a recess is cut out, exposing the

phosphor-bronze cylindrical shaft for about 2| inches, and on this exposed portion of
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the slider a tempered steel ring is rigidly fixed, having on the top side a strong

rectangular projection with slightly spherical surfaces. This projection engages and

brings about the motion of the microscope-carrying inch-thick bed-plate n, the

all-important cast-iron slider on the steel block (by V-and-plane motion) which carries

the microscope MI or M2 and its counterpoise m^ or m2,
and whose fine motion it is

the object of the fine screw to bring about. Of all the various movements which the

author has tested, for bringing about the movement of the movable glass plate of the

two such plates forming the interference apparatus, that of a solid cylinder sliding

fairly tightly without rotation in a cylindrical bore the fitting of the two being very

accurate and the length of both adequate to minimise any minute amount of residual

play has always proved the most satisfactory, where a V-and-plane could not be

used. In this case both are used, the cylindrical motion to push the block carrying

the microscope and glass plate along, and the V-and-plane as the type of motion of

that block itself. Hence a particularly steady movement is employed to bring about

by pushing the absolutely steady movement desired. The object is wonderfully well

achieved by this arrangement. The projection enters a suitable steel socket with a

rectangular recess let in to the underside of the inch slider, and projection and socket

are so accurately fitted as to need no further provision for an absolutely free and

steady motion.

To facilitate the free motion of this microscope-carrying slider, and to reduce the

driving strain on the fine screw, however, it is necessary to relieve some of the dead

weight of the microscope and its bracket, cr, and counterpoise ;
this has been

accomplished in a highly satisfactory manner by four spring-pistons let into the lower

steel block-slider o, the ends of which are fitted with steel rollers. These spring-pistons

are so disposed as to relieve the weight to the extent of about two-thirds of the total

weight of the inch slider and all that it carries. The two springs at the microscope

end of the slider, where the main weight occurs, are considerably more powerful than

the other two, the relations being such as to provide for equal facility of motion

throughout the whole length of the slider.

This device is found to quite successfully relieve the 50-thread screw from undue

strain, and enables an absolutely free and surprisingly steady motion to be given to

the microscope. The proof of this is the perfectly steady motion of the interference

bands, when the endless screw is rotated, either by hand by means of the milled

head or by the large wheel and its attached shaft. The success of this operation,

which carries with it the success of the whole instrument, is largely due to the

admirable manner in which Messrs. Troughton and Simms have constructed this part

of the apparatus.

The Standard-bar Carriage.

A few details concerning the mode in which the ba,r carriage is moved, so as to

bring the bars under the microscopes, involving either their longitudinal or their

D 2
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transverse motion, or both, and which involves certain mechanical novelties, may also

be given. The bar carriage is composed of three essential parts, all of the same cast

iron as the V-and-plane beds, namely, (a) a lower part, the main carriage, P, 2 feet

1 inch long, 5^ inches wide, and 2f inches deep to the bottom of the V, and which is

the longitudinal slider on the V-and-plane bed , (b) an intermediate part, Q, 3 feet

6 inches long, 3f inches wide, and 1^ inches thick, which is capable of transverse

motion over (a) ; and (c) the upper table v already alluded to in (6), of equal length
and width to (b), and lyg- inches thick, for the support of the standard bars Bj and B2 ;

this part (c) may be either of the three interchangeable table tops specified in (6).

The main carriage, P, slides on the lower V-and-plane bed, by hand as regards
its coarse adjustment for position, but as respects its fine adjustment by means

of a pair of pushing pistons shown only in fig. 1, and which form a novel feature.

Each of these fine-adjusting pistons, 3 inches in length, is carried by a slider-block

of similar section to the bar carriage, but only 5 inches long, and which may be

locked to the bed in any position by the same T-bolt stud device, worked by a

projecting lever, which is common to all the sliding blocks traversing both the upper
and the lower V-and-plane beds, the stud fitting the T-groove in the bed in each

case. The fine movement is effected by rotation of a relatively large gunmetal wheel

facing the observer, which carries at the inner end of its transverse shaft a bevel

wheel gearing with another on a short longitudinal shaft, which is really the mother-

nut of the central fine screw, whose .smooth outer projecting part (about 1 inch long),
with spherically rounded end, is the pushing piston. Where the contact with the

piston end occurs the carriage end is faced witli a hardened steel plate.
The transverse motion is also novel. A cylindrical shaft runs the whole length of

the main lower carriage, P, being let into a central channel. In the middle of the

shaft a racked quadrant is fixed, which is operated from the front of the carriage

facing the observer by means of another large gunmetal wheel, W, which forms the
head of an endless screw gearing with the toothed quadrant. Rotation of the wheel
rotates the quadrant together with its attached shaft for about 60-degrees. Near the
two ends of the shaft are fitted a pair of "

tappits," or mechanical fingers ; these are
furnished with hardened and somewhat expanded spherical ends, which engage in

slots in the under side of the intermediate transversely movable carriage, Q, these
slots

^

being lined with hardened steel. Each tappit is thus capable of exerting a

pushing force in either direction in order to move the intermediate movable carriage
transversely backwards or forwards, according to the direction of rotation of the
wheel. Absolutely correct and

perfectly smooth motion is obtained by two transverse
V-shdes, one near each end

precisely at the symmetrical points demanded by AIKY'S
well-known formula

d =

where d = the distance between the supports, I = the length of the bar (in this case
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the movable carriage), and n = the number of supports, for the points of support of a

bar or elongated plate without flexure. This movement is a particularly steady and

easy one, very superior to the transverse movements hitherto given to comparators.

The upper table, v, rests with only f inch interval on the transversely movable

carriage, Q, by means of three levelling screws, two near the left end and one near the

right end, also at the Airy positions ;
their heads, B,, are large milled flat discs

projecting outside the width of the carriage just sufficiently to enable the observer

to manipulate them easily. The single levelling screw on the right rests in a short

longitudinal V-groove in a gunmetal slider let transversely into the intermediate

carriage top, the transverse sliding motion of which can be brought about by means

of a large milled-headed screw in front facing the observer. The levelling screw is

thus carried with it, the V-slot providing for the slight longitudinal component of the

motion which occurs. Of the two levelling screws at the left end the back one is

bluntly pointed and rests in a conical depression in the intermediate carriage top,

and forms the pivot of the whole operation of this slight adjustment for azimuth.

The front left screw has a slightly spherical but almost flat termination, and merely

rides on the surface of the intermediate carriage during the operation. These three

levelling screws thus provide at the same time the means of levelling, slight raising

or lowering, and, with the aid of the milled-headed front screw, for slight azimuth

adjustment of the bars. They afford, in fact, all the adjustments required for insuring

parallelism of the defining marks on the standard bars and the micrometer spider-

lines, and for finely adjusting a defining line to the focus of the microscope, when it is

not desired to touch the microscope itself for fear of disturbing its adjustment as a

beam compass, in comparing a second bar with a standard bar.

The ordinary table-top, for all experimental purposes, is simply a truly planed

surface on which bars, Grayson rulings, or other objects under observation can be

directly supported. The second of the three interchangeable table tops is the one

which is shown marked ?', in figs. 3 and 4. It is specially constructed to support

a pair of standard bars independently, each on a pair of friction rollers at

the Airy positions, or at any positions officially required. The two bars are thus

separately supported in order that, whilst the back one is fully adjusted by the means

provided with the intermediate carriage and the three large levelling screws which

this table top carries precisely like the first one, the second bar may in addition be

independently adjusted for azimuth, level, and longitudinal position, by means

provided in the mode of fitting its pair of rollers. This enables two bars of slightly

different dimensions, say, as regards shape and size of section and depth of defining-

line wells, to be brought so that their four defining lines, two on each bar, are in

precisely the same plane. This adjustment also greatly facilitates work with Grayson

rulings and high powers of the microscopes. Moreover, exact parallelism of the bars

can be obtained, and their defining lines at any rate those at one end if there are

appreciable differences between the bars can be brought exactly opposite to one
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another. Further, the pair of friction rollers for each plate can be readily adjusted

at any distance apart so as to attain the desired theoretical positions for bars of

different lengths, for instance either yard or metre bars. The third table for use

with end-measure bars as well as line bars will be described in a further communica-

tion. It involves novelties of method and of mechanical device which are worthy of

separate treatment.

The Wheel-Control for the Movement of Bands.

The wheel-control is carried on a very rigid pedestal, x, mounted closely to the left

of the interferometer- telescope pedestal, on a slider, X, in a longitudinal dovetailed

channel in a large cast-iron plate, Y, which forms the basal table on which the tripod

of the telescope pedestal rests. The plate rests directly on the stone pillar d, to

which it is firmly bolted down. The slide enables the axis of the wheel to be

brought exactly opposite to and in line with the fine-movement endless screw s,

which operates the worm-wheel / of the all-important microscope traversing

screw. The height of the axis has been approximately adjusted in mounting, and

the final small amount necessary to render it accurate is given in the following
manner : A stout screw, Z, descends from and is rigid with the axle bearing-bracket

U, and passes down freely through the upper looped end of the casting of the two-

legged pedestal ;
the amount of screw which thus projects down into the loop is

regulated by means of a pair of locking nuts, W, which are firmly fixed when the

height of the screw, and of the wheel and axle which it carries above, have been

adjusted so that the axle is in the same horizontal line with the endless screw s.

The axial bearing carried at the top of the bracket U is adequately strong and
well fitting to prevent all trace of wobble on the part of the wheel, while permitting
its easy motion

; the six-inch wheel itself is massive, and very truly balanced, and its

face is divided into degrees, an indicating mark being carried on the plate z below the

lower limb. Of the three shafts
?/ provided, the author prefers the one. constructed of

the new flexible steel shafting, for connecting the wheel with the endless screw s of

the microscope fine movement, as it avoids all risk whatsoever of strain. The square
continuation of the endless screw fits a correspondingly squared brass socket, fitted

with tightening spring, carried by the shaft. The wheel end of the shaft carries no

socket, but fits freely into a boring in the wheel axle, where it can be gripped tightly

by working a milled nut, J, down the split and tapped end of the bored axle. The
second rigid shaft provided fits in a similar manner, with the addition of a telescopic

arrangement to enable it to be shortened sufficiently to admit it into the axle boring.
A third shaft, also rigid and telescoped, but with the addition of a set of gimbal joints
at the endless-screw end, is also provided and fits in a similar manner. The first and
the third prove most

satisfactory on the whole, being safer as regards possible strain,
and the first is used for all purposes of adjustment or demonstration, while the third
is employed during actual measurements. The endless screw s, as worked directly by
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hand with the milled head, shows absolutely no backlash or " dead space" on reversal,

and the bands follow its rotation perfectly. The flexible shaft shows a little
" dead

space
" due to torsion on reversal, but when once the bands begin to move they follow

the rotation of the wheel perfectly and they stop immediately the wheel stops.

Neither of the solid shafts show any hesitation on reversal of the wheel's rotation,

and the bands stop absolutely when the wheel stops.

The Method of Production and Adjustment of the Interference Bands.

(Fig. 7 will be very useful in following this description.)

The mode of once for all adjusting the interference apparatus is briefly as

follows :

The black-glass disc ys ,
carried by the right-hand microscope on its right side,

which forms one of the two all-important reflecting surfaces employed for the

generation of the bands, has once for all been adjusted to the truly vertical plane,

parallel to the axis of the microscope, and perpendicular to the direction of the

V-and-plane beds and standard bars. The large total-reflection prism, already

adjusted with truly vertical faces on its carrier table, is placed in position on the

circle of the dispersing apparatus, dropping automatically by its three pegs into the

corresponding holes, and is locked there. The white-light goniometer lamp a

Nernst lamp in an adjustable cylindrical copper tube, with a plate of ground glass to

diffuse the light closing its aperture ---is placed with the ground glass in front of the

collimator instead of the Geissler-tube fitting ;
and the image of the little rectangular

stop in front of the small total-reflection prism of the autocollimating telescope, as

reflected from the black-glass surface, is adjusted in the field of view of the telescope.

The common eye-piece only is employed, not the micrometer eye-piece, and the iris

diaphragm is left wide open. The visible field is semicircular, the right half of the

complete circular aperture being closed by the opaque mount of the little total-

reflecting prism, whose left edge is the straight vertical line forming the base of the

semicircle.

The two colourless-glass 35-minute wedge-discs <jl and g2 are then placed in their

spring mounts, the fitting carrying which is already in position. In placing each

wedge-disc in position, it is only necessary to hold up the spring, which bears only on

the normally ground cylindrical edge-surface of the disc, by a little handle projecting

through the mount, and to push the wedge-disc in until it is stopped by the truly

planed flange, which occurs when about two-thirds of the thickness of the disc has

entered the mount ; and then to release the spring, which maintains the disc firmly

pressed in position without chance of movement, and without any bending strain on

the all-important surfaces of the disc, any slight strain being only parallel to those

surfaces. The disc ga should first be thus placed in position, in the left mount, with
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red

that surface which bears at its centre the silvered reference ring nearest the micro-

scope, and with the direction of the edge of the wedge horizontal. Each of these

wedo-e-discs is engraved with two dots at the thick end of the diameter perpendicular

to the edge of the wedge, and with one dot at the thin end, so that it is only necessary

to arrange the disc with the diametral line joining these two marks vertical, say the

two dots at the top.

This should be done while the mount-fitting is some little distance away from the

microscope, and as soon as g2 is in position the fitting is pushed along its dovetailed

bed until the black-glass disc
</.,

and the polourless disc g2 are just within a millimetre

of each other. They should be approximately parallel, and, if this is not the case,

f/2 should be adjusted by means of the three brightly lacquered screws h until

parallelism is approximately attained. There will be two

images of the signal-stop reflected from this plate, one from

the important outer surface near to the black-glass surface

and another from the back surface within the mount
; the

one will be immediately under the other, as at B and C in

fi<r. 8, B referring to the surface nearer to the black-glasso o o
and C to the back surface, while A refers to the image from

the black-glass surface. This latter image will be quite

close to B if parallelism of the two surfaces has been nearly

attained, and the closer the more perfect the adjustment.

At the worst it should not be further away than is indicated

by the dotted image A' in fig. 8.

The reason for arranging the images thus vertically sepa-

rated is, that when they are broadened out into spectra by
the dispersion apparatus, the two spectra, being horizontal,

will not overlap, as will be clear from the horizontal lines

indicating the spectra in
fig.

8
; whereas, if the images were

horizontally separated by placing the line joining the two

dots and one dot of the disc horizontal, their spectra would overlap and interfere with

each other.

If the images A and B do not already overlap, the images B and C (which move

together) should be moved by manipulation of the bright screws until B overlaps A,
the relative positions of A, B, and C being then as shown in fig. 8 ; the image A can

readily be distinguished as being that one of the three which does not move when one
of the bright screws is gently touched. The countervailing wedge-disc gt is then to

be similarly attached in the right mount, but with the two dots now below and one
dot above, on the vertical diametrical line. On observing the images again, we now
see five the three already referred to, B and C belonging to the colourless disc g2

and A to the black glass ga> and A more or less overlapping B and two new ones,
D and E, belonging to glf These two latter should be arranged as in

fig. 8, by

yellow

red

Fig. 8. Positions of signal-

images from the five sur-

faces.
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means of the black-lacquered screws k, vertically over each other but to the left,

en echelon with B and C, the four images forming a rhombus. This arrangement

avoids all possibility
of the spectra overlapping, as will be obvious from

fig. 8, while

(/!
corrects for the dispersion introduced by ga . The full aperture of the iris is just

sufficient, with wedge-discs of 35 minutes angle, to enable all four corners of the

rhombus to be included in the field.

The image B should then be made to cover the image A to exactly the right extent,

for the production of interference bands which shall be precisely vertical in the field

of the micrometer eye-piece, and at the same time of the convenient width, equivalent

to somewhere between 100 and 200 drum-divisions of the micrometer. This is

achieved when the overlapping occurs to the extent and is of the character shown in

fig. 8, the displacement being only horizontal. The adjustment is now complete in

white light.

The large total-reflection prism is then replaced by the constant-deviation prism,

already adjusted with vertical faces on its separate table, which only requires to be

dropped into position with its pegs in the holes of the circle plate, and locked there

by pulling round the little locking handle-pin projecting through a slot in the table.

The position of the circle on its transverse bed will require to be altered to the

necessary extent to bring the centre of the receiving face of the prism in the normal

line of the interference discs. The telescope may also have to be moved slightly

parallel to itself, by means of the right-and-left movement a at the lise of the pedestal,

to direct it to the proper part of the exit face of the prism. On setting the circle to

the reading which is known by preliminary work to approximately adjust the prism

for the production of bands of red hydrogen light, the four spectra should be seen in

the telescope, still using the common eye-piece, as shown by the horizontal lines in

fig. 8.

The goniometer lamp is then removed and the hydrogen Geissler-tube fitting placed

in position. The common eye-piece is also removed and the micrometer eye-piece

substituted, but without the front lens-combination, leaving only the special single

lens in position between the micrometer and the iris diaphragm, in its draw-tube of

the correct length for focussing the silvered reference ring of the glass disc y2 - On

actuating the Ruhmkorff coil, the four spectra will again be seen as in
fig. 8, although

the magnification is not so great. But instead of consisting of continuous spectra, as

with white light, they will now show only a faint continuous spectrum, but at the

positions which the Ha, H/8, and Hy bright lines would occupy in a hydrogen

spectrum there are images of the rectangular signal-spot in red C-light, greenish-blue

F-light, and violet light (near G). Only one set of these images those in red hydrogen

light if the prism has been set for this will be in the field at once, the dispersion of

the constant-deviation prism separating the different sets very considerably, to the

extent of several field diameters. The iris diaphragm may now be closed to the

extent which is shown by the dotted semicircle in
fig. 8, which is a faithful repre-

VOL. CCX. A. E
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sentation of the appearance while the front lens-combination is removed. All but the

second spectrum (the double one corresponding to the images A and B) can just be

excluded, without impairing the illumination of the double red image required and

leaving that alone in the centre of the field ;
the 1st and 3rd spectra are just out oi

the field and the 4th considerably so. The very faint traces of continuous spectra of

A and B are negligible compared with the brilliance of the sharp A and B images in

Ha red and are quite without effect on the bands. A little adjustment may possibly

be required to bring the double image in red light (or greenish-blue if the prism has

been adjusted for F-light) to occupy exactly the position shown in
fig. 8, which is, at

the same time, vertically central and quite close to the sharply focussed vertical edge

of the semicircular aperture. This is effected, if needed, by slight altitude and

azimuth adjustment of the telescope, supposing the prism to have been correctly

adjusted at the proper circle reading for the radiation in question, from the knowledge

acquired in the preliminary work. On now replacing the front-lens combination, the

field of interference bands will be seen in the colour for which the prism has been

adjusted.

Its correct appearance is clearly shown in
fig. 6. The comb, or rough scale,

should be arranged as shown, with the circular image of the black-glass disc ga

in the red or green light, for which the adjustment has been made, fully exposed.

The silvered ring in the centre of the surface of the colourless plate <J2 ,
nearest to gs,

should be sharply focussed if the special single lens of the eye-piece is arranged in the

tube of the correct length for this working distance, as already ascertained by

preliminary work. If then, however, the focus is not quite sharp, it is because the

telescope requires a little adjustment in the direction of its own length, by means of

the front wheel, that corresponding to the front-and-back movement /8, of the adjusting

movements at the base of the pedestal. When the reference ring is sharply focussed,

the bands are thereby automatically focussed, as they are actually produced between

the two surfaces, y.2 and i/3 ,
which are less than a millimetre apart, and one of which,

</2 , actually bears the ring.

The bands may not be quite of the desired width, and they will probably also be

very slightly inclined to the vertical, as the adjustment of the A and B images cannot

be done to the required fineness to effect these adjustments absolutely. These defects,

however, can both be simultaneously remedied by careful slight manipulation of one

or possibly two of the three bright screws h which adjust g2 ,
these adjustments being

thus more delicately performed on the bands themselves.

The spider-lines then require to be set at the requisite distance apart by means of

the left drum of the micrometer, so that any one band may be clearly adjusted between

them as in
fig. 6

; when the proper width of band is attained, this adjustment of the

separation of the parallel spider-lines is such, as brings them just within the little

silvered ring, a small segment of which should show equally on each side, as also shown
in

fig. 6. Everything is then adjusted concerning the interference bands.
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On now carefully working by hand the milled head of the endless screw s, the

microscope and its black-glass interference disc ga will move parallel to themselves to

an extent invisible to the naked eye, but which is instantly interpreted by the steady

movement of the interference bands parallel to themselves, without the slightest twist

or alteration of their width
;
and reversal of the direction of rotation of the screw

causes the instant reversal of the direction of movement of the bands.

On attaching one of the shafts to the endless screw and to the large control-wheel,

the traverse of the microscope and of g3 can be equally and much more conveniently

and delicately effected and controlled, in the manner already fully described in the

last section. The calculated number of bands, namely 15 for red hydrogen light, pass

most accurately for each revolution of the wheel, and the steadiness and " dead beat
"

nature of the motion is very pleasing.

Indeed, the most satisfactory thing about the whole interference method is that the

slightest fault, productive of inaccuracy of measurement, is at once visibly indicated

by irregular movement, twisting, alteration of width, or complete disappearance of the

bands. The fact that during the operation of measuring the difference of length

between two bars involving the traverse of the microscope through the length

corresponding to this difference the bands move with the precision which has just

been stated, is the final proof of the success of the method and of the instrument now

described.

The author desires to record his appreciation of the most kind help and

encouragement invariably received from the Deputy Warden of the Standards,

Major P. A. MAcMAHON, F.H.S., to whose initiative the whole of this advance in fine

measurement at the Standards Department is due. Further, to express his deep

indebtedness to Mr. F. STANLEY READ of the Standards Department, and to

Mr. J. SKINNER of Messrs. Troughton & Simms, for untiring aid and many excellent

suggestions during the design and construction of the apparatus. The author's thanks

are in a special manner due to Mr. JAMES SIMMS, the head of this firm, which lias had

a long historic connection with the Standards Department, for placing his unique

experience and the very highest constructive skill at the service of the Board of Trade

in regard to this instrument. Mr. J. H. AGAR BAUGI-I and Dr. DRYSDALE have also

afforded invaluable assistance in connection with the unique electric thermostat.

Moreover, to the officials of H.M. Office of Works the heartiest thanks are due for

very material help in designing the stone foundations, and in the electric installation

of the new comparator room, as well as for the admirable manner in which the work

has been executed.
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APPENDIX.

The Use of Wave-length Rulings as Defining Lines on Standards of Length.

The delicacy of the method of measurement in wave-lengths, described in the

preceding communication, calls for a corresponding refinement in the engraved lines

which form the defining limits of the length of a Standard Yard or metre or other

line-measure bar. The Imperial Standard Yard is shown in fig. 9. It is a bar of

Baily's metal, which consists of 16 parts copper, 2|- parts tin, and 1 part zinc. The

Fig. 9. The Imperial Standard Yard.

bar is of 1-inch square section, and is 38 inches long. At positions 1 inch from each

end cylindrical holes, |-
inch diameter, are bored for a depth of half an inch, the depth

of the axis or
"
neutral plane

"
of the bar and position of miniimim flexure. In the

centre of the base of each of these depressions a gold plug is inserted, the exposed
surface of which, lying in the neutral plane, has been truly planed. The defining

mark is engraved approximately at the centre of this gold circular surface. Five

lines are engraved, two parallel to the length of the bar and three transversely, the

appearance of the lines as seen in the microscope being shown in
fig. 10. It is the

Fig. 10. Fig. 11. Fig. 12.

Defining lines on Imperial
Standard Yard.

' Tresca
"
section of platinum-

iridium yard.

Defining line on platinum-iridium

yard.

central one of the three transverse lines (vertical in the figure) which is the defining
mark, and the distance between this mark in the depression at one end and the

corresponding mark in the depression at the other end is the Imperial Yard. It is

identical, within the two-hundredth part of an inch, with the yard of Henry VII.
still preserved in the Standards Office.

In the year 1902 an official copy of the Imperial Standard Yard was constructed in

platinum-iridium (90 per cent, platinum with 10 per cent, iridium), of X-shaped
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"Tresca" section, shown in
fig. 11. The defining lines on this bar are similar to

those of the Imperial Standard Yard, except that only one transverse line is engraved

instead of three, and the engraving was performed directly on the platinum-iridium,

on that one of the surfaces of the horizontal transverse portion of the bar which

contains the centre of the section. The appearance of the defining line under the

ordinary comparator microscope is represented in
fig.

12.

The defining lines on the Imperial Standard Yard were engraved by Messrs.

Troughton and Simms, its constructors, and were the finest lines it was considered

advisable for the sake of permanency should be engraved. The defining lines on the

platinum-iridium yard were engraved at the Bureau International des I'oids et

Mesures at Sevres by M. BENOIT, the Director. They are only one-third as thick as

the Troughton and Simms lines, and are similar to those on the French metre employed

by MroHELSON.

The lines on the platinum-iridium yard, under a magnifying power of 200 diameters,

are observed to have very irregular edges, instead of appearing under this only mode-

rately high power as a broad band of equal thickness with sharp edges. The centre of

this line has to be estimated as the actual defining limit of the yard, and it can be well

understood how difficult the operation is with any but the lowest-power objectives.

Its average thickness is such as includes no less than 15 half wave-lengths of red

hydrogen or cadmium light. That is to say, on traversing the microscope of the

apparatus described in the preceding communication through the distance covered by
the average width of. either of the defining lines on the platinum-iridium standard

yard, no less than 15 interference bands pass the reference spot in the centre of the

field of view.

When the defining lines on the Imperial Standard Yard are similarly investigated,

they are found to be much more regular, although three times as thick as the lines

just referred to. No less, however, than 45 interference bands pass the reference

spot on traversing the microscope through the width of either of these lines.

It will be clearly obvious that defining lines which are considered sufficiently

accurate for the degree of refinement of measurement possible to the micrometer-

microscope comparator, are very coarse and inadequate for wave-length measurement

by the delicate instrument described in the preceding communication. Like the

constant struggle between guns and armour-plate, there is a similar struggle going on

between fineness of measurement and defining lines, and for the moment refinement

of measurement has triumphed. The only weak point in MIUHELSON'S wonderfully

accurate determination of the total number of wave-lengths of red cadmium light in

the French metre is, if the author may be permitted to say so, and as MICHELSON

himself states in his book on '

Light Waves,' in the final comparisons between his

glass-plate e"talons (or the Fabry and Perot etalons) affording the interference fringes,

and the standard bar itself, on which the defining lines were similar to those on

the British platinum-iridium bar. For the centre of each line has to be estimated,
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and in view of the degree of accuracy claimed for the whole result, the fraction of an

interference band, it is difficult to see how one could be sure of this when as many as

15 whole bands are included in the irregular width of the defining lines, as the author

has verified, as regards that on the British iridio-platinum yard, by actually observing

these bands to pass while the width has been traversed on several occasions.

Three years ago the author was attracted by a paper by E. M. NELSON in the
' Journal of the Royal Microscopical Society

'

(1906, p. 521) concerning
" The Limits of

Resolving Power for the Microscope," in which reference was made to some extremely
fine rulings, ranging from 10,000 to the inch to 120,000 to the inch the latter being
on the extreme verge of possible resolution with the highest-power immersion

objectives yet constructed made with an exceedingly fine diamond point on glass by
Mr. H. J. GRAYSON of Melbourne, employing a ruling machine of his own construction.

The author obtained some of these

rulings from Messrs. II. and J. Beck,

Mr. GRAYSON'S agents, and was greatly

surprised and delighted with their truly

wonderful sharpness and the clear, un-

broken continuity of their edges. Mr.

GRAYSON was approached and most

kindly made for the Standards Depart-
ment a number of experimental rulings

on the scales of .40,000, 50,000, and

60,000 lines to the inch on glass, silvered

glass, speculum metal, gold, silver,

platinum-indium, Baily's metal, and

invar. Each ruling consisted of five of

the lines in question, ruled parallel to

each other according to one of the above-

mentioned scales, together with a pair of
Fig. 13. The location signal.

"finder'' lines parallel with the five rulings, one on each side of them at a suitable

interval, and much thicker than these five lines, for the purpose of readily finding the

lines under a preliminary low power ;
and also a pair of lines transverse to the five

parallel rulings and crossing them rectangularly for the purpose of identifying a

central portion of the rulings.

The appearance of the essential central part of such a series of rulings under the

iVinch dry lens, provided with each of the two microscopes described in the

preceding communication, is shown in
fig.

13. The author's idea was to constitute

the central third line, of the five lines composing such a ruling, the defining line. A
ruling such as is represented in

fig. 13 the author proposes to refer to as a "
location

signal
"
to distinguish it from the single defining line hitherto employed.

It may at once be stated that the author found the rulings on speculum metal,
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on the scale of 40,000 to' the inch, satisfactory from every point of view, not only for

the purpose in question of an end-defining line on a standard bar, but also for an

ulterior purpose which the author had in view ; this was the engraving on a standard

bar itself of approximately wave-length rulings at stated intervals, which could be

used instead of the glass etalons of MICHELSON and of FABRY and PEROT, in a simpler

and more direct method of determining the total number of wave-lengths of a

particular radiation, red cadmium light in all probability as the most homogeneous

yet known in the Standard Yard. The surface of the speculum metal was finely

polished as truly plane as possible by Mr. GRAYSON himself before the rulings were

engraved by his own uniquely delicate hands, with the aid of his wonderful ruling

machine ; and for the sake of certainty of preservation of the surfaces they were

covered with thin cover glasses.

The results with all the other rulings, of three different finenesses, and on glass and

the various metals mentioned, were also more or less satisfactory, particularly the

40,000-to-the-inch rulings. Hence it may be safely taken as quite possible to engrave
five rulings on the scale of 40,000 to the inch on glass and on several of the metals

employed for standards of length. The rulings on speculum metal, however, are so

superior that the author has decided to make detailed experiments with them, and

Mr. GRAYSON has made for the Standards Department a considerable number of such

rulings on 20 different small but relatively thick plates of speculum metal, covered as

described, and of two types. One type, of which there are 15 similar specimens, consists

of a plate 9 mm. square and 2 mm. thick at the base, but bevelled along the edges

for insertion in a dovetail in mounting on the bar. Each lias ruled upon it a single

"location signal" as represented in
fig. 13, the five parallel lines being on the scale of

40,000 to the inch. The other type, of which there are 5 specimens, is a plate ot

equal width and thickness to those just mentioned, but 34 mm. long. On each of

these there are ruled location signals at the following intervals : A zero point,

3\ inch, Yj inch, ^ inch, ^ inch, |- inch, and 1 inch, and also an additional signal at

^ inch on the other side of the zero location signal. The reason for this is that the

total interval of 1 inch and ^ is an aliquot part of a yard, which may be reached by
a repeated process of doubling ;

for its double is 2-, the double of this is 4^, twice

this is 9, which again doubled gives 18, and finally the double of this makes up the

36 inches of the yard.

These rulings are infinitely superior to those of NOBERT. The author is particularly

struck with the accuracy with which Mr. GRAYSON who has entered into the author's

ideas most warmly and put his very highest skill at the disposal of the Board ot

Trade has attained the exact spacing of his rulings ;
for the author has rigorously

tested them by direct measurement against interference bands. It is interesting that

lines 40,000 to the inch are almost precisely wave-lengths of red light. The exact

wave-length of red C-hydrogen light is, in British measure, ^r?To mcn
>
an<^ tnat ^

the red ray of cadmium is 3-9 jy^ inch. There was a time, not very long ago, when it
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would have been considered impossible to see lines only a wave-length apart. On

traversing the microscope which carried the black-glass interference plate, from the

position in which the first ruling of one of these location signals was adjusted between

the parallel pair of spider-lines to that in which the fifth ruling was similarly

adjusted the microscope having thus travelled over four wave-length spaces exactly

eight interference bands (each corresponding to half a wave-length, JJ^JQ inch) in

red hydrogen light passed over the reference spot ;
this was true however many

times, and in whichever direction, the traverse was performed, and was precisely the

number expected within a very small fraction, if the rulings were truly spaced -foooo

of an inch apart.

Thus the interval between two lines ruled 40^0^ mcn apart corresponds to the

passage of two interference bands in red hydrogen or cadmium light, past the reference

spot in the centre of the field of view of the interferometer telescope, a very con-

venient fact. The lines themselves are almost as sharp as the spider-lines of the eye-

piece micrometer, and there is no trace of roughness of edge ; they are also narrower

than the white interspaces between the lines, so that the width of a line is less than

half a wave-length.

With the -f^-inch dry objectives, specially constructed under the direction of

Mr. Conrad Beck, the resolution is excellent, and the working distance so relatively

great for so high a power as to leave a clearly visible air film between the cover glass

and the objective, quite a safe working distance, in fact, for all traversing and

adjusting purposes. With an oil immersion objective of the same power the definition

is simply surprising.

The lines at 60,000 to the inch are not so satisfactorily resolvable without an

immersion lens, which would be inconvenient for the purpose in view ;
and the rulings

50,000 to the inch are still a little subject to the same criticism. But the 40,000

rulings to the inch are perfect for the purpose, their apparent separation being so

considerable that one of the spider-lines of the micrometer eye-piece can readily be

placed between two adjacent ruled lines and still leave a clear white space on each side

of the spider-line. The sharpness of the edges of any particular line thus ruled on

speculum metal is quite comparable with that of the edges of the spider-line itself.

All these considerations, combined with the fact that 40,000-to-the-inch rulings are

approximately single wave-length rulings (for red light), render the location signals on

the 40,000-to-the-inch scale remarkably suitable for defining marks on standard bars,

the middle line of the five being the defining line. This is equally true whether they
are employed in the usual manner merely as end marks, or as interval marks in a

scheme of stepping-off by repeated doublings, for the determination of the total

number of wave-lengths in the yard or metre. Such a scheme would have the great

advantage that the final end-defining marks would be of the same accurate character

as all the intermediate ones.

The author has elaborated such a scheme for the determination of the number of
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wave-lengths of red cadmium light in the British Yard and proposes to check the

results obtained with it by comparison with the Fabry and Perot method, to which

the apparatus described in the preceding communication lends itself admirably, and

which has recently been successfully employed at Sevres to check the results of

MICHKLSON and BENOix for the French metre. The total number of wave-lengths in

the -j^-inch interval of one of the longer rulings above referred to, corresponding to

the transit of about 4200 interference bands, can quite easily be counted as a funda-

mental base line, and, of course, the g^-inch interval of 2100 bands more readily still,

by direct traverse of the microscope of the wave-length comparator described in the

preceding communication, from one location signal defining the interval to the other.

By the author's scheme of repeated doubling, a full account of which will be published

later when the results are described, and which involves the use of two of the larger

1^-inch rulings and nine of the single location-signal rulings, five of the latter

mounted on a yard bar and the rest along with the two larger plates on an inter-

mediate 4|-inch bar, the whole yard can be eventually stepped off. Each stage thus

replaces one of the stages of MICHELSON'S etalons and each is susceptible of absolute

checking of the final fraction of a band by direct observation of the interference

bands, if this should be found necessary ;
as far as preliminary measurements go, the

necessity has not proved an imperative one, for practically as great accuracy is afforded

with the rulings as with the bands as regards the determination of a fraction of the

interval between any two lines or bands.

Sufficient will have been said to indicate the great possibilities before the use of

these Grayson wave-length rulings, and the author desires to be allowed to reserve

for a time in his hands their fuller investigation for the purposes of metrology with

the aid of Mr. GRAYSON, who, as the man behind the machine, is at present the only

person in the world able to produce such magnificent and accurate rulings, delicacy of

hand being quite as important and essential a part in their construction as fineness of

the diamond point and precision in the ruling machine.

At present there are two difficulties confronting us, which it is hoped may soon

disappear. One is that Mr. GRAYSON is not able to rule a greater length of bar than

the 1^-inch strips described in this communication, and, therefore, they cannot yet be

ruled directly on the standard bars themselves. This is only a matter of the modifi-

cation of the ruling machine, however
; but, as Mr. GRAYSON is in Australia and

communication is slow, it has not yet been arranged for, but lies with the immediate

future. A very satisfactory method of mounting has been arrived at, however,

comparable with the mounting of his glass plates by MICHELSON, so that any criticism

on this head is equally applicable to the e"talons. The covering by cemented cover

glasses, at first looked at by the author somewhat suspiciously, proves on closer

acquaintance with high-power microscope work to present no difficulty whatever, or

to introduce any error in actual practice, as
"

critical
"
illumination is always achieved

with great perfection in the instrument described in the last communication.
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The second difficulty is only one of degree, and of the perfection of attainment of

the constant temperature of 62 F. with the electric thermostat ; that is, the fact that

the rulings now being employed are on speculum metal. When further experience of

these rulings has been gained, however, the author feels convinced that we shall be

able to obtain them almost equally satisfactorily on highly polished platinum-iridium,

and, therefore, assuming the first difficulty overcome, directly on the bar itself.

Gold and invar are not so promising, the former being apparently too soft and the

latter too hard.

In conclusion, it may be stated that the author's location signal, of five Grayson

rulings on the 40,000-to-the-inch scale, as above described, and as shown in
fig. 13

under the -j^-inch power, makes a splendid defining line under the |-inch power

employed in observing the Benoit or other coarser ordinary defining marks on standard

line-bars. This power is insufficient to resolve the five lines, so that they appear as a

single defining line, but of truly wonderful sharpness of edge, as may readily be

imagined when their sharpness under the resolving power of the ^5 inch objective is

remembered. Even if the high hopes at present entertained as to the use of these

rulings as stages in stepping-off the total number of wave-lengths in the yard be not

fulfilled, the investigation of the rulings will have fully justified itself in giving us a

defining mark of the high accuracy and refinement demanded by the wave-length
interference method of measurement.

The author desires to record his sincere thanks to Mr. GBAYSON for the admirable

manner in which he has prepared the special rulings described in this communication,

and for the enthusiasm with which he has entered into the author's plans. Also to

Mr. CONRAD BECK for his aid in satisfactorily overcoming the problem of their

maximum resolution, illumination, and definition.
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INTRODUCTION. Since WOHLER'S original experiments* on the fracture of iron and

steel by repetition of stress, similar experiments have been made by independent

observers, and all agree in showing that neither the maximum tensile strength nor the

yield stress bears any simple relation to the range of stress which may be safely

repeated.

The only theory of fatigue, i.e. of failure due to repetition of stress, which has

received serious attention was put forward by BAUSCHINGER. t According to this

theory, specimens subjected to repetitions of stress begin to be fatigued when the

stresses applied in each cycle are so great that the extension of the specimen is not

wholly elastic.

It is the object of the present paper to supply direct experimental information

relating to suggestions made by BAUSCHINGER when applying his theory to WOHLER'S

results.

Previous Work. BAUSCHINGERJ repeated WOHLER'S experiments in similar machines

and made the additional observation of the stresses at which the specimens became

inelastic. To determine the elastic limit in tension, the machine was stopped

periodically and the specimen allowed to rest for a few hours, after which extenso-

ineter readings were taken with increasing loads until a deviation from HOOKE'S Law

was found. The repetitions of stress were then continued, usually until fracture

occurred.

As the present work is more comprehensive in its character than was BAUSCHINGER'S,

it was found necessary to adopt a generalized expression for his theories. Cases

occurred in which the usual terms "tension" and "compression" were unsuitable,

* W. C. UNWIN, "The Testing of Materials of Construction."

t J. BAUSCHINGER. '

Mittheilungen aus dem Mechcinisch-technischen Laboratorium der k. Technischeu

Hochschule in Hiinchen,' Heft XIII.

t J. BAUSCHINGER,
'

Mittheilungen aus dem Mechanisch-technischen Laboratorium der k. Technischen

Hochschule in Miinchen.' Gegriindet von J. Bauschinger. Herausgegfcben von August Foppl. Heft XXV.
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and the two elastic limits are more conveniently referred to as "superior" and

"
inferior

"
respectively, compression being regarded as negative stress.

All the possible cases in which a material may be subjected to cyclical variations of

stress are covered by the following theory :

" The superior limit of elasticity can be raised or lowered by cyclical variations of

stress, and at the same time the inferior limit of elasticity will be raised

or lowered by a definite, but not necessarily the same, amount. The range of

stress between the two elastic limits has therefore a value which depends only

on the material and the stress at the inferior limit of elasticity. This elastic

range of stress is the same in magnitude as the maximum range of stress

which can be repeatedly applied to a bar without causing fracture, no matter

how great the number of repetitions."

BAUSCHINGER found that these definitions did not apply to the elastic limits as

measured on a previously unstrained specimen, and he made experiments to show

that the elastic limits in this case, which he called the "
primitive

"
elastic limits,

were unstable, and that only a few reversals of stress were necessary to produce a

condition in which the theory was satisfied.

In this latter state of the specimen BAUSCHINGER defined the elastic limits as

" natural
"

elastic limits.

Other researches on fatigue to destruction have been described frequently.* Most

of these consider only reversals of stress between approximately equal inferior and

superior limits numerically, with an important exception in the original tests by
WOHLER. These tests and the machines used are fully described by Prof. UNWIN,
and it will be found that for the three materials most carefully investigated by
WOHLER sufficient information is given for a curve to be obtained by plotting the

minimum stress as abscissa and the corresponding safe ranges as ordinate. This was

done by GERBER, who showed that a parabola agreed to a first approximation with

the experimental results plotted in this way. If BAUSCHINGER'S theory is correct,

this parabola must also approximately represent the elastic ranges obtained under the

same conditions. BAUSCHINGER'S observations, however, so far disagreed with

WOHLER's that he finally rejected GERBER'S parabola as untenable.

Microscopic examination, as furnished by the experiments of EWING and

HUMPHREY,! supported BAUSCHINGER'S theory in" the case of equal and opposite

stresses. On the other hand, preliminary experiments by Dr. STANTON and the

author did not confirm BAUSCHINGER'S observations.

* "On a Throw Testing Machine for Reversals of Direct Stress," 0, KEYNOLDS and J. H. SMITH

Phil. Trans.,' A, vol. 199, p. 265; F. ROGERS, 'Journal Iron and Steel Institute,' vol. Ixvii. (1905),

p. 491
; T. E. STANTON and L. BAIRSTOW,

" On the Resistance of Iron and Steel to Reversals of Direct

Stress,"
' Min. Proc. Inst.C.E.,' vol. clxvi. (1903-6), part iv.

t "The Fracture of Metals under Repeated Alternations of Stress," J. A. EWINO and J. C. W.

HUMPHREY, 'Phil. Trans.,' A, vol. 2t)0, p. 241,
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The Present Experiments. Owing to the discrepancies just mentioned, further

experiments appeared to be necessary in order to determine the laws of variation of

the elastic limits ot materials when subjected to cyclical variations of stress. An

indication of the general results of the experiments will most clearly illustrate the

course of the work.

It is found that, after a sufficient number of repetitions, iron or steel is capable of

adjusting itself to variations of stress, cyclically applied. When this adjustment is

complete, the specimen is found to have become perfectly elastic throughout the

whole cycle, and fatigue does not occur.

This adjustment to a given cycle is possible because the limits of elasticity are not

fixed, but can be raised or lowered by repetitions of stress.

During the adjustment of the elastic limits to a given cycle of stress a change ot

length occurs in the specimen which is the same as the extension observed in an

ordinary tensile test when the yield stress is exceeded. For cyclically applied stress

a similar extension occurs even when the maximum stress in the cycle is less than the

static yield stress.

The greater the extension of the specimen during adjustment, the greater are the

amounts by which the elastic limits are raised.

This power of adjustment is limited, and if the range of stress in the imposed cycle

is sufficiently great, the specimen becomes or remains inelastic, and work is performed

during each cycle. This work is expended in moving portions of the crystals

relatively to one another, and is probably associated with microscopic slip-lines which

gradually develop into cracks, ultimately causing the fracture of the specimen.

Definition of Elasticity for Cyclical Variation of Stress. The definition of elasticity

in a specimen subjected to repetitions of stresses is most conveniently expressed in

reference to the cycle. If the elongation is proportional to the stress over the

whole cycle, the specimen is elastic and the stress elongation diagram becomes a

straight line.

When the specimen is inelastic, the straight line is replaced by a figure which

closely resembles the familiar magnetic hysteresis loop. Such a loop EFGH is given
in

fig.
1

, c, and will be in future referred to as a hysteresis loop.

The Testing Machine and Extensomeler. -The testing machine was specially

designed for the work, and was made in the Engineering Workshop of the National

Physical Laboratory. For tensile loads the machine is of the usual type of single-

lever testing machine for static tests. To obtain compressive stresses, a second

system of knife-edges is used and the beam prolonged past the tension zero, so

that when the jockey is moved back farther than the zero the specimen is put into

compression.

Cyclical variations were produced by attaching two scale pans- to the beam and

automatically applying and removing the scale-pan weights. One of these weights

regulated the maximum compressive stress, and the other the maximum tensile stress.
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By combining the use of either of these scale-pan weights with that of the jockey, the

machine was made suitable for tests in which the stress was never wholly removed.

The scale-pan weights were applied at regular intervals by means of hydraulic

pressure operating through the specimen and raising and lowering each .end of the

10,000
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Fig. 1.

beam iu turn. The valve controlling the water supply and exhaust was moved by

link-gear driven from an electric motor, whilst the running of the motor itself was

regulated by the movements of the beam and by a commutator attached to the

link-gear.

The number of cycles was registered automatically.

Observations on the change of length of the specimen were made by means of the

delicate extensometer designed by Prof. MARTENS. In this instrument, two knife-

edge rhombs, each of which carries a mirror, are held against the back and front of

the specimen by spring clips. The rotation of the mirrors is measured by observing

the reflection of a fixed scale.

To render rapid simultaneous observations possible, an arrangement was adopted

by means of which only a single telescope was necessary for making the readings

corresponding to the movements of both mirrors.

Materials used in the Research. Three samples of commercial iron and steel were

obtained in the form of round bars, and complete analyses and tensile-test results are

given in Tables I. and II.

The Swedish iron is that described by Dr. STANTON and the author in a paper on
" The Resistance of Iron and Steel to Reversals of Stress."* A bar of Bessemer

* 'Min. Proc. Inst.C.E.,' vol. clxvi., 1905-6, Part iv.
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steel, similar in characteristics to No. 2 of the same paper, was taken as representative

of hard material, whilst finally a bar of axle steel of intermediate resistance was

obtained to complete the tests.

Both the harder materials were found to be exceedingly uniform in all respects, but

- the yield stress for the Swedish iron varied with the position in the bar from which

the specimen had been cut. This variation had no apparent effect on the values of

the elastic ranges, but the tests were discontinued when the change had become

considerable.

The specimens, fig. IA, were necessarily of small diameter and length. The portion

Fig. IA.

under test was half an inch long in the parallel part, and the diameters, d, varied

from 0'170 inch to '2 50 inch. ^
The Observations. In the present experiments the measurement of the length of

the specimen under the actual conditions of test has constituted an important new

feature in the history of fatigue testing. Before the application of any stress the

extensometer was fixed in position and a reading taken
;
this gave <i zero from which

all the changes of length were calculated.

As the changes which occur due to repetitions of stress are somewhat slow,

observations were only taken at intervals of hours, when the cumulative effect of small

variations had become large enough for measurement. The extreme points in any

cycle could be observed without stopping the machine, and generally the readings at

these extremes, i.e. at the maximum and minimum lengths of the specimen, were the

only ones taken.

Occasionally the machine was stopped, and, starting from the minimum stress, the

load was increased by successive increments to the maximum stress, the extension

being read at each step. The load was then decreased and the corresponding extension

measured in a similar manner. Plotting the extensions on a stress base then gave

the straight line or loop which indicated the condition of the specimen as to

elasticity.

It will be shown later, when the actual figures are described, that the maximum

width of any loop, measured parallel to the axis of extension, added to the elastic

extension of the specimen, is the total change of length in each cycle.

The complete plotting of the hysteresis loop was somewhat objectionable, as it

meant an interruption of the usual running of the machine, and only a few complete

loops were observed for each specimen. The intermediate readings are represented in

the diagrams by the maximum width of the loop, defined as
"
cyclical permanent set,"
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this width having been obtained by subtracting the calculated elastic extension from

the total extension observed.

In addition to the cyclical changes of length just mentioned, non-cyclical extensions

occurred, which took the form of a more or less rapid yielding of the material. It

was in order to observe these non-cyclical extensions that the extensometer was kept

in position during the whole test.* The change of length of the specimen which was

non-cyclical has been defined as
"
permanent extension."

A detailed reference to a few actual readings will make the method of reduction

clear. - The new specimen was subjected to increasing loads, and for the first part of

the test the extension was proportional to the load. From the modulus so obtained,

the elastic extension for any range of stress could be calculated on the assumption

that no change of modulus occurred. For a particular specimen of axle steel, the

elastic extension was -'344, the unit being the 10,000th part of a millimetre.

In the following table the actual scale readings for the same specimen are given at

10, 480, and 53:30 repetitions :
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stress during the 10th cycle. The readings of the right-hand mirror had changed

679 divisions. Adding the two changes together, it appeared that the specimen had

increased in length by 1339 divisions. The "permanent extension" at 5330 repe-

titions is therefore 1339.

Obviously, all the readings might have been taken at the minimum stress, when

the "permanent extension" would have appeared as 1304, or 35 divisions less. This

difference is, of course, equal to the "
cyclical permanent set

"
at the time. It does

not appear to be possible to further separate the "
cyclical permanent set

"
and the

"
permanent extension," but, fortunately, this is not important.

It has been usual in the experiments to keep the maximum stress constant and use

- the readings obtained at that stress for the calculation of "
permanent extension."

The only exceptions occurred in the cases when cyclical variations of stress between

equal and opposite limits of stress were being observed. In these cases both loads

were increased numerically by equal amounts, the mean stress being always zero. The

mean of the extreme extensometer readings was then found to be practically constant.

It will be readily recognised that the method of approaching the limiting conditions

by increasing the range from a small value is liable to be very costly and would only

be justified if the supply of material were limited. It is usual, in making fatigue

tests to destruction, to find any range which will break the specimen quickly, and

then, decreasing the range for a new experiment, to gradually approach the limiting-

range. This may often be obtained from three or four cases of fracture by slight

extrapolation. In a similar manner the observations in the present paper refer

principally to cycles of stress greater than the limiting value for safety.

The Results of the Experiments on Axle Steel. The observations are given

graphically in figs. 1 to 5. Each figure corresponds to a different position of the

elastic limits of the material, and the scales for corresponding curves have been

maintained constant throughout the series, so that direct comparison can be made

from one figure to another.

Equal Tensile and Compresnive Stresses (fig. 1).
For equal stresses the obser-

vations were of the simplest kind. No permanent extension occurred and the

hysteresis loop was quite closed. The changes in the specimen showed themselves

entirely by the production of "
cyclical permanent set," i.e. by an increase in the

extension during each cycle.

After the specimen had been fixed in position, and before it had been loaded in

either direction, a reading was taken of the unstrained length. A similar reading
was recorded after the tension load had been applied and removed, and a third

reading after putting on and removing the compression load. The three readings
were alike and indicated complete elasticity, within the accuracy of measurement.

The stresses 14'1 tons per sq. inch were then repeated automatically, and for

some time the straight line O in
fig. 1, c, continued to represent the cycle of extensions.

The cross indicates the origin of both extension and stress.

VOL. cox. A. G
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As the number of repetitions becajne greater, the "
cyclical permanent set," curve

No. 1, fig. 1, b, became measurable and gradually increased, until after nearly 19,000

reversals of stress it had become about 1 1 per cent, of the original elastic extension.

The hysteresis loop marked 18,750 was then taken. Starting from A, a no-load

point, the curve was traced to B as the tensile stress increased and fell to C as the

tensile stress was removed. Exactly similar curves, CD and DA, apply to the

compressive stresses. The parts BC and DA are parallel to the elastic line O, and it

will be seen that there was no elastic limit in either tension or compression for

increasing loads.

Raising the stresses to 15'0 tons per sq. inch produced an immediate increase in

the
"
cyclical permanent set." The hysteresis loop at 23,260 reversals is similar to

the one previously described.

Finally, stresses of 20'2 tons per sq. inch were imposed, and at 29,280 reversals

diagram EFGH represented the condition of the specimen. The width of the

hysteresis loop was then very great, but even for that case the lines FG and HE are

parallel to the original elastic line O. It therefore follows, as has been previously

stated, that the width of the hysteresis loop, i.e. EG, is equal to the change of length

from H to F, minus the elastic extension, which can be calculated from the slope of

the curve O and the range of stress applied.

The behaviour of this specimen illustrates the necessity for BAUSCHINGER'S hypo-

thesis relating to "primitive" elastic limits, as the extensometer was incapable of

showing the first deviations from elasticity. At a slightly lower range, probably

1:5 tons per sq. inch, the specimen would have been really elastic, as no number of

reversals would have produced a hysteresis loop. The general method of estimating

this limiting range of elasticity will be fully given after the description of the results.

Some features of the Curve No. 1 are curious. At the lower ranges of stress the

width of the hysteresis loop was scarcely affected by a considerable increase in the

number of repetitions, whilst at the highest stress the specimen would appear to

have supported reversals better after 1000 repetitions than at the earlier applications.

Another specimen (Curve No. '2, fig. 1, b) repeated the observations faithfully, and

the type of result has been supported again and again. The figures near the curve

give the stresses for each section. At stresses from 16'6 tons per sq. inch to

18 -

4 tons per sq. inch reversals during at least 24 hours produced no measurably
increased effect, whilst at 19'3 and 20'2 tons per sq. inch recovery actually

occurred. After only 1200 reversals at 21'1 tons per sq. inch the specimen broke.

Half the fracture showed the absence of extension peculiar to alternating stress

fractures.

Although the observations were continued almost to the actual breaking-point, the

extensometer had given no special warning of the deterioration, and as extensions oi

about the 100,000th part of the length of the specimen could be detected, it will be

realised how extremely local is the actual damage. Further, it would appear that
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individual slips in the crystalline grains cannot have increased their extent due to

repetitions, The precise action which ultimately produced fracture is difficult to

imagine.

Unequal Stresses. The question here arose as to the best conditions of test. In

the previous case of equal and opposite stresses the mean stress was kept constant,

but it will be seen that this condition makes the experimental difficulties very great

near the maximum tensile stress, where the greatest stress during variation cannot be

increased appreciably. It was finally decided, after trial, to keep the maximum

tensile stress constant for each experiment and to increase the range by reducing the

minimum stress.

One immediate advantage of a constant maximum stress is that extensions which

increase when the range is increased must be ascribed to the range and not to the

maximum stress.

Keeping the maximum stress constant at +18'3 tons per sq. inch, a specimen

(fig. 2) was subjected to repetitions of stress. The "
cyclical permanent set," fig. 2, 1),
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had also become constant and small, but not zero. The rate of extension during the

day was almost always greater than that during the night, and this effect is supposed

to be due to change of temperature as the magnitude of the change from day-rate to

night-rate was greatest in frosty weather. The mean for the whole curve is regular,

the earlier part of the curve having taken about 11 days for completion, involving a

fairly good daily average.

Increase in the range of stress produced a greater rate of extension after a

preliminary decrease due to the larger compression load. Equal stresses have been

found, as previously stated, not to produce any appreciable permanent extension and,

as the method tends to equality of loads, it would be expected that the rate of

extension could not become very great in this case.
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Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. The maximum stress applied, i.e. + 23'2 tons per sq. inch, was still below the

ordinary yield-point for the material, and for the first 2000 repetitions very little

appeared by the extensometer. Shortly afterwards somewhat rapid permanent
extension began, fig. 3, a, which corresponded to a slow yield, and at the same time a

hysteresis loop, fig. 3, c, made its appearance. The latter reached its maximum width

in about 7000 repetitions and then remained unaltered for a further 8000 repetitions.

During this latter time the rate of extension was gradually becoming less, until

finally it was very small. A slightly decreased range would have allowed this part of

the curve to become horizontal and the conditions would have been stable. Some
"
cyclical permanent set

"

might then have remained temporarily, but there is every
reason to believe that it would have disappeared by recovery if sufficient time were

allowed.
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In the case of complete recovery an extension of about -2 mm. would have been

produced in the process of raising the superior elastic limit from 1 3 tons per sq. inch to

23 tons per sq. inch. In the actual case the range is just too great and the specimen

is incapable of completely adjusting itself to an elastic state.

An increase in the range, by making the stresses 2 '2 tons per sq. inch and

+ 23'2 tons per sq. inch, immediately put up the "cyclical permanent set" and

increased the rate of extension. A further increase in the range produced further

increases in both quantities.

The hysteresis loop and the "
cyclical permanent set

"
again agreed with those of

figs. 1 and 2, the loop being symmetrical about the mean load.

The numbers plotted under "
cyclical permanent set," fig. 3, b, are now greater than

the width of the hysteresis loop. Obviously, the increased length of the specimen,

and consequent decreased diameter, will affect the elastic extension so as to make it

greater than that calculated from the original specimen. When correction is made

for this, the lines BC and DA become parallel to the elastic line, within the probable

errors of observation, and, although scarcely any compressive stress occurs, the

hysteresis loop could not easily be distinguished from a similar loop produced by equal

stresses.
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Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Except that the maximum stress is now 28 '4 tons per sq. inch, and that the

yield occurred with the first load, the description of the last figure applies very closely

to the general features. The first range of stress applied was insufficient to produce

progressive extension, and the "permanent extension" curve even receded slightly.

It will be noticed, also, that some recovery occurs in the "
cyclical permanent set."

About half the remainder of this quantity is accounted for by the increased elastic
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extension due to the yield.
The actual hysteresis loop was very narrow and was not

symmetrical about the mean load. Probably, after the lapse of a long time, the

specimen would have become elastic for this range. The "
permanent extension

"
is

much greater than that described in
fig. 3, and the corresponding change in the

position of the superior elastic limit is also greater, amounting to 1 5 tons per sq. inch.

8OOO
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elasticity very rapidly, until finally it would reach the maximum tensile stress of the

material when the superior limit reached the same point ;
the range being then zero.

General Remarks on the Diagrams.- When a specimen was being fatigued by the

application of an unsafe range of stress, the hysteresis loop produced retained the

same general shape for all ratios of the maximum and minimum stresses.

The two parts of the loop which were traced out, as the stress varied from either-

extreme of the cycle towards the mean stress, were straight lines with a slope equal
to that which would have been given by the specimen if restored to an elastic

condition. Further than this, no appreciable change occurred in the value of YOUNG'S

modulus.

The increase in width of the hysteresis loop, for a given increase in the range

applied, was greatest for the case of equal and opposite stresses, and gradually
decreased in such a way as to suggest that at the maximum stress there was no

tendency to form such a loop. The ordinary tensile test only differs from this

extreme case in the fact that a short time only is allowed for fracture, whilst an

indefinitely long one would be required as an extension of the case of varying stress.

This difference is unimportant, as careful experiments have shown that the rate of

test has little effect on the maximum stress obtained.

The rate of permanent extension due to excess range, after the adjustment of the

elastic limits, is not so clearly shown. It is zero for the case of equal stresses and

becomes very great in the case of failur-e under high maximum stresses.

The Determination of the Elastic Ranges for the Materials from the Observations.

Before the numerical values of these are given one further point of interest must be

noticed. Some specimens of Swedish iron and axle steel showed a large
"
permanent

extension" which ultimately ceased. In all cases "cyclical permanent set" was

produced by the initial
"
permanent extension," the amount of which decreased as the

test proceeded and in some cases disappeared. It would therefore seem that an

extension produced by repetitions of stress introduced a temporary want of elasticity

during each cycle, and that a specimen which is, in reality, quite safe may appear
inelastic.

In further support of this statement may be mentioned a specimen which has been

described elsewhere.* A sample of Swedish iron was subjected to reversals of stress

of 8'3 tons per sq. inch and +8'9 tons per sq. inch at 1200 r.p.m. Due to some

cause, possibly the inequality of the stresses, a hysteresis loop was produced after

100,000 reversals, and this remained even after a million reversals, the specimen being
then unbroken. After many months of rest the elasticity was completely restored

over the whole range. One million reversals at the slightly higher range of 18 '2 tons

per sq. inch would have produced fracture.

It may possibly be that the decreased range of stress found by REYNOLDS and

SMITH has some relation to the question of recovery, but further experiments are

*
'Report of the National Physical Laboratory,' 1907, p. 58.
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necessary to decide the question, as the effect of the rigidity of the testing machine

has not yet been fully investigated. In two instances, at least, low ranges of stress

have been traced to natural periods of vibration in the testing machine agreeing

approximately with the period of repetition.

The fact that the hysteresis loop is not necessarily a sign of failure increased the

difficulty of giving numerical values to the elastic ranges.

If the widths of the hysteresis loops are plotted as ordiuates, on a range of stress

base, it will be seen that the curve obtained is approximately a straight line,

particularly for the lower ranges of stress. This line produced backwards intersects

the axis of range of stress. As the ordinate is zero at the intersection, the hysteresis

loop must disappear, or, in other words, the specimen must be completely elastic.

The actual prediction was complicated by the fact that the hysteresis loop did not

always attain a constant width for the range. In such cases the width of loop was

taken immediately after the preliminary change in
"
cyclical permanent set," shown

most clearly in the upper curve of
fig.

1.

In most cases the
"
rate of permanent extension

"
afforded a check on the result,

as the prediction could be made by substituting this "rate" for the "cyclical

permanent set
"
and using the same method of extrapolation.

Even with the greatest care the uncertainty of the correction to be applied was

too great to allow of much extrapolation, and the earliest results were always obtained

as close to the limiting conditions as possible.

The ranges of elasticity are given to the nearest
|-
ton per sq. inch, which is about

the limit of accuracy expected.

The Yielding of Iron and Steel. The earlier portion of the permanent extension

is of considerable interest. Except for the case of complete reversals of stress, the

application of a range of stress slightly in excess of the safe range produced an

elongation of the specimen, whether the maximum stress was above the yield-point
or not. This is shown in

fig. 6, where the information necessary has been collected

and expressed graphically.

The ordinates are the maximum stresses applied to the specimen and the abscissa?

the corresponding permanent extensions during the adjustment of the superior elastic

limits to the maximum stresses. Starting with a new specimen, the line FEA shows

that, at a stress of 25 tons per sq. inch, no permanent extension was observed. When
the load was slightly increased, a sudden extension of about one-fifth of a millimetre

occurred, this being the well-known yield. Further increase of stress extended the

specimen still further, the changes being represented by a line which cannot differ

appreciably from BC. In producing the curve FEABC no cyclical variations of stress

are concerned, and the curve is identical with the usual stress elongation diagram
frequently taken during a tensile test.

The experiment on the specimen of axle steel described in
fig.

3 showed that under

cyclical variations of stress an extension, which was not measurable at the first
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application of the load, gradually appeared due to repeated applications of a range of

stress slightly greater than the safe range. This extension continued for some time,

the dotted line GH representing the slow yielding of the specimen. When the

adjustment of the elastic limits was complete, H represented the final extension, and

no further increase of length occurred due to further repetition of stress.

STRESS
TONS 3d IN

AXLE. STEEL

O.z O.4

EXTENSION Mi

Fig. 6.

The point J was similarly obtained by repeating a cycle of stress having a less

maximum value than that which produced the extension H. At E, which corresponds

to the maximum safe stress during reversals, no extension occurred.

The points H, J, and E are evidently on a continuation of the curve BC, and when

cyclical variations of stress are considered there is no break, in the curve at B,

corresponding to the static yield-point.

Above this latter point the whole extension is produced by the maximum stress

only, independently of the range of stress, which may be zero. As HJE is continuous

with BC, it seems possible that an extension such as GH may be produced by the

repetition of a cycle of stress in which the range is less than the safe range.

Should further experiments bear out this contention, it seems that very great care

must be exercised in the use of materials having a higher maximum stress than that

corresponding to alternations of equal and opposite stresses.

Below the static yield-point, iron and steel appear to be capable of maintaining an

unstable condition for a considerable time against cyclical variations of stress which

ultimately produce a considerable change of length. The first application of the

maximum stress in a given cycle may show only a scarcely measurable extension,

in spite of the fact that extension of thousands of times the amount may be obtained

without any change in the cycle of stresses. It would appear from this that

BAUSCHINGER'S definitions of the "primitive" and "natural" elastic limits are in

VOL. OCX. A, H
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reality statements that ordinary extensometers are not sufficiently sensitive to detect

the first signs of want of elasticity, and that fatigue increases these signs to

recognisable magnitude.

The Swedish Charcoal Iron and Bessemer Steel. These materials were dealt with

first, and the observations are in some respects less complete, as clear ideas had not

then been reached. The difficulties of experiment become greater as the steel gets

harder, the duration of the test being longer and the rate of recovery due to time

less rapid.

For the Swedish iron the results were obtained with a fresh specimen for each

range of stress. The hysteresis loop did not become so constant in width, but other-

wise the experiments are in complete accord with those for the axle steel. One of

the specimens showed the whole of the extension up to fracture. It seems, therefore,

unlikely that anything- Of importance has been missed in the history of a fatigue test.

The Marten's extensometer is too delicate an instrument for use when fracture is

anticipated, and a less accurate extensometer was substituted in such cases.

One series of experiments was made with the maximum stress very near to the

breaking stress, and again a case of actual fracture, observed nearly to the end,

showed the phenomena which may be expected to occur, and gives an indication as to

when observations have proceeded far enough.

Recovery due to stoppage of the machine or other causes was somewhat rapid for

this material.

The results for the Bessemer steel are very similar to the axle steel in all respects,

the ranges chosen being in closely corresponding positions. Some slight differences

might, perhaps, be referred to. In the case of equal stresses, the initial breakdown

of the unstable condition was not succeeded by a nearly horizontal portion ;
in other

words, the width of the hysteresis loop continually increased. This is not an impor-

tant distinction, but is more easy to understand than is the behaviour of the axle

steel under the same conditions.

The earliest case of unequal stresses was treated somewhat differently from the axle

steel. The first range of stress applied produced a gradual extension of the specimen,

and, after the rate of extension had reached its maximum, recovery was so very slow

that finality was not nearly reached after 17,000 repetitions. The range was then

decreased. From this point the observations agree with those on axle steel. The

rate of extension for the initial range, when this was returned to, was considerably

less than that previously observed. The question of recovery is obviously an

important factor in the behaviour of materials which are being fatigued.

The remainder of the experiments do not call for special mention as no points of

difference from the axle steel occurred.

The Elastic Ranges of the Materials. -The whole of the results are given in fig. 7,

together with similar figures for WOHLER'S experiments on fatigue to destruction.

For two of these materials tests to fracture were made at moderately high speeds.
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At 800 r.p.m. the Swedish iron gave a safe range of 19'0 tons per sq. inch and at

1200 r.p.m. of 18'2 tons per sq. inch. The elastic range now found at 2 r.p.m. is

19 tons per sq. inch, which is in close agreement.

The Bessemer steel was not tested at 800 r.p.m., but gave a range of 26'5 tons per

sq. inch at 1200 r.p.m. A similar material at 800 r.p.m. gave a range of 30'5 tons

per sq. inch. The elastic range now found at 2 r.p.m. is 33 tons per sq. inch. Here

the effect of speed would appear to agree with that found by REYNOLDS and SMITH,

the differences being too great for errors of observation.

(N.P.U)

ELASTIC RANGES
SWEDISH IRON

SAFE: RANGES (

WROUGHT IRON

O 10 to to

AXLE STEEL UNTEMPEREO SPRING. STEEL

AXLE STEEL

y-'j so -40
~

-10 a >o

MINIMUM STRESS TONS. SO. IN.

Fig. 7.

The abscissa for each curve of fig. 7 is the stress at the inferior limit of elasticity,

compressive stresses being counted as negative. The ordinate is the elastic range of

stress, corresponding to the minimum stress represented by the abscissa.

The value of the abscissa for the point where the ordinate is zero is the ordinary

tensile maximum stress, as has been pointed out by GERBEK. A line inclined at 45

to both axes and passing through this point forms an upper limit to the possible

curve obtainable, for at any point on this line the superior limit of stress is equal to

the tensile maximum stress. This line, AB, is shown dotted in all the curves.

For the reason given above the portion of the curve CB cannot cross the line AB,

and, after the points have been carried close to the latter limit, the whole series of

observations is completed by taking the maximum stress as the upper limit of

elasticity. This, of course, is not strictly true, but the degree of approximation is

H 2
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clearly indicated by both the Swedish iron and Bessemer steel. The slope of the line

CB is greatest for the axle steel, but otherwise the general features of the curves for

all three materials are the same.

The remaining three curves have been drawn through WOHLER'S points of obser-

vation. The wrought iron differs from the Swedish iron only in the magnitude of the

ordinate. Curve 5 is almost identically the same as Curve 2 for axle steel, but

WOHLER'S points are not sufficiently numerous to complete the curve with certainty,

and for these observations GERBER'S parabola can be made to fit with equal accuracy.

The last of the curves again completely represents WOHLER'S results, and con-

sidering the three diagrams together the agreement is remarkably close.

The truth of BAUSCHINGER'S theories would now appear to be established, as the

elastic ranges have been shown to agree with WOHLER'S safe ranges. The experi-

mental results, however, show very different features to those obtained by

BAUSCHINQEE, and this is probably due to the more complete observation of the

extensions and, in part, to the different definition of elasticity adopted.

The Condition of Specimens after Recovery from Fatigue. A suggestion made by
BAUSCHINGER as to a rapid means of determining the " natural" elastic limits seemed

worth investigation. He suggested that a specimen be made inelastic by overloading,

and then by increasing the range from a small value the maximum range of elasticity

be found as recovery proceeded. The only experiments given involved less than one

dozen reversals and little time was allowed for recovery. It is not surprising, there-

fore, that under these conditions the elastic ranges had no resemblance to the safe

ranges found later.

MUIR lias since shown that very complete recovery of elasticity can be produced by
the immersion of a specimen in boiling water for a few minutes. Taking advantage
of this, a series of tests was made on some of the specimens already described.

Recovery reduces the permanent set at a given load, as will be seen from one of the

Bessemer steel specimens which was given a rest of 45 hours at the end of an

experiment ; almost exactly one-third of the set disappeared in the interval. A
specimen after fatigue therefore tends to return to its primitive condition, and it is

necessary to have experimental evidence to show the extent of the recovery.

The detailed observations are given in Table III. At the stresses indicated by the

first column, extensometer readings were taken and the extensions are tabulated in

the succeeding columns. The main heading relates to the recovery produced

immediately before the experiment, whilst the letters T and C signify tension and

compression respectively. The elastic limit for each experiment is indicated by heavy-

type figures in the column of extensions.* The general features are most easily seen

from the plotted curves, as the errors of observation are then more easily allowed for.

These are never great in absolute magnitude, but they may make individual

differences appear unduly important.
Axle Steel. The original condition of this material showed no want of elasticity in
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tension until within a short distance of the yield. Specimen No. 2, fig. 1, showed,

also, that in compression the elastic limit was higher than 17 tons per sq. inch. The

apparent elastic range was therefore greater than 42 tons per sq. inch as against the

26 tons per sq. inch which was maintained against repetitions.

Experiments Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, Table III., refer to a specimen in the condition

of Specimen No. 2 after 6000 reversals.

Following a final load of 18 '26 tons per sq. inch in tension, the specimen was

heated in boiling water for 15 minutes. Test No. 2 showed that the specimen was

still elastic at the same load. In compression the limit was reached at about 8 '5 tons

per sq. inch and the load was continued to 13'28 tons per sq. inch. Recovery was

again produced, and it was then found that the elastic limit in compression had been

raised at least to 13 -28 tons per sq. inch, but that the tensile elastic limit had fallen

to 13'0 tons per sq. inch. By alternately heating and testing, the elastic limits were

moved about very considerably, but always with the condition that if the tension

limit was raised the compression limit was depressed, and vice versa.

Both limits cannot be determined at the same time, but Test 6 shows that the

elastic limit was found at the last stress imposed before heating, and the elastic

ranges for the four previous cases can now be seen to be as nearly as possible 26 tons

per sq. inch, i.e. equal to the elastic range found by repetitions. The agreement is

not complete, as no extension occurs to correspond with the "
permanent extension

"

of figs.
2 and 3.

Specimen 5 was immersed in boiling water for an hour and a half, without any other

treatment between this heating and the repetitions of stress recorded in
fig.

3. The

elastic limit in tension now appeared at 20 tons per sq. inch, the loading being carried

to 26 '6 tons per sq. inch. On heating and retesting the limit was again found at

20 tons per sq. inch, and so on for Tests 9 and 10. The compression limit found

in Test 11 is zero, but is uncertain, due to the smallness of the readings. The elastic

limit of 20 tons per sq. inch, approximately, is somewhat less than the 22 tons per

sq. inch estimated from the repetition experiments.

The two specimens just described illustrate BAUSCHINGER'S two theorems very

clearly, the first showing that for nearly equal stresses the elastic limit in tension can

only be raised by a corresponding drop in the compression limit, whilst the second

shows that a limit exists above which the tension limit cannot be raised, so long as

the stress is entirely removed in each cycle.

Specimen No. 7, fig. 5, of the axle steel should agree with Specimen No. 5, as the

last load applied was zero. Test 12 did not show any limit until 26'6 tons per

sq. inch had been reached, and then the departure from the elastic line was small.

The compression limit appeared to be 5 tons per sq. inch, or the elastic range was

apparently 31 or 32 tons per sq. inch. As the method of repetition gave 19 tons per

sq. inch range, the specimen was no better than in its primitive condition.

The experiments for Swedish iron, made with nearly equal stresses, agreed with the
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axle steel under the same conditions, the elastic range determined by test and

recovery agreeing very closely with that found by repetitions of stress. On the other

hand, the Bessemer steel showed an elastic range 33 per cent, greater than that which

could be maintained against repetitions. Possibly a more sensitive extensometer, or a

longer specimen, would have yielded results in accordance with the earlier materials,

but no means of testing this were available. Until further experiments have been

made, this method of finding the elastic ranges by producing fatigue and recovery is

uncertain. ***

Specimen No. 7 of the axle steel seems to indicate the possibility that the great

deformations produced during rolling cause the high primitive elastic limits which are

always found in bars of iron and steel.

In conclusion the author wishes to express his great indebtedness to Dr. STANTON

for his interest and help, and for the opportunity of carrying out a research which he

had proposed and commenced. He also begs to thank Dr. GLAZEBROOK, F.R.S., for

the interest which he has shown in the work, and for the means of carrying on the

experiments.

TABLE I. Tensile Tests of the Materials Used.
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III. A Critical Study of Spectral Series. Part I. The Alkalies H and He.

By W. M. HICKS, Sc.D., F.R.S.
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NOTATION AND ABBREVIATIONS.

n = 108
/A.

= wave-number = number of waves per cm.

Adopted formula, n = A - N /( m + u+\-
I \ m!

A is the " limit
" = n when m = GO.

RYDBERG'S notation for the series is adopted. Thus

P denotes a principal series.

NaP the two principal series of Na.

is the first principal series of Na.

(2) is the second line in, &c.

is (4) denotes the satellite to the fourth line in the first diffuse series of Cs.

is referred to as D except when there may be an ambiguity with diffuse, when den. is used.

N
is written V

(i.e.,
variable part of series). Thus

VP (1) stands for the value of N/D2 in P (1).

F is the symbol for the new scries (fundamental) as P.S.D. stand for those already known.

f by itself stands for a fraction.

In referring to observers

K.E. stands for KAYSER & EUXGE.

L. & D. LIVEING & DEWAR.

B. BERGMANN.

K.H. KONEN & HAGENBACII.

L. LEHMANN.

LE. LENARD.

P. PASCHEN.

E. EAMAGE.

S. ,, SAUNDERS.

W. WOOD.

THE following investigation was commenced some years ago, at a time when the

discussion as to the atomic weight of Radium raised the question as to the dependence
on their atomic weights of the wave-lengths of corresponding spectral lines of

different elements of the same group. The arguments were necessarily vague and

VOL. ccx. A 461. I 9.2.10
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unconvincing in the absence of any exact knowledge as to the connection of wave-

length with atomic weight, even supposing such connection existed.

Our knowledge of series spectra is chiefly one might say almost wholly due to

the sets of very exact measurements of KAYSER and RUNGE, and of RUNGE and

PASCHEN, supplemented by extensions to longer and shorter wave-lengths by
BERGMANN, KONEN and HAGENBACH, LEHMANN, RAMAGE, and SAUNDERS. These

have been only quite recently added to by PASCHEN* and by the remarkable

extension of the Sodium Principal series up to 48 terms by WooD.f A most

valuable feature of KAYSER'S work was the publication of possible errors of obser-

vation. This has rendered it possible to test with certainty whether any relation

suggesting itself is true within limits of observational error or not. In fact, without

this, the investigation, of which the present communication forms a first part, could

not have been carried out. So far as the author knows, SAUNDERS is the only other

observer who has accompanied his observations with estimates of this kind. Others

have given probable errors practically estimates of the exactness with which they
can repeat readings of that feature of a line which they take to be the centre an

estimate of little value for the present purpose. In deducing data from a set of

lines it is thus possible to express their errors in terms of the original errors in the

observations, and limits to the latter give limiting variations to the former. We
therefore . know with certainty what latitude in inferences is permissible, and are

often enabled to say that such inference is not justifiable.

The formula? of RYDBERG or of KAYSER and RUNGE are sufficient in general to

identify lines as belonging to a given series, except in the cases of lines in the infra

red, where the order is 1 or even 2, but they are not sufficiently accurate for our

purpose. It is necessary to obtain formula? for the various series which can reproduce
the known series within limits of error or, if this is impossible, with as few outside as

possible. The fact that RYDBERG'S formula contains two arbitrary constants, whereas

K.R.'s have three, and the well-known relationships brought to light by RYDBERG'S
formula naturally suggest it as the basis for a second approximation. In the absence

of any definite theory as to the nature of the vibrations giving rise to spectral lines,

it is necessary to make some assumption and to test it by its results. The most
natural one clearly is to suppose that in RYDBERG'S form A-N/(D)

2 where D = ?>i+ ^,
D is some function of m which can be expanded in a series of which m+ p is the first

term. Comparison with observation shows that his formula becomes more exact with

increasing m, and that, therefore, the function should be expansible in negative
powers of m. In other words,

m m
where a, fi are small.

* ' Ann. d. Phys.,' 27, p. 537.

t 'Astro. Jour.,' xxix., p. 97.
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If RYDBEKG'S opinion, that the true formula should be of the form f(m+n), is

correct, then D would be of the form

D = m+p.+ +....
m+p.

This, however, would be included in the previous formula with sufficient exactness

except possibly for m = 1 or 2. Any term added to m+ p. will, of course, by giving
an additional arbitrary constant, produce a formula capable of reproducing spectral

series with greater accuracy. The criteria justifying the form of a new term should

be a very considerable increase of accuracy over a wide range (and particularly for

m =1), and that it should bring to light further relationships. RITZ,* from certain

theoretical ideas, has taken D = m +
/j.
+ ft/m

2 or m+ /A + /3/(m+'5)
2

,
and with a large

number of series has obtained very close agreement. It was not until I had made

some progress with this work that I became acquainted with his paper. I believe

this to have been fortunate, for had I known his work, and the great increase of

accuracy obtained by his forms, I should probably not have attempted to essay any
further improvement. As it was I had proceeded so far as to feel certain that I was

on correct lines, and had already obtained even more accurate results than his,

besides some of the relationships presented below. The first important result was

that it was rarely necessary to go beyond the a/m term in fact, not at all for the

alkali metals that if a, ft were both included, and, of course, an additional line used

for calculation, ft always came out a small fraction of a, and that with a alone the

agreement was much better than with ft alone (RiTz). Evidence of this is given

below.

As will be seen later, there are indications that a form D = m+ju,+a/(m+a) may
be the true form, at least for certain series. These indications will be mentioned in

due course, but as the metals of Group II. are not discussed in the present communi-

cation, the case may be further illustrated from a special series in Mg, which will at

the same time serve to show that too much stress must not be laid in favour of a

particular formula on the mere fact that it reproduces the observed lines, unless the

observations are very exact, or comprise the first members and a considerable number

of the others. The series in question was first discovered by RYDBERG! in K.R.'s

observations, and consists of six observed lines contained between 5528 and 3987,

which he called a " new kind of series
"
of the Mg spectrum. Neither his own nor

K.R.'s formula reproduce the lines, and he suggested a combination of the two, viz.,

As will be seen, this involves four constants and requires four lines to find the

constants. The formula reproduces the two last lines within error of observation.

* 'Ann. d. Phys.,' 12, p. 264.

t
' Ann. d. Phys.,' 50, p. 625,

I 2
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To anyone using the form a/m, KYDBERG'S new formula suggests at once the form

D = m+ /x + a/(m+ /i),
which only requires three constants. Using the first three

lines for these there results

886213
n = 26617'09-N/ W+-317620+

WI+-31762/'

which reproduces the last three lines well within the limits, as the tahle below shows.

I felt no doubt but that this was the true form, until it occurred to me to test the

simpler form.

The formula

= 2660974-N/UI+ -345117+
7235 2

)

2

/ \ mln

reproduces the last three quite as well as the other, and, in addition, possesses all the

criteria of a diffuse series. The series is not, therefore, a " new kind of series," as it

was called by its discoverer.

The following table gives the series with the excess of calculated over observed

wave-length for each formula, and the limits of observational error :

m.
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may be a positive or negative fraction, or may be > 1. If we know that the first

observed line of a series is actually the first member m = 1 for that line and
ju.

is

definite. If we assume, for instance, that the first doublet of a principal series has

the same separation as those of the associated series, the question is settled ; or if

such a line has not been observed, then the degree of convergence of the separation of

any P doublet will give its order at once, e.g., the fact that the D lines in Na have

the same separation 17 '21 as the sharp series, would show that the D lines are

actually the first members of the series. If these had happened to have been outside

the region of observation, however, and the doublet (3302, 3303) had been the first

observed lines of the P series, their separation (5 '50) would have at once shown that

for them m = 2, and again /x
would be definitely determined. In spectra with no

doublets or triplets, as in the singlet series of He or O, this criterion would not be

available. Recourse might then be had to the fact that in all known cases the first

line of a P series is not very different from the first line calculated from any approxi-

mate formula of the sharp series witli sign reversed. It was this consideration which

led RYDBERG to postulate a value for
p. > I in the principal series of the alkali

metals. In all cases there is nothing to distinguish the order for a diffuse series. If,

therefore, we wish to discuss how the value of
/u. changes from element to element,

RYDBEUG'S formula can only give an approximation to its fractional part alone. As

soon, however, as a more approximate formula, such as that used in this paper (/i)
or that used by RITZ (a/m

2

),
is applied, /u,

becomes definite at once e.</., in the

principal series of the alkalies the denominator is (/' denoting a fraction)

ni+l+j'ajm ancl not m+foi/m, for the latter will not reproduce the series within

the limits of observational error, and consequently /A > 1
;
in the sharp series \L < 1.

In the sharp series, however, of Group II. or the Zn group /A > 1, from which it may
be remarked incidentally it follows, using RYDBERG'S law, that the wanting principal

series must be looked for in the ultra-red. The unique determination of ju
is a matter

of the first importance for comparative study. It only fails when the lines are so few

or the measurements so bad that afm or a./(m+ l) will either of them reproduce them

within the observational limits.

In order to draw safe conclusions as to any relationships between the constants for

various elements, or between the different series of the same element, we need to

know their limits of possible variation. This is possible, as mentioned above, when

the data are based on the measurements of KAYSER and RUNGE or of SAUNDERS. It

is not proposed, in what follows, to give complete expressions for these variations in

terms of observational errors, but the method can, perhaps, be understood best by

taking an actual example say that of K.S. The wave-numbers of K.S. (3.4.5)

reduced to vacuum from the wave-lengths given by K.R. are 14407 '80, 1723072,

18721 '20, with possible errors, as deduced from wave-length errors of T04, "15, '53

respectively. The true values are taken to be 14407'80 + r04p, 1723072 + -15</,

18721 '20 +'53r, where p, q, r may have any values from 1 to +1. The lines as
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observed give A = 21963'38, p,
= '825786, = '047604. The variations due to

the errors are found to be

SA = -
-673p + '520<7 -l'988r,

Sp = '001646p-'000969g + '002540?%

Sa = - '005216j9+-002514g- '006116r.

If, then, the constants calculated from three observed lines give a formula which

brings a particular line outside the limits, it is possible to determine whether a

permissible change in the original wave-lengths can bring it within. It is used also

to test the validity of EYDBERG'S law as to the limits of S. and P. A further valuable

result is that it enables us to give the limits of possible variation of A, /n, a, e.g., in

the example above cited by putting p = q = r = 1. The utmost possible, thougli

unlikely, variations are then 3'18 for A, +'005155 for
fj.,

and '013846 for .

When in the following pages limits of this kind are given, it will be \mderstood that

they have been arrived at in the above manner.

We shall have to apply certain laws and relationships already known, and it is

necessary to have some clear idea of the degree of exactness with which they represent

facts. Some of these depend on direct observation, others on relationships arising

from the formula?. Of the former the most important relate to the doublet (v) and

triplet (vlt ZAJ) separations of the various series. They are :

(A) The value of v (or of vl , v^ is the same for all the members of either the

sharp or diffuse series the separation in the diffuse series being taken

between the satellite of the first and the second, and in the case of triplets

for v2 between the satellite of the second and the third.

(B) The values of v for sharp and diffuse are the same.

(C) The value of v for the first line of the principal series is the same as for the

sharp or diffuse.

It may be said at once that these statements are true within the limits of

observational errors, the only exceptions that I have met with are in the case of the

sharp series of oxygen and the diffuse of sodium. O.S (4) gives v as lying between

3'52 and 372, and O.S (5) as between 2'82 and 3'46, or say v > 3'52 by the former

and < 3 '46 by the latter. One is naturally tempted to put this down to a larger

observational error than the estimated one. There are cases, however, in which a

doubt may arise as to whether these statements are absolutely exact. For instance,

NaD gives the following values for v (the observational errors are given in

brackets): D (3) 16'60 ('5); D (4) 17'04 ('8); D (5) 19'28 (2'3) ;
D (6) 28'1S (5).

It is to be noticed the least possible v from D (6) is 18 '18, and the greatest from

D (3) is 17'60. If it is real, (A), (B) are not true, but Dt (6) and D2 (6) are bad

measurements, and the limit of accuracy (5) given for each is probably a rough way
of saying very large. On the other hand the gradual rise with increasing order
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raises a suspicion that the rise exists and that v is not constant. It is just possible,

as we shall see later, that the sodium series, which has generally been taken as the

typical diffuse, may not be so.

As regards (B), the following table gives the values of v for the alkalies, as

determined by least squares (duly weighted) for Na and K and arithmetical means

for Rb and Cs from the observations of K.R., SAUNDERS, and RAMAGE :
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true within limits of errors of the measurements, but those limits are very wide, and

it may well be that exact equality does not hold. There can be little doubt but that

the value of v from NaS is very close to 17'10, and 17'21 is certainly exact for NaP (1).

The He lines have been measured with great exactness, but unfortunately v is small

(1'007) and HeP"(l) is far up in the ultra-red. In O, v is of the order 3
-

(>, and OP(l)
is a bad observation, whilst in S (v

= 18 '04), SP (1) is outside the region of observed

lines. The evidence of the exactness of (C) is, therefore, not conclusive, but in spite

of the indications of Na to the contrary, it is probably correct. The doubt, however,

should be kept in remembrance.*

Observation also tends to show that :

(D) The corresponding 8 and D series tend to the same limits.

(E) The doublet or triplet series of the P'type tend to the same limit.

The exact truth of (D) and (E) has not been proved from direct observation, for the

actual limits have never been seen nor have a sufficiently high order of terms been

observed. The HD has been measured up to TO = 31, but HS (star by PICKERING)

only a few to compare with it. NaPj has been measured by WOOD! up to TO = 43 as

an absorption spectrum, but only two terms of NaP2 are known. With the exception

of these two, no series has yet been observed nearly up to its limits, and the strongest

evidence in favour of (D) and (E) is based on the limits as calculated from formulae in

which again the actual limits will vary slightly with the form adopted for the

formula.

The lists of values of limits given by E/YDBEEG| show that the approximate truth

of (D) is certain.

Amongst the relationships depending on the formulae, the chief are those which will

always be associated with the name of RYDBERG, viz., the remarkable connection

between the sharp and principal series, and the constancy of N. The former may be

expressed in the form :

(F) S(oo) = N/D
2
of P(l) = VP(1).

(G) P
(
oo

)
= N/D

2 of S (1)
= VS (1).

The discussion of the evidence for or against them will come later. Their

approximate truth is so clear that it would require very strong evidence to justify

the use of any formula which did not conform to it. RITZ has imposed the law on

his formula, using it in calculating the constants, and supposes that the results prove

* Since the above was written, PASCHEN has published further observations in the ultra-red, giving
what he takes to be the principal series for several elements. When discussed, these will probably give

considerably more light on the question.
' Ann. d. Phys.,' vol. 29, p. 625.

t 'Astro. Jour.,' vol. xxix., p. 97.

t
'

Rapports Congres Internat. de Phys.' II., p. 210.

The expression
"
N/D2 of

"
will have to be employed so frequently that it will be convenient to use a

symbol for it. V will stand for the term of the formula in which m varies.
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its truth. When, however, his values are contrasted with actual measurements (see

below), it would appear rather to show that if the law is correct his formula is wrong,

or if his formula is correct the law is not exact.

(H) The value of N is the same for all series and for all elements.

There can be little doubt but that N is very nearly the same for all known series,

and it is a tempting hypothesis that it is actually so. We have no evidence, however,

to prove that it is either the same for all series, or has different values for the different

types of series, which may well be the case. If it be found that all observed lines

come into the formula with the same value of N, and further if thereby the validity

of (F) and (G) can be established, or if other relationships which present themselves

are more clearly brought out, then the evidence that N is a constant of nature (as

RYDBERG calls it) will be very strong. We shall start, therefore, by taking N to be

the same for all series, and the same which RYDBERG assigns to it, viz., 109675, when

referred to vacuum.

This value, however, may require redetermination. It was determined by RYDBERG

from hydrogen by least squares applied to BALMER'S formula for HD and using the

observations of AMES. It was BALMER'S form which led to RYDBERG'S modification,

putting m+ n in place of m, where p. depends in some way on the properties of the

substance. To suppose, therefore, that BALMER'S formula is exact, i.e., p 0, seems

like saying that hydrogen has no individual properties. In any case, it would seem

extremely unlikely that, as every other substance has a finite value of
/*,
H should

have /A
= 0. It is to be expected that its p. would be small. All the low atomic

weight elements have
/u,

small (or very nearly unity) for a D series, and we should

expect the lightest element of all to have a very small one (or nearly =
l). To find

N, then, the series of RYDBERG should be used as a basis, and N and /* both determined.

Unfortunately the HD spectrum is not known with great exactness of measurement.

The most accurately measured spectra as wholes are without doubt those of He by
RUNGE and PASCHEN, and it would seem preferable to use these to determine N. At

first sight, then, it might appear more logical to consider this point of the value of N
as determined from H and He spectra before going further. It is preferable, however,

to postpone this until the alkali spectra have been discussed, and some information

obtained as to the connection of the different types of series. Moreover, by keeping
at present to RYDBERG'S value, it will be possible to directly compare the results from

the formula adopted in this paper with those from that of RITZ, which is the only
other comparable in accuracy.

The Spectra of the Alkali Metals.

As SAUNDERS has given very complete tables of the observed spectra of the

alkalies/' it will be sufficient to refer to them for the material at disposal at that date.

* 'Astro. Jour.,' xx., p. 188.

VOL. CCX. A K
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Since then we have had the very exact measurements by PASCHEN* in the ultra-red

of Li, Na, and K, and the remarkable discovery by Woor>t of the absorption by its

own vapour of the NaP series, lines being observed down to TO = 48.

A superficial examination of the series of the different alkali elements shows that

Li apparently occupies an anomalous position, and leads to the surmise that the series

are not homologous with those of the other elements. Thus, if the first lines of the

principal series in each be compared, viz.',

Li. Na. K. Kb. Cs.

6708 5890 7665 7805 8527

it is seen that the wave-lengths continually decrease with decreasing atomic weight
until we arrive at Li, when the wave-length jumps back above Na. Further from

analogy with the others LiP(l) should be a doublet with v = 1'5 about, and the LiS

and LiD should be all doublets of the same v, but, as a fact, they are all single, with

the possible exception of 4602, which KONEN and HAGENBACH believe to be a double

line. For this reason in my first examination I left Li for separate consideration,

and as this was fully justified by the result, it may be well to proceed on the same

lines now. We shall discuss then firsi the Avell-known principal, sharp, and diffuse

series of the other alkalies, then the additional series which appear in the spectra,

and finally return to Li in the light of knowledge gained from the others.

The first step is to justify the use of the form m+p+ a/m for the denominator, by

showing how closely it reproduces the observed lines. This is done in Table I. For

comparison the results as calculated from RITZ' formula are also given. In each

series the first column (O) gives the possible observational error, the second (H) the

excess of observed over the calculated wave-length, and the third '(R) the corre-

sponding values from RITZ' formula. Whenever this is outside the observational

error it is printed in thick figures. For the present purpose the values for Li are

added. The values of p, a, &c., are given in Table II. The results for RITZ are

given from his paper, or, for those, lines not observed at the time, are calculated from

his constants. It should be remembered that the estimated possible errors are

considerably greater than the probable errors, and consequently we ought to look for

a closer agreement between calculated and observed values than the possible errors

show. It should further be noted that for high orders any formula giving rough

approximation only will give some information as to the excellence or otherwise of

the observations themselves. If the deviations show gradual change as m increases,

the formula is probably in fault
; if, however, a deviation makes a sudden change

and comes back to its former course as m increases, the observations are probably the

cause.

Where two values are given under P they refer to the doublets. All the S have

* 'Ann. d. Phys.,' 27, !p. 567.

t ',Astro. Jour.,' xxix., p. 97.
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been found by correcting to constant v, also in P2 ,
P3 ( oo) has been taken to be ^he

same as P! ( oo).

Remarks on Table I. NaP. It will be seen that agreement is perfect in NaP.

This is the only series in which the first three lines (from which the constants are

determined) are known with great accuracy. It has not been thought necessary to

give the comparison with all WOOD'S measurements, but after m = 10 they are given

for every interval of 5. The deviations from WOOD show that his observational work

(apart from instrumental) have mean errors of about +'05 A.U., and if his instrument

constants are comparable with K.R.'s, the constant P(o) in the formula should be

about '10 higher. RITZ has two outside, one 1'3 times and the other more than twice

the amount allowable.

NaS is not a first-class set of measurements. Nevertheless, there is good agreement

except for S (6). For S (2) PASCHEN'S estimate of possible error is 1. For this a very

slight alteration in the value of a, or an error of '01 in S (3) (possible error =
'10),

would bring both mine and RITZ' values within limits of error. The deviation in

S (6), however, is serious. It has the appearance of being chiefly due to a measure-

ment error, for successive deviations, as m increases from 4 to 8, are 0, 0, +'42, '12,

'32, and RITZ' formula suggests the same. If the observations are looked at more

closely S (6) gives v = 15 '89 instead of 17'2. LIVEING and DEWAR, in their early

measurements of this doublet, say :

" The lines 4543'9, 4540'2 in the Normal Solar

spectrum probably represent this pair." These give v = 17'94. L. and D.'s measure-

ments are, of course, not to be compared with those of the later observers, but

apparently their method of producing the light had advantages over those of K.R.

Their observations generally give wave-lengths less than those of K.R., but in this

case they are much less, pointing to a suspicion that instead of X = 4546 "03 one

nearer 4544'8 would be more correct. X = 4545'Gl is that demanded by the formula.

Although, therefore, this case is a serious one against both formulae, there are yet

indications that it may be closer to the real value than the observations show.

S(7.8) are from L. and D.'s observations. The reading for S (8) is given by them

for the middle of a narrow band which they have not seen divided. For this

n = 23015'49. I have taken the readings for the two lines to be 23015'47|-(17'2),

and RITZ' result is also compared with this.

NaD. The observation errors for all the NaD series are large. The deviation

from constant v has been referred to already, especially the excessive v of D (G),

which renders the readings for this very doubtful. The constants have been deter-

mined from L.'s readings for D (2) and K.R.'s for D (3.4). There is some uncertainty

as to whether
ju,

for the D series should be a fraction or 1 + fraction. The results here

are calculated for the form 1+f, but in all cases for D lines in this table the order of

a line is taken to be the integral part of the denominator whether we use p.
= f or

1+f. The doublet at m = 6 is outside the limits, and it ought to be if v is to be

constant, also the reading for D2 (5), but both D2 (5) and D2 (6) can be brought within
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by. a permissible change in D2 (2.3), thus leaving T>i(G) outside, which must neces-

sarily be the case with v so large as 28. We may regard, therefore, the formula as

satisfying the conditions for NaD. EITZ gives no constants for his formula for this

series.

KP. The observations for P(l) are very bad. K.R. give 7665'6 and 7699'3

(possible errors 5). L. gives 7668'54 and 7701/92, R. 7664, and S. 7664'91 and

7699-08. HERMANN* 7665-29, 7699'32. The votes carry it for the lower value of P,

and one gets an almost superstitious belief in K.R.'s measurements after long use of

them in this kind of work. On the contrary, L.'s result appears to agree better with

those computed from K.R.'s values of P (2.3.4), the case here adopted. RITZ'

constants are calculated from L.'s result for P(l) and K.R.'s for P(2.3). In the

table, then, L.'s result is used. It will be seen that the formula adopted here gives

excellent agreement except in P(5), where the deviation is twice that allowable.

The order from m = 2 to 7 is 0, 0, 0, '21, 0, "01, a striking agreement with a sudden

jump at m = 5, pointing to observational error, but there is no further evidence as in

the case of NaS (6). RITZ' are all outside, except for m =
8, 9.

The S are corrected to constant v = 57 '93. The agreement is very good except for

S (2), which is far out. RITZ has all outside. In his paper he must have given

S2 ( co) for Sj (
oo

).
I have calculated his S (2.8.9) on this supposition.

The numbers for KD are calculated from a form p = f. It appears p.
= 1 + f is not

possible. As is seen, there is good agreement. In this case, in order to bring D (2)

within limits, errors have been allowed to D (3) and D (5). This is the only diffuse

series for which RITZ has given constants, and I have calculated from them the values

for m = 2.3.8.9. The formula in this case is quite out.

RbP. The only accurate measurements for this series are those of K.R. for P (2.3.4).

P(l) is as uncertain as in the case of KP(l). K.R. give 7950, 7811 (observational

error = 5) with v 223 '85
;

at least one, therefore, is certainly wrong. L. gives

7950-46 and 7805'98
(i;
= 23276) ;

S. gives 7947'6 and 7800'2 (v
= 23773) ; whilst

R. has 7799 for P
l (I). Using Pj (2.3.4) for constants gives Pa (l) close to L.'s

value and PI (5) close to observed value, pointing to L.'s value for P (1) as being very
close to the truth and that K.R.'s error is almost wholly in Pl (l). K.R. and L.

agree practically for P2 (l). S. gives a line at 31587 which is closer to P2 (6) than

P! (6) ;
it has been taken for both lines in the table. For P2 the limit has been made

the same as for P1; and the lines P2 (2.3) used for calculation. P2 (4) is just outside,

but a slight permissible alteration will bring it inside.

RbS. The text for this series is very corrupt. K.R. only observed Sj (4.5) and

S2 (4) with possible errors '2 for m = 4 and '15' for m = 5. For S (3) L.'s measure-

ments give v = 239-62 and S.'s 237'60. For the constants I have used S (4.5.6)

corrected to v = 236 70. The formula gives S.'s result for S (3) as against L.'s.

S (7.8) are given both by R. and by S. : for lack of any other guidance I have taken

* 'Ann. d. Phys.,' 16, p. 684.
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that which agrees most closely with that calculated from the formula, and I have

treated RITZ in the same way, calculating his S (2.6.7.8). The observations for

S (2) are by B. They are in no way comparable with the corresponding values by P.

in the case of Na and K. In fact, B.'s readings give v = 245 '07, or an error of about

16 A.U. in the wave-length differences of Si (2) and S2 (2). Probably RITZ is closer to

S (2) than the formula in a./m ; on the other hand, he has errors from nine to ten

times the allowable in two cases.

RbD. In the D series it has been thought that Rb .has a satellite to 7753 (L.),

viz., 7759 (S.). If we take
p,
= f and use K.R.'s values for D (4.5.6), it can be shown

that it is impossible to get within wide limits of either S. or L.'s D (3), or of

BERGMANN'S D (2) ; but it is possible to satisfy conditions for D (3) if what has been

supposed to be the satellite is actually the line Dn (3), i.e., 7759'5 S. instead of

77 53 '5 8 L., but still DI (2) comes far wide of B.'s value on the side of longer W.L.

With
/j,
= 1 + f the calculated place of Dn (3) is close to the supposed satellite, and it

can only be modified to bring it to the supposed Du , i.e., 7753, by giving large

possible errors, alternately positive and negative, to K.R.'s observations of D (4.5.6).

Also the Dn (2) line, as calculated, falls half-way between B.'s Dj (2) and D2 (2). It

can be made to fall on his D2 (2), but not on his Dj (2). I arn inclined to think, first,

that B. has a large error here, and, second, that Rb has no satellite series. There are

two additional considerations pointing to the same conclusion. One is that, if a

satellite series exist, the doublet separation for D (2) will be considerably less than

the normal (237). Now B.'s two lines n = 15410, 14830 (those now taken to be T> 1

and D2) give 253'73, aboiit 40 A.U. above the normal ; whereas, if there were satellites,

it should be expected to be somewhere about 40 A.U. less. Although B.'s actual

wave-lengths in this region might possibly err to this amount, it is not probable that

the difference of two lines so close should be wrong to the extent of 80 A.U. as

they would be if satellites existed. The other reason against Rb having satellites

is considered later in p. 86. The agreement of the formula with observation for the

whole spectrum when no satellite is supposed is remarkable. The values are given
for this case in the Column Rb II., and for the case of satellites in Column Rb I.

CsP. K.R. have only three lines, of which one alone is good. R. has given from

P(2) to P(9)-; L. has given P(l) with v = 553. R. practically agrees with K.R. for

P(2), but deviates in P(3) from them by four times their estimated possible error
(

-

l).

The observations of R. were made with the oxyhydrogen flame, and the spectra were

probably better developed than in K.R.'s case. To compare the two, I have calculated

out the doublets, taking v = 553 for the first. For this purpose any approximate
formula will serve. The result is 553, 184, 84'2, 45'5. K.R.'s give 181 '07, 80'2,

41-1, and R.'s 180-8, 82'5, 45'3, which favours R.'s values for P(3) and P(4). I have

therefore calculated constants from R.'s P! (2.3) and L.'s P t (1), and those for P2 from

P2 (oo) = P!(QO), L.'s P2 (l) and R.'s P, (2). In the table I have entered the

deviations from K.R.'s values for (2.3.4). Really, therefore, for our formula the
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apparent deviations are the deviations between K.R. and R. I have entered them

thus because K.R/s observation errors are entered, and it would be misleading to

enter against them. It reproduces the whole of RAMAGE'S results very closely.

RITZ calculated from L. and K.R. His difference for P2 (2), though actually greater

than the limit, is probably not due to the form of his formula, but to K.R.'s errors,

and should not be counted.

CsS. Here S2 (3) is by L., S (3-5) by S., and S (4-7) by R. The values of S (3.4.5)

of SATJNDERS corrected to constant v = 553 were used to determine the constants.

There are no estimated possible errors to compare with. S (2) by B. gives v = 582'08.

If his readings share the error equally, then the difference between observed and

calculated wave-length is 74. It is probable that this is chiefly due to imperfection
in the formula. RITZ has given 110 formula for this series.

CsD. The D series differs in Cs from the other elements in the clear possession of

satellites, and consequently there are two distinct series to find, Du and D21 no

longer differing by the same amount. The form m = 1 + f gives the best result. The
tabulated numbers are those determined for the Dn and D21 series, as the D21 are

always stronger lines than the D 12 . The formula calculated from the DJ2 lines (the
so-called satellites) differs only very slightly from that calculated from D21 . They
should, of course, be the same (limits excepted). If the values of N/D

2
for m = 1

(the top line) be calculated from the two formulae they are found to be respectively
17134-86 and 17140-64. They should be the same; their mean is 1713775. The
difference between VDn (2) (17040'68) and this is 97'07. The significance will be

seen when the additional series are discussed.

The table also contains the corresponding deviations for the Li spectrum, but the

consideration of details is better postponed until that element is dealt with specially.

The following list of excessive deviations of the formula is excerpted from Table I.

only in place of the actual deviations the ratio of the deviation to the maximum
allowable is given :

H. R. H. R.

LiP(3) 2-3 KP,(5) 2 KPj (5) 1

LiP(4)2 KP2 (5) 1-8 KP2 (5) 4

LiP(5) 1-6 LiP (5)2 KPj (6) 2

LiP(6) 1-2 KP, (7 1-2

NaPi (2) 1 KS (2) 16

NaPj (3) 2 KS (4) 4

NaPx (5)l-3 KS (5) 1-5

NaP!(6)2-2 KS (6) 1-1

NaS '(4) 2-5 KS (7) 1"!

NaS (5) 1-3 RbPx (4) 2

KP, (3) 4 RbS (4) 9

KP2 (3) 4 RbS
(ft)

10

KP,'(4)1'6 CsP! (4) 3-6
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The case NaS (6) is not included, as there is strong evidence that the readings are

not correct. There is some indication also of the same for KP(5). The formula is

bad for the top line of the KS series, and this must be specially considered in the

sequel. With this exception the agreement is remarkable.

Preliminary Discussion of Formulce Constants.

Table II. gives the various constants determined under the conditions described

above. The possible maximum variations are given in all cases where K.R. give

possible errors of observations. Where these are given in brackets the numbers show

how the last digits in the constant are affected. Thus in NaP
//,
= 1 '148678 (477).

This means that /x may differ from T148G78 by any amount less than "000477. It is

to be understood that in any one formula the top and bottom signs go together.

Thus if NaP(oo) be taken as 4144G7G + l'G9, JJL
must be 1'148678-- '000477, and so

on. It should also be noted that the variations in P, ^, a are not necessarily pro-

portional, i.e., if the error in P( oo) is one-half of l'G9, the corresponding errors in
p.,

a

TABLE II. -Formulae Constants.
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TABLE II. Formulae Constants (continued).
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are not necessarily one-half of (477) and +(407). The variations given are the

greatest allowable subject to observational errors alone, and the assumed value for N,
but that they should be so great as these must be regarded as highly improbable.

The variations for KP are so large because the constants are determined from

P(2.3.4) instead of P (1.2.3), a less accurate value of P(l) being more effective for

correct determination of
/x

or a than a more accurate one of P (2). Two estimates are

inserted for RbP (which were deduced from P (1.2.3)), the larger are based on K.R.'s

estimates of possible error, the smaller on L.'s estimate of probable error ;. the truth

probably lies between the two. Different positive and negative errors appear under

RbS and KD. This is due to the fact that small permissible errors were introduced

into the observations giving the constants in- order to bring all the calculated series

within limits. The values of v inserted in the table give the values used in correcting

the two sharp series to a constant v. They are not the same as those given elsewhere

as the most probable values, but as they were used in the original calculations, and as

nothing was to be gained by recalculating, they are left as they were.

The first column under each series gives the value of the limit A
;
the top number

being its value and the lower the value of the D when it is written in the form N/D
2

.

ThusmNaP
P(oo) = 41446761'69 = N/(l'626740 + '000033)

2
.

The third line under P gives the values for P2 on the supposition that

P2 (oo)
= P^oo). The top number in the second column gives the value of

/A
and

the lower the value of the denominator when m =
1, i.e., the value of I+/A + M. Thus

in NaPj

H = 1-1 48678 '000477 and the denominator of P : (l)
= 2 -11 6902 '000070.

The variations are, of course, subject to the correct value of N being 109675 and to

m being integral. Alterations in N or taking, say, m to be m+'o would produce
further consequent alterations in A.

Relation (D). An inspection of the values given for S
( oo) and D

( oo), with their

possible variations, show that in all cases their values are the same within limits of

observation.

Relation (E). The equality of P
t (

oo
)
and P2 (

co
)

is so far justified by the fact

that its assumption in calculating P2 gives constants which reproduce the observations

within possible errors. There is. however, still room for doubt as to exact equality,

owing to imperfection of data.

Relation (F). Viz. : S
(
oo

)
= VP (1). If S

(
oo

)
be written in the form N/D'

2 and

D be the denominator of P(l), this relation involves the equality of D and D'. The

values are given in the table. From them we get the following values of D' D :

Na. . . '000084 '000235 Rb . . . '000581 -'000624 \
K . . . '000656 + -001217 +'000569 J

Cs , . . '000324+ ?

L 2
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All are easily zero within limits of observational error. It will be further necessary

to discuss whether the alterations called for will affect the permissible exactness of

the formula for all the lines. Its discussion is bound up with that of the next

relation.

Relation (G). Viz. : P
(
oo

)
= VS (1). As before, write P

(
oo

)
= N/D

/2
. The

table gives the following values of D D' :

Na . . . -002772 -008390 Rb . . . -010696 + '016119l

K . . . -009150-00871G - '003210 J

Cs . . . -016712 ?

This at first sight appears distinctly against the truth of (G). Taking the actual

errors of observation in the three lines used to calculate the constants of P to be

respectively p, q, r times the possible amounts, and p', q
f

,
r' to be the corresponding

ratios for the S series, the constants of the formulae were determined in terms of them

as explained before. Then the conditions (F) and (G) were imposed, and the question

discussed whether it was possible to satisfy the equation by values of the p's,

numerically less than unity. Starting with Na, the result was that it was impossible.

As, however, this might be due to the fact that another term was required in the

denominator, the work was repeated, using the formula D = m+/x + a/?n + /S/7n
2

. As

we have seen above, NaS (G) is in all probability a bad reading. If this be put aside,

it was found that it would be possible to satisfy the conditions and still bring in all

the other lines within observational errors. For instance, putting r = / = p' '5 and

q'
=

(p, q have inappreciable effect) gives

v AT /I 10* '033851
,

-0013521 2

For P, n = 4144G"44 N/ < m + T149427 - +- -V ,

/ [ in m' J

/f\-\ A Af> A .Al 1 OK
\ni+ -652800- m m

These satisfy both (F) and (G) exactly, and reproduce all the lines (S (6), of course,

excepted) well within the limits of error. In S it is to be noted that the a, ft are

practically equal, and that /3 for P is negligible, i.e., so small that a very small error

in one of the determining lines would wipe it out.

The case of K was then discussed. Again, the relations could not be satisfied with

the form /A+ a/m, and the work was repeated with a/m+/3/m
2

. As in the previous

case, it was found possible indeed, but it was now necessary to take P(l) close to

K.R's value instead of that of L. It could be done, for instance, by putting p = '11,

p'
= -

q'
= r' = -

-35, and q = r = 0. This gives

For P, n = 35006-05-Nm + 1-296929 -
'064312

+m mr

8 n = 21965-21-N/{ + -820947 - ^5714 _ ;025656l'
<

I [ m m* J
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These bring all the lines (P(5), S (2), excepted as before) well within the limits of

error. Again, it is to be noted that in the S formula a = /3, and the ft of P is negligible.

The fact that this relation occurs twice suggests its being a real relation, and not due

to the chance choice of the suitable values of p, q, r, &c. The limiting errors in the

cases of Rb and Cs are so wide that it did not seem worth while to discuss them in

the same detail, especially in view of considerations which will appear later. The

evidence so far is strengthened as to the correctness of (F) and (G) in fact ; but, on

the other hand, the impression is intensified that there is something not quite correct

with the form for the S series. RITZ uses m+"5 instead of TO, although there does

not seem any experimental evidence in its favour. As a fact it can be shown that the

use of m+'5 in place of m in our formula makes it still more difficult to fulfil

conditions (F) and (G).

(H). The difference betiveen the p.'s of S and P. If we write down the value of

/A
of P p.

of S, we get

Na . . . . '492885 (5800) or between "498685 and "487085

K . . . . -470694 (GG47) "477341 "4G4047

Rb . . . . -489489-(l0578) "496331 "478911

+ (G842)

Cs . . . . "493306 ?

"487 would include all except K. The values point to the possibility of there being

a constant difference, if the correct S formula be found. Also it shows conclusively

that such difference cannot be "5, a supposition which has suggested the idea that the

P and S are similar series, P with even numbers and S with odd. The supposition,

moreover, is not borne out by the evidence of other spectra. It is very nearly "5 in H,

153 in He', "445 in O. The S
{
oo

)
is always very close to VP (1) wherever it can be

tested. If this hold for Mg and Ca, the difference in their cases would be about '34

for Mg and "31 for Ca
; Zn, Cd, about the same. There are clearly no valid grounds

for the supposition in question.

(I).
The D's of P. A first inspection of the values of

JJL given in Table II. makes

evident a remarkable approximate relation between the values of
/j.

1 of the various

elements. They may be written as follows :

Na . . . 2["074339(238)] Rb . . . 5 ["073280(228)]

K . . . 4 ["074120(373)] Cs . . . 6 ["075161 ? ]

The possible variations show that, with the exception of Rb (which, however, very

nearly falls in with the others), the values of
p.

1 are multiples of a number not far

from "074. The case is not really so strong as it looks, for the limits of variation are

almost certainly much less than the maximum possible (which has been mentioned

before). On the other hand, the relation is so close that a more correct value of N or

the true form of the formula might well make the ratios exact. It is clear that the p
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have no direct relation to the atomic weight, but depend on some other physical

property which obeys a similar law. In searching for such property it occurred to me

to try the atomic volume, and I found an almost precisely similar relation for these.

The densities of the alkalies are not so exactly known as those of other metals, and,

moreover, they ought to be compared at corresponding temperatures. If, however,

they are compared at about 10 to 15 C., and the values used which are given in

LANDOLT and BORNSTEIN'S tables, viz. :

Li = "593 Na='9743 K = "875 Rb = T52 Cs = 1-88

the atomic volumes come out as follows :

Li =11-81 =1x11-81 Rb = 56-05 =5xll'21

Na = 23-606 = 2xll'80 Cs = 70'584 = 6x 1176

K = 44-617 = 4x11-15

As the density of Cs is taken near its melting point it is too small, and we should

expect a rather lower value for its atomic volume to compare with the others.

To settle whether the atomic volumes are multiples of the same number requires a

more exact determination of densities. Mr. SWANN is at present investigating this

question.

The values of
/(/u 1) are

Na .

_

. . -2123(6) Kb . . . '2035(85)
K .

'

. . -2108(75) Cs . . . -1997 ?

They indicate the same value for the ratio ('2120), but only by stretching Na and

Rb to the extreme limits. It is noticeable that the ratio as determined from the

most probable value continually decreases with increasing atomic weight.

When these relations were first observed the [i
for K used had been determined on

slightly different data, and the value of
/A

1 was 4
(
'073984 + ),

well within the

maximum limits above. In this case the series of values of
/A

1 showed a superficial

agreement with the atomic volumes, but it was not possible to correlate them with

complete exactness. It was attempted to do so by adding a constant to ^ 1. It

was then found to give good agreement if this constant were about '014. In other

words, add "014 to the fractional part of ju and deduct it from the integral, i.e.,

instead of writing /x
= 1 +f, write

p,
= "986 + f

;
then this fraction was proportional to

the atomic volume. It will be remembered that the difference found between the /t's

of the P and S series was about '487, so that the /x's of P and S are of the form.

"987 + f and '5 + f. This agreement for about "987 from two lines of agreement

strengthens the case for each.

Again, if the values of a/f (/x,
= '986 + f) be calculated, there results

Na . . . -1951 Rb . . . -1951

K -1975+ Cs -1937 +
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a much nearer approximation to equality than before; in fact, '1950 well within all

limits.

We are therefore led to surmise that the P series of all the alkalies can he

represented by a formula,

VS (l)-N/{m+'986 +&x atomic volume fl- H',
/ I \ m l\

'

the numbers inserted being only very roughly approximate. In other words, the

knowledge of four constants (N, '486 ? '195 ? and k) gives all the lines of all the P
series of the alkalies (Li not considered).

On the other hypothesis, viz., the excesses of
p. over 1, exact multiples of a

constant, and the ratio of a/(/x 1) also a constant, p+ a 1 ought to exhibit a similar

relation. Now p- + a is determined with a far less error than either ^ or a separately,

and hence the values of
jii
+ a ought to show the relationships more clearly. The

respective values are

Na . . . 2 [-058451 (35)] Kb ... 5 ['058369(3)]
K . . . 4['058492(264)] Cs . . . 6["060148 ? ]

which is very strong evidence in favour of the multiple law for the first three at

least.

The limits of possible variation are so close, the exactness of the equality within

those limits so absolute, that there can be no doubt that the relation is an absolute

law. We have found already that the same law is indicated for p and a, but with

greater deviations ; in the case of Rb outside the permissible limits. It is clear,

therefore, that the inequalities of
JJL

and a must counterbalance one another when

m =
1, i.e., there is probably a term x(l l/m) in addition to the term sb(lc/m).

(Here and for the future s stands for the integer proper to the particular element,

2, 4, 5, 6, b for the factor, and c for the constant ratio of a to p 1.) Later, evidence

will be given of a new type of series (the F sequence) based on an atomic weight term

which (and multiples of which), as will be seen immediately, determines the second

(or second and third) of the doublet (or triplet) series. The values of these terms are

determined in the next paragraph. If x in the above be taken, one-half of these

values, and deducted, it will be found to give the perfect agreement required for Na,

K, and Rb. If W denote this atomic weight term, W for the four elements are

000370, '001466, '006444, '016267, and the values of D for these elements are then

1 W(l 1/ni) + the following terms :

Na. . . . 2 {074524(238)-wr
1

[-016073(203)]}
K . . . . 4{'074486(373)-m-

1

[-015992(637)]}
Rb. . . . 5{-074569 (89)-nT

1

[
>016199 (85)]}

Cs. . . . 6 {'077872+ (?) -w-
1

['017724 (?) ]}
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For the first three, the factors are easily equal within limits, say 074560-'016120/ni.

If we remember that the limits for Kb were based for P(l) on LEHMANN'S estimates

of error, which are rather too small, we may represent the degree of closeness of the

above numbers by attaching a possible error of about (80). With the above numbers

the ratio /(/*-!) is '21521. The formula for Na, K, Eb, is therefore

m \ m.

with uncertainties in the two last digits in each number. The new arrangement has,

however, thrown Cs quite out of order. Not only is the factor too large, but the ratio

of a to it is also too large, viz., '2276. If the term in W be omitted

=6(-075161?)(l--
2000n

m '

\ m

To bring this into agreement with the above would require a change in
/A

of about

003600, which might just be possible. As we shall see later, the series appear to

depend on fundamental types in which p.
= 1pW where p are integral. It is just

possible that in Cs the type changes from one to the other.

The preceding arguments may appear unsatisfactory, as they apparently lead to

two different results with equal evidence, but there is reason to think that if the

values for the atomic volumes are known with greater accuracy, they will be found to

agree. If not, then the second argument stands, and the former falls, as based on

incorrect values of the atomic volumes.

(J). The D's q/"P2 . A glance at the table shows that the a. are practically the same

for both P] and Pa . The doublet separations, therefore, are due to a change in
//,

alone.

In determining the values of fj-i^ use may be made of the values in the table
; but

as the doublet separations are much more accurately known than the wave-numbers

of the lines from which the constants have been determined, it will be better to

calculate the differences between the D's of Pj and P3 on this basis, assuming the

D of PI (l) correct. Any small error in the latter will have an infinitesimal effect on

the difference in question. Taking the following values of v as the most probable,

,
K = 57'87l, Eb = 236784, Cs = 5522,

and taking N = 109675, there result for the differences of the D's of Pj and Pa

Na. K. Rb. Cs.

000744(4) -002933(50) '012887(215) '032435(116)

or

01406 ('23)
2

(-01920(33)) (-3910)
2

(-01765(30)) ('8545)
3

(-01839(7)) (T328)
1
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We might have expected that the differences would have come out proportional to

the squares of the atomic weights. It is not so, however ; nor is there a regular

progression, as the order of increase is Na, Rb, Cs, K.

In the original calculation the limits of P2 were found from the observations, and

not by making P2 ( oo)
= P, ( oo), except, of course, for Na, where only two lines of

NaP2 had been measured. In this case the difference of the D's of P! and P2 involved

a as well, and an inspection showed that the ratio of Sa to S/t was about | for K,

\ for Rb, and \ for Cs. If this apparent rule be made exact and put in the form

ku?\l lfm(s 1)], where
.<?,

as before, denotes the element multiple, we find the

following values of k :

K. . -014391(22); Rb . . '014121(23); Cs. . -015321(6),

whilst the result for Na is -01406w2 without a term in l/m. This points to the

probability that the change in
p.

is accompanied with a change in
,
and that the

change in
p.

is a constant multiple of w2
,
whilst the change in a depends in a more

complex way on the properties of the element. The term 1 l/m (x 1) looks like a

first approximation from a complete formula. In many cases, for instance, the form

of denominator m + /i + a/(m + //,) reproduces the lines with great accuracy. If the ^
were decreased by kw2 the change in D would not be in a constant ratio to a?, but

would involve a and
/M, i.e., s. The doublet separation is given by the difference,

when m 1. In the approximation arrived at above it is -0141tt>
2

for Na,
and -0141wa

s/(s 1) for K and Rb, and Cs, but second order terms are required for

the large w
2 of Cs.

(K). D's of S
(
QO

).
Since the S

( oo) are very close to VP (l), we should expect to

find a similar relation between the D's of S(oo) as for the P series. The actual

numbers are, writing down only the fractional parts,

Na = -1169861(165) = 2 [-0584931(82)]
K = 234G25(]59) = 4 ['0586561(40)]
Rb= -292398(218) = 5 ['0584801(44)]
Cs = -361214+ 1 =6 [-0602021 ?

]

but there is here an additional uncertainty owing to the fact that, in calculating the

S series, the means have been taken and the Si (GO), S2 (oo) determined from their

means by an estimated value of v. The limits of the D series are much closer to the

VP. Naturally, therefore, they bring out the relationship rather more clearly.

(L). The D's of S. -The p!s of S, as we have seen, suggest that we have to do

with ^ = '5 + f. If we write down the fractions, we get

Na . . . -1557931(5368) = 2 [-0778961(2684)]
K . . . -3257861(5155) = 4 [-0814461(1289)]
Rb . . . -376910-(9438) = 5

p075382-(l888)l
+ (5702) L +(H40)J

Cs . . . -4576611 ? = 6[-076277i ? ]

VOL. OCX. A. M
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The numbers do uot suggest the relationship so strongly as those of the preceding

cases. The limits, however, are so wide that it is the only one in which the absolute

identity of the common factor is possible without overstraining them.

The values of the a are for all the elements less than for the P series. They are,

for the elements in order,

2['01314(686)], 4 ['011901(346)], 5 ['01257 + (510)-(177)], 6('01200?),

or easily '0120 within limits of error, but the limits are wide. The ratios of
/(/A '5)

are '0170, '0140, '0164, '0140. They are not constant, but their irregularity points

to a want of law in deviations from equality, or, in other words, that equality exists

in the true formulae. There seems something defective in the form for the S series,

as has already appeared in its failure to give the first lines S (2), as well as to

reproduce the values of P( oo) exactly.

The Diffuse Series.

The observations for the D series are not sufficiently exact to enable such certain

conclusions to be drawn as in the case of the other two types. Besides, there seems

at first sight to be a change of type as we go through the group of elements.

Satellites clearly show themselves only in Cs. There is some indication of satellites

in Kb, but, as we have already seen, there is considerable doubt as to their actuality.

K shows no sign whatever of them. On the contrary, Na does, not by offering

satellite lines themselves, but by a regular increase in v as the order increases a

point already discussed under the remarks on Table I. The satellite series in general

plainly suggest an analogy with the P series, in which the P2 lines are satellites to

the Pb and it is natural to search for series whose limits are the VD X (1) and VD2 (l)

giving corresponding doublets. Working on this basis for the clearly defined satellite

series of Cs (satellites for Di(3.4.5.6) observed), we get two values for the N/D
2 of

the top lines of the formulas determining them which give a separation of 97 '07, and,

as we shall see, determine the limits of an additional doublet series. The satellite

series are more fully and more numerously developed in other elements than the

alkalies, and their general discussion is better deferred until the other elements are

discussed in a succeeding communication.

In determining the value of a the question arises whether p. should be taken to be

a fraction or 1 + f. If ^ =
f, m = 1 gives a line too far in the ultra red to have been

observed. The observations of known lines by themselves are not sufficiently exact

to decide the question as, e.g., in the P series. If we regard the doublet separation
of an associated series as determined by the top lines of its principal series, then, as

we shall see shortly, the evidence in the case of Cs points to the fact that the

denominator of the top line = 2 + f, i.e., p = 1 + f ; but there may be some uncertainty
here also in view of RYDBERG'S suggestion that each V of a series may form the limit
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of a new series e.g., not only is there the sharp series VP(l) VS, but there may
also he VP(2) VS. RITZ has given several examples of this. As the matter is

thus open the formula as determined on each supposition is entered in Table II.

In the P and S series a is negative. It is positive in the D series, not only in the

alkalies, but in other typical D series ;
in fact, so general is the rule, that if any

new series gives a positive it may be taken at least provisionally as a D series.

(M). If we write down the values of
p.

of P + /M
of D and of

//, + for D, we find

the following :

Na . . . 2'126987(1164) 1-004918

K . . . l'987273 + (6592) -997538-(l7150)

-(32938) +(103360)
Rb . . . 1'987783(14827) '861570(27275)
Cs . . . 1 -980930 ? -543920 ?

The numbers for Na look abnormal. We shall see later that the D series here

belongs to a sequence of a new type, for which the notation F is proposed. It need

not, therefore, be here further considered. The values of
fj.p + /J. lt

for the others point
to a constant value, which suggests that fip is of the form AB and

fj. c/
of the form

A + B. Now we have seen that
/J,P is of the form A B. If we calculate the values

of A + B we get the following values for K, Rb, Cs, using the mean value of />,

viz., '074560,

700294, -620756, '536373.

The first two agree with the values found for
p., for K, and Rb well within the

limits of error. The third is obtained on the supposition that the atomic weight term

is W as for the others, and it is clearly too large. But in the P series we saw that

apparently the W term had fallen out. If this missing term be put in here, i.e., 2\V

deducted from unity in place of W, the value of
/x comes out to '520205, well within

permissible limits of the
fj.

of D21 or D 12 . The /x
of Dn (2) is '008168 greater than that

of D 12 (2) as calculated from the observed lines (see Table II
).

Now '008109 is W.
Hence, with the satellite series of Cs, the D's are given by

-r / 1 \m+1 3W 1 66 forDii,
\ ml

m+l-4W(l--)-66 for D 18 or 1) 21 ,

\ 'Wl)

_-w(i-L\- sb.

the values for K and Rb being

The cases of K and Rb, both for P and D, falling into analogous forms, while in

that of Cs both P and D show a difference, although depending on the same kinds of

M 2
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constants, forms another argument in favour of the view that Rb and K actually do

not possess satellite series like Cs. They have not been observed not through the

observer's fault, but because they do not exist.

The limits of errors are so much wider in the case of these series than in that of

the P that the evidence in favour of the above is not, perhaps, so conclusive as for

the latter. I think, however, that there can be no reasonable doubt that it is correct

in the main. It is quite possible that, in place of unity from which the terms are

deducted, the true quantity may be a number near unity for the alkalies.

The values of are so uncertain that it is hopeless to expect to draw any safe

conclusion from them, beyond this that apparently the simple law observed in the

case of the P series does not now bold. For K the value of D is very close to

For Rb it may be written

m m

l

For Cs the a is verv small for both satellites and practically equal, the D's differ

only in
/A. The constitution of a for 1) must therefore, unfortunately, with the

extremely, inexact measurements, be left unsettled at present.

Other Associated Series.

In discussing the remaining observed lines of the alkalies not included in the three

typical groups, it will be simpler to take the elements in the reverse order, commencing
with Cs.

Cs. The lines to be accounted for are the following, in which the letter refers to

the observer :

13711 B.
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recognised as forming a doublet series. We have seen that this value 97 '1 is the

difference between the Dn (2) and D12 (2) calculated from the formula, D (2) not having

yet been observed. It is natural, therefore, to look to the D series as generating

those in question in the same way as the S depends on the P, i.e., the limits of the

new series should be VDn (2) and VD 12 (2) or VD31 (2), i.e., about 17000. If we

employ this, however, it is at once seen to be too large. If the lines 8082, 7280, 6872

are used to calculate the constants, there results

N = 16783-52
(
+ v)-N/(m+l'038603-m-

1 x -219539)*,

which is of the S type. The formula does not look right, the limit is rather far from

VD (2), and, moreover, it is the first case where there has appeared a value of /x a/m
which passes from < 1 to > 1 as m increases. The formula which bounds, so to say,

the change from the S type to the D type, i.e., a = 0, and satisfies the two lines

8082 and 7280 exactly, is

16810-N/(m+-968295)
2

,

and it gives a better agreement with the other lines, as is shown by the following

table, in which only the values for the first of each doublet is given for the former

formula. The differences are for obs. calc. and v is taken to be 97 '5 :
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number of 13711 is 7291'4. VDn (2)
= 17040* roughly, VP2 (2)

= 31400-217647

= 9635-3, so that VD,, (2)-VP2 (2)
= 7405. There is just a possibility, therefore,

that 13711 may be the latter ; but, if so, it is curious that the P2 should come in and

not P], which we should expect to give a stronger line.

Rb. The lines to be accounted for are 13442 B., 10069 B., 8872 B., 8271 B.,

8513-26 L., 6306-8 R, 5165'35 R., 4967 R, to which should possibly be added that

hitherto supposed to be Dn (3), viz., 7753'58 L.

The first four form a series. Using the first three for the constants, there results

n = 14295-N/(m+l-04968-m~
1

x-15177)
2

.

This reproduces the fourth with an error 10 A.U., which is not excessive when the

inexactness of the whole measurements is considered, but they are sufficient to settle

that the limit is close to 14295. The value of VD (2) as calculated is 14270.

BERGMANN'S value for D, (2) lias a wave-number 6487, which with the reliable value

of Dj (
oo

)
= 20876 gives VD (2)

= 14389, but we have seen that BERGMANN'S value

is probably considerably wrong. The evidence, however, is sufficient to indicate that

Rb also lias a series in which the limit is VD (2). The corresponding series in Cs

\vas a doublet owing to the D series having satellites. The absence of duplicity here,

therefore, favours the view put forward on other grounds, that RbD is not a satellite

series. On the contrary, it is possible that, if there were a doublet series, the doublet

separation would be too small for BERCJMANN to have separated : for instance, he did

not separate NaD (2), which lie observed as one. The formula gives the next two

lines to be 7938 '6 and 7720 "6. The first, allowance being made for its uncertainty,

probably comes close to 7950, which is RbPa (l), and the latter may well be 7753, the

line which lias generally been taken to be D,, (3), but which we have had reason to

suppose not to belong to the D series.

The lines 8513'26 L, 6306 -8 R, 4967 R. satisfy the equation

n = 21703-N/(m+ 1-350891- - for m = 2.3 and 7.
/ \ ml

The N/D
2

is practically the same as for the P2 series. The missing members should
be at 5602, 5270, 5084. The first has not been observed, the others are in the

neighbourhood of D,(7) (5260) and D2 (8) (5089 R or 5088 S.). The limit

21703 =
N/(2'2481)

2

,
so that it is not apparent how it arises. The arrangement

does not give much confidence, although the connection with P2 is curious.

Of the other line, 5165 R., SATJNDERS has pointed out that it is near the edge of a
carbon bond, and is therefore a doubtful Rb line.

* 17040 is extrapolated from a not very accurate formula. VDn (2) is probably somewhat greater than
the limit in the series just discussed, viz., 16810, making VD, 2 (2) about 16910, which would giveVD12 (2)

- VP2 (2)
= 7275 + 1 agreeing.
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K. The K lines to be accounted for are the following :

27215-0 P. 4829 R
27065-6 P. 4808-8 L.D.

F 15165-8 P. 4767 R
F 11028-0 P. 4642-35 K.

F 9590 B. -5 S.

F 8908 B.

F 8500 B. 4638-6 R
F 7931-8 S.

The lines marked with F form one series. The constants calculated from the first

three (third inexact) give

13522-81 -N/(m+ "907393 +m~ l x '21 1692).

This reproduces the lines with the following values of obs. calc. :

w 3 4 5 6 7 89 10000 22-5 14-9 -27

The lines corresponding to in = 8.9 would be 8232"9, 8059'6, which lie below

BERGMANN'S lowest region of observation and SAUNDERS' upper limit. PASOHEN'S

two observations are good, BERGMANN'S may quite possibly err to the amount

indicated.* There can be no doubt about the series the formula is only doubtful in

so far as the third line from which it is determined may be several units out. The

value of the wave-number of D (2) is by PASCHEN'S observation 8496 '63 + '36. The

limit of the D series is 2196(5-826-64 (see Table I.). Hence the value of VD (2)

is 21966-826'64-8492-63-36 = 13474'197. The most probable value is

21972 8492 = 13480. The limit of the series as found is so close to this that there

is some justification in taking it to be exactly so. If this be assumed, there are

three reliable data to go upon, viz., PASCHEN'S two lines and the limit. These give
the formula

n = l:3480-N/(m+-966367 + m~
1 x '071808)

2
,

giving the following values of obs. calc. :

-10 +4 -3'8 -22

The agreement is much better for BERGMANN'S lines, but the last is too far out to

allow 7931'8 to be included in the series, nor can this be set down to uncertainty in

the constants if the supposition of limit = VD (2) is exact for the kind of formula.

If it be remembered that, so far as the matter has been yet considered, the value of

P(oo) is never exactly VS(l), and that a similar cause for the apparent difference

may occur here, we may still hold that in fact the limit is the true VD (2), but that

the first formula is the most correct to use with the actual form of the formula

*
E.g., in the lines 27215 and 27065 his diligences from PASCHEX were - 11G and 1C.
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(which involves a particular value of N). This gives a better agreement, and clearly

brings 7931 into the series. If we employ RYDBERG'S formula,

n = 13458-N/(m+-99667)
2

,

with errors
Q Q _^ _ 4 _ 13 _u^

clearly the limit is too low. PASCHEN has pointed out that 27065 '6 and 27215 are

respectively V?! (2)
^VS (2) and VP2 (2)

^ VS (2). How closely this is the case may
be illustrated by calculating these values with the limits of errors. VPj (2) and

VP2 (2) are 10286'84 and 10305'59, with possible errors 173. Using the calculated

limits of the D series (Table I.)
and PASCHEN'S value of S (2), the value of VS(2) is

13980-163"82, giving respectively from the above relations 3693'32 + 5'5 and

3674'575'5. The wave - numbers of the actual lines are 3694'02'14 and

3673"74'27. Still it is a single agreement, and might possibly be fortuitous. The

measurements of wave differences are much more reliable than those of actual wave-

lengths. Now the difference for the two lines in question gives v = 20'28'41, with

PASCHKN'S estimates of his errors. The difference for Pj (2) and P2 (2) is 1875 '36,

which is decidedly against the conclusion. In favour of it, on the other hand, is the

fact that a similar relation shows itself under Na. There is another unallotted pair,

4642-35 II. ('50 S.) and 4638'6 II., with a separation 17'404'5 dX, where dX denotes

the wave-length difference error of observation. The first has a wave-number about

P(oo)-VD(2), viz., 21534-92 4-5 (/A. as against 215327. It is difficult to see

where a doublet with v about 17 to 20 could come in unless the D series was a

satellite one, in which case the first series here considered should be a doublet one. If

so, however, it would have been seen by PASCHEN, who separated much closer lines in

the ultra-red Na spectrum. The other lines left over are 4829 R, 4808 L. D., and 4767 E.

Na. The lines observed in Na not belonging to the regular series are much more

numerous than in the other elements. The following is the list :

23391-3 P. A, (3) 5532-7 S. 1 B: (5) 4660'2 S. "1

23361-0 P. 17 K.H. J '0 K.H. J

22084-2 P. Aa (3) 5528-21 S. A, (5) 4633"! K.H.

22056-9 P. 7-1 J K.H. A2 (5) 4629'4 K.H.

F (3) 18459-5 P. G, (3) 5100 LE. Ej (5) 4629'5 S.

F (4) 12677-6 P. 4975'0 S. 1 - E2 (5) 4625'5 S.

G! (2) 7418-3 S. B, (4) 6'1 K.H. J E, (6) G, (4) 4472'5 S.

G2 (2) 7410 S. B2 (4) 4973-0 K.H. A, (6) O'O LE.

A, (2) 7377-4 S. A, (4) 4918'4 S. A, (7) 4372 S.

A2 (2) 7369-48. A2 (4) 4914'0 S.

B, (3) 5675-92 K.B. E
t (4) 4913'5 K.H.

B3 (3) 5670-40 K.E. E2 (4) 4910-1 K.H.

4820 LE.

4730 LE.
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From analogy with the preceding elements it is natural first to seek for the

presence of a series whose limit is VD (2). This is

24467-09277-12199-582 = 12267'514-77.

The lines 18459, 12677 fall in with this, but no others of the series have been found.

If the limit is actually 12267 the formula can be found at once. In all the other

cases, however, it has been slightly different. It will, therefore, be best to use the

old RYDBEEG formula, whence

n- 12275'3-N/(m + -998613).

The next three lines given by this are X = 10837, 9963, 9469, but these come in a

region in which there are no records. It is below BERGMANN'S lowest and SAUNDERS'

highest. The limit falls about 8147, close to 8210, where SAUNDERS observed a faint

group. The latter might, therefore, represent the last faint lines visible.

The four lines above these in the list are doublets v = 5'543'28 and 5'50'92.

PASCHEN points out that they satisfy the relations V?! (2)-VD (3), VP2 (2)-VD(3),

VP!(2)-VS(2), VP2 (2)-VS(2). To test this, as in the case of K, P() is

41446-761'69, P1 (2)
= 30271'83 "27, P2 (2)

= 30266'33'27, D( oo
)
= 24474'133-48,

D 1 (3)=l7575'28-46. Hence VP,(2)= 11174-93 + 1-96, VP2 (2)
= 11180'43 T96,

VD(3) = 6898-853'94, VS(2) = 15705'694'G1, whence the wave-numbers com-

pared with observed would be

Gale., 4276-08 + 8-90, 428r588'90, 4528'266'57, 4530'766'57 ;

Obs., 4273'98l-82, 4279'52r4G, 4526-940'51, 4532'550-41.

Here also, contrary to the case in K, the test as to doublet separation holds. The

observed v for the P(2) lines is 5
<50 + '54, agreeing with the separations in this case.

The lines marked with A in the list form a doublet series v about 14 '7 which

has been called LENARD'S series, who first discovered some of the lines, later measured

by K.H. and by S. The lines were arranged in the above order by SAUNDERS, who,

however, could not fit in any of the usual formulae for it. The readings are too

uncertain for any definite assertion. If the first three corrected to constant v = 14 "8

be used to determine the constants, each of the second doublet being means of K.H.

and S., the resulting formula is

n = 24570-6 - N/(m + l'013864 + r 1 x 281906),

85-4

giving the following values for obs. calc. :

m = 2 3 4 5 6 7

o --1 1 2-5

VOL. OCX. A. N
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taking SAUNDEBS' values, except for the last but one, where LENARD'S is taken,

SAUNDEBS' reading would give a difference about 2 '5 greater, or 3 '5.

When we consider the remainder, considerable difficulty arises owing to the

number of ill-defined lines so close together. In some cases K.H. and S. give very

discordant readings for doublets, which yet are so close that they look as if the

measurements might refer to the same lines, whilst in other cases the same observers

agree much more closely. It is to be remembered that apparently the method of

illumination has a great deal to do with the development of some of these lines in

the spectra in fact, they appear to come from different sheaths of the flame or arc, as

if it were a question of temperature. The doublet at 5675 was observed by K.R.,

and was the only observation of theirs which did not fit in with the ordinary series.

It is peculiar in being diffuse towards the violet. Diffuseness to the red is a general

peculiarity of the diffuse series. If we look for the seat of this diffuseness in the

formula, it would appear to lie in the VD part of the formula through diminishing

denominator. If a series were such that the VD came to the limit as, for instance,

in many of the new series the VD would be additive instead of subtractive, and

the change in the denominator would now produce a diminishing wave-length or

diffuseness towards the violet. RYDBERG'S tables show that this doublet 5675, the

doublet at 4976 K.H., and 4660 range near his formula. They give, if K.H.'s value

for the second is taken

n = 24558-0
(
+

z>)
-N/(m + 89484 + T 1 x '2369)

2

(i/
= 147, 12'1),

m being respectively 3, 4, 5.

On the contrary, if we take 7418 S., 5675 K.R., and 5100 LE., we get a series

including in addition 4820 LE., 4660 S. As LENARD'S readings were very rough, we

may take the first and the last. There results

+ l-33977-m- 1

x-06153)
2

,

giving for obs. calc. :

5'3 2'6 0,

which is sufficiently good agreement. The lines 5100 and 4660, however, have been

observed by LENARD alone, and neither by S. or K.H. It does not look as if such

lines, if really Na, would come next to so marked a line as 5675 K.R. The allocation of

these lines to one series is therefore very doubtful. It is against the former that no

other lines come in (a preceding line should be about 8025, and not likely to have

been observed if existent) ; but, on the contrary, the nature of the lines is more

correspondent, and it should be noted that the limit is within the limits of error of

the LENARD series. If the apparent agreement is real, the limit would be very close
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to 24558 in both cases. If the LENARD series be recalculated with the limit

24552'G*
n = 24552-6 (

+ /)-N/(m+l '02583 -fwT
1 x -2631)

giving obs. calc. :

-IS., +1-3K.H., 1-1 S., -'13 S.,

-2-2 S.

making the fourth lie between the readings of K.H. and S. The agreement is

improved.

There remain

7418-3'

7410
is., 5100 LE., 4820 LE., 4730 LK,

and possibly the doublets in which K.H. and S. disagree,

3
'

5

JK.H.
J

;

4910-1] 4629-4

Of these, 4913, 4633, 4470 are shown by RYDBERG'S table to have a limit about

24466, i.e., the S. and D. series and D's respectively 5'155, 6'155, 7'155, which clearly

refer to the D's of VP. To test this, find the differences between the wave-numbers

of these lines and the corresponding values of Pl (4.5.6), and suppose K.H. and S.'s

values may have observational error 1 A.U. and LENARD 5.

Obs. for the P! 37296-20 1-39 38539'51 1'48 39298'9() T54

K.H. 20346-55 4iZX K.H. 21577'90 4'GdX LE. 22365-2 5 d\

S. 24-37 S. 94-67 S. 52'6'J

K.H. 16949-651 16961-611
,

LE. 169337 1 26

S. 16971-83]
-

16944-84]
"

16946'21J 6'5

The numbers would seem to show that where K.H. and S. give doublets not

quite the same, that of higher wave-number must be taken. The differences are of

about equal value, and their mean is 16946 -

9 = 169476 ; using this for other lines

gives :

Pi (2). P,(3). Pi (7).

30271-83 35041-93 397933
16947 16947 16947

13324 + 6 180956 228469

13324 has not been observed, 180956 is near the LENARD 180843, 228469
is also near the LENARD line 22866 '5 S. (X

= 4372). The limit of the series is

*
It was originally done with this, and nothing is gained by recalculation.

N 2
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P, (oo)- 16947 6 = 4 1446 '76 1-69 -16947 6 = 24500 7 '5, say. This, of course,

suggests the same limit as the S. and D. series, which is 24472'll3-84. But the

limits of error show that this is not the case, but that the difference is real. The

limit of S3 is 17'1 higher, or 24489'21 3'84. Another 17"! higher would give

24506-31 3'8. In view of the actual limit 24 500 7 '5, we might provisionally fix it

at 24506. The second line of the doublet would then be 24523'!. An additional

17'1 lands us on 24 5 40 -

1, which is close to the 24550+ ? of the two series considered

above. These results can hardly be fortuitous. The limit of S, is generated by the

P, series, being VP,(l); the limit of S2 is found from this by deducting the atomic

weight term, 2W, from the p of P,(l). The limits will therefore be generated by

writing /j.
= '148678 2pW in P,, where p has integral values from to 5, and

possibly to 7 (LENARD'S series), both inclusive. RITZ has given the doublet series

just considered as VP, (l)-VP, (m), VP2 (l) VP, (m). We have seen, however, that

this cannot be the case.* Moreover, VP, (l) VP, (m) for m = 1 would give an

infinite time of vibration, and would suggest instability. In fact, the configuration

giving this series, containing one very long period, is apparently very slightly stable.

It is possible that the VP, (m) ought also to be slightly different, but the observations

are far too inexact to settle this.

Again, RYDBERG'S tables show that 7418 S., 5100 LE., 4472 S. have denominators

about 2-845, 3'845, and 4'845, with a limit 27026. Working from this they satisfy
the formula

n = 27034'5-N/(m+ -8358 +wT 1 x -0148).

27034 is not far from the value of VD(1), which is 27282 52. But the interest

of this allocation lies chiefly in this, that its /A is of the form we should expect for the

real D series, if NaD were formed on the same plan as for K, Rb, Cs, in which we
have seen that the

JJL
is 1W-sb = '8505 with undetermined. The closeness of

the agreement is chance
; the errors in observation are too great to give p with

certainty, but it is suggestive.

It will be convenient, for reference, to attach letters to the various series just
considered. In the list the LENARD series is denoted by A, the second by B, the third

by C, although a very doubtful one, that parallel to P by E and the last by G.

Collecting, we find

VP, (2)- VI) (3) VP2 (2)-VS (2)

VP2 (2)-VD (3) VP, (2)-VS (2)

F = 12275-3 {VD (2)}-N/{m+ -998613}
3

(m =
3"4)

A = 24570-6 AT /f -2819061 2
,

N/ \m+ T013864+ V (m = 2 3 4 5 6 7)
/ I m J

* Unless 4472-5 S. is 4 A.U. in error, which is not likely.
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B = 24558
N/-I m+ '89484-1 I (m = 3.4.5)
II ml

E
1
= S l (oo) + 2v-VP I (m)

(m = 4.5.6)

E2 EE h (
oo

)
+ 3v

G = 27034-5-N/-Uz+-8358 + }
(m = 2.3.4)

/I m J
v

C?= 23491'5-N/(m + 1-3398- - V*.

/ L m J

All the terms in a/m have little significance, as the lines are too- uncertain to

enable a. to be determined with any approximation. The only lines not allocated are

LENARD'S 4820, 4730, which have not been seen by any other observer.

Comparison of the Different Elements. The first certain result is the appearance

of a strong well-developed series in the ultra-red, whose limit depends on the value of

VD (2), giving doublet series when VD has two values as in Cs. The limits, as

calculated from three observed lines, differ from the exact values of VD by amounts

increasing from Na to Cs in somewhat the same way as in the corresponding cases of

VP (1) and S
(
oo

),
and will probably be accounted for in a similar way. If the limits

are taken to be VD (2) exactly, the resulting formulae are of the D type, as found

from two lines. Na and K give the D type, Rb and Cs the S type.

The observations are not sufficiently accurate to definitely settle this question.

Under the circumstances it may be best to use RYDBERG'S formulae, i.e., a = 0. In

this case the
ju,

is always not far from unity, and the limits are closer to VD (2). The

values of
/JL

for Na, K, Rb, Cs come out respectively '998(5, '9965, '9798, '968, the

first two only being reliable as deduced from PASCHEN'S observations. Taking
his estimates of observational errors, the values for Na and K are respectively

998610- -000343p+'002986<7 and '996648 -'0005 19/>+ '000735c/ where p, q are the

fractions of his possible error.

It is seen that they may possibly be equal, and the possible errors for Rb and Cs do

not contradict, that they also may have the same p. say, about '997. Its possibility,

also, may be further illustrated by finding the difference of wave-numbers between

the lines of K, Rb, Cs for m = 3 and m 6, which have been measured for all three.

K 11222'84l-26/>-6592'00'87 = 4630'8421,

Rb 12087-17l-46&-7437'36-53& = 4649'8l32,

Cs 14554'228 -9871'92'97& = 4682'3024,

b denotes B.'s possible error. It has been taken about 16 his actual error

as against PASCHEN in KF (4).
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It was my first impression that this would be the same for all the alkalies and the

987 of the earlier discussion. It would be the basis of a fundamental series for each

element, and the letter F which has been attached to it had its origin in this idea.

But RITZ, who has discussed these series very fully and compared with those in other

elements, proposes to represent the denominators by the difference of the denomi-

nators of the P! and P2 series. At first sight this may appear a fanciful relation, but

if it be remembered that this difference is merely the atomic weight term, whose

subtraction from the atomic volume term in P
1 gives the D of P2,

the supposition is

quite reasonable. His proposal, then, comes to this : to put //,
= 1 2W where 2W is

the atomic weight term. Now, the values of 2W are about '000744, '002933, '012887,

'032435, their differences from unity giving (to four figures) '9993, '9971, '9871,

'9670, which march closely with the values of /A obtained from the lines as observed.

There is something to be said, therefore, in favour of the view that the value of
p. for

this series is 1 atomic weight term, though it cannot yet be regarded as certain,

against the supposition of constancy. The following table is interesting as throwing

light on this point. It gives the differences of wave-numbers between successive

lines for the elements indicated :

TABLE III.
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is seen not to hold, within at least PASCHEN'S estimates of his errors (possibly under-

estimated as compared with K.R.'s scale), but that RYDBERG'S form gives much closer

approximation. Thus, for Na with /A
= '999260 H ,

the differences of wave-

numbers for F(3.4), taking F(o) = 12272'24, would be 0, 1'60, and without the a

term with F(oo) = 12273"08 they would be 0, 77, both within the limits of error

(4 '97) for the second line. The value of the limit is nearer VD (2) in the first case.

There is nothing to decide between the two theories here. But a similar treatment

.AAoqqq
for K, where

p.
= "997067+ - -, gives in the first case with F( oo)

= 13454-28

differences '88 and 2, both close to PASCHEN'S estimates of error ('88 and 1'23),

whilst without the a term and F( oo)
= 1345673 the differences are 0, '84. This

definitely points to the RYDBERG form as the preferable one. On the other hand,

with Cs, JJL
"967565 + - -, where the term is large enough to be really

Iiv

important, agrees better with the whole set of observations. Comparing the wave-

length differences with those for the RYDBERG form we get the following table :

RYDBERG .

a term
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It appears that, whatever the kinetic configuration may be which is the source of

the vibrations, the light periods depend on the difference of frequency of two systems,

each with distinguishing train of frequencies. This train, or sequence, we have

denoted in the foregoing by putting the letter V before the letter representing the

series. In what succeeds we will refer to them as the P-sequence, S-sequence, and

so on. We recognise four typical sequences, the P, S, D, and the new F type. The

evidence adduced in the preceding goes to show that the F type is the fundamental

c
or primitive type. The P is formed from it by adding sbll--

j,
where b, c are

\ ?H/

constants, or atomic volume term x (1 m~ l
x. '195

?),
the D by deducting the same

term or the atomic volume term, with some as yet unknown law for the term in a./m.

The S term is found roughly by deducting a constant from the
/x,

of P. The theory
will fall in, as we shall see, with the Li, H, and He spectra also. Regarded from this

point of view, we may look upon P as standing for positive, D for difference, and S

for semi.

Lithium.

It is now time to take up the discussion of the spectra of lithium in the light of

the knowledge gained from the consideration of the other alkali metals. The spectra
of Li have been arranged like the others in three typical series, called the P, S, and

D series. Taking these letters at present to stand for the arrangement hitherto

accepted, and using the first three lines of each to calculate the constants, there

result the following formulae :

P. . n =-- 43482'20M8-N/{m + "951609+ (318) +wr
1 x ['007365 (262)]}

2

S. . i = 28579'44 -54-N/{>i + '602191+ (389)-r
1

x[-013039 + (735)]}
2

D. . n = 28579-994-52-N/{m+l-000845

The first glance shows at once that the lines ascribed to the P series follow a

D type, and those of the D look like a P type. Also the values of the constants are

very different from what we should be led to expect from the relationships discovered

amongst the other elements. We should all the more expect to find these relations

to hold, since Li falls in so closely with the analogous relationships for the atomic

volume. In the above formulas

D of P( co
)
= 1-588172+ (21) D of P(l) = 1-958974+ (23)

D S( oo)
= 1-958993+ (13) D S (l)

= T589152 (354)

D D(oo) = 1-958980 + (115) D D(l) = 1'995451(2183)

It follows at once extremely closely that the laws (D), (F) hold, viz.,
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also (G) is nearly so. We note that Li agrees with the other elements in making
P

(
oo

) jt. VS (1), and it differs also in the same direction.

The form of VD recalls at once the formula for the F sequences found in Cs and Tib.

In fact, a RYDBERG form would well serve it. To test this we can find the differences

in successive wave-numbers. They are entered in the table above with the other

elements, and an inspection leaves no doubt but that here we have the F type. VP is

clearly a D type, although we should have expected the p, to be somewhat smaller.

The third series is thus VD(l)-VF(m), and the first VS (l)-VD (ra). The usual

D series, however, gives n = VP(1) VD (m), and we ought to expect to find it.

Now, certain additional lines have been observed by K.H. and S., viz., G240'3 S.,

4636-3 S., 4148-2 S., 3924 K.H. If they are the series in question their wave-

numbers ought to differ by the same amount from those of the corresponding lines in

the old P. The differences are 14904732'8, 14903'932, 14914-10 + 10, 1490515.

In finding these the means of K.H. and S. were used, except for the last, which S.

has not observed, but EXNER and HASHEK have. The permissible errors have been

taken twice the difference of the readings of each two observers. The difference is

close to 14904. Since the limit of the old P is 43482 '20, the limit of the present is

the difference or 28578 ,
the same as for the old S. and D. It should clearly be the

same. Hence the formula is

28580-N/(i+-951609 + ?HT
I x '007365),

the ordinary D type.

In all the other elements we have met with series of the F type with limit VD (2).

Now VD (2) (extrapolated from the formula) is 12557, and lines of the new series, if

existent, ought to have wave-numbers 28580 12557 = 16023 below those of the

old D. The wave-numbers calculated in this way would be 5699, 8169, 9511, 10321,

10859, subject to uncertainties of a few units owing to the want of exact knowledge

of VD (2). The first two lines clearly appear in PASCHEN'S list of new ultra-red lines

with wave-numbers 5695'95 and 8173*22, or XX1755T6 and 12232'4.

There are two lines of PASCHEN'S 18697'0, 12782'2, whose difference of wave-

numbers is 2474-26. Table III. shows that they must have reference to the F sequence,
and must be of the form

A-VF(3) and A-VF(4).

The actual values of their wave-numbers give A = 12202 N/(2'9980)
2
.

Now the D of F(2) = 2'998148.

Hence these two lines are VF(2)-VF(3) and VF(2)-VF(4).
There are no apparent signs of series of the positive type. If we apply the multiple

laws deduced in the foregoing we should get for the D of P

m+ 1 + -074560-
' 16120 - -000040 (l--m \ m

VOL. ccx. A. o
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taking the atomic weight term as about that of Na, i.e.,

p.
= l-074520-m~ 1 x -016080,

giving
VP(1) = 25885 = S(oo).

The /A
of the S would be about '005 more than jn '5 of P, and the a about '8 that of

P, judging from analogy with the other series, i.e.,

p = -5795--^ -0130,

whence
VS (1)

= 44693 = P( oo
),

VS (2) =16566.

The values for I) are more difficult to estimate, owing to uncertainty as to the a/m.

The//.
= 1-'074560-(40) = '92540, and the denominator = m+ '92540 + a/m. Whence

VD (1)
= 29584-30726a. These give

P(l) = 44693-25885 = 18808,

S (2)
= 25885-16566 = 9319,

D(l) = 25885-29584 + 30726a = -3699 + 30726a.

The P(l) or the first of the typical principal series would give A. = 5316. S(2)
would be about \ = 10731. Neither have been observed. The S and D should be

doublets with about v = l
-

9. The D line,?;- = 3699, is clearly the same as PASCHEN'S

3719. If we make it so, must be given by

3072G = -20 + error in D
(
oo

),

or

The error in U
(
oo

)
is probably considerable, which would make a small positive

quantity. Not only is the deduced line close to the observed one, but the observed

is a doublet of the proper amount. The doublet D (2) would be at X = 7651, and has

not been seen.

The foregoing is professedly speculative. If the. relations found for the other

elements really hold for Li, it shows that while in the others all the energy goes into

vibrations of the positive type, in Li it goes into those of the negative type. It

might be objected in the above, that there has been no evidence that the S and D
forms, when used in a positive group of spectra, are different from the corresponding
forms in a negative group. A similar difference will, however, be shown to exist

when the spectrum of helium is considered. As we look down through the different

elements we find traces of the negative type (VD-VF), (VD-VP). In Na the D
series is not the ordinary but the F type, but we have seen indication of three lines
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of the typical form. In Li all the negative group come in, and we only have one

indication of lines of the positive group. It is apparent, not that the formulae have

ceased to follow regular laws, but that the energy has passed from one set to another.

It is necessary to consider whether the identification of PASCHEN'S doublet with

the first line of the D series will hold if we regard the S and D forms to be the same

for both positive and negative groups. The difficulty is, there is no appearance of

the P form. It is possible, however, to determine VP(l) so as to make the

identification correct, and see whether it leads to a likely value. Now

VD(1) = 28580.

Hence

VP(1) ~ 28580 = 3718,
or

VP(1) = 32298 or 24862,

giving values of the denominator of P respectively 1'8427 or 2'1003. The former is

quite out of character, but the latter is more in character with analogy. It makes

the D of P (I) only '016 less than that of Na. and the fractional part greater than the

fj.
'5 of the S set, which for m = I is '089. This fractional part is greater in all

the previous cases. The identification, although possible, does not commend itself.

Hydrogen.

For our present purposes the spectrum of hydrogen is chiefly important, because

on it is based the determination of the constant N. The value was determined by
RYDBERG on the supposition that BALMER'S formula was correct, by applying the

method of least squares to AMES'* measurements of the first 13 lines. I have

already given reasons why, in deducing N, RYDBERG'S formula should be used in

preference to BALMER'S the probability being that p.
1 would be so small that the

term in
oLJin would be quite negligible. Also, since AMES' results, EVERSHED! has

given measurements from solar prominences down to m = 31. For these reasons it

seemed desirable to recalculate the value of N with RYDBERG'S formula. ROWLAND'S

measurements were used for HL> (3.4). For HD (5) the readings of various observers

differ greatly. The work was done twice first for AMES' value of HD(5), weighting
it one-half the others ; and second, leaving out the line altogether. HD (6.7) have

been very carefully and specially measured by EVERSHEDJ. The remaining 24 lines

used were from EVERSHED'S measurements, all of course corrected to vacuo. In

absence of any indication to the contrary, all observations were treated as of equal

value, although as they are prismatic measurements it might have been better to

* '

Phil. Mag.,' xxx., p. 33 (1890).

t
'
Phil. Trans.,' vol. 197, p. 413.

\
' Astro. Journ.,' xxviii., p. 72.

o 2
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RAYLEIGH'S interferential measurements allow us to compare some of these lines with

what may be considered their actual values, and the comparison shows that the

degree of accuracy is not nearly so high as that estimated by R. and P. The lines are

given in the following list, together with the estimates of error by R. and P. :
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RAYLEIGH'S results were published. The work of applying the method to the six

series is exceedingly laborious, and as the corrections themselves are not quite free

from doubt, it did not seem worth while to recalculate. In any case, it is not probable

that the actual values of N would be greatly altered. All six series have been treated

in the same way, the observations being weighted in accordance with R. and P.'s

estimates. In the case of the S series, however, the top line (m = 2) has been omitted.

This was done because there is some doubt as to the correct form for the S formula,

and any term /B/m
2 has much less effect on the lower lines. Consequently the,, value

of N is less likely to be affected. The resulting formulae are :

Singlet Series.

32033-094- 109814'G/(w + 1'014593-wr 1 x "004392)
2

27l74-917-109726-0/(m+ -SGllSl-m^x -007809)
2

27l74-627-109672'5/(m+ 996369 + 7~ 1 x '002917)
2

P'. . .

S'. . .

D'. . .

Doublet Series.

P" . . . 38453-347- 1096G6-2/(r/i + -929442 + wr 1 x '007792)
3

S" . . . 29222-696- 109719'6/(m+ 705092-m~ 1 x '013408)
2

D" . . . 29222-595-109689'2/(m+ '996347 + m~ l x -002200)
2

The values of obs. calc. are given in the following table, with the corresponding
values from llrrz' formula, although they are not comparable on the same basis,

except possibly in D', P", and D'', where the N is practically the old N, but RITZ

gives no formula for the D series :
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m.
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and the accuracy of the measurements. Allowing for this, the evidence, with one
*/

exception, hears out what we have already had reason to infer, viz., that the P and

D series have about the same value of N, and that that of S is larger. The exception

is P'. The mean of N of D', P", D" is 109675 '9, or practically HYDBKKG'S old value

obtained from H. We may feel, therefore, reasonable certainty that the actual value

for these series is very close to 109675. The N for the two S series are again practi-

cally the same about 109725, but there is some uncertainty owing to the top lines

having been omitted. The case of P' is exceptional with the large value of 109815.

The agreement of the calculated with the observed values is not so good as in the

other cases. It must be left at present as an apparent anomaly, but it may be noted

that P' is a singlet series, like that of Li, in which a similar case arises. In the

alkalies we saw that N for S increased with atomic weight, and if this were the

general rule we ought not to expect a large value of N for helium. For this reason

He is riot a good test. We shall find better ones when we come to deal with other

spectra.

It is seen that the limits of the S and I.) series for both sets are very closely the

same. Also VP'(l) = 2717573 and S'( oo)
= 27174-627, whilst VP"(l) = 29221-89

and S"( oo)
= 29222'G96, so that, as in the other elements, relation (F) is very closely

verified. On the other hand again, as in the other cases, relation (G) is only roughly

satisfied. VS'(l) = 3 I943'65, VS"(1 )
= 38339'45, which differ from P'(oo) and

P"(oo) by 89-44 and 113'9 respectively.

The two D series run nearly parallel to one another. The differences of corre-

sponding wave-numbers are 2044'48, 2045'99, 2046'93, 2047'37, 2047'55, 2047'48,

204777, 2047-60, 2047'81, 2048'06, 2048M7, 204779. The two series run down to

limits which will be very close to the true values for the last six lines, which give a

mean of 2047 '86. Taking this, the values of VD (m) for the two series differ by
numbers which are given in the first row of the table below. The denominators ofo
VD are m+ -

!)96... + ... or m+ I roughly. There are three cases to consider as to the

origin of these differences: (l) an alteration in N, the differences will then be

8N/(m+ l)
a

; (2) an alteration in p, when the differences will be 2N S//./(TO+ I)
3

;

(3) an alteration in a, when they will be 2N 8a/(m+l)
4

. The second, third, and

fourth rows give the numerical differences in each of these cases, the first difference

being that observed, viz., 3 '38. The fifth row gives the result of dividing successive

differences by 2 in other words, making the difference depend on a term A2~'".

10. 11. 12. 13

05 -'20 -'31 -07
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The difference for m = 7 in I. is clearly wrong, the mean of G and 8 gives '20, so

also is that for m = 9, and beyond this the measurement errors are clearly greater

than the differences themselves. It will be seen by inspection that a change in N
alone gives too slow a decrease and a change in a alone too quick. A change in

/u,

gives about the correct average descent with increasing m, but m = 3, 4 are too much

out to be due to mere errors of observation. Eow V., term in A/2""
1

,
marches closely

with I. On the other hand, VI. is extremely close. It gives the differences as

calculated from the formula obtained by least squares, which has met the difficulty

by increasing N by 17 and diminishing the denominator by '000022 +- . Now

'014U02
for He is '000022, which is evidence that we have here to do with the regular

atomic weight term.

So far nothing has been said as to the true form of the series, but the usual classi-

fication has been followed. With our present knowledge, however, a glance at once

shows that the third series in each set belongs to the F sequence, and that the sets of

series should be classified as follows :

rvs'(i)-vp(m) rvs"(i)-vi> (
m

)

Singlet series I

yp (I)
_VS,

(OT)

D bl t series I yD (1)
_w(ro)

positive type negative type
LVP (l)-VF (m) LVD (l)-VF (m)

The sets are apparently independent, except as depending on the same He
fundamental sequences. In the singlet series the negative type is wanting ;

in the

doublet the positive is wanting. They are, as is well known, developed in different

ways, and it is not to be expected that the P sequence of the first is also that of the

second, and the D sequence of the second the same as that of the first. The singlet

series stands out by itself also as having a much larger value of N for the P sequence

than in any of the other spectra. In the doublet series, however, it might be

expected that similar relations to those found in the other elements might exist. For

instance, the D of VF(1) is '998547. The
/A

of VD is '9294 or '0691 (say '0700) less.

If this depends on the atomic volume constitution of the term, as indicated in the

alkalies, it should be possible to determine the atomic volume of solid He by

comparison with any of the alkali spectra. Now K, with an atomic volume of 44'617,

gives for the corresponding difference about '300. On this supposition, therefore, the

atomic volume of He would be 10 '41. The density of solid He should, therefore, be

"38. KAMERLINGH ONNES gives that of liquid He at its condensing point as '154.

The density of the solid would probably be considerably greater, but scarcely so large

as '38. The deduction, of course, is not reliable, but is interesting as deducing a

value of the right order of magnitude. It may be noticed that the /* of S' differs

from that of S" by '1560 = 2 x '0780 ; /x
of V'-fj. of S' by '1534 = 2 x '0767 ; and

//,
of

D"-/A of S" by '2243 = 3 x '0748, all approximately multiples of the '075 which go
VOL. COX. A. P
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to build up the alkali series. Whether this has any real significance, however, must

be at present an open question.

Further Discussion.

From the foregoing discussion a few points stand out for further consideration.

The most important is the doubt as to the form for the S series.

The dissatisfaction with the form in afm for the S series arises from the fact that

VS (1) does not give P
( oo), and that in some cases the value of S (2) calculated by it

from constants determined from 8(3.4.5) is considerably outside the limits of obser-

vation, certainly in the case of K, and probably also for Rb and Cs. This second

failure, however, clearly is a consequence of the first, and will probably be corrected

if the first is. In addition, the
/u,

'5 of the S is so close to the value of the atomic

volume term in P as to point to a real equality if the true form be obtained, whilst

the value of a in S is always considerably less than that in P. It has been shown

that the VS(l) cannot be made = P( oo) without introducing a term in )8/m
2

,
and

that in the two numerical examples given for Na and K, the a and j3 come about

equal in other words, a denominator = m + p.
am~' (1 +m~

l

)
would satisfy all the

conditions. Also the
/x

'5 is brought nearer to the atomic volume term, but a

becomes about one-half that in the P series. Before considering this clue further,

two other ways out of the difficulty may be mentioned. HITZ has systematically

used ?>(.+ 5 in place of m in the S series. But the adoption of a/(m+'5) in place of

oi/m makes the disagreement between VS(l) and P(oo) greater, although it brings

the a. more into agreement with that of P. On the other hand, m '5, which makes

the /A of S in the alkalies practically the same as that in P, throws the difference the

other way. It is clear, then, that since m integer makes VS(l)<P(oo), and

m '5 makes VS(l)>P(oo), that a value of / < '5 can be found, such that a

denominator = m + p. .would make the limits come correctly.
m-J

In all that precedes, not only has the value of N been taken to be a universal

constant, but it lias had the special value 109G75 attached to it. The evidence for

the universality of its value is not, however, conclusive, and it is clearly possible, if it

be not so, to assign values Np ,
N s to N. so that

N
P/D

2
of P (1)

= S
(
oo

),
N 5/D

2 of S (1 )
= P

(
oo

),

and such contingency at least requires examination. These three possible solutions

will now be taken in order.

Addition of Term in /3/m
2
.-- We have seen that it is possible to satisfy the required

conditions in the case of Na and K, but only by allowing actual errors in the

measurements alternately positive and negative, and each a considerable fraction of

the possible. The necessity of taking in each case the errors alternately positive and
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negative makes this way out of the difficulty very doubtful, and any one using

KAYSER and RUNGE'S observations gets to doubt whether many of their actual errors

are more than small fractions of the possible. It would probably be possible to satisfy

the conditions for Rb and Cs within the present possible errors, but only because they
are so considerable. I think, therefore, on the whole, the evidence is against this

explanation. As, however, the coefficients and /3 were nearly the same in the

numerical examples, this point was tested for Na, using P(l) for S(l), PASCHEN'S

S (2), and K. and R/s S (3). The resulting formula was

n = 24477-04-N/[~TO- '651450- "012403 (L + -LY] ;

/ L \m mVJ

but the deviations for the other lines were far too great, being several times the

possible.

Term /(TO /). The value of f, as determined from the observations, will depend
so much on the exactness of the measures of P (1.2) and S (2.3) that we can expect to

learn nothing from considering the cases of Rb and Cs. For Na and K the resulting

formulae are

For Na

P . . 41445'27-N//m+l'150156- ^4^-V,

S 24472-4G-N/(m + 'G55055-
'02278G '"

\ TO--1!)2

and for K

P . 35000'53-N/('TO+1-30255G-
-1557/'

S . . 219G3-75-N/L + "824259-
' 39 2

V.
/\ TO -'27 18;

These give values of obs. calc. as follows :

NaP . .

NaS . .

KP . .

KS . . 9-45 000 -05 -18

By comparison with Table L, it will be seen that now NaP (6) comes outside the

limits, NaS (2) is slightly better (but can be brought inside as before). KP^ is much

worse, and KS (2) improved, but the relation between the limits now holds. No
relationships are apparent between the various constants, except that, allowance

being made for possible variations, the / of P in both cases is one-half p.- 1. The

inequality between the a for the P and S series is increased.

P 2

1.
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N not constant. In this case the values of N are supposed to be different for both

the P and S series. Each series, therefore, requires as before three lines to determine

its constants, and the relations P(co) = VS(l) and S(co) = VP(l) give two

additional equations to determine the two values of N say, Np and N,. Unfortunately

the values of the first lines are so uncertain (with exception of NaP(l)) that the

values of N? N and N, N vary very largely with the errors in the observed lines.

For instance, in the case of Kb, if L.'s values for P (1) and S (3) be used, NP-N = -12,

NS-N= 1300. If S.'s values for P(l) and S (3.4) are used, NP-N = 141,N.-N = 651.

In the first case P is reproduced as well as the original, but S not so well
;
in fact,

S( oo
)
comes out too large. In the second, P is not so good, and S is better than

with the 1300 difference. The discussion shows, however, that within easy limits of

error the N of P may be taken as constant, and for a provisional value the usual

value of N will do -very well.

For Na, using K.R.'s values for 8(3.4.5), SN, = 215, p = "661089, a = -'032760,

and the calculated lines for S agree better than the original except, however, S (2),

which is 4"28 wrong in place of 1'37. If, however, PASCHEN'S S (2) is used and

K.R.'s 8(3.4), then SN
7,
= 306, SN, = 588, the limits are considerably altered, and

the calculated results bad. If we make SNP
= and use PASCHEN'S S (2) and K.K.'s

S (3), SN, = 342, and the other calculated lines are all outside the limits. The most

reliable result appears, therefore, to be that calculated from K.R.'s values for S (3.4.5),

which improves all the other lines but requires S (2) to be 4 "28 A.U. larger than

PASCHEN'S observation, which can hardly be the case.

For K, using K.Il.'s 8 (3.4.5), SN, = 609, /A
= "841460, a = -"066494. This brings

8(2) within "22 of PASCHEN'S value (original difference 16'20), and all the others

within limits.

For Reusing S.'s values for S (3.4) and K.R.'s for S (5), gives SNP
= 141, SN, = 651,

p.
= -894830, a = -"085235, but the P series is bad, although S is better than that

referred to above where SN, = 1300. It is probable that a value between 651 and

1300 would be preferable.

For Cs, using L.'s for P (l), K.R.'s for P (2.3), and S.'s for S (3.4.5), gives SNP
= 369,

SN, = 1286, ^=1-458005, = -"092888, /t.
= -992400, a, = -"112079. These

bring all the lines within limits, P better than the ordinary.

It is to be noticed that although Np may be kept constant by giving permissible

variations to the lines from which the constants are determined, yet there is a tendency
shown to an increase with increasing atomic weight. In all cases N, increases with

increasing atomic weight, but the calculated values vary so much with the actual

errors of observation, that it is useless to attempt to find any relation between them.

SN, for Na is probably not far from 220
;
for the others it is larger. The values of

SN, for K, Rb, Cs might be the same, but in view of the smaller value required for

Na, this is not likely. One important fact brought out, however, is the raising the

value of a for S, so that its ratio to
/u.

'5 becomes much closer to that for the P series.
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If the condition that a/^i,
should be the same as for P be applied, say about "2, the

values of SN, come to about 382 for Na and 650 for the others.

In the present state of the observations, it is useless to attempt to arrive at

anything more definite than that a very small proportionate increase of N for the

S series will satisfy relations (F and G), make better agreement in general for the

lines S (2), and bring the ratio /(/u '5) into close agreement with that for P.

Possibly some constant value for SN, would make a the same as for the P series, in

which case the /A
of S would be formed, not by adding the term sb to '5, but to a

number > -

5. For these combined reasons it would appear, so far as our knowledge
at present extends, that the required improvement in the S formulae should be looked

for in a change of the value of N. The evidence shows that at least the greater part

of SN, does not depend, like W, on the square of the atomic weight. It might,

however, depend on s. Thus apparently SN for NaS is about 300, for KS about 600,

and the corresponding multiple law would make it 750 for Rb and 900 for Cs, quite

in agreement with the actual numbers found. If this were so, the P sequence would

be formed by adding a multiple term to the denominator, and the S sequence by

adding a corresponding multiple term to the numerator.

A further argument in support of this theory is found from the discussion on the

various He series. It was there found that using least squares to these very

accurately measured spectra, rich in lines, that the F and D sequences have values

of N very close to the value 109675 generally adopted, but that the S series in both

cases require a value of N about 50 larger, and this when the lines corresponding to

m = 2 were not used. In this case they do not reproduce the values of S (2). It is

probable, therefore, that if they were introduced the values of N would be still more

considerably increased. The case of HeP' requires a still higher value of N, and in

this case HeP'
(
1
) agrees with the observed. It seems a clear case for an increased N

if the form m+
fji
+ a/m is absolute. The argument that it is so is that in cases of

elements where
//,

and a are comparatively large, it is sufficient to give practically

all the lines within limits of observation errors, and that if -(3/m
2 be added, fi

comes always a small fraction of a and capable of being wiped out by errors of

observation. Now the a in the He spectra are all very small, and /3 would be very
much smaller, and exert scarcely any influence on the lines beyond the first two or

three. Nevertheless N is increased for the S sequences.

Summary of Results.

The principal results arrived at in the foregoing discussion may be summarised as

follows :

1. A modified RYDBERG'S formula, in which the denominator is of the form

/m, is found to be capable of representing practically all the observed lines
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within errors of observation. The chief exception is for the first line of the sharp

series, which is shown to be probably due, on other evidence, to a change in N.

2. The existence of a new fundamental sequence F (in) whose denominator is either

/ I \

m+/j, 2W (RiTz) or m+
//,
2W (1-

-),
where W, the atomic weight term, is a small

fraction of the square of the atomic weight. The dependence of the fraction on the

element is not at present determined, but if w denote the atomic weight divided by
LOO, the fraction of n? is '0141 for Na and about

,s/(.v 1) x '0141 for the others.

.1 That the D of the P sequence is found by adding '074560 (\.-

'21521 \ 9 to
V m J

'
1 \

1 W
(

1
), as found from the F sequence, where s has the values 2.4.5.6 for Na

\ !>* / -1 '
I/I

K, TCb, Cs. In the case of Cs, however, in which satellites appear in the D series,

the term in W ( 1 ) does not occur.

4. The 1) of the P2 sequence is found by deducting 2W, or approximately

0141W2 Fl + -
I,
from that of P,.

L m(.s-l)J
5. The

fj.
of the U sequence is found by deducting the same quantity '074560s

from 1 W(l j/r
1

). The form of the term in a has not been determined. When,
however, satellites occur, and there are two D sequences, as in Cs, the W missing in

the P sequence must be put in here, and the above quantity '074560x6 deducted
from 1-2W instead of from 1-W. This gives the p. for D21 or D12 . The

/* of

Dn (2) is found by adding i-W to that for D 12 , i.e., W (1-mT
1

).

6. In the same way as the P sequence forms a doublet D series, VPi(l) VD (m),
Vl }

2 (1) VD?n, so do the D sequence produce a F series doublet when D has

satellites viz., VDn (2)-F (m), VD ia (2)-F (m).

7. The values for the S series show that its ^ is obtained by deducting quantities
somewhat smaller than '5 from that for the P, and that its a is always considerably
less than that of P. Also, although KYDBERG'S relation S

(
QO

)
= VP (1) is very

closely verified, the other, P(oo) = VS(1) cannot be true with the formulae used.

Moreover, the formulae fail to reproduce S(2) within limits of error. Evidence is

given that this is due to a change in value of N in the S sequence. A suitable

change makes P
(
o>

)
= VS (1), the difference of the /A

of S and P the same for

each element, a the same for S and P, and the values of S (2) within the limits.

Moreover, in using the He spectra to obtain a more exact value of N than can be

expected from H, it is found that N is greater than 109675 for S, by about the same
amount in both the singlet and doublet series, whilst close to it for the D', D", and
P". The evidence in favour of this explanation is therefore very strong, and the D
of S would then be found by subtracting -5-x, where x is small of order '1 from
that of P.

8. The spectrum of Li is abnormal. It is a singlet series in which what has been
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called the Principal series is formed on the D sequence, and what has been called

the D on the F sequence. The set belongs to what has been here called the negative

type. The first, the so-called Principal, is the only one in which the formula does

not reproduce all the lines. It is possible that it requires a larger N, as is required

for the P lines in the other singlet series discussed, viz., He'.

9. As we pass down through the alkali metals we find a change of type occurring,

first in Na, and then in Li. In Na, what is called the D series, has a
/JL
much closer

to the F type than to the D type. There seems to be a certain instability, and a

large number of extra lines appear whose development appears to depend on narrow

limits of temperature, amongst these are possibly three lines which show the D type
normal to the other elements. In Li all the normal type have disappeared, and we

get a singlet system depending on a new kind of D sequence for the Principal series,

and the F sequence for the D series. In addition, we get lines conforming to the D
type based on the new D sequence. Also there are indications of the normal D
series in a doublet spectrum, with the doublet separation to be expected in the

normal type. But no P or S lines of the normal type have been seen.

10. In He the singlet sets of series are of the P type, with the associated D based

on the F sequence. The doublet sets are of the D type with the associated D also

based on the F type. These spectra have been used to determine accurate values of

N by the method of least squares. The important result conies out that the value

of N is not the same for each series. It is practically 109(575 for the 1)', D", and P"

sets, 109725 for S' and S" (probably higher if the lines S (2) had been employed in

the determination), and 109810 for P'.

The relations found strengthen the evidence in favour of Lord HAYLEIGH'S theory
as to the kinematical origin of these spectra. A general consideration of questions

relating to origin is, however, postponed until the spectra of the other elements are

discussed in a future communication.
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IN a previous communication*" it was verified that the effect at a point on a perfectly

conducting sphere due to a Hertzian oscillator near to its surface was negligible in

comparison with the effect that would have been produced at that point but for the

presence of the sphere, when the point is at some distance from the oscillator and the

radius of the sphere is large compared with the wave length of the oscillations. In

what follows it is proposed to find the effect at all points produced by a Hertzian

oscillator placed outside a conducting sphere whese radius is large compared with the

wave length of the oscillations. For simplicity the axis of the oscillator will be

assumed to pass through the centre of the sphere, but this assumption will not

affect the generality of most of the results. An Appendix is added in which the

more important mathematical relations required are established.

1. Let O be the centre of the conducting sphere of radius a, and let the oscillator

be at a point O 1( the direction of the axis of the oscillator being OCX, and the distance

i being r
t . In this case the lines of magnetic force are circles which have the line

for common axis. If y denotes the magnetic force at any point P, p the

distance of P from 00^ and z the distance of P from the plane through

perpendicular to 00^ yp satisfies the differential equation

(7p}
~ - ~

(yp}+

where 2-ir/K is the wave length of the oscillations. Ti^ansforming to polar co-ordinates

(r, 6), where r is the distance OP and 6 the angle P00 1; z = r cos 6 and p = r sin Q
;

hence, writing cos 6 =
//.,

the differential equation becomes

*
'Roy. Soc. Proc.,' vol. 72 (1904), p. 59.
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The general solution of this equation is

7P = r'>> S (A,J. + v, (r)

where Jn+v. (r) is BESSEL'S function of order n + ^, and PB is the zonal harmonic of

order n.

If y! is the magnetic force at the point P due to the oscillator, y, is the real part of

C - =:-
,
where V is the velocity of radiation and R is the distance OjP ; this

dp B
has to be expressed in the form given above for the solution of equation (

1
). Writing

where

it follows that

U2 =

= p
~ r-

1

-rrV/*" (2n + 1) e
r
-"'K,+ ,, (^r,) J n+lj (*r) Pn>

up (I

where r,>r, and

^=p - r-VrV> i (2/i+l) e
1

2

""'K,, +lj (,-) J.+v> (
K r,) P.,

()p
n

when /> /[, where

Now
a a

v / r~ v ^ ' \"> i
A

/ \ >

<
P. c/ji a/A

/.; p _ 9Pn + i _ ?P-i

a/A a/A

therefore, rj>r,

,--
1

/.J
ll_, , (

Kr)-(n
-

1) r"-J,.,,. (K

-^ fl"K.+
*(i^){r|^V^

that is

^1
= -/crrVV^i{eV.<-KH_Vi (

l crO+e
I/'<"+1

>"K,+.J l^
or

= -rrV/' 2 (2n + 1) eV.<-*vj?K, (^.^ J)>+ (lcr) (1 _^) ^, . .
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Similarly, when /> i\,

-^)= . . (3).

The solution of equation (l) that is required is that solution
i//

which becomes

infinite in the same way as ^ at the point (rlt 0) and for which ty/dr vanishes when

r = a ; the real part of Ctye'" will be the required magnetic force at any point, for

9 (yp)/9r will vanish when r = a, that is, the electric force tangential to the sphere
will vanish. From the expression (2) for

i//]
it follows that the required solution is of

the form

where ri>r>or, and the constants are determined so that
t)i///3r

= when r a, hence

$ = -rr'V/' I *+'..
(2n+ 1) Kn+ ,

2 (t/cr,)

when

',>?> a

and

when

r>* (5).

Writing
KT = Z, Kl\ Zi, Ktt = Z

, Z-J^u^z) = 2 1;
--7T~'

J

,

u = R'/J sin
<f>,

v = R 1
' 8 cos

<f>, HI = RI'" sin t^, rj = Rj
1

'- cos
(f> 1 ,

MO = RO'
/J sin

<f> ,
v = R '

; - cos
(^) ,

it follows that

that is

Again

Q 2
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now du vv . ,, ,
.

-p. 3<Av- u =
1, that is R_r = i

oz Oz oz

therefore

g^v "+'/2 (
12;)/

-

and writing ^-~ = tan x ,
this becomes

|-{2
1/2Kn+1 , (tz)} =-2-

1V /^- I/'<" +1/ >"-*l

-"R-v.8ecY.
82 A

Similarly,

{z'
8
J.,j.iy (z)} = 2's7r~'*R~ '' cos (<&+Y) sec v

8s A

and therefore

t^" v n + '., \'*^^/] / ^ l^^ m^n-t-''.>\*"*' v /l ^ COS
oa

Hence the relations (4) and (5) become

1

a ,
1

! i

isn - ie
-' cos

when ?'!>;, that is

2iK'l\~ 1

OfJ,

when rj>?', and

^ = ^2(2n+l)R1
v'R1/a

{e'-*
)'+e(3* +2

*-*-*'>'}(l- /1A

8

)^=. . . (7),
j-iK i

-^
1 (J LJL

when r>r!.

2. The value of
\|/

at any point will now be compared with the value of
i/ij

at the

same point, and, the radius a of the sphere being supposed to be great compared with

the wave-length 2vr//c
of the oscillations, it will be sufficient to compare the principal

parts of
\jj
and

i//i.
Now

that is

hence the principal part ^ of
T//J

is given by

In calculating the principal part of
i//

it is convenient to consider first the contri-

bution of the terms for which n+ ^ is greater than the least of the two quantities
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z and z t . In this case the approximations to be used for
</>

and
x<>

are those given by

relations (x.) of the Appendix ; from these

;

1 t tan (<o+X<>)
'

that is

+ &c.,

where T is a large negative quantity. Hence

*-w = 2t sin <e-'*' + ie
2T

e-' w
' +

'''' ) + &c.,

that is

gi-^.
and

f'2 4- 1 ^ "R'/2"R V' VWW+ f.'f^o+SXo-f'-Wl = /
I Z//(.-|- 1 I AV A\n iC T& / r l <> 1 O 1 i/

c
l

j
smh 8 sum ! }

/2

NOW
rl>r>a,

therefore

and -

hence the order of the corresponding term in
i//, compared with the principal part of

r/!,
is (K-r)~

1/2

,
and is multiplied by an exponential with negative exponent. Further,

the portion of the series containing these terms is simply oscillatory on account of Pn ,

and therefore the sum of any number of these terms is not of higher order than

(KT) Vtyi by the appendix ; hence the part contributed by the terms of the series, for

which n + ^ Zj is of the same or higher order than Z/
3

,
is negligible compared with ^ t .

Again, the terms for which n +^z is of the same or higher order than z'\ but

H +^ZI is of lower order than Zi
h

, are at most of the order (/cr)"

1

' 1

'^, and therefore, as

above, their sum is negligible in comparison with
i//!.

Similar results hold when

?>?-!. Hence the part of
\jj,

if any, which is of the same order as
T//J,

is contributed

by terms for which n + is less than z or exceeds z by a quantity of lower order than

z
1

''3 when ?> rj, and by terms for which n+ ^ is less than z l or exceeds z l by a quantity
of lower order than z/'

3 when r> r^. Different treatment is necessary according to

the form of approximate value of Pn (/A)
that is appropriate.

3. When 6 is small, the approximate value of Pn (/x)
is given by

whence to the same order

SP = n+ cos cosec 1 n+l sn

and the series for
\p is approximately

^ =~
K'

when

sn cos 7i+ 1 e
l -' + e'

+ ^--'
1 2n+ 1 sn
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Writing

= -- sn cos sn

the appropriate approximations for R, E, l5 <, and (^ are

R = sec a, </>
= z cos a j*Mr+(n+i)*, where z sin a =

R 1 =seca 1 , <f> l
= z

l cosa l ^nir+ (n+ ^)a.ll where Zi sin a
:
=

lience approximately

B! = -ij sin 9 cos L/? 2 (n + )*
sec

1

-'4 sec-' aie
'C--c.- ri co.. 1 +(,+vj(.-.,)]

. J,{(2n+ 1) sin ^}.
K

Kemembering that the oscillations of Ji{(2n+l) sm|0} depend on e (2+D'^v.^ tne

principal part of S 1; arises from the terms in the neighbourhood of the term for which

z cos ?! cos J) (a i)
sin

vanishes; for this a a, is small since 9 is small, and therefore, unless r is nearly

equal to ;], which means that the point is close to the oscillator, ii>-\-\
is small compared

with ~
for the terms that contribute the principal part of S,. Hence approximately

z cos a

:
!
cos

a = z +

and the principal part of Sj is equal to the principal part of

-^ sin 6 cos J

K
sn

that is, the principal part of S : is given by

S, = -L- sin cos
/f'>'l

sn

therefore

or

n i . , 2sin4tf -.Hii^M
b, = --- - sin 9 cos fVe' (- '>>

-;_
2
-rrr, e l*"-*!- 1

)

/c?r (z
L

2j
i

)

q _ LKT
2
SJn

2 -
(r,-r+ |2LdBV*)^1 ~"

\^ C> .

Appendix, Relations
(ii).
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Now the distance D from the oscillator to the point (r^} is given by

D2 = r2+r1

2-2rr1 cos6>,

whence retaining only the most important terms

i
-w-

and therefore S t
=

$1.

The same result follows when r>?v Again writing

S2
= -i, sin 6 cos \B 2 (n+ 1)

3 R^'V^^-*-*,) ^{(2^+1) sin 0},'

the principal part of S2 arises from the terms in the neighbourhood of the term for

which

vanishes. When n+ ^ is less than 2,,, this requires that 2*,, n a, is small, since is
;

when n+ ^ is greater than 2
,
it requires that TT a ^ is small, that is and

! are

each nearly a right angle, which means that the point is close to the oscillator, thus

the case of 2au a
j small need only be considered. In tin's case the principal part

of S2 is equal to the principal part of

~ sin 6 cos ^6 2 (n + |-)

2
elC2 """-"- |+ "- (" +1/->2(2-vl - v '

)]J
1 {(2u+ 1) sin J-0},

that is

S2
= sin cos 4-0 e'

(2 *""'"""
"
l)

(j

1
'

2''2 """
1 "*"" 1 ""

1

"
1

'^^, (2t sin W] <1L
K1\ Jo

whence

S2
= -

-^-j
sin ^ cos ^Oe

l(-'~'~ -'-">'>

^~
'"

1

3r/
_ r

or

This represents waves reflected from the neighbourhood of the points Q on the

sphere, which are such that O LQ makes an angle with the radius OQ, and if D! is

the distance C^Q, D2 the distance PQ, where P is the point (?-, 0), the above becomes,
after some reduction,

S2
= -IK sn2

the result that would have been obtained by elementary methods. Hence the eifect

at a point P for which 6 is small is the sum of the direct waves and the waves
reflected at the surface of the sphere.
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4. When 9 is nearly equal to IT the appropriate approximation for Pn (/u.)
is

given by
PB (JU)

= cosn7rJ {(2n+l)sml(7r-0)},

or, writing IT 9 = 6',

Pn (^ = cos mrJ {(2w+ 1) sin 0'},

and

= -
(n+J) cos WTT- cos^ cosec 6'Jl {(2w+ 1) sin 1(9'} ;

O LC

hence

= ---5 sn
1

when ?<?-!, where to the order required the terms for which n + ^ exceeds z by a

quantity of the same or of higher order than z'3 can be neglected. Writing

j
= -

2
sin & cos l0V(n+ )

2
cos sn

the terms of this series, for which w+ |-
is less than z, and zn\ is of higher order

than z 3

,
are at most of the order (T)*

/'*

(Wi)~
8

i/r1}
and therefore their sum will be

negligible -in comparison with ^ unless -y [_<f> ()>i
+ niT (2n+ 1) sin

|~0'] vanishes or is

a multiple of 2n- for some value of n in the series. Using the appropriate approxima-
tions for

<j)
and ^ 1; this requires that a MJ + TT is small or nearly equal to a multiple

of 2vr since & is small, and this is impossible, for a and ctj are each less than \TT. The

terms of the series S l5 for which \z
n

1-|
is of lower order than z

!

\ are at most of

the order
(/c?-)

5 '

3

(/f?-,)"

2

^, and their sum will be negligible in comparison with ^ unless

-j-[< $iti7r(2w+ l) sin ^-0'] is very small or nearly equal to a multiple of 2ir for a

value of n in this series ; substituting the appropriate approximations for
<f>

and <],

this requires that \TT a, 77- is small, which is impossible, for MJ is less than ^77.

Hence Si is negligible in comparison with
t//j.

The same result follows when ?>?*!.

Again, writing

S2
= -

-i^ sin & cos 10'2 (n + i)
2
cos nffRI

/.R i
V<8*.+ 2x.-*-*,>^ {2n+ 1 sin

the terms of this series, for which n+ ^ is less than z
,
and za n^ is of the same or

of higher order than z
'

/3

,
are at most of the order (/ca)

3/1 (KT^^ and therefore their

sum will be negligible in comparison with
t// t

unless

sn

vanishes, or is nearly equal to a multiple of 2ir for some value of n in this series.
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Substituting for <, x<>> &-> their approximate values, this requires that 2 KI +

is small, since & is small, and this is impossible for %ir> > , ?TT> > i ;
hence

the sum of these terms is negligible in comparison with
x/^.

The terms of the series

for which |z w
|

is' of lower order than z v' are of the order (/ca)
3/2

(/c^)"
2

1/ 1; and

their sum is of highest order when
j-(2<f> +2x<) < (f>injr) is small, or nearly equal

to a multiple of 2?r, for a value of n in this series. In this case the approximation

for ( u+ Xo is I 7r+ - 3~ l/*

(3p.)
2

[Appendix (vi.)], and the above condition becomes that
*

ira.a.l ir is small, or nearly a multiple of 2-rr, which is satisfied if both a and a
t

are small. The sum of these terms then is

(,
. .... _. .._ .. i ?5_z_z.4.I/.6lJ-l/.12(a''2"''ff-l;-"'3_^l_,.-H

3 sin ff cos.

retaining only the most important part, and the sum is therefore of the order

(/ca)
3/1+1/3

(/cr1)~
2

x/ 1 ,
which is of lower order than

t/ 1; and therefore negligible in

comparison with it. When n+ ^ is greater than 2 and n +^z is of the same or

of higher order than z 1/3

,
but n+^ is less than z and zn^ is of the same or

of higher order than z'
/3

,
when z<z1; the terms are of the order (/cr)

l
' 2

(/cr1)~
2

i/;1 ,
and

their sum will be of the same order as
i/^,

if -=
(2<^ + 2^ < ^ I

+ WTT) is small, or

nearly a multiple of 2?r, for a value of n in this series. This condition is satisfied if

there is a value of n in the series for which IT a O.
I TT is small, or nearly a multiple

of 2ir, which requires that both a and a
t should be small. For the other values of n,

which have to be taken account of, the order of the terms is
(itr)''

1
(ieTi)~

a
i^, and the

condition that their sum should be of the same order as
\fj 1 is, that for some of these

values of n, ^rra^n- is small, which is impossible. Hence the part of the series S 2

which is of the order of x/^ arises from the terms beginning with a term for which n

is equal to z + A2 1/3

,
where A is a positive quantity of the order of unity, and the

principal part of S3 is therefore equal to the principal part of

- L
sin ff cos \ff 2 (w + ^R'/.R^VW.**.-*-*.-"-) Jj {(2n+ 1) sin W'}

**CJ"i 1,,+AV 3

sin ff cos 10' 2

Now

that is [Appendix (x.)]

where T is a negative quantity and T increases rapidly with n. Also, when r

VOL. COX. A. R
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and rt are so great compared with a that sin a and sin j can be replaced by a and

the principal part of S2 is equal to the principal part of

_L sin 9 cos iff 2 (w+ i-)'
e-'t-

+ --' +1/'<" +1/^- 1+ " -H
jj {(2n+ 1) sin

"''I -oW*

which is equal to

cos

When 0' is very small the value of the above integral is approximately

IK?"

which is equal to the value of
i//j

at the point. These results correspond exactly with

those obtained by the usual treatment of the effect of an opaque circular screen

interposed between a source of light and the point of observation, when the source

and the point of observation are both at distances from the screen great compared

with the radius of the screen. It has been assumed in the above approximation

a2 a2

that 1 is a small quantity whose square is negligible ;
when this condition is

A? '

\TI

not satisfied the value of the integral involved depends on the quantity

X/(K) (a + a
t ) (tan a + tan i)~

V;!

,

where sin = n/r, sin j
=

/?'i,
and diminishes rapidly as this quantity increases.

5. When 9 is not small or nearly equal to IT, Pn (n) can be replaced by its

approximate value

2'Sr-
1
''

{(n + l) sin 0}-
1
/' cos {(

whence

^ = (2n+ I)'/-' (77
sin

3

0)-
1
/' sin

CtLL

and therefore, when r <rj,

sn

approximately, that is

which may be written

/f
= Si 82+8384,
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where

S, = (2ir)-
v
*(sin

52
=

(2ir)-
1/

'(sin

53
=

(2ir)-
v
*(8in

54
=

(27r)-''-' (sin

Since rOj, the formulae (ii.)
of the Appendix can be used for the terms of Si and

S2,
for which n+ % is less than z and z(n+%) is of the same or higher order than z'

/3
,

and the corresponding parts of S! and S2 are given by

Su = (2ir)-
v-

(sin e)
>!>

(fW1
a
)-

1"s
>/

'(n+|)'
/ sec

1

/' sec
1-
a^co..-,,

S21
=

(27r)-'- (sin 0)'<' (jcr/)-
1
*

sTV+i)* sec
1
'' a sec

1-
aie
*-i

where 2 sin a = z
t sin a

t
= n+ ^-

and A is of the order of unity.

Now

-j- {z cos a 2, cos i

and a e^ + cannot be a small quantity for >a 1; since '!>

of the order Zj"
1

^, and therefore negligible in comparison with

Again

T {2 cos a Zj cos a
1

Cu'fli

and a.a.
l will vanish for a value of w between 1 and 2 As

1
/3

,

provided the point P (r, 6} lies inside the sphere described on OO,
as diameter, but not close to its boundary. If a and ! now

correspond to the value of n for which 0=a. a
l ,

a is the angle
OPT and a

t the angle OOiP in the figure,* and the principal

part of S21 is given by

Sn = (2ir)-
% sin

1
/'

(/en
2

)-
1

(z, sin a^ sec
1

/'-' a secv' a
1e'(-'

hence Su is at most

where
/oi

is large, that is

sn sn ai
'

sec - a sec ^

z cos
t---L_p.os a 2, cos i J

The corresponding value of n is given by n + J =
up, where _p is the perpendicular from on OiP.

R 2
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If (XP = D, then

and therefore

^ cos ! r.cos a = D, r sin 6 = D sin aj,

S21
= uc sin

2 0rD-V"D
,

that is for the points defined above S21
=

i/i.

The same formulae
(ii.)

of the Appendix are applicable to the terms of the series S3

and S4) for which n + % is less than z and z
(
+ |-)

is of the same or higher order

than z '\ The corresponding parts of the series S3 and S4 are given by

lOQj 1 ^iTT t Qi.Il
'

g _
(2iT)~

l

'-s\n''t

where z sin = z sin a. zv sin a
t
= n+ ^. Now

d
{2~o cos a z cos a Zj cos

|-) (2a a c^ + 0)}
= 2a a

and > for r>, a >a! for ?'!>, hence 2 a oti+^ is always finite, and

therefore, as above, the sum of the terms S31 is of lower order than
x//j.

Also

-j- {2za cos au z cos a z
l cos i + (

+ |-) (2a a a.
l 0}}

= 2a .a.ul $,

and 2oo

principal

6 will vanish for a value of n between 1 and z Az
'

/3

, provided the

point P (r, 6) satisfies conditions to be determined. For

let nu+ -|
=

Kp, where p <a, and let (XQ be a straight line

through O 1 at a distance p from O, meeting the sphere in Q
(fig. 2), then the angle TQOj is a

,
where n + ^ = z sin a

,

and the angle OOjQ is als where n + ^ = zl sin a^ Hence,

drawing QP in the plane OjOQ making the angle TQP
equal to

,
and taking any point P on QP, the angle QPO

is equal to a, where n + ^ = z sin a, and the angle POOj,

which is 6, is equal to 2a a a^ For any position of P
on the line QP the terms of the series S41 in the neigh-

bourhood of the terms for which n = n contribute a sum

which is of higher order than any of them, and the

S41 is given by

S41
=

(277-)~
1/a sin'/2 6 na+i^ sec'/2 a sec1/2

g'/2
'f

2
\ - cos ^

~
, cos

J
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whence

S = i (K^
2

)-
1
sin

1
'* 6 (no+ )' sec

1
'' a sec

1
'*
a, (

?- -V''
\Zo COS o 2 COS a 2, COS a,/

gl
(2* 008 ,,-* C0 --, COS a,).

that is

S41
= IK sin

a
a, sin

1
'2

(z t sin ai)~
v* sec

1
'1 a sec

1
'-

o^ ( )

\Zo cos 2 cos a Zi cos a,/

,,t (3r cos a^ j cos a Zj cos a])

which after some reduction can be put in the form

O "11
41
= _

QP OxQ/ \acosoo QP

and this represents the effect at P of the waves reflected from the sphere at Q.*

From the diagram it appears that the points P for which the condition

6 = 2^ a ^ can be satisfied are the points outside the tangent cone drawn

from Q! to the sphere (that is the points outside the geometrical shadow), and

as P approaches the surface of the cone the value of n a + % approaches KO,; hence

the above result holds for all points outside the tangent cone and not close to its

boundary.

Omitting for the present the discussion of the terms of the series S3 and S4 for

* This result can be verified by elementary methods as follows : If M is the amplitude of the magnetic

force at Q, MI the amplitude of the magnetic force at P in the waves reflected from Q, the intensity

at Q in a beam of rays from Oi of small cross section is

M 2o2 sin (oo
-

i) cos 00 d (oo
- at) d<f>,

and the intensity in the same beam at P is

MiVsin 6cosaded<i>,

and these intensities are equal, therefore

M2a2 sin (ao
-

aj) cos a d(m> -xi) = Mi2
/'
2 sin 6 cos a dd

;

now
6 = 2a<,

- a, - 0.1,

whence

ZD cos sto duo = z cos a. da. = ^i COS 04 rfzj,

rt cos ai - a cos ao = OiQ = a sin (ao
-

ai)/sin aj,

i
2
?-
2 sin 2^ = Ma2 sin2 (an

- a^ sin sec a sec y.\ I z\ sin a! / \
I \*o cos ao 2 cos a ! cos sti/

The amplitude of the
<f>

of the waves from Oi at Q is Ma sin (ao
-

^i), and of the reflected waves

at P is Mir sin 0, therefore the ^ of the reflected waves at P is

- IK sin2 ! sin
1
'1 sec

1
'*

a. sec
1
'2

a.\ (z\ sin ai)"
1
'*

( )

*

,

\3o cos o z cos a zi cos ai/

which is the result obtained from the series.
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which n+%z is of lower order than z 1/3
,* the terms for which zn% is of the

same or of higher order than z 1* will now be considered. Denoting these terms

of the series S3 and S4 by S32 and S42 ,
and remembering that

where T is a negative real quantity increasing rapidly with n, 832 and S42 are to the

required order of approximation given by

S32
= -

(27r)-'
/5

(xr,
2

)-
1

sin
1

' 9 t (n + )
% sec

1

'- a sec'/* a^n -'< " "-<"+1/*> (+.->-v^
;

r-A.-'/

S42
= -

(27r)-'- (/c)',

2

)-
1
sin'- 2 (n +^ sec

1

/' a sec% aie'
["-* cos a~r

' cos a'- ("+ ' (-+-.+0+ 1

/,-].

The value of-- {mrz cos a 2j cos a.
l (/'+|-) (a + otj ^)} is irot^ + 0, which,

<-Vlt/

since a and j are less than ^TT cannot be very small, and therefore the sum of the

terms S33 is of lower order than ^ Again the value of

-j- {UTTZ cos a 2! cos <*! (n + ^) (a + i + 0)}
(.til t>

is TT a a, #, and, if P is a point outside the geometrical shadow for which the

angle OPO, is less than a right angle, there is a value vt, of n in the series S42 for

which Tr a. a
l vanishes, viz., that given by i + |-

= Kp wherep is the perpendicular
from on OjP, and the principal part of S 43 is given by

S42
=

-(27r)-"-' (
Kr*Y

l

(v^ + i)
-'-

sec"-' a sec- a^-0 +* tV

where

vtj + ^ = g sin a. = z
l sin a,,

that is by

S42
= -(27r)--(Kn

2

)-V^44)'^^
\z cos a Zj cos

or

S42
= IK sin

2

where D is the distance dP. Hence

The terms of the series S ls S2 ,
S3 ,

S4 for which
I'/i
+ g z\ is of lower order than z k and

z\n\ is of the same or higher order than z^
k are of the order z''^, and, that their

*
It will be proved below that these terms are important only in the neighbourhood of the geometrical

shadow.
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sum should be of the order 0(^1, ^ir i must be small, that is, the point P must

be on or close to the boundary of the sphere described on OOi as diameter. In

these terms of the series S3 and S4 ,
e2l<*0+Xo) can be replaced by 1, and then the

sum of the terms of the series 81 S3+ S3 S4 required is the same as the sum of the

corresponding terms of the series

-u-.
'

dp

Now, for the values of 6 specified above, -j- { < fa (n+ %)6} can only be small

when a is a right angle or differs from a right angle by a small quantity, hence the

principal part of the sum of the terms of the series Si S2+ S3 S 4 is the same as the

principal part of
i/^,

that is, it is equal to i^.

G. When r > i\, (j>
and (^ are interchanged, the value of

i/; may be written

,/,
= S',-S'3+ S3-S4 ,

and the discussion of the series is identical with that of the previous case. If a plane

be drawn through d perpendicular to OOj, then for points P on the side of this

plane remote from the sphere and not close to the plane the principal part of S'2 is ^i ;

for points outside -the geometrical shadow and not close to its boundary the terms

of the series S4 ,
for which n is less than z

,
have a sum of the same order as

i/>1;
which

represents the effect of reflected waves ;
for points outside the geometrical shadow

between the plane through O^ and the sphere centre O, radius O0 1; the terms of the

series S4 ,
for which n is greater than zu ,

have a sum whose principal part is
\ltly

and for points in the neighbourhood of the plane through d the terms of
i/;,

for

which \n+^Zi is of lower order than z/
73

,
have a sum whose principal part is

i//j.

Thus for all points outside the geometrical shadow and not close to its boundary the

principal part of the value of
i/>

obtained from the series is the same as that which

would be given by applying the methods of geometrical optics.

7. The effect of the terms of the series S3 and S 4 , beginning with those for which

z n% is of the same or of lower order than z^
1

,
has now to be obtained. The

corresponding part of S4 may be written

S43
=

(2ir)-
v

(sin 0)'/ (/c^
2

)-
1 2 (n+ )'/'

R'/,Ri'V[
!*, +^.-*-*,-(+', s)+'/>]

>

--0-A-V/3

now for values of n greater than z it follows, from the corresponding expression
for 2< + 2x [Appendix (vi.)], that the factor e

s' (*1+x ')> does not oscillate but approaches
the value 1 as n increases, hence for these values of n it may be written
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Writing
vo
=

and remembering that

it follows that

where (l + 2w(X )/(l 2w w'
)

differs from unity by a small quantity for all values

of n greater than z
,
and T is a negative quantity increasing numerically with n ;

whence

and

43
=

(27r)-'''
!

(sin 0)'-' (xnT
1

\ 2 (n + $)'' RV^V
L'o A-- '/3

-
,

\l-2w wrj
In the series

writing n+ ^ = z
(t+ ^ since 2T =

log tan <, the coefficient of
t,

in 2T is of the

order 2
~'

/3
! hence, if the value of

where n+^ = z
{)
is of higher order than z

"
1/3

,
the sum of this double series is of lower

order than its first term multiplied by z v
',

and therefore to the order required

negligible. Again, in the series

J (n 4-D'/' R'<<R;%'
--o-A.-,,'

/3

the factor e
2l <*+xo> oscillates and, writing

/

(4c)-
1

(3/x)
2

[see Appendix (vi.)], where

3/t
= - 6H-/., c ^ 2-V/'H

( -i),

and therefore the sum of this series is of lower order than its last term multiplied

by z 1/3 when the value of

e+ <ty + tyi
dn dn
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for n+ % = z is of higher order than z
'

/3
- Hence the principal part of 843 is equal to

the principal part of

-(27r)-'- (sin 0)'-(/cn
2

)-
1 2

-0

when the value of

for n+ ^ = z is of higher order than z
~

1/3.*

Now

-(27T)-
1

'

1

'

(sin ^''"(icr,
8

)-
1 2

the principal part of the second series has been found above, and arises from the

terms on both sides of the term for which

/i c(b o<z>i
C' ~l~ -^ ~l~ 7:

- (J .

en on

If H! is the corresponding value of n, and

^ + 1 = 2 sin a = z
t
sin a.

lt

! is given by
e = 7r-a- ai ,

hence, writing n >i, + ,
the principal part of the above series is

00 J 00

Therefore, if D denotes the distance from Oj to the point P (r, 0),

sin B/D = sin a/?^
= sin a/r,

and making the substitution

a cos a j cos

* If e is an angle of higher order than o~'
/s

, y the semivertical angle of the tangent cone to the sphere

from Oi, and the tangent cones with vertices on 00! whose semivertical angles are y e are constructed,

the space excluded is that between these two tangent cones, which are both close to the boundary of the

geometrical shadow.

VOL. OCX. A. S
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the above expression becomes

f*
-2 -'''<* sin

2
a,<r"

|

e~t/f
^c[rj,

i(.

where

fy,
=

('f
r sin

) (21))'
2

(Xr/'j cos a cos i)~
1/v;

,

hence

In the corresponding part of S3 has the opposite sign and therefore the sum is

negligible in comparison with S43 .

If p is the perpendicular from O on O,P, p = r sin a, and when p is greater than a

the point P is outside the boundary of the geometrical shadow, -q (i
is negative and

increases rapidly as
/> increases, and the above value S43 tends to the value found in

the case where the point P was supposed not close to the boundary. When p is less

than ft the point P is inside the boundary of the geometrical shadow, and the above

value of S, r, is the principal part oft//, that is

where
17,,

has the value given above.* This result expresses the ratio of the magnetic
force at a point inside the boundary of the geometrical shadow to the magnetic force

due to the oscillator alone in terms of one quantity 77,,.
For values of

rj greater

than 5 integration by parts will give a sufficient approximation, for values of
r)

less

than 5 it is convenient to write the above in the form

$ =
-!/,, [1- (L + M) -i(L-M)],

where
,-'ln filn

L =
I
cos \Tnfd-r), M = sin

\irrj'VZr?,
*

fl
^

and use GILBERT'S tables for these integrals. An important particular case is that

for which (), and P are both close to the surface of the sphere, as in the case of

wireless telegraphy. The tables given below show how the amplitude of the

oscillations diminishes as the distance along the earth's surface from the transmitter

is increased. In calculating these tables the transmitter and receiver have been

taken to be vertical antennae, the fundamental wave-length is five times the height,
and the results are given in two cases : for oscillations of wave-length one-fifth of a

mile corresponding to antennae of height 211 feet, and for oscillations of wave-length

one-quarter of a mile corresponding to antennae of height 264 feet. The first column

gives the angular distance of the receiver from the transmitter, the second column

t The investigation assumes that the series in f obtained by the substitution n = mj + f converge for

values of n up to
, and this will be so if P is near the boundary of the shadow,
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the distance d of the receiver from the transmitter in rniles, the third column gives

the corresponding value of
-r)

calculated from the formula

= 2a-r-r cos r sn

the last column gives the ratio of the amplitude F of the oscillations at the receiver

to the amplitude F, of the oscillations due to the transmitter alone.

e.
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where D is d/dt and t is put equal to zero after the operations are performed. This

is equivalent to
e
mD

l
Sm = g

-I-^n+)
\s

~~
J-

or

^'" =
t) gP_i (

e
'"D~

-0 u"+

which can be expressed by
fm T)

Q 11 rlt *
"' ~

75 r +*
o ~

J.

The present object is to replace this integral by expressions suitable for calculation

in different cases. The first case is that in which un + f
contains an exponential factor

e
at

,
where 2&7rt (k an integer) does not vanish or is not very small. Writing

where wK+t contains no other exponential factor of the form e
at

,

D D a( D +_ rtt - ^ QI
'V/1

- P "111

(JH^_1
" + (

~~

gU_l
"+ "

g
D +a_J

" +

that is

or

hence.

that is

D v J_ _d
k

I 1 \ d

Therefore

whence

_
o!aa*\l

The sum SOT is thus expressed as the difference of two series which, in general, are

diverging series, but they can be used for approximate calculation if the last term

taken is within that part of the series which converges. When the series Sm

*
Of. BOOLE,

' Finite Differences,' ch. v.
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converges to a limit when m increases without limit, the limit S to which it converges

will be given approximately* by

S = J2

it being understood that only the terms of this series where it converges are to be

taken.

The above clearly fails it a = llmi, for in that case lca
vanishes; it is also

inapplicable if a 2kin is very small, for then 1 e" is very small, and the terms of
(i.)

diverge at once. The result shows that the sum Sm ,
however great m is, is not of an

order higher than that of the terms that compose it when a 2km, does not vanish or

is not very small ; this may be compared with the known case of DIRICHLET'S integral

which vanishes unless the range of integration incloses the origin.

The second case to be considered is that in which a = (to which the case

a = 2&7ri is always reducible) and un+t contains an exponential factor em
'!

; writing

and remembering that

where B2*_i are BERNOULLI'S numbers, it follows that

J_ B^, D2*-

ZK i

When the real part of /3 is not greater than zero the important part of the integral
em

e^wn+t dt is that contributed by small values of t, and writing

wn+ 1
= wn+ tw'n +^w"n + &c.

,

it follows that

fm
|-m rm

e^vn+t dt = wn
\

e^dt + w'n \
eFtdt+&c.-\

o Jo Jo

Now

F<J*dt = ("e^dt- Fddt,
Jo Jo Jm

that is

r^dt = ^(-/5r^+e^/2/3m- &c.,
Jo

" When wn+t only involves t as a polynomial the series has only a finite number of terms which

represent the exact sum.

t For the determination of the important part of the integral it is sufficient that wn+t should be

expressible in powers of / for small values of t.
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C'"

and therefore, m not being small, the important part of
'

e^dt is ^if
li

( ft)~
>h

;

fm
d*t dt is J/8"

1

; hence, the important part of

f e^Wn+fdt is ^wnir
!

-( /8)~''-, provided iv'n is of lower order than wnfi"- with corre-
Jo

spending conditions for w"n ,
&c. Therefore, when /3~

v- is of an order higher than

unity, the most important part of SOT is ^wnrr
!

*( /S)~
1/2

,
in this case the sum of an

order higher than that of the terms that compose it.

The third case is when is small and un+ t contains an exponential factor of the

form cat+l>t
'

; as in the immediately preceding case, the result depends on the value of

fm
e
at+ ltt*u^ t

fa

If the real part of /3 is negative, or if a and ft are both pure imaginaries, the

important part of this integral is wn eat+pt'dt, with the same restrictions as in the
Jo

previous case.

The fourth case is that when /3=0, a. is small, aiid nn + t contains an exponential

Jmc
at+ y(!wn+t dt,

o

and, if the real part of j is negative, or if both and y are pure imaginaries, the
~~r.

important part of this integral is ' c^^^dt, with restrictions similar to those of
. ii

the two preceding cases. The integrals in the third and fourth cases have been fully

investigated and tabulated.

2. Approximate Expressionsfor tlie Besse! Functions.

Most of the expressions to be investigated in what follows have been given by
L. LORKNZ,* who obtained them from expressions for the sum of the squares of the

two solutions and the product of the two solutions.

The investigation that follows derives them directly from the fundamental

expression for a solution of BESSEL'S equation and the passage -from the periodic form

of the expressions to the form involving real exponentials, which is insufficiently

treated by LORENZ, is traced. Writing

^Js+Va (z)
= 2V-%n) (-)W_B_Va (z)

= 2V-'<x,

and using ScHLAFLi'sf formula for Jn ,
it follows that

"[(-) OOB {( + ) + zsin 0}- t cos {(n + {) 0-zsin 0}]d0
o

- sn n+ iTr e--"nh * +(" +1/' )*d-i sin

* ' (Euvres Scientifiques,' tome L, p. 405.

t Math. Ann. Band III, p. 143.

J In what follows n will be taken to be a positive integer, and u and v will be written for un and vn .
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Hence

v-ai = 2-^TT- l!
>z

/

-f\-i\\-
i:shl '+ (a^' l de+ r e

-- sinh *+ <" +l
->*rty

L O
^

-t, sin
(tt + |) ir\

K--si>l<-<>'-fY2H
,

Jo

It- is required to find approximations for the integrals above when z is large. Taking
first the case where n + ^ is less than z, the important part of r iu arises from the

first integral on the right-hand side, and the most important part of that integral is

contributed by the values of 6 for which the exponent is nearly stationary ; writing

iv = z sin 0+ (n+ jf) 0,

w is stationary when z cos 6 = n+i, and putting n+ ^ z sin a, the corresponding

value of 6 is JTT a. Hence substituting # =
I-TT-

a-f .!),

/ 1\ /I X 1w = 2 cos a+ (n-t-A) (ij-Tr a) +*2 cos a H s sin owr+ , &c.,7 ^
3 !

and

that is

|"
e

-,.- sin + ( + '/,), ^0 = g- cos +(+ (V^-a). p "giAacoprf^+iAaBlnrtH....^
JO J >->/!*

Now unless ^TT a is small, the important part of the integral on the right-hand

side is

_ f
e.,V

cos .'
f^_ f

gV,--.
cos ay J3 _ ^~

'"

g'/
2 --. cos ^> ^

^

J 00 Ja + '/.jjr J

and unless {(|-7r a) 2 cos a}"
1

is of the same or of higher order than (: cos)~'-, the

second and third integrals on the right are negligible in comparison with the first,

that is, if z n^ is of an order higher than z /3

,

'/, -3 ^ = 2Vs

(-12 cos a)'
1

'' = 2
1V- (z cos )"'- e l/*n

,

and therefore, with the same restriction as to the magnitude of n,

f"
e i"+(+'/,)rf f^ _ 2V /S

(z cos a)~
1/2 e [--+(+) 1V-(+VJ).]

>

the term of highest order only being retained. Hence

VM =
(cos a)~

1/2 gt-*+1Aw-(+Wi#

* The parts contributed by the second and third integrals in the first expression for v-iu are of

order z~ l and therefore negligible,
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when 2-wJ is of an order higher than z !

\ and this is equivalent to

u = R1/2 sin
<f>,

v = Rv- cos
<f>,

where
R = sec a and

<j>
= zcosa nir+(n + $)a. .....

(ii.).

When zn^ is of the same or of lower order than z'
/3

,
the part of the first integral

in the expression for v iu that is most important is that contributed by small

values of 6
;

the second integral now becomes of the' same order, and the most

important part of it is contributed by values of ^ near to zero
; hence

-i fV'
--"-'"> "-''^ (16+ (V (---''-''^-''<--*

3

c

the remaining parts being of lower order, and therefore writing

= 6'W^C, V = Gv'2~'", G'V
it follows that

L- o Jo

where and
,
are large quantities, the first being proportional to 2 1/3# and the second

to 2' :1

i// ,
and as only the most important part of VM is required, and the parts

contributed by large values of are negligible in comparison, and & may be

replaced by <x> . Hence all but the parts of highest order being neglected

. . . (iii).*

The values of R and
<f)

in this case have now to be obtained, and it is convenient to

take first the case where jn-f- + z| is small compared with z'
/3

. The expression in

(iii) can for this purpose be expanded in ascending powers of /A which gives

VM = "Z '-fa
/3
7r

i2' 6
2,

*=ori(Ar)
that is

For the purposes required it is sufficient to know the values of R and < to the

second power of
/A, hence neglecting /x

:i and higher powers of
/x,,

v = 2'/ 3-
!

Sr-
1

'''z
1/'

[II (- f ) + 3/tII (-|)] cos
2

TT,

u = 2 s/63~ 2/3
7r~

1V /6
FIT ( fl Sail ( i)l sin ATT cos i?r :

*
It can ])e verified that this integral is a solution of the differential equation -^

-
9/*y

=
0, which is

approximately BESSEL'S equation for r~ 1/3K
n+1/

when
|

n + J -z \

is of the same or lower order than z /a
.
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therefore

It = 2''>3-'"7T-V<'[{II (-)}'+6/tn (-1) II (-) cos ^r + Q^ll (-)}"] cos
2

TT.

Now,
n(-fH2-V-*n(-i)n(-f),

whence
{n (-$)} = 2

1

/3-
1V/

'ii(-;|).

similarly,

{n (-)}' = 2*3-V'n(-i);
hence

R = 3-'V-V/'[n (-) + 2'/>II (-1) . 3F + 2'/>n (-i) (S/i)*] . . . (iv.).

Again,

therefore < = ^Trj3, where /8 is given by

whence
=

3/xc(l -I/me) sin fa-,

where

and

<^
= ^TT- 3/nc(l-f/Lic) sin I-TT ....... (v.).

The value of v, where

is also required; it is, however, more convenient to calculate < + x- From the

relations

dll du dv du dv-- = Jw- + v-- r- u--

it follows that

tan x
~

Now

.uvuv

therefore

,
u

tan
(f>
= -

,

v

v' v ,, ,
.- ---4-i-

,
that is tan --

w tan > tan 1

to obtain
<^>
+ x to the second power of

/x,
the third power of

jj.
must be retained in

u and v, hence

tan
n (-A) sin ^TT cos iir+|n () (3p.)

2
sin frr cos ITT'

h These expressions for R and < are to the order given, the same as those given by LORENZ.

VOL. CCX. A. T
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that is

therefore <+x ~

nm (3/i)
2 tan |TT 1

.,_,, /0 , 2tan y = / i \ -TI , that is y = - 3 /!

(3u) ,'
rj / i-i gg(j T^TT 4c

whence

<+X =
'3
7r ~^~ y 3~' /2

(3/x.)

2

(
v
i-) -

When zn^ is of the same order as 2 1/s

,
the series for v iu in ascending powers of

/A is not suitable for obtaining approximate values, and must therefore be replaced by
a series involving inverse powers of

fj..
To effect this it is necessary to obtain the

principal part of the integrals in
(iii.) ; as in this case

/A
is negative, the principal part

is contributed by the second integral. Writing

w = -3Me-'>'-C,

the important part of the integral arises from values of in the neighbourhood of

the value of that makes iv stationary; this value is given by =
( /j,)

1/!e~ 1/<1

'", and

substituting

it follows that

p~
lk^

\ p-z^l^-f jy _ -2i(-^-v3 f ,,-<- ri
l/'2e~ l/*"l

tf-(i*(Jir .O *-^^
~~~ t' ^-vt >

when p is not small the principal part of the integral on the right-hand side is the

same as that of the integral whose lower limit is oo e~ 1/6iri

,
and therefore the principal

part only being retained,

(" l/ Sfl

g-'/a-" g-3/ie <-^f^ = 3~V27J
.
1/2/_,

t
\-V.e

-2 l (-M)
/

-'/>'_

Jo

Hence, the principal part only being retained,

therefore

and substituting for
/A its value, this becomes

. . . (vii.).

These are the forms that the expressions for R and
<f>,

when z w
5-

is of higher

order than z'3

,
take when a is near to ^ir ; for, writing ^TT a=e, it follows that

= 2 COS a WTT+n+ - a
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becomes
<) = z sn

now
zn\ = z(l cos e)

=
therefore

and
R = z {z

2

-(rT+l)
a

}-'
/2 = z {z-n-i}-'' {2z-(z-n-$)}-

l/>
;

that is, retaining the principal part only,

The leading term in (v M) z~ l/e

being known, a further approximation can be

obtained from the differential equation

the result is

,1.5 i 1.5.7.11

The same remark applies to the approximation for v iu when zn^ is of higher

order than z ', the ordinary differential equation for BESSEL'S functions being made

use of.

When n+^z is of the same order as 2 1/3 the corresponding series when /A is positive

c
is required. The principal part of v iu now arises from the integral etVf

"
f:<

c/, the
Jo

principal part of which is contributed by values in the neighbourhood of the value of

that makes 3/i
3

stationary; that is, in the neighbourhood of =
//-',

and

writing
=

/*
l/a+i,

it follows that

f <P*-P d = e
2"

3 '

3

f e-^' 1-*1

d{,,
Jo J-it

1
'"

therefore the principal part is

This result gives the leading term in the value of v, to obtain the leading term in

the value of u it is necessary to calculate the principal part of the imaginary terms,

that is, the principal part of

Of. STOKES, 'Camb. Phil. Trans.,' vol. x., p. 105.

T 2
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The principal part of the first of these integrals arises from values of in the

neighbourhood of =
p.

l/
-'e

/3

^, and of the second from values of in the neighbourhood
of =

fL
ke' l!a

"-, hence writing in the first = p'W*"+ 1} and in the second

=
/A

1/2e" 1/3ir'+ i, the expression becomes

le-'> f e-*''-VV'^fU' (%!-&'* f e-V'-V".-'"-"*.-*'^
J -n'V'"' J -n'''-e

'""

and the principal part of this expression is equal to the principal part of

which, writing ,
=

r)e~
]>/>

'"
in the first, and ,

=
ije

1
''6" in the second, is equal to

i-*,*

1 '"
3 ,-x <!-''>'

le
-' >'

|

e-** "-* /v
efy-ie

1'*" e~* '*-* "v
dr, ;

- M
' 3t J/i

/2
t

that is, equal to

now the principal parts of the first and second integrals in this expression are equal,
but with opposite signs, and therefore the principal part is

Hence

and

tan ^ = ^e-
4*'

1

'

1 ......... (viii.).

The leading terms having been determined, the approximation can be carried further

by using the differential equation, and the result is

Ac.

1.5 _ 3 1.5.7.11 _,

*
It should be observed that the constant of the imaginary part is half the value that would have been

given by STOKES' rule, p. 112 of the paper referred to above; the explanation of this is that the value of

the 6 in STOKES' investigation that corresponds to this solution is one that belongs to a boundary for the

intervals of 6
; this case is not discussed by STOKES, but it is not difficult to prove that for such values the

constant takes half the value it has in the interval.
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The value of x is given by the relations

tan( + x)
= 2e

4"'/
% or tan x = e

4"*'J
(ix.),

the leading term only being retained.

When n+^z is great compared with 2'% the necessary approximations are obtained

from the original formula for viu, viz. :

v-iu = 2-'%-V' f-i fY u'""* +<ll+1 'yfc rf0 + f
e
-- -"'*+<+'-*>* ffy

L J o Jo

r*
-|-

1 sin (n + )
TT\ e-~ ^ *

cfy I .

The principal part of this expression arises from the second integral, and is

contributed by the values of
\ft

near to the value that makes sinh />( + i) /

stationary ; if this value of ty
is 8, then

z cosh 8 n + ^,

and writing i/>
= S +

i// 1;
it follows that

-CO -00

I --.rsinh^ + fB+ Va)^
/./,

I g(n
+ Vi) $-- ""h S- 2- si h * sinn2 V2^]H'' + ^) (si'ih *i~W

j^,/,

Jo J-S

the principal part of which is equal to

e(+'-^iniu f
g-v^sinhw^ _

2'V>S2~V (sinh 8)-v2e
<+',y-smi.S

)

J - 00

f-

the part which depends on the integral being of lower order when n-\-^ z is of

higher order than z'3

; hence

v -

where 8 is given by z cosh 8 =

To obtain u it is necessary to calculate the leading terms of the imaginary part of

the expression for viu, and this arises from the first integral ; the part required is

the principal part of

-%i e- l-~ shl<>+(H+ ^'e dd-ii
\

e'-"-<''+
1

/s> l d0-

Jo Jo

The exponent in the first of these is stationary when 9 = 18, and the exponent in the

second when 6 = tS, writing in the first 6 = iS 0j and in the second 6 = 18+ ^, the

expression becomes

f fir- 1*
fir + .S_ l.

lg-(n-(-Vs)*+.rBhih4
I I

g-2.-sinhsin
31

/2*i + i-cosh{(a l
-sin

1) JQ .1
g-2- sinh sin2 VA-'-cosh J (, sin

U-d l

J,s
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the principal part of which is equal to the principal part of

f pr-iS f7T+i
I

l ie~ <B+1/ys+
~ sinh *

\ e~*~
8l"h 8 sin' '

/2*'
d@\ + 6~ 2 " sillh * Bi"2

1/2*J c^^ i-

U-.S Jit

that is to the principal part of

-2.- sinh t, sin* /,,

2
o

-21 1

'}'

and this is equal to the principal part of

-r sillh 1_ /.,
. .

f>-2
: sin l' * s1" 2

'/a*i sift

which is

and therefore

Hence, writing T = ~. sinh 8 (?i + ^)8 where z cosh 8 = 11+ -%,
we have

u = | (sinh 8)-''=
e
r

,
r = (sinh S)~"'

~ T
,

(x.).

It remains to prove that as 8 hecomes small these expressions become identical

with those obtained for the case when n +^z is of the same order as z'
/3

. When
8 is small

z sinh 8 (n + J) 8 z sinh 882 cosh 8,

that is,

.
' -v

Now

V- 2
{()

and

which is S~'12 when 8 is small, and therefore as 8 diminishes, the form of the expression
in (x.) becomes that in

(viii.). The approximations in (x.) can, as before, be carried
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further by using the differential equation satisfied by z~ 1/l

(v m), which is BESSEL'S

equation.*

The various approximations are collected together below for convenience of

reference :

When zn\ is great compared with z1/3

,

R = sec a, (j)
= z cos a ^mr+ (n + ^) a

(ii.),

where z sin a = n + 1-.

When zn\ is of the same order as z'
:

'\

When z n^l is of lower order than Z'\

V] . . . (iv.),

= Jir- 3/xc (1 M sin ........ (v.),

........ (vi.),

where

When n +^z is of the same order as z \

where

E = 6-
1

"2
I

>~
I/

'[^
i

+ie~
v

l, tan^ = ^-vs..... (viii.),

3

tan ^ = e4M
" ..........

(i-
x

-)-

When n +^z is great compared with z'
3

R = (sinhS)-
1

[e-
2r + ic2r

], tan^ = ^...... (x.),

T = z sinh S (n+ ^) 8, 2 cosh S = n + ^.

When n is not an integer the corresponding results can be obtained by writing

* Another method of approximating to the value of R is to make use of the relation

E = f
Ko(2 sinh f) cosh(2+ 1) {<#,T Jo

which is not difficult to establish, and then deduce
<#>

from the result ;
the method given is more direct,

and avoids the difficulties that arise in determining the constants for the different forms of < in this other

method.
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e~*
m for

( )*
in the original expression, but, with a view to the special case where

n+\ is an integer, it is preferable to use the solutions K
B+1/2 (t2) and Kn +i/v ( iz); the

expressions to be approximated to are 2 1/!
77-"''V

/2K
n+1/2 (tz) and 2

t

>*Tr~'*z
i
'*Kn+^( iz). With

the same notation as when n is an integer

where R and
(f>
have the same values as when n is an integer.
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1. INTRODUCTORY. As far as I am aware, the problem of the electrodynamics of

accelerated motion of finite bodies has not been seriously attacked. Attention has

been mainly directed to the question of very small charged bodies, and even in this

case the results are not as exact as one could desire, in view of the important bearing

they have on the theory of the constitution of matter.

Among results which have been generally accepted two call for special attention.

The first of these is the equation of linear motion of a small charged sphere

determined by LORENTZ
('
Tbeorie Electromagne'tique,' p. 124). In the usual notation

this equation is

(m+m')xkx = X,

VOL. CCX. A 463. U 2.3.10
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where
m' = fe

2

/aC
2 and k = %e

s

/C
3

,

e being the charge and a the radius of the sphere.

The distribution of the charge on the sphere is not specified, and LORENTZ does not

claim any great generality for the equation. We shall find, however, that more

refined calculation proves that LORENTZ' equation is an exceedingly good approxi-

mation for vibratory motion.

The second result of importance is the rate of radiation from an accelerated charged

particle calculated by LARMOR
('
yEther and Matter,' p. 227).

The rate is found to be f e
2

(.V:)

2

/C
:i

. The result is based on the Poynting flux over

a surface surrounding the particle, and reference to the original calculation shows

that certain terms are neglected as small. If the motion is vibratory this is readily

seen to be correct, but it has been claimed that the result is true for a uniformly
accelerated linear motion. The substitution of the requisite -form for the displacement
of the particle in this case shows that the terms neglected are as important as those

retained, and the result must be modified. It is further important to note that

MAGDONAI-D
('

Electric Waves,' p. 72) lias shown that a term (nil for periodic motion)
must be added to the Poynting flux in order to give the whole rate of radiation.

Since a uniform movement in a circle may be compounded of two vibratory motions

there is no reason why LARMOR'S result should fail in this case, although the

acceleration is uniform.

LARMOR'S result has, I think, been applied to the motion of a charged particle,

without regard to the condition of validity.

THOMSON gives the equation ('
Conduction of Electricity Through Gases,' p. 543)

where the term

t if)
3 c3

.;

is the reaction on account of the radiation

Against such an equation two criticisms may be made. First, it does not appear
where the term m'x comes from, as it ought to arise from the total rate of radiation.

Second, for a given velocity it gives two values for (x), which may be real or

imaginary a conclusion which seems untenable. The difficulty here presented may
be partially removed by consideration of LORENTZ' equation
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Strictly, M and k are functions of the frequency, but with this limitation we obtain as

an integral

On average for a periodic motion the term kxx disappears, and we get the equation

of balance of energy, for the mean value of k\x
2 dt is the quantity of radiation as

calculated by LABMOR.

It is clear that we cannot reverse this process, and that it breaks down when the

motion is not periodic.

A similar objection applies to the more elaborate expansion by SOM MERFELD

('
Go'tt. Nachrichten,' p. 410, 1904) for the reaction in powers of the acceleration.

ABRAHAM ('Electrician,' p. 868, 1904) has given a still more general formula for

the reaction. Apart from difficulties as to the distribution of the charge on the

particle, his expression does not enable one to determine the important question as to

what kind of motion is really possible. Many of the calculations I have seen either

ignore the surface conditions or introduce assumptions about rigid electrification

which seriously detract from the value of the conclusions.

Experimental work of recent years has naturally directed attention to the problem
of the dependence of electrical inertia on the speed. Since the problem of accelerated

motion has not hitherto been solved, extensive use has been made of the solution for

steady motion. The process of deriving an expression for the electrical inertia from

the expression for the energy of the steady motion has given rise to ambiguity of

meaning which is inevitable with such a method, and involves a serious fallacy of

dynan i ical reasoning.

It will be generally admitted that if we introduce steady motion values in a proper

Lagrangean energy function, and then apply the usual methods, we have no right to

expect correct results. This fallacy is shown by the example ij
= >'

'(, thus

(h//i/x
= I for all the values of x if we first differentiate, but if we put x = n and

then differentiate we get dyjdx = 0.

But, apart from this, a fallacy is involved. If the energy function lias been derived

from a Newtonian system of equations and the kinetic energy involves squares of the

velocities, inertia may be defined from the energy function in a variety of ways, each

of which gives the same result. Thus, if

K.E. = T = Jwm
2

,

we may define mass as

2T 1 d'Y d T dT
2 ' 7 ' "

7 '
*^

7 ~~v
'

u u au du ii, du

We may devise an infinite number of definitions, all of which are consistent as

long as T =
fyniu*.

If, however, we find by any process that the kinetic energy involves higher powers
u 2
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u than u2
,
then not only do the former definitions give different results, but also we

are not justified in attempting to form any equation of motion at all or draw any

conclusion about the inertia.

The method of investigation by means of the Poynting vector of energy flux

(ABRAHAM, 'Ann. d. Physik,' 10, 1903), although possessing some elegant features,

is open to many objections. In addition to those raised by SOMMERFELD (loc. cit.,

p. 368) we must add that of MACDONALD already mentioned. Further, the satis-

faction of surface conditions become very difficult. The method is very suitable for

determining the field due to rigidly electrified systems moving in a prescribed way,

but does not reveal the manner in which the prescribed motion is established. The

systems to be considered are not rigidly electrified, and our problem is the deter-

mination of the motion, and the way in which it is produced, subject to the necessary

surface conditions.

To give a definite instance, it will be shown that a uniformly accelerated motion of

a charged sphere is established by aid of a rapidly damped harmonic train of waves.

Knowing this to be the case, we might use the method to verify the result, but the

method itself does not suggest the occurrence of this damped harmonic train. Thus

as a means of discovery it lacks an essential element.

Although these considerations had not been definitely formulated when I attacked

the problem of accelerated motion, I had a very distinct impression that the

Newtonian method of investigation would prove the most effective. The measure of

success of the following investigations confirms a growing belief that Newtonian

methods give a more direct correspondence with physical phenomena than any other

process that has been devised.

2. Fundamental Equation*. It is now generally accepted that the electromagnetic

equations of the free stagnant tether are unaffected by the motion of electrified bodies.

Thus while such motion gives rise to electric and magnetic actions they must conform

to the equations for the stagnant sether.

Hence, if X, Y, Z are the components of electric force, a, ft, y are the components

of magnetic force, and C the velocity of radiation, the equations referred to a right-

handed system of fixed axes are

*\ *"\ n ^ -N ^ O ^ \ T / ^"V" "Mi 7"
ft

\
r7

cy op COL cy vp ca. \ 1 AoA oY oZ~ ~ ~

h Sy' 2x oz' dy 2xJ C\dt
'

ot
'

?/'

dx oy oz

ox oy 82
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It is generally more convenient to use the equations for a moving origin. Thus, if

the origin moves in the direction of x, so that the displacement from a fixed point at

any time is f, the equations become

y _y_ _ _x v T
Sy 3z

'

Sz fa' fa By)
?

3Y_aZ 3Z_8X 3X_3Y\ __. o

3z 3y' a.r 3s' 3y 3*/ C\8
a

'

y =~
~

^ ^
"\

u
>

da; o?/ dz

These equations are exact.

In the following investigations attention has been mainly directed to perfect

conductors, on account of the simplification thereby secured. In later sections it will

be shown how insulating bodies may be treated.

It is thus necessary to consider what conditions must be satisfied in and on the

conductor itself.

Two possible views may be taken about this question.

In the case of steady motion, THOMSON ('Recent Researches,' p. 18) intrinsically

uses the condition that the tangential component of electric force (X, Y, Z) should

vanish at the surface of the charged body. Now, the force effective in producing

motion of electricity, or the electrodynamic force, is not the electric force (X, Y, Z)

but is (X', Y', Z'), where

x, i/, z, being the components of velocity of the moving point.

LARMOR
('
yEther and Matter,' p. 152) concludes that the tangential component of

(X', Y', Z') should vanish at the surface of a conductor in steady motion. Strictly,

we have no equations for the interior of a perfect conductor, but we define it as a

body incapable of supporting electric stress. It seems to me necessary to make

(X, Y, Z) and (a, ft, y] vanish, although from one point of view it might suffice to

make (X', Y', Z') vanish throughout the conductor.

We have next to determine how these quantities inside are related to the similar

quantities outside the surface. The fundamental equations integrated through a thin

shell in the usual way show that the tangential component of (X', Y', Z') is continuous,

but the fact that we have no right to assign the fundamental equations or the above

form of (X', Y', Z') to the inside of a conductor raises a doubt. If (X', Y', Z') is

continuous as regards tangential components, then the tangential component ot
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(X, Y, Z) is discontinuous because the tangential component of (a, /3, y) is discontinuous

and measures the surface current. To avoid this discontinuity of aether strain

tangentially, I consider the possibility that the tangential component of (X, Y, Z) is

continuous. It follows at once that for a perfect conductor we must have either the

condition (l) that the tangential component of (X, Y, Z) vanishes, or the condition

(2) that the tangential component of (X', Y', Z') vanishes, just outside the surface.

The motion we propose to consider is not, however, steady, but is supposed to be

variable. The condition inside the conductor remains the same, and on the basis of

continuity of tether strain tangentially we again get condition (1). The argument by
which condition (2) is established for steady motion does not appear to me quite so

satisfactory when the motion is variable. An experimental difficulty arises to my
mind in this connection. We know that a copper sphere can be set in rotation by a

rotating magnetic field, and that the motion of a copper plate is rapidly damped in a

magnetic field. If condition (2) holds generally for variable motion, the tangential

forces that actually exist in these experiments are not explained. Condition (l),

however, provides an explanation, because it gives a tangential component of (X', Y', Z')

at the surface.

I cannot claim to have proved condition (l), nor am I convinced of its correctness;

and, on the other hand, condition (2) seemed to present difficulties. The position

seemed to call for reservation of judgment, and the only course was to work out the

cases for both conditions.

The distinction is, of course, immaterial when squares of the velocity are neglected.

In dealing with large velocities the question of LoBENTZ
1

hypothesis, that a body
contracts in the direction of the motion in the proportion (1 ^/0")% naturally arose.

So far, no dynamical explanation of such a hypothesis has been obtained, and

considerable doubt still exists as to whether it is really necessary. In dealing with a

varying velocitv the hypothesis would clearly introduce complications of a somewhat

unsatisfactory nature from u dynamical point of view, if from no other, and 1 have

therefore decided to exclude it from the problem.
The method of investigation to be pursued was suggested by reading LOVE'S paper

on " The Mode of Decay of Vibratory Motions"
('
Proc. Lond. Math. Soc.,' ser. 2,

vol. 2). In that paper an exceedingly elegant method of dealing with the vibrations

of a fixed electrified spherical conductor is established. The electrification is initially

constrained to be proportional to a zonal harmonic, and the constraint is then removed.

It appears that rapidly damped harmonic or exponential trains of waves are produced,
and equations for the determination of the constants are obtained.

On examination of the expression for an initial zonal distribution of the first order,

it appeared that if the sphere carried, in addition, a constant surface charge, then a

mechanical force, due to the radiation, was exerted in the direction of the axis of the

harmonic, and the force vanished only when the vibrations had subsided. It was
thus argued conversely, that if a charged sphere was initially at rest and an
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accelerating force applied, the initial motion would be attended to a first order of

approximation by the production of a damped harmonic train of radiation depending
on a zonal harmonic of the first order, and that equations could be formed for the

motion of the sphere. This method proved successful ('Roy. Soc. Proc.,' A, vol. 77,

p. 260), and was extended to a second approximation. It was next found to be

applicable to a disturbance from a state of steady motion with any velocity in a

straight line.

3. Initial Motion of a Charged Conducting Sphere. -This problem was solved in

the paper jxist referred to, but the accelerating force was supposed to arise from a

uniform electric field. In order to obtain the electrical effects of the motion free from

a superposed electric field, it is convenient to suppose that the accelerating force is of

a purely mechanical nature. As the procedure is almost identical with that given

(' Hoy. Soc. Proc.,' foe. fit.), it is sufficient to note that if f is the displacement in the

direction of ,r the primary equations are

and

~* <*--
a

where F is the mechanical accelerating force.

The initial conditions are ^ = ^'
= when r =

If we write m' for je
2

/aG
a the solutions are

and ==() when t = 0.

X (Ct-r).= A sn

eF 'lam

in

, i

where

and

A eA sin e = --

.
4m'\ 1 2

A3 + - - A cos e = m

It may be observed that the initial displacement expressed by the damped
harmonic part is equal and opposite to that expressed by the non-periodic portion.

After one complete vibration the amplitude of the vibratory part falls to
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of its initial value, and thus the vibratory motion may practically become insignificant

before the equations become invalid. Since the decay is exponential this can be

secured for moderate values of Ct/a while the whole displacement can be made small

by making F small.

In these circumstances the displacement of the sphere is adequately represented by

f- i
F J , 2m'at

*(nt + m') I (m+ m')C (m+ m')
2C2

J

while

2am /,-,,, -,

K (C r+a)'

throughout a certain region.

Within this region the state of the field is given by

At gi'euter distances the damped harmonic train would have to be retained.

Hence a constant surface density is established, given by

2rF

(m + m')a (J
a

We further find that
, F m' a-

Hence the sphere arrives at the point as if the equation of motion had been

with an initial velocity
- - and an initial displacement 7

'^

*f
. We have

'

77i+wi'*C m+wC3

thus shown tliat a uniformly accelerated motion is possible, and that the reaction of

the medium is m'g.

If we introduce a new variable, <j>,
defined by e<f>/C

= xeg/G the equations (l)

and (2) become the equations of motion of a system in which the kinetic energy is

T = ir'(M)>+ lmp+X(^-<^C/,
* In 'Roy. Soc. Proc.,' loc. cif., p. 265, line 5, write m/(m+m') for

|- (2m + m')/(m + ni').
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the dissipation function
D = ^n

and the potential energy

It is important to note that a dissipation function is required, and also that a

gyrostatic term has to be introduced in the kinetic energy. It gives a hint as to the

pure dynamics of electro-magnetism. That such a term should occur might be

expected from the fundamental equations of the theory, but in the general energy
methods of treating electrodynamics I can find no explicit reference to such a term,

nor do I see that it could be obtained by other than a Newtonian method. Having
obtained the term, it would no doubt be easy to show that it is included in the energy

function, but this illustrates exactly MACDONALD'S contention
('
Electric Waves,'

chap. I.),
that the modified Lagrangean function itself cannot be used to determine

the concealed motions.

The equation (m + m') ij;
= F, which we have seen may rapidly come to obtain, may

be held to suggest absence of radiation. This, however, is not really the case. We
have already remarked that the true solution, while consistent with this equation,

gives an apparent initial velocity and initial displacement, originally connected with

the damped harmonic train.

The rate of dissipation 2 D is found to lie

m'F'J f m a\
7 '. 7v-> ~. 7 7S / '

(m+ m) \ m+ m (^/

which shows that when t > -7-77, the effective part of the dissipation is reallym +m (J

negative, suggesting that energy is being supplied to the system. Initially, to avoid

this, we should thus have to include the vibratory part.

If at a time ti the accelerating force ceases, the sphere settles down to a steadv

state with a constant velocity. This is accomplished by the production of a new

damped harmonic train.

We may carry out the solution as before, and when the new damped harmonic train

becomes negligible, we find that

,- _ F< t (t ti) JL FZj
2 am't

}

(m+ m')
2
(m + m') C (TO+ m')

2 '

and the field is

(X,Y,Z) = ^(*,2,,*),

Thus the velocity finally established is FtJ(rn + m'), which is the velocity acquired

by the system having inertia (m+ m') acted on by the force F for a time ^. Thus the

VOL. CCX.-A. X
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apparent contribution to the initial velocity produced by the first vibrations is exactly

destroyed by the second vibrations. In a similar way the apparent contribution to

the initial displacement is destroyed.

F 2

The contribution 4 7 r- is the displacement due to F acting on (m +mf

) for a2
(m+m')

/T71 ,

time <!. The contribution
p-/ -^, on account of the apparent initial velocity,

could not be expected to disappear.

p.
There is no loss of energy since the velocity established is -

^~f\>
and the energy

F2 3 Ft 2

of the system is i- 7

l
.r or FxA-^ ' l and is thus the work done by force FJ 2 ' 2

(m + iri)
J

acting on (m+ m') for a time t^. The dissipation function is now found to vanish.

The result then shows that the initial motion is attended by the production of a

damped harmonic train. On account of the rapidity of damping, a uniformly

accelerated motion soon becomes possible.

The existence of a gyrostatic term in the kinetic energy has been revealed, and also

the existence of a dissipation function.

The production of waves (Ilontgen radiation) by the sudden creation or destruction

of a velocity has been already shown by THOMSON
('
Conduction of Electricity through

Gases,' p. 538). Our investigation shows that the establishment of a constant velocity

is really attended by the production of two rapidly damped harmonic trains, which of

course combine if the time of action of the force is sufficiently short. The frequency
/ m>\ 1/2 Q

of the waves is
(
3 + 4

)

- and the modulus of'decay C/2a.

4. Second Order approximation. When the former expressions for the field are

carried out to squares and products of g and -^(Ctr), it appears that the motion is

modified by the production of damped harmonic waves depending on a second order

zonal harmonic.

We therefore introduce a new function x^(^~ r
)
associated with a second order

zonal harmonic supposed to be small of the second order, while and ^i (Gt r) are

small of the first order. (X', Y', Z') now differs from (X, Y, Z) by terms of the

second order.

We can readily show that this will introduce terms of not less than the third order

in the equation of motion of the sphere when condition (1) is used.

Thus the surface density is given by 47rcr = N, where N is the normal component
of electric force. Since the tangential component must vanish at the surface, the

force due to radiation reaction is

! dS.= 277
f

(
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Thus, if

cr = c

where

<TI is of the first order,

and
cr2 is of the second order,

the force becomes

= 4irV
f

+1

P! (oo+*& + cr2P2)

2

dp,
J-i

= 477V (10-00-! + -Ay0-i CT2).

This result can readily be extended, and it appears that only products of successive

cr's occur.

I had a special reason for wishing to examine the effect of a uniform field of electric

force F in this case, so that the new meaning of F must be remembered in comparing
results with those of the preceding section.

The forms to be assumed for the field in accordance with the fundamental equations

up to the second order are

.(X, Y, Z) =
y, *) + (*, xy, xz) (rV

+ (x, 0, 0) (,-V" + 3>V+ 6rx/+ 6X2) + (-,**'" + 3

Hence, in order that the tangential component of (X, Y, Z) should vanish at the

surface, we must have for r = a

= 3

F/c,

Hence we find that the surface density of electricity is given by cr, where

while the equation of motion of the sphere is

X 2
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There is theoretically an additional reaction due to the magnetic force acting on

the surface current. It depends on the fourth power of the velocity, and has there-

fore been neglected.

Vibrations then of the first and second order arise, but since these are rapidly

damped we may fix attention ou the motion possible when these have become

negligible.

A trial of the assumption f = ^k^
2
,
and determination of the ensuing forms for ^i

and X2 fi'om the conditional equations, shows that in the equation of motion we leave

unbalanced terms of the third order in
t which depend on the time.

A uniformly accelerated motion is thus impossible with a constant force, but we

may destroy the terms of the third order in the equation of motion by assuming for f

the form > , ,. ,., , , ,

where k3 and /
-

3 are at least of the third order. For the satisfaction of this condition

we require rF
J

a*F ll

m(3mmn-ma-m'3
) \

1
=

' 5 * ' 5 '

, _ 3 mm'2

~
5

In these expressions higher powers of F have been neglected.

The values of (X', Y', Z') are obtained by adding to the expressions for (X, Y, Z)
the vector -(<),//, :) (/'x/' + x/) /r.

Hence, using condition
(-2),

the equations that hold at / = are now

aW'+ZaW+GaXt'+Zx^See/C-^ay+SaW^
while the surface density is given by or, where

4 =
^ + ^('^- 2rtv;)+^

The equation of motion is

m*~ fl

(
F
-*i")

+*(F-t^
Proceeding as before, by assuming

=^a

+-p-2i
:i+A/,

we find, up to terms of the third order in F, that k2
= &3

= and

eF

ro+m'l
' C2

(m +mj }'
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Thus, using condition (1), a uniformly accelerated motion under a constant force is

not possible, but since the deviation depends on the third power of F, it is clear that

a high degree of accuracy can be claimed for the results of the preceding section.

Using condition (2), a uniform acceleration is possible, including the third power of F.

The constant part of the acceleration is modified in a way which depends on the

relative magnitudes of m and in'. In each case the effect may be to increase or

diminish the electric inertia by the existence of the field. The result differs from that

obtained by HEAVISIDE ('Nature,' April ID, 190G), and afterwards by SEARLE

('Nature,' June 28, 1906), who find that the field always increases the electric inertia.

The argument is based on the energy of the steady state, and I have already shown

that no legitimate inference as to inertia can be drawn from this.

It is noteworthy that if the field F was of the same strength as that produced by
the charged sphere at the surface, viz., e/

2
,
the term :!F2

/C
a would equal e

2

/aC~
or fm'.

If the approximation is valid for such a field, the effective modification of the

electric inertia would tlms be very considerable.

This conclusion is of very great importance in experiments on Becquerel or Kathode

rays, where we must suppose that a large number of charged particles are moving

very close together. It seems impossible to estimate how much effect would be,

produced, but that some modification of the effective inertia would result from the

mutual field of the charged particles is beyond doubt.

5. Initial Motion of a Charged Conducting Sphere morimj irilli any Speed after

Longitudinal Acceleration is imposed. The problem of the steady linear motion of a

charged sphere using condition (1) has been solved by THOMSON
('
Recent Researches,'

p. 17).

We now proceed to investigate the effect of an accelerating force in the direction ol

the existing motion.

The general equations for the field in the tether referred to a fixed origin are those

in Section 2.

If we refer the system to a moving origin, for which the displacement parallel to x

at any time is kCt+f(t), where k is a constant, the equations become

fey 3/3 3a 3y v@ 8a\ 1 J3 lf
. ,.,, 3

3
~

3~> s 5> 5 a~" ) 7i 1 57 (**-'+./ V5~
\oy oz oz ox ax oy) C let ox

BY az az ax ax av\ ira
"~a-> a -5- 3 a~

= n1^
3// ox oz oi/ ox/ C [at

f\ r\ f\ f\^ + M+T-~ T ^ r ^~ ",
ox oy oz

ax ay az_
~~Z i "^ f\ v.
ax oy oz
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When f(t)
= we get the equations for the case of uniform motion, and as a

solution of these equations independent of time, we get

_ A o .. 7,<ty,, , 3/a u
> Po A*

-p
) 7o I*

-p
,

V t-( l-*\ ^ V tyo 7 3l//

*'"a' "fy'
Z =

"IT'
where

<//
is a solution of

/
, p\

3
a

/ ,

3
2

<Ao , aVo _ n
\
A * / "K 9 1 ^ -J >

--
^ o

"
7 2 3 2

In order to pass to a disturbed motion, we may assume f(t) to be small, and that

the electric and magnetic forces differ from the steady values by X, Y, Z, a, /8, y,

which are small of the same order as f(t).

Hence, neglecting squares and products of small quantities, the fundamental

equations are

^ ^ O ^ ^ *^ /~) ^ \ -| / *~\ ^v _// / , \ f\

tj 8^ ra fy d^ da\._ 1/3 ,^8 , ,y y ,
_/ () 8

'f-i,
Sz' a7~^' a^ e^/"c\8T"

"

r.y az ?z r-x ax ay\ i /a

c

=
,

8x dy dz

ax 3Y az
"5
--

r ~--r "^~ u -

do; cy dz

When condition (l) is used it is convenient to assume the system

a- 0,

1 5V
7

.

C 3 3

^2 i ^2_I

Y - _ /I _7-^ /-
y" _ ^_? _

j/

v _ /
3

2

(/>n

3*32;'
where </> is a solution of
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and
<f>

is supposed to be small of the same order as f, but there is no restriction to a

small value of k.

In the particular case of a charged conducting sphere, we have to satisfy the

condition that the tangential component of electric force should vanish at r = a, and

that the surface density of electricity is given by.
-

(normal component of electric
4zr

force).

The appropriate form for
i/>

is

where

t -

and e is the total charge on the sphere, which is not uniformly distributed.

The corresponding simplest form for < is

where X = k/(lk
2

) and ^ is an arbitrary function.

Thus the contributions to electric force are

3 -

Now, the finite terms due to the steady state are already chosen to secure the

vanishing of the tangential component of (X ,
Y

,
Z

),
hence the tangential component

of (X, Y, Z) will vanish at r = a, provided

*"

when r = a, for all values of t.

As in the simpler case in Section 3, damped harmonic vibrations will arise and

rapidly become negligible. We therefore proceed to consider the motion established

when the vibrations have subsided.

Let

f= ^f t
2 wheref is constant,

then, if

t
P _ X

the tangential condition is satisfied identically.
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Hence the total components of electric force at r = a are

e

(X + X, Y + Y, = jjifa y, z),

The surface density of electricity is given by a- where

ea ka
\

, 3x2
1 , /nA ,

ax \ 3a? } ,n .,=(T^r^v^^
It may be verified that the terms in x'(Ci) and x"(0) contribute zero to the total

electric charge as is required.

Since there is a surface current in addition to the, convection current due to

transference of the sphere, the mechanical reaction on the sphere is

=
f {

a-
(
X + X)-w (fl, + ft) + r

(y,, + y) } c7S,

where 11, v, iv are the components of current determined by the surface discontinuity

of magnetic force and the integration is taken over the sphere.

Neglecting squares of small quantities the value is

J?
2T2 \ S

K,x \

I L I - .-. I

1

T=f \ <-*>(i+r3

+^
1 +

1-P
dx.

The evaluation of the integral, which is somewhat tedious, gives for the reaction

the value

_
6 C2

F(l-F) k* (l-F)
3/2

The equation of motion of the sphere under a force F is thus

We thus prove that, to the given order of approximation, a uniformly accelerated

motion is possible as soon as the vibrations subside, and conclude that the initial

electric inertia for longitudinal acceleration is
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The limiting value of this expression when k = is found to be f
2

/aC
2

, thus

agreeing with the result in Section 3.

When condition (2) is used the method of procedure is very similar to that already

used.

The components of electrodynamic force are

Y> .. /i i.2\o$n V' - (-\ l-
2
\ ^" 7' - /I i.'J,tyA o (lk 75 i i o

- (lK )= ,
/j o (

L A
) -TT .

The condition that the tangential component of (X' ,
Y'

,
Z'

)
should vanish at

r a is equivalent to the condition that
i//

should be constant at r = a The

solution of this problem is given by MACDONALD
('

Electric Waves,' p. 172) in the

form

e=
log COth

77,

where

cosh" 77 sinha
7? sinn"

r)

It appears that the surface density of electricity is uniform and equal to e/lira*.

In proceeding to the disturbed state it was found convenient to modify slightly the

expressions formerly used.

With the same restrictions as before the total Meld in the disturbed state is

given by
a = 0,

n I 8l//,| 1 C'm , O~(l) , / 3 tin ; OV
P '>'

-5
+

r, 5rf~ ~* V^ +V 5a * n >

dc U o^ oi ox 02 ox oz nz

,8i//,,
i oty j vty ,,. r

2

i/>,,
,ax~~

A- 5
--

/, ^7^5
--r * ^ ^

--
'
/ ^

--
A- ^ ,

o (J ot o v.r vi ex d c

Y = -^L' fL. +
'

z .*-

Hence

.
_ _

a^
y
a^a? ^^a^ ca^a? c

VOL. CCX. A. Y
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In these x> which is independent of t, satisfies

and
(f>

satisfies

(* /.r
( K; A1^ - - ---

,

\d day \9a;
2

P?/
2

3z
2
/

while x and < are both small of the same order as f.
'

Vibrations may be supposed to arise and subside rapidly. It is clearly not possible

to determine these in a simple form since the question corresponds now to vibrations

on a spheroid at rest.

Such vibrations do not lend themselves to analysis in the same way as vibrations

on a sphere, and only approximate treatment has been found possible.

Our object, however, is the determination of the motion after vibrations have

subsided, and with this limitation it has been found possible to complete the solution.

The determination of < and ^ to satisfy the surface conditions proved an exceed-

ingly difficult problem. The process was in great measure tentative, and does not

possess much intrinsic interest. When obtained the solutions can be verified in a

straightforward although slightly tedious manner.

If

/'= \f/?, where f()
is constant,

then

where

, i./o 2,r
J _e \

r2 2 ~r\2- TTi
-

T5\ 1 rO 1 i fC A:(l A"*) I kacoshr)}

and

where

These expressions substituted in the equations satisfy the condition that (X', Y', Z')

should be entirely radial at r = a.
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The components of electric force at r = a, are

e(l-k
2

)x 2fekCtx(a
2

-x*) ex2
i k2E \~

a a2-k2x2 C2a a*-kW G2a a2-k2x2
\

'

h
1-W

ey 2fekCtx
!1

y fexy f
*-* * - * 2- 2 * --2

'

a (a*-Pa*) C*a (tf-tfxj C*a (a
2-k2

x*) (1 -A,-
2

) V

'

1 -tfj
'

\

1
/

7 _ cz 2f)ekCtx
2
z exz / FB\

aa2-k2
x* CV-A-'V 2 C2aa2-Vl-/;2

\ I-*'

Thus the surface density of electricity is given by

e fl= +

There is thus a redistribution on the sphere while the total charge remains

unaltered.

The mechanical reaction on the sphere in the direction of x is ^JcrX' dS, since in

this case there is no surface current, and X' = X.

The term in f t vanishes on integration, and hence, neglecting squares of jfu ,
the

value is

Hence the equation of motion is

Thus a uniformly accelerated motion is possible, and the initial electric inertia for

longitudinal acceleration is

<'* f

'

2 1 i (l+A)lJ [no-
\ '

V

aC2 lFl.-F F n
l-A;)i

This result is the same as that of ABRAHAM for a rigidly electrified sphere. The

investigation shows, however, that a redistribution of the charge takes place.

The limiting value of the expression for k = is |e
2

/aC
2

.

6. Initial Motion of a Charged Conducting Sphere moving with any Speed after

Transverse Acceleration is imposed. The sphere being in steady motion with velocity

&C parallel to x, we now suppose the accelerating force to act at right angles to the

original direction of motion.

Thus we now take f (t)
as a small displacement parallel to the direction of y.

Y 2
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Referred to the centre of the sphere as a moving origin the steady state is given as

before by
- /? -

o U
, Po ,

\J

Y (^ i*\o v <o 7 <u
-^V)

-
^1 A, )-^, ID ---5. Ai --

5
die 8y 82

Proceeding, as before, to a first order approximation, we find that the field due to

the disturbance, using condition (1), is conveniently expressed by the system

vy vz dz By

1 u'
J

(f> j
,
D-I/;,,

, 3
2

</>^"^"1 '

t'.'
1

d?/

/. 8
2

i//,, _ , _ , 2 s 3^ _ 3
J

(/>
X;

~~
L/ ^^ 2 \

^
I ^ ^ 5Ii T

7
!

o/ oar dz U

??/8z

where d> is a solution of

supposed small of the same order as
_/!

We assume the same forms as before

The contributions to electric force are

The tangential component of electric force vanishes at ? = a if

when ? = a for all values of t.
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If, as before, we consider the state when the vibrations have subsided, we find that

the tangential condition is satisfied by assuming

. rv-

The total components of electric force at the surface are

ZU + Z) = ^ -,
s (.r, y, z)

(lK) p

-<* *)*(<*>

The surface density of the electricity a- is given by

3Jca.fi/ r/nf\, (~ <* +
ea .

r
-i

The terms in x'(^'0 an(^ x''(^'0 contribute zero to the total charge of the sphere.

The mechanical reaction on the sphere in the direction of y is

_ JL~
2

where the components of current are determined as before from the surface discontinuity

of magnetic force.

Reducing the expression and neglecting squares and products of small quantities,

we get for the mechanical reaction

! e% J (4F-1) - _ I+L>F1
8 r^l/l/ /^tr'

sm "'"' Fa '

Thus the equation of motion under a force F is

Hence, to this order of approximation, a uniformly accelerated transverse motion is

possible when the vibrations have subsided.

The initial electric inertia for a transverse acceleration is thus

The expression, when converted in notation, is identical with that obtained by
J. J. THOMSON ('Recent Researches,' p. 21).

The limiting value for A- = is found to be as before, |e
2/aC2

.
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Using condition (2), the forms to be assumed for the total field are

-c-c,
Bz By dz Bz

By (J tit dz By
2

8y By

By
' Bx Sy C dt By

8</o _ f
c

2

\l>() _, _p, c
2

(f> _ B
2

<f> __ k_

2

J 2 ' 2 *
_

By dy
2

9.
2

Zz* C Bt Sx Sy

_ _

Bz By dz dy Bz dz

Hence

_

82 d?/ c.i dydz B

We obtain as a solution when the vibrations have subsided

/'_ 1 Jc'/2
J -

WJo1
'

where

*P.i
~~

"5"
'

r (~ If ~\~ Z" "4" r ^i ~t~ "4"
"

O l_'*\i ') 11 *v (1 A* ) J (1 A' )

and

where
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These forms give at r =

' Y' 7>\
S"

,

.- -
,

:

(a
2

-/tV)
' C3a (a

2-A3x2

)

2 *
C2

(1 -A-2

) (a'-J
l ' y'

thus securing the condition that (X', Y', Z') should be radial at the surface.

Further, at r = a we have

e (1-P) .r 2fcWt J(l -A:2

) ^y _ , y
a (a

2

-kV) C2
1 (a

2-*2*2

)

2 2
(a

J-k

V .
,.~

a- 2C2a .-
a 2- -a2 - 2 2- /-

a
,r

2

) (
1 -F)

2 C2a 2Jt (1
- A'

(]
.

2 a--22 2 2a a-

Hence the surface density of electricity is given }>y

-
e wr 2^(i)

Thus a redistribution of the charge takes place while the total charge is unaltered.

The mechanical reaction in the direction of y is ^-JcrY'f?S since there is no surface

current. Neglecting squares of/^,, we obtain on reduction the value

As in former cases, a uniformly accelerated motion is found to be possible, and the

initial electric inertia for a transverse acceleration is

This result differs from ABRAHAM'S formula in so far as it contains the product term.

The limiting value of the expression for k = is f e
2/C2

.

7. Comparison ivith Experiment. In the preceding sections we have considered

the acceleration to be produced by a purely mechanical force. It is perhaps almost

directly obvious that if the force is due to a uniform electric field F, no change of

electric inertia is produced when F3 and higher terms are neglected, as we have

merely to superpose on the former solutions a uniform field with the appropriate

induced electrification on a body moving uniformly. Initially, of course, this

state is produced by the aid of a rapidly damped harmonic train. As a matter of

fact the problems already solved were first worked out for an electric field which was

afterwards annulled with a view to making clear how much of the induced electrifi-

cation was due to the accelerated motion itself.
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The results established are true without limitation as to the size of the sphere, but,

as will appear, it is only for velocities comparable with that of radiation that the

possibility of experimental discrimination can arise. We are thus at present limited

to experiments on negative electrons, arid among researches on the deflexion of such

particles KAUFMANN'S investigations on Becquerel rays rank first in historical order

('Gcitt. Nachrichten,' 1903, Heft 3; 'Ann. d. Physik,' vol. It), p. 487, 1906).

We propose to examine three expressions for the transverse electric inertia.

With condition (l) we have

4A-
2-l f(J. J. THOMSON)

or

With condition (2) we have

fl+P,

,+k2
-, 1 + kw l s k- 1

-1

[(Present No.
1).

. (M. ABRAHAM),

(Present No. 2).

In these expressions in' equals i^/'iC
2

,
and k is the ratio of the velocity of the

sphere to that of radiation. They all agree in giving the value m' when / = 0.

The expressions of THOMSON and ABRAHAM are derived from considerations of the

steady state. The ambiguity of interpretation from consideration of a steady state

has already been commented on in Section 1, and has been definitely admitted by
POINCARE. Thus it is not surprising that the expressions differ, although it so

happens that we have obtained expressions which agree with THOMSON'S result

for transverse motion and ABRAHAM'S result for longitudinal motion.

The following table gives the numerical values of the co-efficient of m' at various

speeds according to the three expressions :
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The values are calculated to the nearest unit in the third decimal place, and are,

I believe, correct. They have been checked by a professional calculator.

The numbers show that discrimination between ABRAHAM'S formula and No. 2

is a somewhat delicate matter, and would require experiments of a high order of

accuracy.

If we assume that the mass of the negative particle in Becquerel rays is

m + m'f(k) or p,,
where f(k) stands for any of the co-efficients in the three formulae, we

may apply the calculation to KAUFMANN'S observations.

In KAUFMANN'S first paper we have the relations

-
,

C/t

where F is the strength of the electric field, H the strength of the magnetic field,

z' is the magnetic, and ?/ the electric deflexion.

The constant K t
is directly determined by the conditions of the experiment, and

since it is free from any theory as to the way in which [L depends on the value of k,

this appears the most satisfactory way in which to proceed. KAUFMANN, however,

adopting ABRAHAM'S formula and the view that the whole mass is electric, proceeds

to determine the constants which will best fit the experimental curve z', y'. This

floes not appear to me to be strictly logical, since it gives a bias in favour of the

theory adopted. The procedure lias been ably criticised by PLANCK
(' Phys. Zeit,'

1906, p. 753), and I think we must agree with him in standing by the determination

of the constant which is independent of any theory. Unfortunately in the first

paper there are not sufficient data to calculate K l5 but \ve may accept the value '257

for plate No. 19, which is stated to be in good agreement with the value as reckoned

from the conditions of experiment. It ought to be specially favourable to the theory

adopted by KAUFMANN.

Plate No. 19 has been selected as the best, according to KAUFMANN, and two

readings omitted as clearly subject to some casual error of observation. The values of

k are first calculated and then the values of T
-,

. These ought to be proportional to

The values are then combined in pairs to give three values of B thus,

B _ (*)-(!) B _ (5)-(2) B _ (6)-(3)

/(*<)-/(*,)
'

/(*)-/(*)
'

/(*)-/(*.)
'

These ought to give the same values for B. The mean is taken and used to calculate

A. This is theoretically the best mode of combining the observations.

VOL. COX. A. /
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z'.
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In his latter experiments, which KAUFMANN considers more accurate, we have

, F
J_ _e_ C ,

,

"C.HT," 0~H
where

Hence

/< TT / ' f^ TT ""* )

C.Hy C/A H

= 315xl0 10
,

H = 557-1.

k = -1884V
V

As PLANCK has shown, this gives k greater than 1 for KAUFMANN'S smallest values

of z' and y
1

,
and I have selected four of his readings from Table VII. as falling within

a suitable range.

s'. y'. k. . Differences.
kss

\
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With No. 1 we get

= 171xl0 7 x^
3

'13

and
nir

= 171x10'.

The difference between the values of -,

'

r from the two investigations is not
(m + m!)

perhaps very serious, hut the relative magnitudes of m and m' in the two cases is

more important. In the fii'st set m appears to be about \m' ,
while in the second set

m is about equal to m'. Some latitude must, however, be allowed in the value of the

constant K, in the first set and the ensuing values of k. The function f(k) is

extremely sensitive to changes of k, when k is approaching unity, and thus relatively

large changes in the calculated ratio of 111 to in' will be produced. More accurate

experiments are necessary to decide this point.

We may, however, claim that formula No. 1 provides a substantial explanation of

KAUFMANN'S experiments, and assigns to the real mass of the particle a value

comparable with the electric mass.

If we wish to hold the view that the mass of an electron is wholly electric we must

conclude that the particles in KAUFMANN'S experiments are not electrons, but are

either charged particles with a real constitutional mass, or electrons which have

become attached to gross matter.

The analysis, on the other hand, is distinctly against ABRAHAM'S formula and

No. 2.

We have no right to conclude that the particles are conductors, as it is still

probable that the assumption of perfect insulation would explain the experiments

(see Section 9). We may only claim that the assumption of perfect conductivity

does not disagree with the facts.

We may, however, fairly argue from the experiments that condition (2) cannot be

maintained along with the view that the particles are conductors, while condition (1)

with this hypothesis adequately explain the facts.

In forming a judgment of the results of this application of theory to experiment it

may be well to recall the concluding paragraph of Section 4.

Since this analysis was made an investigation by BuOHKRER
(' Phys. Zeit,' 1908,

p. 755) has appeared. He gives the results of experiments agreeing well with

LORENTZ' formula m'/(l F)
1/2 for a " contracted electron," but not in agreement with

ABRAHAM'S formula. I may say that KAUFMANN'S experiments also agree excellently

with LORENTZ' formula, just as they do with THOMSON'S formula, when a proportion

of ordinary mass is admitted. The reason is that both formulae contain an infinity of

the form l/(l F)
1'2

. KAUFMANN'S results thus seem to me not inferior in accuracy
to those of BUCHERER.
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LORENTZ' formula is derived from the
"
quasi-stationary

"
principle, which may or

may not give correct results. But, as was stated in Section 2, I have not yet seen

how to apply the method of this paper to a body which alters its dimensions as the

velocity alters.

Discussion of BlJCHEBBE's results by the present method cannot therefore be

adequately done. We may note that THOMSON'S formula would not agree with

BUCHERER'S numbers as well as does LORENTZ' formula, but would give much better

agreement than ABRAHAM'S formula, or the corrected value using condition (2) for an

accelerated motion.

8. Initial Motion of an Insulating Charged Spit ere. We shall suppose that the

sphere, initially at rest, has a uniform surface charge c, that the material lias a

dielectric ratio K, and that the velocity of radiation in the material is C', thus

K =
(?/(.?*.

The equations for the aether outside the sphere remain the same as before, but

while the field inside the sphere is initially zero, the motion must give rise to a

disturbance inside the sphere.

While the fundamental equations for the rether are unaltered by the motion of

electrified bodies, this is not the case with the equations for the moving matter

itself.

As will be shown in Section !), there is still considerable uncertainty as to what

the true equations are. This difficulty does not, however, enter in the first order

approximation.

If we refer to the equations for the tether in Section 5 and put k equal to zero, we
see that the problem of a first order approximation there turns on a solution

<f>
of the

equations for a state of rest along with a solution depending on the initial field, the

latter depending on the form .-of the equations.

Now in a similar way the disturbance in an insulating body will depend on a

solution of the equations for the insulator at rest along with a solution depending on

the form of the equations for a moving insulator and the initial field. Since, however,
the initial field inside the sphere is zero the difficulty is removed, and we require only
a solution of the equations for the insulator at rest, and these we know to be of the

form given on
p. 148 supra, with C replaced by C', at all points where there is no

charge. The units must be suitably chosen.

Hence at points outside the sphere the electric force is given by
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Inside the sphere we may have both converging and diverging disturbances, and

hence we assume at all points inside

(X, Y, Z)
= '(-1. 0, 0){^1

ff

(C't,-r)+r^
H
(C

ft+

+ ~-(x, y, z){^

Now the field must not become infinite at the origin, and this requires as a primary
condition that

Neglecting squares of velocity, &c. (X, Y, Z) = (X', Y', Z'), and the tangential

component of electric force must be continuous at r = a, and hence we get

Further, the surface density of electricity a- ---
;
and the difference of normal

4-rr a1

flux must equal

We thus get the additional condition

The components of electric force at the surface are

Along normal outside N t
= + -

J
'.
A

l

(a^'d ff>

rri vy . Sill U / >> tf

tangent f, = ----
3 (a-x

"

9Q' p
., normal inside N3

= ~ -J
j

-

{a(i/// ^a)+^ii
Of

tangent T2
= -^^ {a

2

Now the resultant tractions are

Along normal -
{N,

2+ (K-l) T a

2-KN 3
2

},

eT
tangent

Hence the force per unit area in the direction of x is

. {N 1

2+ (K-l) T^-KN,
8

} cos 0+ sin 0.
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On integration for the whole sphere we get the comparatively simple value

-! v"3 a * '

Thus the equation of motion of the sphere is

a

Since the initial conditions are =
0, f = 0, when t = 0, and x(~ ((

)
= x'(~ a )

= ^>

we get the integral

Hence, eliminating ,
we get the equations

Thus, as a particular solution, we get

,v 2maCt . ., mmJ^-- - TT- sJ-

In addition, we must have vibratory terms in order to secure the satisfaction of the

initial conditions. For this purpose we assume the forms

^ (C'i-r) =

lk(CV+>-) =

These satisfy the condition

Substituting, we obtain the equations

. + ^)A = G
m/
'

x\ *
4- X A =
m }

The values of X are thus the roots of the equation

(K-l)(l+-)-(K- 1 )f 1 +K .

V2+K 1/2 V+fK-l-K 1/2

\ Wl I \ /tn I \

(K- l) 1 + + (K- 1)K^- 1 +K 1
'
2 K- 1 +K )K

1/2X2

+K(K
1

'
a+ 1)X

3

m) '\ m) \ m]
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Inspection shows that there can be no purely imaginary root, and further that

there must be an even number of positive roots, if any.

Again, for even moderate values of K the roots will be nearly those of

provided the root makes e very small.

Now this equation suggests a single positive root, but examination of the initial

form of the function shows that this root cannot differ from 0. As regards the

remaining two roots of the cubic, it is readily shown that real positive values of X are

impossible, while real negative values cannot make c small. Hence we have a pair of

complex roots, the real part being positive.

For still greater values of K, the equation approximates to the form for a conductor,

namely,

] + -X + X- = 0.

There is, of course, also the possibility of other complex roots, just as in the

dynamical case of an elastic sphere vibrating in air. Without entering on the

determination of these, it seems reasonable to expect that the vibrations are of a

damped harmonic type and rapidly subside. They will be considered in Section 11.

When this condition has been secured, we get the solution in the form

,, v, 2ma(Ctr+a) , .,

t r+ ti)-
'- 2a~-

and hence

oil
-

(K-l)(w+ra'

The result is very similar to that for a conducting sphere, differing only in the

contribution to apparent initial displacement. We therefore conclude that an

insulating sphere and a conducting sphere of equal radius and with equal surface

charge possess equal electric inertia for slow speeds.

9. Fundamental Equation.* for a Moving Dielectric. It would clearly be of

considerable value if we could determine the accelerated motion of an insulating body
at any speed, in the way that we have been able to determine it for a conductor.

As has been already mentioned in the preceding section, there is as yet no great

degree of certainty as to the fundamental equations.

In addition to conforming to the ascertained fundamental laws and the laws for the

fether as a special case, the equations must explain FRESNEL'S assumption as to the

velocity of radiation in a moving body.
Two systems of equations may be proposed :
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First for axes fixed to the aether we may assume the system

,/3y a/3 a ay dp a\ ra 2M (K-i) 3
~

~
^~ > ^~

~~
a > 5 5/ ~

1 57 "^ rr 2"
o?/ 82 3z da; ex dy/ [St K dx

8Y_8Z az_ax ax_aY\_ a, R ,

aT a?/' ax
"

az
'

ay 8x/~8^
a

' p ' 7 '

for a body moving parallel to x with velocity u.

These give for the velocity of propagation of radiation the value

K2
J K

which agrees with FRESNEL'S assumption as far as the first power of u.

Further, interpreting a, ft, y as magnetic and X, Y, Z as electric force, the equations

contain FARADAY'S law. The convection current due to material polarisation, viz.,

is, however, difficult to explain on account of the factor 2.

Second, and again for fixed axes, we may assume the system

8/3 8 8y 8/8 9a\ _ f_3_
it (K 1) 8

"a2' a"8^' aT"8l//
::

l^ K ~a^

r , / /8Y_8_z az_a_x ax_a_Y\ /8 , M(K-I) a \^ fl
,

y U 3y' Sx
"

3z
'

Sy a.r/"l8 K 3x\
("' P ' 7>'

These give for the velocity of radiation

C'+ )

again in agreement with FRESNEL'S assumption.
In this system, which possesses the great advantage of symmetry, we may interpret

a, ft, y as magnetic force. In order to reconcile the equations with FARADAY'S law

we require to distinguish (X, Y, Z) as the sethereal electric force and

v, t(K-l) 7 M (K-l)
' Y+ - Z---

as the total electric force. The convection current due to material polarisation is now

M(K-l) 8 ,Y Y 7 ,~~
(X) Y> Z)

and presents no diificulty of interpretation.

VOL. ccx. A. 2 A
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A similar argument suggests the interpretation of X, Y, Z as electric force and

a distinction between oethereal magnetic force a, /3, y and total magnetic force

C'K C'K

The existence of the additional electric force

o
'

C'K
>

C'K

is supported by WILSON'S
('

Phil. Trans.,' A, vol. 204, p. 121) experiment of rotating

an insulating cylinder in a longitudinal magnetic field. It would be equally important

to test experimentally the existence of the additional magnetic force

'

C'K
'

C'K

by rotating the insulating cylinder in a longitudinal electric field. RONTGEN
('
Ann.

der Physik,' vol. 35, p. 2G4, 1888) has detected the existence of this force, but the

effect was too small to be measured.

This second system is, I think, intrinsically involved in LORKNTZ' and LARMOR'S

equations, although not explicitly put in this symmetrical form, as far as I can find.

If this system could lie established we could proceed to a higher degree of

approximation in the problem of motion of an insulator, and the similarity of the

equations to those for the aether shows that no greater analytical difficulty would arise.

We must still, however, remember the probable fact that K itself will be modified

by higher order even powers of the velocity.

Thus until the accuracy of these equations or modifications of them is established

beyond reasonable, possibility of doubt, it would be a little absurd to apply them to

the motion of an insulator for velocities comparable with that of radiation, and this

consideration prevents me from attempting the solution of a problem which is clearly

soluble from an analytical point of view by a method similar to that used for a perfect

conductor.

Although we cannot therefore proceed to the general problem of a moving insulator

at high speeds, we may show that if the dielectric ratio K is very large, the electric

inertia will be very nearly the same as for a perfect conductor. Since there is

continuity of normal flux of disturbed electric force at the surface, the functions

which determine the disturbance inside the sphere are of order 1/K as compared with

those which determine the outside field. Hence the tangential component of electric

force inside, and therefore also outside, is very nearly zero. Thus, since the

equations for the aether are not modified by the motion of the sphere, the equation

of motion and the surface forces outside differ by terms of order 1/K from those

for a perfect conductor. If this argument is valid, the assumption of perfect

conduction, or of a high value of K for the charged particle, would equally well
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explain KAUFMANN'S results, and give the same value for the electric inertia without

limitation as to speed.

10. Vibration of a Charged Conducting Sphere under a Periodic Force. While

the examination of rectilinear motion is important from the general standpoint of

electro dynamics, the problem of motion under periodic forces is no less important for

optical theory.

Using the same notation as in Section 3, we shall assume the accelerating force to

be purely mechanical and equal to F cos nt. In this case the sphere may be supposed

never to move far from its original position, so that the approximation to the first

order remains valid for an unlimited time.

The surface condition is, as before,

and the equation of motion is

m + 5
- -

x" = F cos nt,

the integral of which is

Hence, if

M ' =
-|fl

3

/aO
a

,

my" mnC

Rapidly damped harmonic vibrations are initially produced, and when these subside

we shall have only the residual effect of these with the particular integral.

-L nils / ) o\ / f~\ i \ /
'

f~\ \ T

I / 1 4.
?H _ a~n

\ ,n((jtr+a) an
t

- n((Jtr+ a)\
eF eF |\ ~m~~Or/

C
C TT

&
C J *

m'
J- T "

Im C 1'

/ C2

,
m' a2n 2

\ an, ,1
,-, ^ -, , H cos nt+ - -r sin nt >

t_ F_ F cos /^ 7}i
7F U m C2

/ C_ _J *
/ /*V1 I 'I'l J

*

I 1'l~ /Wl 1 j
* AV*JV1* / /111' ^WV1*\ * y~**li*mw m'n /, m_rr/r, ,v -.

<-^2 ;
i

^--(2

It is possible to interpret this as a solution of the equation

-&':= F cosnt*
where

22
(m+ m') (i

'

* In the corresponding expressions at '

Eoy. Soc. Proc.,' A, vol. 77, 1906, p. 272, note the error of sign.

Also in M the third term of numerator should be + .

2 A 2
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and

, a_

k = ^J oV_
C2 C4

If squares and higher powers of ^ may be neglected, we get M = m+ m' and

3
,
and this agrees exactly with the equation proposed by LORENTZ for the

motion of an electron.

If we calculate the rate of radiation by means of the dissipation function it is found

that the mean rate of radiation is

and this is also the result obtained by calculating the Poynting flux. We thus

obtain complete confirmation of LARMOR'S result for a vibrating electron.

11. First Order Vibrations of an Insulating Charged Sphere. From Section 8 it

appears that the free vibrations of the first order are determined by the equations

The assumption of a form x(^~ r
)
= Ae~ A(C( ~ r+n)/a

,
with appropriate forms for ^

and
\//2,

led to the equation for X, viz.,

m \ m \ m

+ }-ll\-(K-I +K l/2 K 1/2X2+K(K 1/a+l)\m/ \m/J\ in

This equation may also be put in the form

tanh K1/2X = K1/2

X<! 1 +

(K-i) i + -X -K
m / m

If the sphere has no resultant charge or is held fixed, the equation becomes
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This equation is, allowing for the differences of notation, the same as that obtained

by LAMB
('
Camb. Phil. Trans.,' STOKES' Commemoration Volume, 1899). In that

paper the equation is discussed on the supposition that the sphere is of atomic

dimensions, and that K, the dielectric ratio, is exceedingly great. Hence, assuming
X to be very small, we get the approximate equation

tanh K1/2X = K 1 2
X.

In this way LAMB shows that there are a number of roots, the wave-lengths

corresponding to which may be large multiples of the diameter of the sphere, and

thus in the vicinity of the visible spectrum.

A further approximation gives the modulus of decay, and in this way we find that

the first root is given by
, ^.4-493 (4'=

For such values of K as are contemplated by LAMB (10") the modulus of decay is

exceedingly minute, thus indicating a high degree of persistence of the vibrations

when once excited.

We have, however, seen in Section 8 that a pair of roots occurs in another way.
When K is large and X not small the period equation becomes approximately

X3-X+1+ = 0,m
or

X2-X+1 =
if the sphere is uncharged or fixed.

This gives

Thus, in addition to the vibrations considered by LAMB, we have a vibration for

which the wave-length is comparable with the diameter of the sphere, and of which

the modulus of decay is very great.

This rapidly damped vibration corresponds to the vibration of a conductor.

This vibration has not been considered by LAMB in his paper ; and it plays, as we
shall show, a very important part in the optical behaviour of a sphere of atomic size

with a large dielectric ratio.

For optical purposes it is necessary to determine the effect of a train of plane waves

on the sphere, and this problem has been solved for a fixed sphere by LAMB (loc. cit.)

and LOVE
('

Proc. Lond. Math. Soc.,' vol. 30, 1899).

As is well known, the process consists in revolving the incident waves into terms

proportional to spherical harmonics of different orders and finding the excited

vibration which will satisfy the necessary surface conditions.
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If we attempted to carry out this process rigorously for a charged sphere the

problem would he very complex, because, in addition to the linear motion of the

sphere, rotation would also be set up. Doubtless the problem is well worth

investigation, but it is beyond the scope of the equations so far developed.

It appears, however, that for a wave-length of incident waves which is large in

comparison with the radius of the sphere, by far the most important term in the

incident waves is that corresponding to a spherical harmonic of the first order. This

is the term which gives rise to linear motion of the sphere with associated first order

vibrations. I therefore propose to limit the calculation to this order.

The equations at the beginning of this section have now to be modified by the

introduction of the harmonic term due to the exciting waves, and we might then

proceed to complete determination of ^, I//!
and

t/i2 . We may, however, with

advantage, simplify the matter at the outset by remembering that for such a high

value of K as we contemplate, i/^ and \//2 are in general of order 1/K
1 s

as compared
with y and f.

Thus for a train of waves in the direction of z, for which the electrical force parallel

to x is FeI/j(l K"
)

,
the equations for the first order vibrations are

1 a ' ka

1 ,
1 / _ fj\ _ <jF ., {('] -/:V) sin ka-ka cos ka} jikct

X a X +
a-\ X CJ~~

"

C 8
" W

These equations are exact for a conductor and approximately true for an insulator,

the terms neglected being of order 1/K.

Taking the real part of the solution, we get

1 H k2u 2

}
sin kaka cos ka Im I

2

, 7,2-,2+ A/ am

tn

These give the forced part of the excited motion, and we should have to add terms

depending on the free vibrations.

It is generally supposed that a vibratory motion of a charged sphere is attended

by the emission of radiation. This is proved by application of the Poynting flux,

and the field is supposed to be determined by a function ^, which is identified with

ef/C, while the exciting field is totally neglected. Now the exciting field must be
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included in the calculation, and our equations show that the relation between ^,

and the exciting field is not so simple as that generally assumed.

We have shown in Section 3 that the motion here considered is associated with a

dissipation function

It thus appears natural to suppose that the rate of radiation is 2D, and we have

shown in Section 10 that this agrees with the calculation by means of POYNTING'S

Theorem when the motive force is purely mechanical and the proper relation between

X and f is observed.

In the present case it appears that I) may become negative, a result which can only

be interpreted as meaning absorption and not emission of radiation. Although this

result is somewhat novel, it is quite consistent with the common-sense view that there

may be circumstances in which a vibrating particle absorbs radiation and others in

which it emits radiation.

Substituting the values of ^ and f in D, and taking the mean value for a complete

period, we find that the average rate of radiation is given by

/
1 f / in'

' m'
-\ k2

a~) sin ka ka cos ka \ \( \ -\ lfa~
}
sin ka I 1 + - -

)
ka cos ka ^

m / in \ m /3
4 > J 4

~
>* Sl^l ' tffi

l + 2L_jfcV +A-V
in

Now the roots of the equations

tan ka = ki

and

tan ka =
( I +

m'\ , //, ,

in' ,., .A

-}kal{ 1 + /"",
in / I \ m I

which are real, are in general different. We therefore have regions for which there is

radiation, separated by regions for which there is absorption.

The above expression for the radiation is true only if ka is a small quantity, and

this must be observed in discussing the application of the expression to actual fact.

The positively charged particles associated with the electric discharge appear to be

of atomic size and to have a ratio of mass to charge of the order of the electro-

chemical equivalent of hydrogen. For such a particle the ratio of electric mass to

ordinary mass is comparatively small.

If we take provisionally

=lxW~M
, m=lxKT a4

,
a=lxl(T 8

,
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we get

= -67xlO- 8
.m

Now the equation

tan ka = ka ( I H Faa
J

l\ m J

has a root ka = 0, and if -- is small, a root given approximately by Fa
2 = f . The

other roots make ka finite, and are of no further concern here.

Similarly, the equation

tanto-fl + ^V-"' ' W
mil m

has a root ka = 0, and for small the other roots make ka finite.m
Under these conditions the rate of radiation is given approximately by

V J 7/3 "A 1 '*

4-1
'

4-' 1 1 7 /< m'V'
2

rrom & = to ka = the expression is negative ami above ka =
( *

\
2

m/ \ m/
it is positive. We thus conclude that the particle absorbs radiation and sends it out

after in a conical beam for wave-lengths from infinity to a certain value, and for

shorter wave-lengths would emit radiation, which is the normal condition.

It is to be understood that the exciting source is a train of plane electric waves,

for with a purely mechanical exciting force there is always emission, according to the

result in Section 10.

With the preceding value of - - we find that the critical point, at which the change

from absorption to emission takes place, is given by ka = 10" 4
. This corresponds to

light of wave-length about ten times that for sodium light.

The value could readily be brought into the vicinity of the visible spectrum by

taking a particle made up of a group.

The true mass of such a composite particle would be proportional to the number of

components, while the electric mass would be proportional to the square, and thus

m' could be increased.

We have already referred to LAMB'S conclusion that, if the dielectric ratio is of

order 106
, the free periods come in the vicinity of the visible spectrum. We have

also noted the free period given by ka = jf\/8, which is necessarily in the ultra-violet,

and for which the agitation of the particle and, consequently, the excitation of the

other free vibrations must be abnormally increased.

If the exciting period does not exactly coincide with a free period, we may use the

approximate equations to show that there is emission of radiation in those free

periods.
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The relation between the parts of x and depending on a free period is

so that

Thus the approximate dissipation function is

m'

and this is necessarily positive. Tf, however, the exciting period exactly coincides

with a free period, the approximation is invalid, and we cannot draw this conclusion.

Turning next to the case of negatively charged particles, these carry the same

electric charge as the positively charged particles, biit have a much smaller true

mass. As a consequence m'fm for these is no longer small, but of finite order. Our

deduction from KAUFMANN'S experiments gave m' of about the same order ot

magnitude as m. This gives a value for a = 1'Gx 10~ 13 which is much less than the

atomic radius.

Consequently a value of K = 10 16 would be required to give a free period in the

visible spectrum.

When m'fm is finite, the roots of

//

?

(
1 + 1'

2a2

make ka finite and do not further concern us.

The roots of

m

also, in general, make ka finite. But if
>n'f)ii

is just less than 2, there is a possible

root which makes ka small, given approximately by

_-l-^L 1 = 2/1
m

l l\ I A
2m

The rate of radiation is approximately

Hence, if m'fm is greater than 2, there is emission from infinite wave-length to

very far out in the ultra-violet.

If m'fm is less than 2, there is absorption from infinite wave-length to a certain

VOL. ccx. A. 2 B
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wave-length which depends on the closeness of m'fm to 2. "Unless ra'/m is very

nearly 2, it will be in the ultra-violet.

With the present estimates it appears that in general the radiation in the visible

spectrum from a single negative particle is but 10 uoo^n ^ ^ne ra(liation from a single

positive particle, and if m'/m is very nearly 2, the fraction will be still smaller.

We have thus proved important optical differences between positively and

negatively charged particles. The results appear to have some application in the

theory of excited luminosity, but as experimental knowledge of this subject is

making rapid progress, this does not appear a suitable occasion on which to discuss

a possible application of the results of this section.

12. Slow Rotation of a Charged Sphere. -The linear motion of a charged sphere

is, as we have seen, attended by a disturbance in the surrounding aether. This

disturbance gives a reaction on a moving sphere which is a single force. The

fundamental forms which we found it necessary to assume are sometimes spoken of

as disturbances of the first type. They might with propriety be called disturbances

of electric type.

The skew-symmetry of the equations for the ;ether suggests that we should inter-

change the expressions for electric and magnetic force with the requisite change of

sign. The disturbances represented by such forms are spoken of as of the second

type, and might be called of magnetic type.

It at once appears that disturbances of this second or magnetic type give a

reaction on a charged sphere which is not a single force, but is a couple tending to

rotate the sphere. We thus have the means of investigating the problem of an

accelerated motion of rotation of the sphere, similar in general character to the

method developed for dealing with accelerated linear motion. This problem, which

appears to have attracted some attention (LoiiENTZ,
' Enc. d. Math. Wiss.,' Vol. V.,

2, Part 1, pp. 182-194, and others) in modern electron theory, is of considerable

importance in general electrodynamics, and clearly falls within the scope of the

present essay.

Taking, therefore, the case of a uniformly charged sphere, and assuming a

disturbance of the second type depending on a first order zonal harmonic, the state

of the aether outside the sphere is given by

(X, Y, Z) = fa y t
Z
)
+ (o, z, -y) (rx

" + x '),

(a, ft y) = (-1, 0, 0) (
ry+ rx

'+ X )
+ , *y, a*)W +3V + 3X).

We may first observe that if the sphere is a perfect conductor, we require that the

tangential component of electric force should vanish when r = a.

Hence
Ct-a = 0.
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Thus the disturbance is not of a vibratory character, but is of a purely exponential

type.

It may be observed that since the tangential component of electric force must

vanish at the surface of a conductor, no couple on the conductor can arise from this

cause. There remains the contribution to the tangential component of electrodynamic

force on account of the magnetic field. If this arises from the motion contemplated

it will give terms of the second order in the velocity of rotation, and may safely be

neglected. Thus to this order there can be no tether reaction on the conductor due

to its rotation. This does not imply independence of the rotation on the whole

magnetic field. If, for instance, the external force is due to a rotating magnetic field,

surface currents will be set up and a couple produced which will set the sphere in

rotation.

If, however, the sphere is an insulator, the tangential component of electric force is

no longer zero, and it will appear that there is a resultant couple on the sphere.

The equations for the inside of the sphere are, of course, altered by the assumed

rotation
; but just as in the problem of linear motion, we require a solution which is

small of the first order in the angular velocity of the sphere, and hence neglecting

terms involving squares of the angular velocity, the equations for insulators at rest

suffice.

Inside the sphere we have both diverging and converging disturbances represented

by fa (CV;- >) and fa (C't + r) respectively.

Thus for the field inside we assume

(X, Y, Z) =
<J(0,

*, -y) {r(fa-fa)+fa>+fa>}

K-'-(a, & y)
=
^(-1, 0, 0) {i*(fa"+ fa") + r (fa'-fa) + fa + fa}

+ ^ (x\ xy, xz) {r
2

(fa" + fa") + 3r (fa'+ fa') + 3 (fa + fa)}.

In these equations K = C2

/C'
2 and the factor K~ 12

is introduced in the form for

magnetic force inside in order to make the units of measurement the same outside

and inside.

Further, ^, fa, and fa are supposed to be small quantities proportional to the angular

velocity <a, and squares of w are neglected.
Since the field must be finite at the origin, we must have

fa(G't)+fa(C't) = o ......... (i).

The normal component of magnetic force is continuous at r = a. Thus

or

a W-^') + fa + fa ......... (2).

2 B 2
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Inspection shows that this secures the continuity of the tangential component of

electric force at r = a.

The discontinuity of tangential components of magnetic force determines the

surface current which is due to the rotation of the uniform surface charge cr = ef4ira
2

rotating with the sphere.

Thus the angular velocity round the x axis from OY to OZ is given by a> where

or in virtue of (2), - O1

(x*-*"-*") ...... '. - (3).

The tangential component of electric force from OY to ( )Z is

Thus the total moment of the couple on the sphere, which is JcrTa sin 0<IS reduces to

and this is the rather reaction on the sphere.

The motion contemplated may he originated by an extraneous electromagnetic

disturbance, in which case our conditional etpaations would have to be slightly

modified. But for clearness it is desirable to suppose that the sphere is acted on by
a purely mechanical couple of magnitude L. Hence, if the sphere is uniform and of

mass in, the equation of motion is

or p
ml^+f^(ax

"+ x')=L ........ (4).
\M

The equations (l) to (4) determine the motion, and may clearly be presented in a

purely dynamical form.

The case of uniform rotation presents no special interest here. Passing to the case

of a constant external couple, it appears that a uniformly accelerated rotation is

possible. Without entering on algebraic details, we find that

constitutes a solution which satisfies all the equations.
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Thus a uniformly accelerated rotation is possible, and the reaction of the medium is

equivalent to an increase of the effective inertia of the sphere = fm', m' being the

electric inertia for linear motion at slow speeds.

The moment of inertia of the mass ^m' uniformly distributed is |W x f
2
or ^m'fi

2
,

and is the same as that of a thin shell of mass ^m' and radius a. Thus for both

linear and rotary uniform acceleration the dynamical effect of the aether is represented

by the addition of a uniform thin shell of mass fyn' on the surface of the sphere, along
with a particle of mass fyn' at the centre of the sphere.

As in the case of linear motion, this state is not attained without the production of

initial vibratory disturbance which may be supposed to decay rapidly. The deter-

mination of these turns on the occurrence of free modes of motion, the arbitrary

constants being determined by the initial conditions.

The integral of (4), when L 0, is

and thus the free vibrations are determined by

Assuming the forms

we get

A( 1-X) = B-i (
1
- K 1

'X)
-

(
L + K 1 a

X) e-*
K>

*},

A
(
1 - X) -3 + X

s = HKXa

(
1
-e^K '

*).
L m j

Thus X is determined as a root of

(1 -K 12
X) I

(
I -X) :}

'"'
+ X

2
1 -

(
1 -X) KX

2

-SK>/aA _ i---_ _

-(l-X)KX
2

tanh K'/'X = - L

,

m
The first of these forms shows that there is a real root for X which will not differ
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much from unity when K is large. It corresponds to a purely exponential
disturbance.

Again, if K is very great and X very small, but so that K 1 2X is finite, the second

form is approximately
i | fr i f\ ~rr

\ ->\ C //(' / / K ilv "IT" \ *) \

tanh K X = K. "Xf / -f KX .m I \ m I

Hence
X

where

tan K l2
z = K1J

2f
-

m \ m
the roots of which in general make K l2

z finite. These correspond to a vibratory

disturbance, and a nearer approximation gives the damping coefficient.

The problem of rotation of a vibratory character may also be treated by aid of the

equations. In dealing with the problem of linear vibration, approximate treatment

for large values of K was possible since i/i
and

i/ 2 were small compared with ^.

With rotary vibration i//,, i//2 , and ^ are of the same order, and approximate treat-

ment is no longer possible. 1 do not propose to give the results of this problem, as

they are somewhat cumbrous, and do not appear to present any important optical

features. Such a conclusion may be expected from the investigations of HAYLEIGH

('
Phil. Mag.,' p. ,379, 1899), LAMB, and LOVE (/oc. cit.), which show that the radiation

for disturbance of the second type is insignificant compared with radiation for

disturbance of the first type. In this connexion it is interesting to observe the

nature of the mode of linking of the sphere to the tether in the twro types. In both

we have the slowly damped vibrations which may be of wave-length large compared
with the diameter of the sphere if K is great. The main link is, however, through
the rapidly damped vibration of wave-length comparable with the diameter, in the

case of a linear vibration, and the purely exponential disturbance in the case of

rotaiy vibration.

The considerations in Section <J prevent us from attempting to extend the results

to the case of a high speed of rotation.

The independence of small linear motion and small rotary motion will be apparent
from the method of examining the two cases, and we are thus able to present in a

purely dynamical form the equations of motion of a sphere in general, provided the

velocities are small compared with that of radiation.

The disturbance of exponential type, which occurs in the problem just treated,

arises with all disturbances of magnetic type associated with zonal harmonics of odd

order. It also occurs with all disturbances of electric type associated with zonal

harmonics of even order. Pure damped harmonic vibrations, on the other hand, occur

with disturbances of magnetic type associated with even order zonal harmonics, and

disturbances of electric type associated with odd order zonal harmonics.

Changes of the linear motion of a charged sphere give rise to disturbances of
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electric type. Those depending on odd order harmonics are damped harmonic waves,

while those depending on even order harmonics are a mixture of exponential and

damped harmonic waves.

Similarly, changes of rotary motion of a charged sphere give rise to disturbances

of magnetic type. Those depending on even order harmonics are damped harmonic

waves, while those depending on odd order harmonics are a mixture of exponential

and damped harmonic waves. That depending on the first order harmonic is,

however, a purely exponential wave.

13. Induced Electrification and Electric Vibration* on a Conducting Sphere

moving with Uniform Speed. When a fixed spherical conductor is under the

influence of an electrical field, the problem of finding the induced potential is, as is

well known, a comparatively simple matter, an inducing potential involving the

same spherical harmonic and no other.

If, however, a spherical conductor is constrained to move uniformly in a straight

line in a specified electrical field, the problem is more difficult. An inducing normal

force involving a given spherical harmonic no longer gives rise to an induced surface

density involving only the same spherical harmonic, hut terms involving other

spherical harmonics may also arise.

The form of solution for a given inducing field depends on what we take as the

proper boundary condition. As has been shown, we may take the condition (l) that

the tangential component of electric force (X, Y, Z) should vanish at the surface of

the sphere, or the condition (2) that the tangential component of (X', Y', Z') should

vanish at the surface of the sphere.

I propose now to give the solutions for the case of a spherical conductor constrained

to move in the direction of x with a uniform velocity /(,! in a field of uniform

force F, which is parallel to the direction of motion. With condition (2) the problem

may be stated as follows :

Determine a function, r/>,
which satisfies

O.JT Vlf CZ~

so that the tangential component of

a//

'

BZ I

at r a shall be equal to the tangential component of

(l-P)F(- 1,0,0).

If, as before,

-
-

i y
~

; r~
coslr -n sinlr
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we find that

(f)
= Ax {log coth ^rj 1/cosh *)}

where

is tlie solution.

With condition (1) the statement of the problem is: Determine a function, <f>,

which satisfies

I _p
2 2

a

so that the tangential component of

at / = a shall be equal to the tangential component of

F (-1,0,0).
If

g = (x + kaY^ 1-F
the solution is

where

Tli<- surface density of electricity is given by

-

the appropriate values of'p, p1} and p2 at the surface r = a being substituted.

We have seen in Section 3 that the production of a uniformly accelerated slow

motion is established by the aid of a rapidly damped harmonic train of waves and the

period equation has been found.

Further, in Sections 5 and 6, where no limitation as to speed is made, we have

indicated that the production of a uniformly accelerated change of the motion is

established in a similar way. It was assumed that the initial vibrations set up were

rapidly damped, but the equations given are not sufficient to give the period equation.
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It is therefore desirable to discuss this point more fully, and it will be sufficient for

our present purpose to consider the sphere as constrained to move uniformly in a

straight line with velocity kC. We may state our problem as the determination of

the period equation for first order vibrations on the sphere, such as would be excited

by the prodiiction of a uniform field of electric force.

When the sphere is at rest the vibrations depending on zonal harmonics of different

orders are quite independent of each other ; but when the sphere is moving this is no

longer the case. In particular, the vibrations excited in establishing a uniform field

no longer depend solely on a zonal harmonic of the first order, but involve an infinite

series of zonal harmonics, as might be expected from our examination of the steady
distribution produced by a uniform field.

In general, the components of electric force are

= __ v _
'

3z
8 '

Si/ex'
where

Since the field is to be symmetrical about the axis of x we may write

Y 1 3 9< v '/ &<!> v z 9
2
<i~

a~~
CT ~~

'
i

i- =
,

z< = - i
OT crs CCT is (JOT OX OT (JOT OX

where

', ox/

If we make LORENTZ' transformation

t' = t

we get

and

We now assume condition (]), that the tangential component of X, Y, Z at r = a
should vanish.

Thus

This may be written

. _* " 5
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when r = a, or

1 3 J k x 30 _ 301

when r = a.

In performing the partial differentiations, must first be expressed as a function of

independent variables r and /A
= -

,
and after differentiating with respect to r, the

functions must be expressed in terms of independent variables x and CT, and the

differentiation with respect to w performed.

Let

0oce
a ~ ' et

',
and put X =

rau/a-

The surface condition at r = a may now be written

i a
[ p,,/,]J- U \ /I / UU/

/-,-= \
XGxdi T ^- }

= 0.
ns cis [ dr J

The simplest form for is

e -6p T2

= - where p
2 = -

r-.,+y
2+ z

2 = r
2+XV,

p 1K
and derived forms are obtained by successive differentiations with respect to x.

We shall now approximate by neglecting terms involving higher powers of X than X2
.

Let

where

A] is of order X,

A a is of order Xs
,

and higher terms are neglected.

Now

<o =

where

-- - -
.

\r or/ r

Thus, as far as squares of X, we have

where

fji
=

x/r.

On performing the differentiations, as already explained, we find that the surface

condition is

when r = a.

A , a2 . .
N A fi)2

.-A (^u-r//!)-A2 (0-tyi-3/ra),

= 0,
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Equating the coefficients of the various powers of x to zero, we get

^^-S^) = 0,

- A, (0^-2^) = 0,

Si/g
= 0.

Eliminating A,,, Aj, and A2 ,
we get the period equation

X2

(fly- 50*
=

2" (0V-8

Now, when X is entirely neglected, we get

(9Y,,-/'i = 0, or a2
0- + a#+l = 0,

which is our former period equation for a fixed sphere. The roots are

We can now proceed to an approximation to ad in X.
2

by putting

on the left-hand side of the period equation, and substituting the value

in the term on the right-hand side, which is of order X2
. In this term we may use

the approximate results

4and

Hence we find

, _X^ _
;

.X
2
59\/3

260
4

780
Thus

-
ISO/' 2 \ 390 /

We could, in a similar manner, proceed to the period equation for higher order

vibrations, and to calculate higher approximations to the roots in powers of X2
. The

process would-be tedious, and I have not as yet discovered any artifice for effecting

the summation,

2 c 2
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We have now proved that the time factor of first order vibrations is

where

180/ 2 \ 390/'

and higher powers of XJ
are neglected.

In a similar way condition (2) leads to

Tlit- result shows that both the frequency and the damping coefficient of the first

order vibration diminish as the velocity of the sphere increases. The effect is clearly

not considerable until the velocity is nearly that of radiation, and a higher degree of

approximation for such a speed is necessary.

We have assumed that the sphere is constrained to move uniformly. If the sphere

is uncharged no constraint is necessary, so that the solution applies directly to the

case of an uncharged sphere. If the sphere is charged and unconstrained the

equations are more complicated, so that 1 shall give only the result.

The time factor of the vibrations is

,(1 -A-
1

)
1 '-TIM'

i

where
t(>30

X-- /'7(I-/-
J

),
and

This approximation neglects squares ofm'/m and higher powers of X2

,
and if we also

agree to neglect products of in'/ in and X L> we get, when condition (l) is used,

while condition (li) leads to

So far as these calculations go they indicate the way in which the process of

attempting to establish a uniform acceleration, at speeds nearly that of radiation,

may fail. The damped harmonic train of waves may have such a small damping
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coefficient that it is no longer legitimate to neglect those waves, and a uniform

acceleration cannot, in point of fact, be established. .

We may further observe that an uncharged sphere of atomic size would, under

ordinary conditions, give fundamental vibrations of frequency corresponding to

extreme ultra-violet radiation, damped with exceedingly great rapidity. Our result

proves that, at a speed approaching that of radiation, the fundamental vibration may
be brought within the visible spectrum range, and at the same time the damping
becomes relatively small.

A similar conclusion holds for an unconstrained charged sphere provided m'/m is

not large.

These results are of significance in optical theory, and investigation of the effect

of speed on the vibrations, carried to a higher degree of approximation, appears to be

desirable.
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(L) INTRODUCTION. The first reliable investigation of the specific heats of gases was

made by RE<;NAULT,* who in an elaborate series of experiments measured the specific

heats of several gases at constant pressure by the method of mixtures. This method,

which in modified forms has been employed by nearly all subsequent observers,

presents great difficulties when applied to gases, and further, it only gives the mean

values of the specific heats over large ranges of temperature, and it is consequently

not well adapted to the detection of small variations of the specific heat with

temperature. During the period in which I was at the Royal College of Science,

London, Prof. CALLENDAR suggested that I should make some measurements of the

specific heats of air and carbon dioxide by the continuous electric method, which is

particularly well adapted to the measurements of specific heats over small ranges of

temperature. I should like to take this opportunity of expressing my deepest thanks

to Prof. CALLENDAR for his advice and encouragement throughout the work.

(2) Outline of the Method. A constant stream of gas is passed through a tube

GF, fig. 1, to be presently described, into a jacket J, which surrounds a central tube

AB. The gas passes into the tube AB at the

JL_ P temperature of the jacket, and is there heated by an

|ii'

FT^ electric current passing through a platinum coil P,

the rise in temperature being measured by two

platinum thermometers, K and H, used differentially.

Pig- 1
If C is the electric current, E the potential

difference between the ends of the heating coil, Q
the mass of gas which flows through the apparatus

per second, $0 the rise in temperature of the gas, J

r= the mechanical equivalent of heat, and S the specific

heat of the gas at constant pressure, then neglecting

for the present the heating effect of the leads of the

heating coil, we have, when the temperature conditions of the different paxts of the

apparatus have become steady,

CE = JSQS0+AS0, (1)

where h 80 is a term representing the heat loss. If now the rate of flow of the gas is

* ' Memoires de L'Academie des Sciences de L'Institut Imperial de France,' 1862.
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altered to about half its original value, and if the electric current is adjusted so that

the rise in temperature of the gas is the same as before,

CIE I
= JSQ, 80+^80, ......... (2)

where the letters with suffixes refer to the new values of the corresponding quantities

in (1). From (1) and (2) h may be eliminated, leaving an expression for S which

does not involve the heat loss.

The rates of flow of the gas were obtained by passing it through sixteen fine metal

tubes arranged in parallel, and measuring the pressure difference between their ends,

the absolute pressure at one end, and their temperature. The expression giving the

rates of flow in terms of these quantities was obtained from the results of a separate

series of experiments.

In the experiments on the specific heat of air the gas was pumped continually

through the apparatus by a bellows, worked by an adjustable crank driven by a

wheel which was connected to a motor. This part of the apparatus was placed at

the far end of the room, and the motor was turned in such a direction that it did

not affect the needle of the galvanometer which was used with the platinum ther-

mometers. The gas passed from the bellows to a sulphuric acid dryer, consisting of a

wide glass tube about 1 metre long, half filled with pure strong sulphuric acid, and

strapped to a board which was fixed to the floor by two brass springs, so that the

tube could rock parallel to its axis. The rocking caused a constant renewal of the

surface of the acid, and was brought about by connecting the board by means of a

steel wire to the top of the bellows. The acid was renewed daily during the experi-

ments. The gas passed from the sulphuric acid dryer into a Wolff's bottle, which

served to collect any sulphuric acid spray, and thence to the towers BB, fig. 2,

through a piece of composition tubing and the T-piece A, which was open to the

atmosphere through a piece of rubber tubing partially constricted by a clip. The

flow of the gas through the apparatus could be roughly adjusted by allowing some of

it to escape into the atmosphere. The first of the towers BB contained solid KOH
to remove any carbon dioxide, sulphuric acid, or water vapour remaining in the gas,

and the second contained calcium chloride. The gas passed from the towers through
a cotton wool dust filter C to an automatic pressure regulator D, to be presently

described ; from D it passed through the throttles E into a wide brass tube F, packed
with copper gauze, in which it accurately took up the temperature of the surrounding
bath before entering the fine metal tubes G, from which it passed through the

calorimeter H into the atmosphere. M represents the oil gauge, with which were

associated the glass taps T1T2T3 ,
to which further reference will be made. The tank

N contained water, which in the experiments at the temperature of the room was

siphoned round the jacket of the calorimeter into the vessel W, from which it was

poured back again into N.

VOL. OCX. A. 2 D
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Fig. 2.

To ends of heating coil

The larger rates of flow amounted to about 0'5 litre per second, for, unless the rate

of flow is fairly large, the heat loss, which depends upon the temperature rise and not

upon the flow, forms an appreciable percentage of the whole energy supplied.

(3) Measurement of the Electrical Energy. The electric current was supplied by
four large accumulators. It passed through a rheostat, the heating coil of the

calorimeter, and a standard resistance coil

which will be referred to as the secondary

standard. If E! and E2 are the potential

differences between the ends of the heating coil

and standard resistance coil respectively, and if

R is the resistance of the standard, the electric

energy supplied to the heating coil per second

1
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DETAILS OF THE APPARATUS.

(4) The Continuous Flow Electrical Calorimeter. The calorimeter is represented

diagrammatically in fig. 1. The tube AB, which may be termed the calorimeter

proper, consisted of a glass tube about 60 cm. long, the space containing the platinum
thermometers and heating coil being surrounded by a glass jacket/. The calorimeter

proper was fixed by rubber corks C, D, E, into a double-walled vessel, 44 cm. long

and 5 cm. internal diameter, which was continued into a double-walled tube FG,

packed with tightly-fitting discs of copper gauze. The tube FG formed the heater

in which the gas attained the desired temperature. The whole double-walled vessel

thus consisted of two L-shaped vessels, one inside the other, the ends of the annular

spaces between the double walls being closed with tightly-fitting brass rings soldered

in. The space between the double walls was provided with an inlet (i)
and an outlet

(o), so that water or steam could be passed round the apparatus for the purpose of

keeping it at a constant temperature. The gas under investigation entered by the

tube m, passed through the tightly-packed gauze in GF, where it took up the

required temperature, and entered the space round the calorimeter proper ;
it next

passed through the tube n into the calorimeter proper, and finally emerged by the

tube p. The ends of AB were closed by the rubber corks through which the

platinum thermometers and heating coil leads passed.

The above method of heating the gas was found to be most efficient ;
a thermometer

placed in the exit end of the calorimeter proper recorded 99'9 C., while the same

thermometer placed in the steam recorded 100 C. The essential requirement was

not that the temperature of the gas should be exactly equal to that of the steam,

but that it should remain constant, and this was found to be the case to a surprisingly

high order of accuracy, the temperature remaining steady often to
0-
01 C. for two

or three hours, allowance being made for fluctuations in atmospheric pressure. The

function of the cork D was to prevent the gas becoming cooled by impinging on the

cork E, which was in direct contact with the atmosphere. A slight cooling effect,

due to the gas impinging on C, was of little consequence, since it became warmed

again in its passage down the jacket of the calorimeter proper, and it was the

temperature of this gas which determined the temperature of the jacket j. All

that was essential was that the gas should enter the calorimeter proper at the

temperature of the jacket j. The parts of the leads which were contained in that

portion of the calorimeter proper, which projected outside the jacket, were lagged
with cotton wool in order to reduce the temperature gradient in them, and

consequently the conduction of heat from the gas.

(5) The Platinum Thermometers and Heating Coil. The platinum thermometers

and heating coil were wound on three serrated mica frames. The heating coil leads

were four in number, two for carrying the current, and two for connection to the

potentiometer. Each current lead was connected to its potential lead by a piece

2 D 2
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of thick platinum wire, which was fused into two thin glass tubes, one surrounding each

of the leads. The glass tubes were brought side by side, and made to grip one of

the mica frames. A length of about 100 cm. of '008-inch pure platinum wire was

bent double, and the loop end was gold-soldered to the junction of a current and a

potential lead. The two strands were wound in parallel on the mica frame, the free

ends being gold-soldered to a piece of thick platinum wire, which was passed up
the frame, and was soldered to the junction of the other current and potential leads.

The resistance of the coil so constructed was just over 1 ohm at the temperature of

the room. A second mica frame was slid up between the glass tubes until its centre

was about 8 cm. from that of the heating coil, and one of the platinum thermometers

was wound on this frame from "004-inch pure platinum wire, the ends of its

compensating leads being joined by a piece of the same platinum wire in the manner

adopted by Prof. CALLENDAR for the compensation of the cooling effect of the

leads on the thin thermometer wire. To insure insulation from the glass surfaces

surrounding the heating coil leads, the thermometer leads were enclosed in fine glass

tubes, the whole being bound firmly together with silk.

The thermometer above referred to served to measure the temperatm-e of the gas
after it had been heated by the electric current ;

it will be referred to as the ther-

mometer H. The other thermometer K was wound in a

similar manner. Several little discs of copper gauze
were threaded between the heating coil and the ther-

mometer H. These discs, in virtue of their high thermal

conductivity, served to distribute the heat uniformly

throughout the gas as it passed from the heating coil to

the thermometer. The external thermometer leads were

soldered to the internal leads, and were bound with

insulating binding to ebonite heads, fig. 4, fixed firmly

on the glass tubes which projected from the ends of the

thermometers. The method adopted for connecting the

internal and external current and potential leads is

indicated in fig. 4. The four leads coming up through
the hole in the ebonite head E are bent over, and dip into

four mercury cups in an ebonite horse-shoe, which was

supported from a clamp by the handle L ; the external

leads were brought to these mercury cups. This arrange-
ment enabled the connections to the internal current and potential leads to be

interchanged, to eliminate possible difference of exact similarity between them.

(6) The Platinum Thermometer Bridge and the Measurement of the Fundamental

Intervals. The bridge was of the well-known form designed by Prof. CALLENDAR,
with mercury cups in place of plugs. Two calibrations of the coils and of the bridge
wire were made, full details of which have been preserved. No two corresponding
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readings in the two calibrations differed by an amount corresponding to as much as

0'001 C. in the main experiments, and indeed the coils themselves were remarkably

accurate, the average error amounting to less than O'Ol cm. of bridge wire. A move-

ment of 10 cm. on the bridge wire corresponded to an alteration of O'l ohm in one of

the arms of the bridge, or to an alteration of 2 C. in the temperature of one of the

thermometers. The galvanometer used with the bridge was of the astatic type,

with a quartz fibre suspension, and the sensitiveness in the main experiments was

such that a movement of O'l mm. on the bridge wire caused an alteration of 10

divisions in the deflection on reversing the current. A reversing key was used

in the battery circuit throughout, so that

thermo-electric effects could be eliminated by

balancing until there was no alteration of

the galvanometer deflection on reversing the

current.

The accompanying diagram, fig. 5, shows the

arrangement of the thermometer leads, the

leads which are drawn side by side being equal

in resistance. H and K are the two platinlim

thermometers, the smaller loops representing

the compensating portions. It will be seen that the arrangement of the leads is

such that the thermometers can be joined up to the bridge either separately or

differentially.

The usual apparatus was employed for the determination of the fixed points.

Since it was on the thermometer H that the rise iu temperature in the main

experiments was measured, it was essential that this thermometer should be guarded

against all possible sources of irregularity. The eight leads associated with this

thermometer and the heating coil caused some difficulty at first in the accurate

determination of the fundamental interval, since they tended to conduct heat away
from the space surrounding the thermometer coil, but special precautions were taken

which successfully eliminated this effect. It would have simplified matters if the

heating coil had been wound on the prolongation of the axis of thermometer K, as H
would then have had only four leads associated with it. Full details of the determina-

tions of the fundamental intervals have been deposited in the archives of the Royal

Society, but the following is a summary of the results :

THERMOMETER H.

Experiment 1. Fundamental Intervals

2.

3.

Mean ,, ,,

Resistance at C. .

5-1910 ohms.

5-1920

5-1917

5-1916

13-3761
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THERMOMETER K.

Experiment 1. Fundamental Intervals .... 5*1454 ohms.

2. .... 5-1445

,,3. .... 5*1446

Mean ,, .... 5'1450

Eesistance at C 13'3039

The relationship between the temperatures t and t
pt
on the absolute scale and on the

platinum scale, respectively, can be expressed by the formula t t
pt
= d . t (t 100) . 10~ 4

,

where d is a constant which may be taken equal to 1'5 for pure platinum. This

expression, combined with the above observations, enables the values of a. and ft in

the expression R, = K (
1 + at + fit

2

)
to be calculated. The values for the thermometer K

are a = '0039253, /3
= -0 '000,000580 ; and for the thermometer H, a = 0'0039394,

= -0-000,000582.

The difference in the values of the coefficients is probably due to a difference in

the treatment to which the thermometer wires were subjected in winding. It is

satisfactory to observe that the higher coefficient is found in the thermometer H, in

which we should expect the effect of thermal conduction through the leads to be the

greater ; this circumstance points to a true difference in the values of the coefficients.

Two pieces of solid caustic soda were placed in the bottoms of the tubes which held

the thermometers during the determinations of the lower fixed points. The insulation

of the thermometers was tested from time to time, and found to be almost perfect.

(7) The Cadmium Cells. The cadmium cells were of the well-known H pattern.

The amalgam contained 12 -

5 per cent, of cadmium, and was prepared electrolytically

according to the specification given by F. E. SMITH
('
B.A. Report,' South Africa,

1905). The mercurous sulphate and cadmium sulphate used were supplied by

KAHLBAUM, the cadmium sulphate being recrystallised and tested in the manner

described by SMITH. Four cells were made up, but only two of these cells, (2) and (3),

were used in the work which follows. A comparison of these cells with a cell (7) made

up two years previously showed that (2) and (3) were lower in E.M.F. than (7) by
0'00014 volt and 0'00012 volt respectively. At a later date these cells were sent to

the National Physical Laboratory, where they were tested over a period of seven

months. It was found that while cell (7) had remained practically constant, a slight

fall was observed in the case of cells (2) and (3) ; this was immaterial, however, since

the cells were compared with cell (7) during the actual research. The full data

referring to the tests of the cells are preserved in the archives, the mean value for the

cells (2) and (3) at the time when they were actually used in the calorimetric

experiments being 1 '01 83 5 volts at 17 C. in terms of the international ohm and the

ampere (10"
1

C.G.S. unit). This value corrected to the temperature of the experi-

ments has been taken for the calculation of the specific heats. That value, 4 '180
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Joules/cal. at 20 C., obtained by BARNES* for the mechanical equivalent of heat,

corresponds to the international ohm, and to the value 1'4334 volts for the E.M.F. of

the Clark cell at 15 C., this value for the Clark cell being obtained by direct

measurement in terms of the international ohm and the ampere (10"
1 C.G.S. unit).f

Thus, by using the above value for the cadmium cell and taking the international ohm
as the unit of resistance, the specific heats are expressed in terms of the calorie at

20 C., which is assumed to be equal to 4 '180 Joules.

(8) The Potentiometer. The potentiometer was of the form designed by
Prof. CALLENDAR. The principle involved is similar to that involved in the Thomson-

Varley slide, but the instrument has four dials instead of two. The second dial could

be made to form a shunt across any adjacent pair of coils of the first ; the third dial

was related in a similar way to the second, and the fourth to the third. The

resistances of the coils in the different dials were so adjusted that the potentiometer

read directly in a manner somewhat similar to the Thomson-Varley instrument ; the

thousands were read off on the first dial, the hundreds on the second, the tens on the

third, and the units on the fourth. A full account of the details of the calibration

of the instrument, together with the tables of observations, have been preserved, and

since it can be shown from them that by no conceivable arrangement of the sliders

can an error of as much as 1 part in 10,000 arise in the actual potentiometer

readings through neglect of the calibration corrections, no corrections have been

applied.

The current for the potentiometer was supplied by two freshly made up Leclanche

cells. The galvanometer used was of the Thomson pattern ;
it had a resistance of

7000 ohms, and the sensitiveness in the main experiments was such that a change of

unit amount in lowest dial of the potentiometer produced an alteration of 1 divisions

in the deflection.

(9) The Secondary Standard Resistance. The coil was wound on a wooden frame

from about 50 cm. of No. 22 manganin wire, and it was placed in a double-walled

vessel containing oil. Water from the tap passed through the space between the

double walls, and the temperature could be measured by a thermometer passing

through the lid and dipping into the oil. The ends of the coil were soldered to two

thick copper U -pieces, the ends of which were connected to four brass terminals, two

for the current leads and two for the potential leads. The secondary standard was

compared with a primary standard 1 ohm coil by passing the same current through

each, and comparing the potential differences between the ends of the coils on the

potentiometer ; thus, all question as to the resistances of the leads was avoided. The

comparison having been made, the current of water passing through the jacket of the

coil was stopped ; the electric current was caused to flow through the secondary

* '
Phil. Trans.,' A, 314 (1902).

t
'

Phil. Trans.,' A, 313, p. 86 (1902).
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standard alone until its temperature had risen about 5 C., this being about the

maximum variation in temperature experienced by the coil during the research,

and the coils were again compared. The results of several observations, full

details of which have been preserved in the archives, lead to the expression
E = 1-03899 + 0-000084 (-187) ohms for the resistance of the secondary standard in

terms of its temperature t.

(10) The Pressure Regulator. The pressure regulator was of the form designed by
Prof. CALLENDAK. It consisted essentially of an inverted bell (a, fig. 2) weighted at

the bottom, and suspended in oil by a steel tape from a wooden beam b, which was

supported on friction wheels, and which formed one arm of a balance. From the other

arm a support (c) for weights was hung by another steel tape. Gas could be blown

into the bell either directly through pipes, or through the fixed inverted bell shown

at e in the figure. So long as the suspended bell was floating the pressure of the

gas inside it was constant, and independent of its degree of immersion, except to a

very slight extent, owing to the buoyancy effect on the thin copper of which the bell

was made. The buoyancy effect was easily overcome by attaching a clamp (/c)

asymmetrically to one end
(li)

of the beam, and adjusting its asymmetry so as to

automatically effect the compensation.

It was most essential that the oil should contain no volatile constituent. To test

this point, the full current of gas was passed over a weighed quantity of oil for half

an hour, and the oil was reweiglied. In this way it was possible to form an estimate

of the amount of evaporation which would take place in the bell. An evaporation of

oil amounting to one part in 10 5

by weight of the total quantity of gas passing over

the oil could easily have been detected, but no alteration in weight was found.

(11) The Oil Gauge. The gauge which served to measure the pressure difference

between the ends of the fine tubes contained Fleuss pump oil. It consisted of a

U-tube graduated in millimetres on both limbs, and was fixed to a board which was

clamped to a massive cast-iron support in order to keep it firmly fixed throughout the

work. The fractions of a millimetre were obtained by two microscopes, with scales in

the eye-pieces ; by removing the front lenses of the objectives it was easy to place the

microscopes so far away from the limbs of the gauge that the oil menisci and the

graduations were in focus at the same time. The gauge graduations were carefully

calibrated by means of a small cathetometer giving a fairly large magnification. Two
calibrations were performed in which no two corresponding readings differed by more

than 0'04 mm., and the agreement was generally to 0'02 mm. Full details of the

calibrations have been preserved. In order to measure the pressure difference between

the ends of the fine tubes, taps T2 and T3 (fig. 2) were closed, tap Tj being open. By

closing TI and T3 and opening T2 the excess pressure at the high-pressure ends of the

tubes over that of the- atmosphere was obtained. T3 was to enable the pressure in the

bell to be measured if required. The mean of the pressures at the two ends of the

tubes was obtained by subtracting half the pressure difference between the ends from
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this quantity, and adding the result, reduced to centimetres of mercury, to the

atmospheric pressure.

The density of the oil was not of primary importance for deducing the rate of flow

through the tubes, since the latter were calibrated with the pressure differences

measured in centimetres of oil, an approximate knowledge of the density was however

necessary in order to perform the reduction from oil pressure to mercury pressure

mentioned above. A determination of the density and coefficient of expansion of the

oil showed that if h is the head in centimetres of mercury at C. corresponding to

the head /* measured in centimetres of oil at C., the expression for h a is

ho = h (0-0639) (1 -0-00076 [<-22]).*

The rather large variation of the density of the oil with temperature made it

advisable to observe the temperature of the gauge after each set of readings, and it

was also necessary to ensure equality in the temperature of the two limbs, since

a difference in temperature of 0'5 C. between them might cause an error of 2 parts

in 1000 on a head of 10 cm. in a case where there were long lengths of column below

the menisci in the two limbs. Errors of this kind are not systematic however, and

the agreement of the final results is such as to show that they did not produce any
serious effect. A source of error might be expected to be introduced if the gauge
became tilted during the experiments ;

the effect of a tilt is to produce on the pressure

readings a second order error varying as the cosine of the angle of tilt, and a first

order error due to the elevation of the graduations on one limb and the depression of

those on the other. The latter error becomes reduced to a second order one on the

specific heat, however, in virtue of the method of calculating this quantity from two

experiments with different flows of gas. It would be entirely eliminated if the flow

were accurately proportional to the pressure difference between the ends of the fine

tubes, for if x is the error in pressure due to tilt of the gauge, H the observed

pressure, and A the constant by which the pressure must be multiplied in order to

obtain the rate of flow, we have

= A (R l + x) + fi, and (!2E 2/S02
= A (K a+

where CE and 80 have the meanings assigned to them on p. 200. On subtracting
the second equation from the first, it will be seen that x is eliminated just as h is

eliminated. The level readings of the oil in the gauge were taken several times

during the research, but the greatest variation amounted to only 0'06 mm., which is

much too small to produce any appreciable error ; even this variation may possibly

have arisen from inequalities in temperature between the limbs of the gauge.
The oil was always drawn up so as to wet that portion of the gauge above the

point at which it finally settled
; it was rather sluggish in its movements, and readings

* 22 C. is the temperature to which all the gauge readings were reduced.

VOL. OCX. A. 2 E
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could not be takeu until it had all drained down the gauge. It was found, however,

that when the oil had nearly settled down, two simultaneous readings on the two

limbs gave the same pressure difference as when it had become quite stationary. In

the experiments on carbon dioxide a device was adopted to shorten the time which

the oil took to drain.

(12) The Preliminary Experiments. A long series of preliminary experiments was

performed for the purpose of testing the validity of the assumption made on p. 200 that

the electrical energy supplied per unit rise in temperature bears a linear relationship

to the rate of flow of the gas. It was first necessary to obtain an expression for the

rate of flow in terms of the pressure difference between the ends of the tubes and the

mean pressure in them, for on account of the inertia effects of the gas it was by no

means proportional to the product of these quantities. All the tubes except one were

blocked up ;
the pressure was blown up in the bell, and the latter was allowed to

discharge gas through the fine tubes. The time taken for the bell to fall between

two fixed marks (the cross wires of two fixed telescopes) was accurately noted, and

the corresponding pressure readings were obtained. By performing a series of

experiments of this kind with different rates of flow it was found that the rate of flow

through the tube under examination was proportional to the quantity

F =
{ V/(1 + 0'1043H)-1}P,

where H is the pressure difference between the ends of the tubes, and P the mean

pressure in them. The rate of flow through all the tubes in parallel was assumed to

be proportional to this quantity, this assumption being sufficiently accurate for the

purpose in hand in the preliminary experiments. The variation of the rate of flow

with the temperature of the tubes amounted to about 0'5 per cent, per degree, but it

was measured and allowed for.

The method of performing the calorimetric experiments was almost exactly the

same as that to be presently described for the final experiments. The following two

tables represent the results of a typical series of preliminary experiments. Assuming
a linear equation of the form CE/S0 = AF + h, where A and h are constants, and the

other quantities have the significance already assigned, the values of A and h which

best satisfied the observations were found. The extent of the agreement will be seen

from the tables. The heating effect of the leads was neglected in the preliminary

experiments, for since it represents a practically constant fraction of the energy

supplied in each flow, it does not appreciably destroy the linear relationship between

CE/S0 and F.

The errors in the third columns of each table are estimated as percentages on the

energy supplied in the largest rate of flow. In the calculations several corrections

which remain sensibly constant throughout the series of experiments, and therefore do

not affect the linear relationship, have been omitted. The rise in temperature in the

above experiments was about 5C., but in order to test the method under conditions
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as varied as possible, an experiment was performed with a rise in temperature of

10 C., the results were found to be consistent with the above to 1 part in 1000.

ATMOSPHERIC Temperature.

Date.
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the flow. Let C, E, J, S, Q have the significance assigned to them on p. 200. Let

80 be the rise in temperature in a length S.r of the calorimeter, 6 the excess of the

temperature of a point in the calorimeter over that of the jacket, r the resistance of

that length of the heating coil which occupies 1 cm. of the axis of the calorimeter,

a the temperature coefficient of the material of the heating coil, f the emissivity of

the surface of the calorimeter in watts per square centimetre, and p the perimeter of

the calorimeter proper. The differential equation which applies after the steady state

of temperature has been attained in the calorimeter is

JSQS0 = CV,, (1 +aO) 8x-f2)08j.;
or

(1).

For brevity, write

A = 0$,-C
8

r )/JSQ, B = CV /JSQ, y=^>/JSQ - - - (2).

Taking the, origin of ,<: at the point where the gas first meets the heating coil, the

solution of (l), subject to the condition = when ,/: = 0, is

= (L-r-
Al
)B/A.

Since A is a quantity of the first order, this equation may be expressed in the form

= Bx'(l-iA.x) .......... (3),

the equation applying throughout the length of the heating coil. The temperature

h at the point where the gas leaves the heating coil, is obtained by putting x = I in

this equation, I being the length of the axis of the heating coil.

After the gas has passed the heating coil, the differential equation (1) reduces to

= 0.

The solution, subject to the condition that the temperature is Ot at .c = /, is

8 = B/(l-JAZ)e-
(jr

-",

or to the first order

(x-i)} ........ (4

The temperature rise
,
measured by the thermometer H, is the mean value of

over its length, thus

]} ...... (5),

where m and n are the values of x corresponding to the two ends of thermometer H.

The true mean temperature over the path, from the beginning of the heating coil to

the end of thermometer H, is

6m = -
\\'-Bx(l-$Ax) dx+ [El (1-p.Z) [1-y (x-l)]dx\.

Tl I J o J i
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Using (5)

emieH
=

{l+ tAP + Yl[l(m + n)-l-] + 2(n-l) + (n-l)(m-l)y}.

Thus, for a given value of 6a ,
the fraction of 6m which depends upon the flow is given

to the first order by

{Al
2

+6yl[^(m + n)-l] + 6(n-l)(m-l) r}/6(2n-l) .... (6).

Now the heat loss between x = and a 1 = I is approximately \lfpQ, and that between

x = I and x = n is approximately (n l}fp6. Hence, if k is the quantity defined

on p. 200,
HO =

A/ = 1-y-aBl = hl/(n-$l) JSQ-CV aZ/JSQ.

Since CV / = JSQ0 approximately

A/ =

Substituting in (<>) and omitting the term ad, which does not involve the flow, we

obtain for the fraction of the heat loss which involves the flow

==
(///JSQ} {l

a

+6l[(m+n)-f]+6(n-l)(m-l)}/3(2n-l)
a

.

For the calorimeter employed we may take / = 4, 111 = H, n = 12, so that

The heat loss in the case of the experiments at steam temperature formed about

8 per cent, of the energy supplied in the large flow, and consequently it may be

thought that it is not sufficient to work only to the first order in the above investiga-

tion. It must be remembered, however, that all we need in order to correct the results

calculated on the assumptions of the equations on pp. 200 and 201 is the percentage
variation of the heat loss in the two flows, and since this is only a small fraction of

the heat loss itself, it is sufficient to calculate it from the first order terms in the heat

loss which involve the flow.

If Q, is the quick rate of flow, and Q3 the slow rate of flow, the heat loss is greater
in the slow flow than in the quick flow by (0'3) h2

(Qt Qs)/JSQiQg. It is easy to see

that the value of the specific heat calculated from the equations on pp. 200 and 201 must

be increased by (0'3) h
2

. lOO/JSQ^ JSQ2 per cent, of its value. In order to reduce

the value of CE/S0 (see p. 200) for one experiment of any set to the value which it

would have had if the heat loss per degree excess temperature had been the same in

that experiment as in the experiment performed with the largest flow, we must

decrease it by (0'3) h2

(Qj Qa)/JSQiQ?, where Q2 is the flow for the experiment in
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question, and Qi is the largest flow in the set of experiments. In the case of these

experiments on air which were performed at the temperature of the room, the value

of A/JSQ! was about yj,, and the value of /i/JSQ2 about
yj,-,

so that according to this

correction the specific heat, as calculated from the simple equations on pp. 200, 201,

would have to be increased by 1'5 parts per 1000.* For the experiments performed
at steam temperature the correction is greater in view of the larger value of //, and

amounts to an increase of about 3 '2 parts per 1000 on the specific heat.f We meet

with another effect at steam temperature, however, which tends to reduce the effect

of the above correction. It was observed that the balance point on the platinum
thermometer bridge varied with the rate of flow of gas through the apparatus, even

when no electric current was passing through the heating coil, the balance point being
on the average 17 mm. higher for the small than for the large flow, corresponding
to an excess rise in temperature between the thermometers of 0-034 C. in the

small flow.

The explanation of this phenomenon is not difficult to understand. The gas on

entering the calorimeter proper becomes slightly cooled by the leads of the ther-

mometer K, so that it arrives at K at a temperature slightly below that of the jacket.

As it passes through the central portion of the calorimeter, between the ther-

mometers.K and H, it becomes heated up again by the jacket, thus there is a slight

dip in temperature, as it were, in the neighbourhood of the thermometer K ; this dip is

greater in the small flow than in the large flow, owing to the greater effect of a given
loss of heat on the temperature of the smaller quantity of gas. Thus there is a

greater rise in temperature between the thermometers in the small than in the large

flow. The effect of this dip in temperature is to cause the mean temperature of the

gas between the heating coil and the thermometer H to be below that of the jacket

by an amount which is greater in the small than in the large flow. The distance

from the centre of the thermometer K to the centre of the heating coil was 5 cm.,

and the distance from the centre of the heating coil to the centre of the thermometer

H was 8 cm., so that the alteration in the rise in temperature between the heating

coil and this thermometer in the two flows was 0'034x8/13 C. approximately.

Thus, if we assume that by the time the gas had reached H it had reattained the

temperature of the jacket, we see that the excess of the temperature of the jacket

over the mean temperature of the gas between the heating coil and H was approxi-

mately 4(0-034) (8/13), or 0'01 C. greater in the small than in the large flow. This

fact would tend to minimise the heat loss which took place when the gas became

heated by the electric current, the effect being greater in the small than in the large

* This correction is given more accurately on p. 229.

t The corrections thus affect the specific heat to a larger extent than that to which they affect the

linear relationship between CE/S0 and the flow. The explanation of this is, that whether we take account

of the corrections under consideration or not, a straight line fairly accurately represents the relation

between CE/S0 and the flow. The slope of the straight line is, however, different in the two cases.
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flow. Since the total rise in temperature in the main experiments was about 5 C.,

it is easy to see that for the same rise in temperature in the two flows the heat loss

was less in the small than in the large flow by 0'4 per cent, of its total value. This

effect acts in the opposite direction to that ah'eady discussed, and amounts to 6 parts

in 10,000 on the specific heat.

In the foregoing discussion it has been assumed that the temperature at every

point in a plane perpendicular to the axis of the calorimeter was the same, or, at any

rate, that if there was any radial temperature gradient, it was the same in both flows.

Now this assumption is justified up to a certain point ;
the discs of copper gauze

referred to on p. 204 would distribute the temperature very uniformly in their

immediate neighbourhood ; further, the obstructions which the gas encountered in its

passage through the calorimeter proper were so numerous that the mixing of the gas

must have been very thorough, so that the heat which came from the central portions

of the tube to the wall must have been carried mainly by the motion of the gas, and

by the conduction of heat through the copper gauze, and not by pure conduction

through the gas. This is only another way of stating that the radial temperature

gradient in the gas inside the tube was zero. A considerable quantity of heat would

be carried through the wall of the tube by the copper gauze, but for the present we

will consider what would have been the state of affairs if the heat had been carried

entirely by the motion of the gas. This transference of heat to the wall of the tube

by the motion of the gas involves a sudden fall in temperature from the gas in the

immediate vicinity of the internal wall of the tube to the wall itself, for since from

each element of the surface of the tube a definite quantity of heat is being lost per

second, and since this heat comes from the gas, each particle of gas must fall in

temperature at the moment of striking the tube in order to give out the necessary

quantity of heat. The amount by which the gas must fall in temperature will be

proportional to the heat loss from the element of tube considered, and inversely

proportional to the quantity of gas which strikes that element per second. If the

gas is so perfectly mixed that each particle of it strikes the wall of the tube an

infinite number of times while it passes through a distance of 1 cm. parallel to the

axis of the tube, the fall in temperature of the wall of the tube will be zero at each

point ; but, obviously, the degree of turbulency of flow which is necessary merely to

insure a practically uniform radial distribution of temperature, or, in other words, the

degree of turbulency required to insure that practically all the heat which is carried

from the central parts of the tube to the wall is carried by the motion of the gas, will

fall far short of the infinite degree of turbulency cited above.

In practice we have a degree of turbulency which is sufficiently great to insure

that.very little heat travels from the central portions of the tube to the wall by pure
conduction through the gas, and yet each particle of the gas only strikes the wall of

the tube a comparatively small number of times during its passage through a length
of tube of 1 cm. for example. It can be shown without very great difficulty that if k
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is the average number of times which a particle of gas strikes the wall of the tube in

travelling through a distance of 1 cm. parallel to the axis, the effect on the heat loss

is to introduce a term which to the first order may be written )t
2

/k(n%l) JSQ or

A2

/10&JSQ, where n and I have the significance and values accorded to them on p. 212.

The correction thus tends in the opposite direction to that discussed on pp. 211-214.

Now, in view of the fact that there was only a small space between the wall of the

tube and the bundle of glass rods which contained the leads of the heating coil and

thermometers, and further, since the heating coil wire and the pieces of wire gauze,

&c., offered a large amount of obstruction to the flow of the gas, it is highly probable

that k was at least equal to 1. If we take k equal to unity, the correction for the

heat-loss term amounts to h2

/ LOJSQ, and produces an effect amounting to about

5 parts in 10,000 on the value of the specific heat at 20 C. and 1 part per 1000 on

the value of the specific heat at 100 C. The effect tends in the opposite direction to

that discussed on pp. 211-214, but the conduction of heat to the walls of the tube

by the discs of copper gauze tends to make the value of the correction much smaller

than that above deduced, so that it is safe to assume that entire neglect of it does

not produce an error of more than 3 or 4 parts in 10,000 on the values of the specific

heats.

In the foregoing discussions no account has been taken of the difference in

temperature between the external and internal surfaces of the wall of the calorimeter

proper. Assuming 0'002 for the thermal conductivity of glass, and taking O'Ol calorie

for the average heat loss per second per degree rise in temperature during the

experiments, it is easy to calculate from the dimensions of the calorimeter proper

that the average difference in temperature between the surfaces of the calorimeter

wall for a rise in temperature of 5 C. was about 0'05 C. Since the heat loss

remained constant in the two flows to the first order of its value, the difference

in temperature between the surfaces of the wall of the calorimeter proper would

remain constant to the first order
;

in fact, it is easy to see, making use of the

investigation given on pp. 211-214, that it would remain constant even in the

case of the experiments at steam temperature to about 0'00l C., so that the effect

due to it would eliminate on the two flows certainly to 1 part in 10,000. In the case

of the experiments at air temperature the effect would be even less than for steam

temperature.

(14) The Final Experiments. The final experiments were divisible into two

main sections : the calibration of the fine metal tubes, and the main calorimetric

experiments.

(15) Calibration of the Fine Metal Tubes. The method first tried was a

modification of that already referred to in connection with the preliminary experiments ;

several circumstances, which it is unnecessary to enumerate, however, rendered this

method somewhat untrustworthy. It was desirable that a method should be employed
in which the whole 16 tubes could be calibrated at once; I consequently devised the
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following, which is a modification of REGNAULT'S method of measuring the rate of

flow, by measuring the fall in pressure in a certain time in a reservoir which supplies

the gas. Since the time to be measured was, in the large flow, as small as 90 seconds,

it was necessary to devise an automatic method of recording it.

A strong iron vessel of about 50 litres capacity was obtained ;
it was made thoroughly

air-tight, and tested by blowing up a pressure under water. In this way a leak,

corresponding to an error of 1 part in 10,000 in the main experiments, could easily

have been detected
;
tests were also made during the main experiments. The mouth

of the vessel was closed by a screw cap and washer. From the cap three outlets

projected : one, T, for connection to a mercury pressure gauge, one for pumping in the

gas, and one for the exit of the gas to the bell of the pressure regulator. The last-

named tube was provided with two glass taps, T x and T2 (fig. 6) ; tap T3 lead to the

Reservoir.

Stirrer

Contact BreiKer.

Fig. 6.

bellows. By means of clamps the reservoir was held immersed in a large vessel

containing water which was kept stirred. To the steel tape supporting the bell, a

metal piece, S, was fixed (fig. 6). When the bell descended, S struck a lever and

broke an electrical connection, causing a pen to record a mark on a chronograph. The

contact breaker is shown in the figure, c is the lever resting in a V groove in the

brass support B. W is a weight which keeps the bent end of the lever pressed against
the top of the ebonite pillar A, the surfaces of contact being capped with platinum.
A piece of platinum wire, P, was soldered to the lever, and caused to dip deeply into a

mercury cup in a block of ebonite, M, so that good electrical contact existed between

the lever and the mercury cup.

The method of performing an experiment was as follows : The reservoir was first

freed from moist air by exhausting it two or three times, and allowing air to enter

through the drying apparatus ; then, by means of a combined suction and compression

pump, air was sucked through the drying apparatus and forced into the reservoir

until the excess pressure over that of the atmosphere was about 80 cm. of mercury.
VOL. OCX. A. 2 F
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The tap T!* having been adjusted in a preliminary experiment so that when T2 was

completely opened the gas commenced to pass into the bell at about the required rate,

air was pumped from .the bellows through T3 into the bell, T2 being closed. After the

air had passed through the apparatus for some time, and the oil in the oil gauge had

settled down, T3 was turned slightly so as to cause S to hover just a centimetre or so

above the end of the lever c. T3 was then completely closed. S immediately started

to fall, touched the end of the lever, and at this instant the pen recorded on the

chronograph. T2 was then opened, and air was allowed to flow out of the reservoir

and through the apparatus. T: was continually adjusted so that the brass piece S did

not move too far from the contact breaker c. After the pressure in the reservoir had

fallen to a value just greater than the minimum required to drive the air through the

apparatus at the required rate, T2 was closed. S then descended, struck the lever,

and caused the pen to record on the chronograph.

Now, obviously, between the two instants recorded by the chronograph, an amount

of gas passed through the apparatus equal to that which bad left the reservoir. It

will be seen that it was not necessary to turn T2 at the instant tvhen S touched the

lever ; all that was necessary was that the temperature of the gas in the bell should

be the same at the start as at the finish,! and it was not necessary that even this

should be very accurately true, since the volume of gas in the bell was only a fraction

of that of the gas which had passed through the apparatus from the reservoir. By
this method everything was rendered entirely automatic, and the times could be

obtained as accurately as the chronograph would record them, i.e., to about

O'Ol second.

The pressures recorded on the mercury gauge were measured by means of a

cathetometer, about half-an-hour being allowed in each case for the gas to take up
the temperature of the reservoir. Each reading of the mercury gauge was accompanied

by a reading of the temperature of the reservoir ; this reading was made with a

mercury thermometer which was graduated to 0'l G. and read to 0'01 C., its

indications being afterwards compared with a standard. Each reading of the gauge
was also preceded by a reading of the barometer. The pressure difference H on the

oil gauge was measured immediately after the discharge of the gas from the reservoir,

tap T3 being opened immediately after T2 had been closed, so as to allow the bellows

to pump air into the bell before the latter fell right down. The pump was kept going

during the whole of the time that T3 was closed, an arrangement being made whereby
under these circumstances the pump could blow air into the atmosphere. Care was

taken to insure that the bell was quite stationary when the pressure difference on the

* I afterwards found that T! was unnecessary. It was quite easy to regulate the gas from the start by
means of T2 alone, and to keep the bell floating in approximately the same position throughout ;

in fact, I

was very much surprised and pleased at the ease with which the flow of gas into the bell could be

regulated by means of this tap.

t The precaution was taken of measuring this temperature.
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oil gauge was measured, since this pressure difference varied slightly according as the

bell was rising or falling, owing to the viscosity of the oil. In some cases the mean of

the readings with the bell very slowly rising and very slowly falling was taken.

After H had been measured, the taps associated with the oil gauge were turned so as

to cause it to record the excess pressure at the high pressure ends of the tubes over

that of the atmosphere, in the manner described on p. 208.

It may be thought that since it was impossible to keep the bell quite still during

the passage of the gas from the reservoir to the bell an error might arise, owing to

the motion of the bell affecting the pressure, and consequently the flow, in virtue of

the viscosity of the oil in the pressure regulator. The fact that the bell was in the

same position when both times were recorded, however, insured, as will be seen from

the following consideration, that no error arose from this cause, even though the

motion of the bell might be quite irregular. For let f be the deviation of the rate of

flow of the gas from its normal value* owing to the fluctuations in pressure, p the

deviation of the pressure of the gas in the bell from its normal value, owing to the

motion of the bell. Over the small range of pressure considered we may assume /
proportional to p, say f= cp. If we assume that the frictional force on the bell was

proportional to the velocity for the small velocities under consideration, we have

px dyfdt, where y is the displacement of the bell from the position in which S touched

the lever. Hence f Cidy/dt, c being a constant. If t^ and ta refer to the two

times at which the contact was broken, we have for the total error in the flow during

the experiment,

since initial and final positions of the bell were the same. Hence the compensation

is exact.

The volume of the reservoir was determined by filling it with successive weighed

quantities of water. The weights were corrected to vacua, and corrections were made

for the temperature of the water. The effect of pressure in altering the volume of the

reservoir was investigated by filling it and its connections with water, forcing more

water in until the pressure rose by about 80 cm. of mercury, and then noting the

pressures as successive quantities of water were allowed to escape through a side tube.

The corrections, as determined in this way, contain the corrections for the alteration

in volume due to the mercury in the gauge tube altering its position as the pressure

changes. The observations, full details of which are preserved in the archives, lead to

the expression V = 51094 + 5'355P+ & for the volume of the reservoir as a function of

the internal excess pressure P. The expression (5'355P+ &) represents the alteration

in volume due to internal pressure. The smoothed values of k for different values

*
By the normal value is meant the value when the bell is still.

2 F 2
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of P are given in the adjoining table. The accompanying illustration shows the main

portions of the apparatus used in the calibration of the fine tubes, together with

several other portions of apparatus used in the calorimetric experiments. The

P, cm. Hg . .
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temperature _piVi/p3Va
= 1 '00141 approximately. Hence to correct the values of

PV/0 to the values they would have had if the gas had obeyed BOYLE'S law, taking

our standard pressure as that due to 76 cm. of mercury, we find that the observed

values of PV/0 must be multiplied by l + (0'0014l)(P-76)/74. A further small

correction is necessary on account of the departure of the gas from the linear

relationship between PV and 6 over the range of temperature from C. up to the

temperature of the reservoir, but this may be conveniently applied to the final

value of the specific heat. A lengthy series of preliminary observations, full details

of which are preserved in the archives, was performed with a set of ten tubes, and

practice and experience with the method gained. The agreement in these experi-

ments was very satisfactory. The following table is an abridged record of the

calibration of the sixteen tubes used in the final experiments, the value

0'0012928 gr./c.c. being taken for the density of air at N.T.P. in the calculation of

the gas constant B,. The experiments were made to determine how the flow varied

with the pressure difference between the ends of the fine tubes (H), the mean

pressure in them (P). and their temperature (t) :

(17) ABRIDGED Table for the Calibration of the Tubes for Air.

Experiment .
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and it is satisfactory to observe that this order of accuracy is approached even in

the case of Experiment 8, and the mean of Experiments 15 and 16, and these

experiments took no part in the determination of the constants of the equation. The
full account of the method by which the equation was deduced is contained in the

archives.

The percentage decrease in Q per degree increase in t varies with H
; it can be

shown from the above table, combined with the empirical equation, to amount to

G'385 per cent, for H = 29 cm. and 0'444 per cent, for H = 10'59 cm. To obtain the

percentage decrease for intermediate values of H, it is sufficiently accurate to assume
a linear variation with the flow. It is interesting to observe that the linear relation

gives 0'5 for the percentage decrease when the flow is zero, and this is not far from

the theoretical value calculated by neglecting the inertia effects, which value we
should of course expect to obtain for indefinitely small values of the flow.

(18) The Main Calorimetric Experiments. In the experiments at air temperature
water was siphoned from the tank N, fig. 2, round the double walls of the calorimeter

jacket into another vessel, from which it was poured back again into the tank, where

it was kept well stirred. The apparatus was tested for leaks, and the pump was
started. The temperature of the gas was noted by means of the thermometer K
when it had become steady, i.e., after about half-an-hour. The thermometers were

then arranged differentially, and the balance point on the bridge was again deter-

mined. The electric current was then started through the heating coil, and the

rheostat was adjusted so that the rise in temperature was about 5 C. or 6
C
C. ; the

current remained almost perfectly steady when the various resistances in the circuit

had warmed up to their final values. The screw stirrer in the tank containing the

tubes was started, and in about 20 minutes the balance point on the bridge became

steady to about 0'2 mm., i.e., to about 0'005 C.
;
but the final readings were not

taken until about half-an-hour after the commencement of the heating, by which

time the balance had usually become steady to O'l mm. or less. The clip A, fig. 2,

was adjusted so that the bell of the pressure regulator was quite still, or moving so

slowly that it took about 10 minutes to rise or fall two or three centimetres in order

to avoid fluctuations in pressure. This adjustment could be performed with com-

parative ease after a little practice. The bridge reading, potentiometer readings
across the secondary standard and across the heating coil, and the gauge reading
were then observed over a period of three or four minutes in order to make sure that

no fluctuations were taking place, or that, if there were any very slight fluctuations,

they were consistent with one another. The temperatures of the gauge, tubes,

manganin coil, and cadmium cells were then noted, and the potential and current

leads were quickly interchanged (see p. 204). While the temperature conditions

were becoming constant, the potentiometer reading across the cadmium cells was

taken, also the reading of the barometer and its temperature. When the tempera-
ture rise had again become steady, the bridge gauge and potentiometer readings
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were taken as before, as were also the various temperature readings. The taps T!

and T2 (fig. 2) were then turned so as to cause the gauge to measure the excess

pressure at the high pressure ends of the tubes over that of the atmosphere. While

the oil was settling down in the gauge, the potentiometer reading across the cadmium

cells was again taken, and the barometer was read. The gauge reading having been

taken, the electric current was stopped, and the gas was allowed to flow through the

calorimeter to cool it down. At the end of about half-an-hour the balance on the

bridge became steady, and usually agreed with that obtained at the beginning of the

experiment to less than O'l mm. The balance point having been obtained, the bridge

connections were again altered, and the actual temperature of the gas was measured

with the thermometer K. The current of gas was then stopped, the throttles for

altering the flow were changed, and tested for leaks, and another run was taken in a

similar manner, the electric current being adjusted so that the rise in temperature
was almost the same as before.

The experiments at steam temperature were performed in a similar manner, except

that the current of water round the calorimeter jacket was replaced by a current of

steam, which was allowed to flow for about an hour before the experiment was started.

In some of the experiments at steam temperature the steam was supplied from two

cans of water arranged in parallel ;
when one can showed signs of giving out the

other was started. It was found that under these conditions the temperature

readings did not remain absolutely constant, for the pressure of the steam varied

with the amount of water in the cans. I consequently fastened a horizontal tube

into the side of a can, bent the end up vertically, and fixed it under a tap which was

allowed to drip upon it at a rate slightly greater than the rate of ebullition of the

water in the can. Thus the level of the water in the can was kept constant, the

excess of water running over the edge of the tube. The vertical portion of the tube

was of fairly small bore, so that if the rate of ebullition altered momentarily, as it

sometimes did, the sudden fall of water in the tube due to the fall in pressure did not

cause any appreciable quantity of cold water to suddenly rush into the can.

(19) The Heating Effect of the Current Leads. A main run having been taken

in the manner above described, and the balance point on the bridge having been

redetermined with no electric current flowing, the external connections to the current

and potential leads were changed so that the current could flow through the leads Pp
(fig. 4). The electric current was adjusted to practically the same value as in the

main run, a,nd the rise in temperature of the gas was measured. The connections

were then altered so that the current flowed through the leads Qq, and the tempe-
rature was again measured. A large number of experiments were performed, details

of which are preserved in the archives. The following table gives the mean values of

(Bt/t) 100 for the large and small flows at steam and air temperatures; 8t represents
the rise in temperature due to the leads under consideration, corresponding to the

vise iu temperature t for the same current in the main experiment. The difference
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between the values for the arrangement Qq and Pp is due to the fact that the

platinum loops (see p. 203) associated with Qq and Pp were not exactly equal in

resistance.

TABLES of Mean Values of (Bt/t) 100.

Air Temperature.
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arrangement Qp was immediately followed by another with arrangement Pq, in which

the flow of gas and rise in temperature were almost identically the same (see p. 222),

we have

CjEj/80! (1 a) = JSQ, + /i for the arrangement Qp,
and .

'i (1-6) = JSQ'j+A for the arrangement Pq.

Hence, since a is nearly eq\ial to b, and CiEj/S^i is nearly equal to C' lE\/80') ,
we have,

to the second order of approximation

= JS

A similar equation represented the combination of the two experiments for some

other value of the flow, the proper value of (a+ b) being substituted, and from this

equation and the above equation, h could be eliminated, and JS determined in terms

of measured quantities. This was the usual method of applying the correction for

the leads. In certain cases, notably in the case of the experiments on carbon dioxide,

the runs were only taken with the electric current passing through the leads Qp, but

the correction in these cases could easily be calculated and applied.*

The temperature of the gas was not always exactly the same in the slow and quick

flows, and it was necessary to consider whether such small differences as occurred

were of appreciable importance. If the temperature varies, the specific heat varies,

and also the value of the quantity h. It is easy to see that with such small

variations as occurred, the first correction was entirely negligible in the case of air.

With regard to the second, it can be easily shown that if the heat loss were

entirely due to radiation, h would, on the assumption of STEFAN'S law, vary

approximately as the cube of the absolute temperature. The actual measurements

of h in the neighbourhood of 20 C. and 100 C. are more accurately represented

by h = l'44^2
'

18 x 10~ 7

, showing h to be proportional to a lower power of the absolute

temperature than the cube, which is what we should expect since part of the heat

loss was due to conduction and convection. The above expression enables the

corrections for the variation of h in the two flows to be calculated
; they are all small,

only amounting to one or two parts in 10,000 on the specific heat.

The complete tables for the calorimetric experiments are preserved in the archives,

but the tables which follow, and which are considerably abridged, show the main

quantities upon which the values of the specific heats depend.
The second column gives the rate of flow of the gas in grammes per second. The third

gives the rise in temperature 80 corrected to the absolute scale by multiplying the

rise $0
pt

as measured on the platinum scale by 80/80^, this quantity being obtained by

differentiating the difference formula 08
pt
= d.0(dWO)/iO\ The fourth column

gives the values of CE/(l a) or CE/(l 6) according as the. run in question was

performed with the arrangement of leads Qp or Pq. These quantities represent the

* The method of calculating a and b is described in the records preserved in the archives.
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watts supplied, corrected for the heating effect of the leads. As is shown above, it

is only necessary in the calculations to know the values of

[dE./M, + C'.EVS^i] [1 + i (<*+ &) + '],

where the symbols have the significance already accorded to them, but, for the sake

of clearness, the corrected values of CE are recorded for each run in the table.

The fourth column gives the mean temperature of the gas over the range ot

temperature through which it was heated. The sixth column gives the values of h

in watts per degree. The seventh and eighth columns give the values of the specific

heat, the numbers in the latter column being reduced to a standard temperature, and

the last column gives the deviation of the specific heat from the mean value, the

error being reckoned as a percentage on the specific heat. In addition to the runs

taken for the determination of the specific heats, runs with intermediate rates of flow

were taken for the purpose of testing the linear relationship between CE/S0 and the

flow. For the sake of clearness, however, the data for these runs are omitted from

the following tables, and are collected together in tables by themselves on p. 229.

The pressure at which the specific heat was determined, may be taken as that due

to 76 cm. of mercury, since there was practically no difference between the pressure

in that portion of the calorimeter where the rise in temperature took place and the

atmosphere. The value of 3S/3P may be calculated, and it can easily be shown that

a change of 1 cm. in the barometric height cannot produce a change in S of more

than about I part in 40,000, so that it is unnecessary to take into consideration

the fluctuations of the atmospheric pressure during the experiments.

(21) ABRIDGED Table for the Main Calorimetric Experiments on Air.

Table I. Air Temperature.

Date.
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Table I. Air Temperature (continued).

Date.
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ABRIDGED Table for the Main Calorimetric Experiments on Air.

Table II. Steam Temperature.

Date.
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values of Q for the largest, smallest, and intermediate flows respectively. The fifth

column gives the observed values of CE/80 for the intermediate flows, reduced to

the values they would have had if the experiments which they represent had been

performed at exactly the same temperature as those to which the corresponding

largest and smallest flows are referred. The sixth column gives the values of CE/S0
calculated by using the values of S and h obtained for the corresponding largest and

smallest flows. The last column gives the percentage difference between the observed

and calculated values of CE/S0 the percentage being reckoned in the largest value of

CE/S0 in the particular set of observations in question :

AIR Temperature.

Date.
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(p. 221). Taking the pressure coefficient over this range to be 0'003674, the

correction can be shown to be additive and to amount to 1*9 parts in 10,000.

(3) A correction to represent the deviation of the ice-point and fundamental

interval of the mercury thermometer to which the temperatures of the reservoir were

referred from their proper values. The reading of the thermometer at C. was

0'00 C., and the correction to be applied to the fundamental interval was -03 C.

The correction to be applied at 17 C. is conseqiiently quite negligible.

(4) A correction for the reduction of the readings of the above mercury ther-

mometer to the absolute scale. The correction is subtractive, and amounts to 2'2 parts

in 10,000 on the specific heat.

(5) A correction for the fact that the volume of the reservoir was altered by the

external pressure of the water in the bath which surrounded it. The corrections for

internal pressure were taken into account when working out the results for the

calibration of the tubes, but the above correction was left to be applied to the

calculated vahie of the specific heat. It is dealt with fully in the records preserved
in the archives, and is shown to be additive and to amount to 2 parts in 10,000.

Hence the several corrections amount to total additive corrections of 1'5 parts per

1000 on the value of the specific heat at 20 C., and 2'9 parts per 1000 on the value

at 100 C. The corrected values of the specific heat are

S = 0-24173 cal. per gr. degree at 20 C., S = 0-24301 cal. per gr. degree at 100 C.,

the results being expressed in terms of the calorie at 20 (J.

(22) Comparison of the Results with Theory. Prof. CALLENDAR has shown* that

the characteristic equation of a gas may be simply and accurately expressed in the

form v b = IW/pc, where ?> is a constant, II is the gas constant, and c is a function

of the temperature of the form c = c (0n/6)". The behaviour of air is well represented

if we take c
(l
= 1"48 and n = 1'5. It is convenient to measure p with a unit of

pressure of 106

dynes (75 cm. Hg), in which case if S represents the value of the

specific heat at a pressure p and a temperature 0, and S the value at zero pressure

and at the same temperature

S = S + n(n+l)cpf0,

where S and S are both measured in terms of a unit of heat of 108

ergs or 1/41 '80

calorie, the calorie referred to being the calorie at 20 C., which is taken equal to

4-180 xlO 7

ergs. Substituting the value of c at 50 C. we find S-S = G'00032

calorie. Assuming a linear variation of the specific heat with temperature over the

small range of variation of 0'5 per cent, between 20 C. and 100 C., my own

observations give '24221 cal. per gr. degree for the value of S at 50 C. Hence

S = '241 89 at 50 C. It can be shown that if s is the specific heat at constant

* 'Phil. Mag.,' S. 6, vol. 5, p. 91 (1903).
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volume and at zero pressure, and if S,, and s refer to the same temperature,

S *o = R = 2'8727xl08 C.G.S. units, or 0'06872 calorie. JOLY has measured the

specific heat of air at constant volume by the steam calorimeter.* In his calcu-

lations, however, he assumes REGNAULT'S value for the latent heat of steam

(L = 5367 cal./gr.). This value is almost certainly too low. HENNING has recently

measured the latent heat of steamt and found 538 -

9 caL/gr., while JOLY'S own
observations with the steam calorimeter lead to the value 540 '2 in terms of the

calorie at 20 C. Assuming this value to correct JOLY'S results for s, and extra-

polating to zero pressure, we obtain for the value of sa at 50 C. (the temperature at

which JOLY measured it) s = 0'1732. This value of s
,
in conjunction with my own

value of S at 50 C., gives
-OG87 calorie for S

,
which agrees with the above

value of R to less than TFOO of the specific heat.

(23) Criticism of Previous Results. All previous determinations of the specific

heat of air at constant pressure have given a lower value than 0'2422 (my own value

at 50 C.). REGNAULT obtained -

2375, which is lower than 0'2422 by about 2 per

cent. One has only to read REGNAULT'S paper to feel convinced that an error of

2 per cent, could not have arisen in his experiments from lack of care in the

observations. If my own value is correct, it is to some point in the theory of

REGNAULT'S method that we must look if we are to explain an error of 2 per cent.

Now, in order to determine the alteration A# in the temperature of the calorimeter

per minute due to radiation, conduction, &c., REGNAULT assumed an equation of the

form A# = A B#, where 9 is the excess of the temperature of the calorimeter over

that of the room, B$ represents the radiation loss per minute from the calorimeter,

and A represents the alteration in the temperature of the calorimeter per minute due

to conduction of heat from the heating bath to the calorimeter along the pipe

connecting them. The total alteration in temperature, due to the above causes during

the experiment, was obtained by summation. The constants A and B were determined

from two equations obtained by observing the alteration in temperature of the

calorimeter before and after the main experiment. Now, since there was no gas

flowing through the connecting pipe when the observations which determined the

constants A and B were made, the conduction effect must have been very different

from what it was when gas was flowing through the pipe.

To fix our ideas, suppose the temperature gradient in a connecting pipe is uniform

when no gas is flowing through it. Now, when the hot gas passes through the tube,

it will keep the temperature of the latter up, so that the temperature gradient in the

tube near the heater will be very much reduced
;
in fact, it is possible that it may be

reduced practically to zero, so that no heat will be conducted from the heater to a

point In the pipe a little distance from it. Heat will certainly be conducted to the

calorimeter through the pipe, but this heat will come from the gas itself and not

* '

Phil. Trans.,' 1904.

t
' Annalen der Pbysik,' No. 10, 1904.
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directly from the heater. Thus we should expect that the term A, which REGNAULT
found to represent 5 per cent, of the total rise in temperature of the calorimeter per

minute, might be practically zero when the gas was flowing through the pipe.

Further, the passage of the gas would increase the radiation loss from the pipe, since

it would increase its mean temperature. Both of these effects tend in the same

direction, but the second is probably small. The form of connecting pipe used by
REGNAULT would tend to minimise the above effects, but it is impossible to say by
how much.

It is probable that the true value of A lies somewhere between zero and the value

found by REGNAULT. If we take A equal to zero, REGNAULT'S experiments give
0'248 for the specific heat. If we take for A the mean between the two extreme

values, zero and REGNAULT'S value, the specific heat works out to 0'242, which is in

close agreement with my own value, 0'2422. The above criticism applies not only to

the work of REGNAULT, but also to most of the more recent measurements of the

specific heats of gases at constant pressure, and it is possibly owing to this fact that

these measurements give values for the specific heats which are so much lower than

my own values and the theoretical values.

(24) The Specific Heat of Carbon Dioxide. The carbon dioxide was supplied by
the manufacturers in iron bottles, each bottle containing about 20 Ib. of liquid CO2 .

A preliminary test showed that the gas contained about 0'5 to 0*7 per cent, of air and

about 0'5 to 07 per cent, of water vapour. It was consequently necessary to pass it

through the drying apparatus used in tho experiments on air, the KOH tower was,

however, replaced by a tower containing crystals of calc. spar, which served to collect

any acid fumes from the sulphuric acid rocker, without introducing any gas other

than carbon dioxide. The iron bottles when supplying the gas were fitted with an

automatic pressure reducer, which prevented the pressure in any part of the apparatus

attaining a dangerously high value. The T-piece A (fig. 2) was replaced by a large

glass tap, followed by a piece of rubber tubing which could be partially constricted

by a clip, thus all possibility of air diffusing back into the carbon dioxide was

prevented. The flow of gas into the pressure regulator could be roughly adjusted by
means of the tap, and more finely by means of the clip. It was impossible to get rid

of all the air in the C02 ,
but I found that, after a large quantity of gas had been taken

from a bottle, the remaining gas was practically pure, the percentage of air falling

from about -

6 per cent, in the case of a full bottle to about O'Ol per cent, in the case

of a bottle which was nearly empty. Unfortunately I had used a large quantity of

the gas before I discovered this fact, but I was able, however, to calibrate the fine

tubes with pure CO2 taken from bottles which were nearly empty, and in the later

calorimetric experiments I adopted the following device. Two bottles, A and B, were

arranged so as to be able to supply gas in parallel. The automatic pressure reducer

was fixed to the tube joining the bottles. A was half empty and B was full. Gas

was passed through the apparatus from B until the temperature conditions were
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nearly steady. A was then opened and B shut off, so that the final readings were

taken with the pure gas from A passing through the apparatus. The process could

be repeated until A was empty, by which time B was half empty. A was then

replaced by a full bottle, and B was used for supplying the gas while the measurements

were being taken, and so on.

This method enables one to make use of all the gas from the bottles, and yet to use

only pure CO2 when taking the actual measurements. As a matter of fact, the

presence of a small quantity of air in the C02 only produces a very small effect on the

measured value of the specific heat. The volumes of air and CO2 which flow through
the fine tubes for a given pressure difference between their ends are practically the

same as may be seen from the calibration tables ; further, the thermal capacities of

equal volumes of air and CO2 are in the ratio 1 to 077. Hence, if as much as

1 per cent, of C02 were replaced by an equal volume of air, which would leave the

apparent value of Q unchanged, the thermal capacity would only be reduced by
0'23 per cent. It is probable that in no case was there more than 0'4 per cent, of air

in the C02 when the measurements were taken, as the bottles had always been

running for some time before the temperature conditions had become steady, so that

the effect of the presence of air in the CO2 never probably amounted to more than

one or two parts per thousand on the energy supplied in any experiment.

Before commencing the experiments it was necessary to "get rid of all the air in the

different parts of the apparatus ;
this wa done by exhausting the air from the

different parts and allowing CO2 to take its place, the operation being repeated

several times.

(25) The Calibration of the Fine Tubes. The method adopted was similar to that

described for air. For filling the reservoir with C0 2 a combined suction and com-

pression pump was used, the gas being drawn through the sulphuric acid rocker and

forced into the reservoir. In order to minimise the time taken for the oil in the oil

gauge to settle down in an experiment, it was previously blown up to a reading

a little above that at which it was finally expected to settle in the experiment, and

the glass taps were turned so as to keep it there while the oil on the sides of the

gauge settled down. After about twenty minutes the current of gas was started,

and the actual experiment was commenced, the taps being turned so that the gauge
was under the influence of the pressure difference set up by the gas flowing through

the fine tubes.

The following abridged table represents the results for the calibration and

corresponds to the table given on p. 221 for air. The complete records of the calibration

are preserved in the archives. The correction of the value of PV to the value of P V .

which it would have had if the gas had obeyed BOYLE'S law, was obtained as in the

case of air by an expression of the type P V = PV{(P 76)m+ l}, where m is a

quantity which may be determined from REGNAULT'S tables. In the case of CO2

there was an appreciable difference between the values of m for the high and low

VOL. COX. A. 2 H
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pressures in the reservoir ; the value for each case was, however, easily deduced from

REGNAULT'S observations. The expression for Q in terms of H and P was found

to be

Q = 0-0071081{l + 0'0089(P-78)}

the equation applying when the temperature of the tubes was 167 C.

(26) ABRIDGED Table for the Calibration of the Fine Tubes for CO2 .

Experiment .
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than in the case of air, so a preliminary value of the temperature coefficient was

obtained which served for the purpose of calculating the corrections.

The complete tables of the observations are preserved in the archives, but the

following abridged tables show the main quantities upon which the values of the

specific heat depend. The tables correspond to those given on pp. 226-228 for air ;

two additional columns are added, one to denote the number of the experiment and

one to denote the number of the bottle used in that experiment, and also whether it

was full (F) or half empty (E) at the commencement of the run.

Instead of alternating the quick and slow flows, two or three runs with large flows

were generally performed first, and followed by two or three runs with small flows, in

order to economise gas. In such cases, if one of the large and one of the small flows

were performed with fresh bottles, while another pair were performed with half empty

bottles, two values of the specific heat were calculated, one from the pair with fresh

bottles and one from the pair with half empty bottles. In this way each value ot

the specific heat was calculated from two runs in which the composition of the gas

was practically the same. This is an advantage, for although the presence of a little

air in the C02 only affects the measured value of the specific heat to a very small

extent, the error becomes magnified if the composition of the gas differs in the

two flows.

(28) ABRIDGED Tables for the Main Calorimetric Experiments on Carbon Dioxide.

Table I. Air Temperature.

Date.
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Table II. Steam Temperature.

Date.
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(29) Variation of the Specific Heat at Constant Pressure with Pressure. From

the equation OH p. 230 it can be shown the (ds/dp\ = n (n+ 1) c/0. Prof. CALIENDAR

has shown that* for CO2 ,
n = 2, c = 4'56. Hence at 20 C. (3*/3p) = O'OSll, or if

S be expressed in calories per gr. degree C., and 1 cm. of Hg be taken as the unit of

pressure (3s/3p)ao
= 0'000026, corresponding to a change of O'Ol per cent, in the

value of S for an alteration of pressure of 1 cm. of mercury. At 100 C. the

effect is even smaller, and thus it is not necessary to take account of the effect of

fluctuations of the atmospheric pressure on the specific heat.

(30) Further Corrections. To the above mean values of the specific heat the

corrections mentioned on pp. 229 and 230 remain to be applied. Correction (1) amounts

to 6 parts in 10,000 at 20 C. and is additive. The value at 100 C. is 1'5 parts per

1000 and is additive. Correction (2) in the case of CO2 amounts to an additive

correction of 4"8 parts in 10,000. Corrections (3), (4), and (5) form the same per-

centage of the value of S as in the case of air, and amount to a subtractive correction

of 0"2 parts in 10,000. Hence the corrected values of the specific heat in terms of

the calorie at 20 C. are

S = 0-20202 cal. per gr. degree at 20 C., S = 0-22141 cal. per gr. degree at 100 C.

It is interesting to observe that, although the above values are so much greater

than those found by REGNAULT and WIEDEMANN, the percentage variation of the

specific heat with temperature works out to a value intermediate between the values

found by those investigators. This is only what might be expected, for the criticism

given on p. 231, though affecting the absolute values of the specific heats, would not

greatly affect the temperature coefficient.

(31) Comparison of the Results ivitli the Theoretical Values. It is possible to

make a comparison of the above results with JOLY'S value for s in a manner similar

to that adopted on p. 230 for air. JOLY performed two sets of experiments. The

first of these gave s as a function of the absolute density (p) in the form

s = 0-16577 + 0-2064/3. The second gave .s-
= 0'1650 + 0-2125/3 + 0-340/3

2
;
the experi-

ments referring to a mean temperature of 55 C. In order to obtain the true value

of sa it will, perhaps, be advisable to take the mean of the two values given by the

above equations, for, although JOLY considered his second set of experiments the

more reliable, the first set applied more particularly to the lower pressures.

Thus we obtain for s the value 0'16538 cal. per gr. degree at 55 C. Correcting

this value for the fact that JOLY used the value 5367 cal./gr. for the latent heat of

steam, we obtain s = 0'16645, on the assumption that L = 540*2 cal./gr. This value

is expressed in terms of the calorie at 20 C. If we assume a linear law for the

variation of S with temperature over the range from 20 C. to 100 C., my own

observations give, for the value of S at 55 C., S = 0-21050 in terms of the calorie at

20 C.
* '

Phil. Mag.,' S. 6, vol. 5, p. 77, January, 1903.
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The value of S S may be obtained from the equation S S = n(n+l) cp/0.

Assuming n = 2, c = 376, p =
76/75, we have S-S = 0'00113 cal. Hence

S = 0'20937 cal. per gr. degree. Adding the gas constant K = 0'0450 for C02 to

JOLY'S value s = 0'1665, we obtain S = 0'2I15, which differs from the value deduced

above by I'O per cent, of the value of S. The agreement is as good as can be

expected, for it is hardly legitimate to assume a linear law for the variation of S over

the range 20 C. to 100 C. when the variation over that range amounts to 10 per

cent, of the value of S. Further, the two values of sa obtained from JOLY'S experi-

ments show a lack of agreement amounting to 0'5 per cent, of their values.

The following table gives the approximate values of the specific heat of carbon

dioxide at 50 C., deduced from the observations of various experimentalists:

REGNAULT.
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INTRODUCTION. The theory of the incidence of waves of sound in a non-viscous air

upon small obstacles of cylindrical or spherical form is well known to students of

mathematical physics ;
it has been treated in Lord RAYLEIGH'S '

Theory of Sound,'

and in Prof. LAMB'S '

Treatise on Hydrodynamics.' The corresponding problems for a

viscous air have not, however, been worked out, and this paper is devoted to an

investigation of these problems. The solutions of the equations of vibration of a

viscous gas with reference to cylindrical and spherical surfaces were given by
Prof. LAMB in a paper entitled "On the Motion of a Viscous Fluid Contained in a

Spherical Vessel
"
and published in the '

Proceedings of the London Mathematical

Society' in 1884. It is easy to obtain solutions suitable to the case of divergent

waves ; the functions involved are Bessel functions with a complex argument. An

analytical expression for the secondary waves diverging from the obstacle is obtained

without difficxilty. It then remains to find an expression for the loss of energy to the

VOL. ccx. A 465. 4.5.10
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primary waves. In calculating this loss of energy it is necessary to consider the

dissipation of energy by friction in the immediate neighbourhood of the obstacle in

addition to the energy which is carried away to a distance by the secondary waves.

This was pointed out to me by Prof. LAMB, at whose suggestion this paper was

written. In obtaining an expression for the energy dissipated by friction I at first

made use of the dissipation function. This method led to exactly the same results as

that finally adopted, but the mathematics involved were cumbrous, and the physical

ideas, on which they were based, were somewhat obscure. Another disadvantage of

this method was that it was necessary to calculate separately the scattered and the

dissipated energy. I have to thank Prof. LAMB for his kindness in pointing out to

me the method of calculating the lost energy adopted in this paper. The result has

been to make the paper more clear and readable.

I have succeeded in obtaining expressions for the energy lost to the primary waves

in the case of spherical and cylindrical obstacles. As might be expected, the problem
of the cylindrical obstacle presents greater analytical difficulty than that of the

spherical obstacle, and in the former case it is necessary to obtain different

approximate expressions according to the diameter of the obstacle. The results for

wires of 10" 1 cm. radius and for wires of 10~ 3 cm. radius can be obtained without

much difficulty, but when the radius of the wire is of order 10~ a cm. it is necessary

to perform very laborious calculations in order to arrive at intelligible results. The

energy lost to the primary waves is, in all cases, very great compared with what

would be lost in a non-viscous air, but the ratio of the lost energy to that incident

upon the obstacle is at most of order 10~ 2
.

In the case of spherical obstacles the difficulties of approximation are not so great,

as in the case of cylindrical obstacles the loss of energy is far greater than in a non-

viscous air, but, as before, the ratio of the lost energy to that incident upon the

obstacle is at most of order 10~ 2
.

It is possible to extend the results obtained for a single obstacle to the case when

the waves of sound are incident upon a large number of similar obstacles. This has

been done by Lord HAYLEIGH for the corresponding problem in a non-viscous air
; the

same method has been adopted in this paper. It should, however, be borne in mind

that the results so obtained are valid only when the obstacles are so sparsely

distributed that the space occupied by the obstacles is a small fraction of the total

volume. The investigation has some practical interest. It has been asserted that

the suspension of a large number of parallel wires in a hall or lecture room will

improve the acoustic properties of the room. According to the ordinary theory of a

non-viscous air the effect of any such arrangement of wires would be inappreciable.

From the results of this paper it also appears that the viscosity of the air is not

sufficient to account for the alleged phenomenon.
The results in the case of spherical obstacles are of greater interest, since they are

.applicable to the consideration of the effect of foggy weather upon the propagation
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and audibility of sound. If the diameter of the drops of water in a dense fog is

assumed to be '02 mm., there is no appreciable alteration in the audibility of sound ;

but, if the diameter of the drops of water is '002 mm., the presence of fog is distinctly

prejudicial to the audibility of sound. The former case is in agreement with

TYNDALL'S observations on the subject.

In conclusion I desire to thank Prof. LAMB for much kind advice and encourage-
ment in the writing of this paper.

1. In a viscous gas, if u, v, w be the components of the velocity at any point

x, y, z of the fluid referred to fixed rectangular axes, and if p be the pressure at this

point, the equations of vibration may be written in the form

Bx

V + l
(1)

where p (}
is the equilibrium density, v is a small constant of dimensions LT '

depending on the viscosity, $ has been written for div (u, r, ?/), and terms of the

order of the square of the velocity have been neglected.

By a method very similar to that* used in the case of an incompressible fluid it is

found that the total rate of dissipation of energy within any closed surface S is

given by

2F = $vpo
| [ f (a

+ b + c)
2 dx dy dz (f f) dx dy dz

1 1 (lu+mv+nw)
I, in, n

u, i\ w

where
</

is the resultant velocity at any point of the fluid, 8n denotes an element of

the normal to the surface S, /, m, n are the direction cosines of this normal drawn

inwards in each case from the surface element 8S. Further, a, b, c, f, 17,
are given

by the relations

_ cu , ov dw

(3).

dy

When there is no motion of the gas parallel to the axis of z, and the motion is the

VOL. ccx. A.

* LAMB'S 'Hydrodynamics,' p. 540,

2 I
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same in all planes perpendicular to this direction, the expression (2) for the dissipation

of energy per unit length of the axis of z takes the form

2F = $vp

+ '2vp (lu + mv) (a+b)ds vp ^-ds + ^vp^ (lvmu)ds ... (4)

where ds is an element of the curve bounding the region in question.

2. We now proceed to obtain a solution of the equations of motion which shall be

applicable to the case when the motion in all planes perpendicular to the axis of z is

the same, and when further there is no motion parallel to this axis.

In this case the equations of motion take the form

Bu _ 1 cp ^ 2 _i
3&

]

dt pa dx
'

dx
I

^L- L& + VW 1
*-

dt pa By By J

\
<^ ^O "^Q

where ^ = - +
,
and V/ denotes the operator ?-- + = 5-

Bx dy Bx* dif

The equation of continuity takes the form

where squares of the velocity and other quantities of the same order have been

ignored, and ,s denotes the condensation.

If we neglect the effects of conduction and radiation of heat, we may write

(3),

where p is the equilibrium pressure and c is the velocity of sound.

Eliminating p and .s from equations (l) with the help of (2) and (3), we obtain

....... (4).

These equations will be satisfied by

Bx By
'

By
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provided < and
/>
are functions satisfying the equations

+f"V,V ......... (6).

If we assume a time factor e"(

,
these equations take the forms

(Vl
2+ F) < =

(), (V,
2+ F),/,

= . . ..... (8),

where h2 and F are given by

It* = o>/((?+$iv<r), k2

=-i<r/v ..... (9), (10).

We shall for convenience suppose h to be equal to that root of equation (9) which

reduces to a-jc when v is zero ;
k will be taken to be equal to (cr/^)

1 2
.r^"

r

'.

With these conventions the solution of the equations (8), which represents waves

of sound diverging from the origin, is given by

<f>
= A D (hr) + 2 A,,Dn (hr) cos (n3 + a,,)

n = l

GO

i/;
= B,,D (r) + 2 BnDn (kr) sin

where for convenience the time factor has been omitted and where D,, () is given by

D.() =
|{Iog2-y-Jr)J.(0-Y.(0},

JB () and Yn (4) have their usual significance as Bessel functions, and An , B,,, . and

/? are arbitrary constants.

It need hardly be remarked that to obtain the actual expressions for < and \p it is

necessary to multiply the expressions contained in (11) by e
l<rt

,
and to equate < and

//

to the real parts only of these products. For the sake of brevity we shall usually

omit, when possible, the time factor e
iat

.

Since, in the case of air, v is a small quantity, when expressed in cm. sec. units, it

is clear from (9) and (10) that for all audible sounds \k\ will be large compared with

\h\. In fact, at any ordinary distance r from the origin the
i/<

terms in (11) will

become insensible owing to the factor exp. { (^cr/v)
l2

r}.

For plane waves propagated in the negative direction of the axis of x, the solution

will be given by
$ = Ce'

AV(

, \fj
=

(12),

where, as before, only the real part of
<j>

is to be taken into account.

2 i 2
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3. The Incidence of Plane Waves of Sound upon an Obstructing Cylinder. We
are now in a position to consider the effect of a cylindrical obstacle upon a train of

waves propagated in a direction perpendicular to the axis of the obstacle and incident

upon it.

We take the axis of the obstructing cylinder as axis of z, and suppose the incident

sound to be propagated in the negative direction along the axis of x. Then, as in (12)

of the last article, we may assume for the incident sound the expressions

^ = e'
hl

, Vo
= 0.

Expanding in series of Bessel functions, we obtain

< = J (//r) + S 2i"J,, (hr) cos n$, i//
= ..... (1).

H = 1

The scattered waves will be symmetrical about the axis of x, or = 0, and

consequently we may assume for them the forms

,
= A D (hr)+ 2 {A, Dn (hr) cos nS},

= i

^=1 {Bn Dn (A:r)sin^}........... (2).

At the surface of the obstacle the radial and tangential components of the velocity

must vanish
; hence we must have

or "57T ) ^7.0$ 0$

when > = a, if a is the radius of the cylinder.

In order that the boundary conditions (3) may be satisfied, we must have

or

A 7i D '

(ha)
= haJ '

(ha)

A D 1 (/i )= -3, (ha) (4),

and in general for n>

AJu* D,/ (ha) +nBn DB (ka)
= - 2i

nhaJn
'

(ha)

nAn D,, (ha) + ~Bnka D/ (ka)
= - 2inJB (ha)

These equations (4) and (5) are sufficient to determine the various constants in the

expressions (2) for the scattered sound. In the process of approximating to the values

of these constants by means of equations (4) and (5), we shall confine ourselves to the

case when ha is a small quantity ;
in other words, we shall assume that the dimensions

of the obstacle are small compared with the wave-length of the incident sound. The

other case, when the dimensions of the obstacle are large in comparison with the
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wave-length, presents exactly the same difficulties as occur in the similar problem in

connection with the theory of a non-viscous gas.

We shall also consider especially the case when the viscous gas is the air of the

atmosphere; in this case v is a small quantity about "132 in cm. sec. units, and

consequently we may regard o-v/c* as a small quantity for all wave-lengths. Since

a-v/c
2

is small, we may write very approximately from (9), 2,

ft = -(l-AioWc*) . (6)._ \ l f / \ /
C-

We must now obtain approximations to the values of the constants in the expressions

for the scattered sound by means of equations (4) and (5). For this we shall need

the approximate values of the Bessel functions involved in these equations. For

convenience we shall write them down.

When is small, we have for all values of n>0,

91 /-, 1 \
|

I)B () = - - ""+ less important terms
TT

2*n ! *

7T

Jn () = _ . "+ terms containing higher powers of

JB
'

() = g
l
~ l + terms containing higher powers of

Closer approximations are

2 , \ i 1

77

' W"

DI() = -{r 1 K (logK+y+&">)} D2(0 =

Also we have

J.(0 = i-iP, J,(0 = K(i-K2

), J, (CHini-iW

Now, on eliminating An from equations (5), we obtain

BB [ha . ka D,' (ha) D.' (Jfca)-w
8 Dn (Aa) Dn (to)]

= -Wnha {Jn (Aa) D,' (Aa)-D. (Aa) J/ (Aa)}.

Further

by a well known result in the theory of Bessel functions.
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Consequently we obtain

En [ha . ka D/ (ha) DB
'

(ka)
- n* Dn (ha) Dn (ka}]

= i" . (10).
7T

Now ha is a small quantity, and consequently we may use the approximations (7) ;

substituting for ~D n (ha) and D/(/J) from (7), we obtain

_ 2!j k-na-Bn {ka Dn
'

(ka) +nVn (ka)}
= ,"

or

2*n 1 i _. T T\ n \ -o 4n--
. A "a

"
. ka Dn_j (&a) Bn

= -- t".

7T 77

Hence we obtain as a first approximation

O.n 1 J)"fin

B = _-fi_ __i_ _1 _ (11)"
2'-

1
'

(n-l) I' ka^.^ka)
'

Similarly, by elimination of Bn between equations (5), we obtain

An [Aa . ka D'n (/j) D', (Aa) -n
2 Dn (ha) Dn (fo)]

= -2i" [/ta . AaJ', (Aa) D'. (Aa) -n
2Jn (Aa) D,, (ka)].

Using the approximate values given in (7), we obtain

'

Dn+1 /.n-,^
2

or

A _2i"
7r/t2

"
CT2

'' D ^ (^)
22

"n!(n-l)!'Dn_ 1 (A-a)

for all integral values of n> 0.

By a similar process,- but carrying the calculation to a higher degree of approxi-

mation by means of (8) and (9), we have

Let us consider first the case when
|

ka
|

is small. In this case it will be sufficient

to derive the value of AI from (12). Hence we have approximately

.

DO (ka)

Writing for convenience

k = Xe- 1
''
4

", where X = (cr/p)
1/2 ....... (14),
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and using the approximations for D2 () and D () given in (8), we have

D (Aw) =-|
77

D (/(-a) = -
TT

Substituting these expressions for D (ka) and D2 (&) in the above formula for A lf

we obtain

A = -TT
-''

77 '
_ _

XV '

log ^\a + y+ ^ITT + t|XV (log |Xa + y + \ LIT- -)

'

In general, it will tend to sufficient accuracy if we take

AI =
-^7r{logiX

+ y+ir}-' ....... (15)

in the case when \a is small.

Similarly we obtain from (11) the approximation

B^cTT^OoglXa + y+ ltTr)-
1 ....... (1G),

when \a is small.

Let us next consider the case when X is large.

Since
|

ka is great, we may write

' te+1 4D (ka) =

Substituting these expressions in the formula given for A, in (13), we obtain

approximately

A
>
= ^Ml ~

When \ae~ l ''"
is written for ka, this reduces to

A! = itTT/iV [1 + v/2 . (\a)-
1 -1/iV (log %ha+ y+ f)

-i{ v/2.(X)-
1

+|(\a)-
a + i7r/iV}] . . (17).

As a first approximation to the value of B1; we find in the case when X is large

B
1
=

2ifca(--Y

/Vta+1
- to) ........ (18).

The approximate value for A
,
obtained from equation (4) with the help of (8) and

(9), is easily seen to be

A = -l7r/tV{l + ^V(log|-Aa+y+^7r-f)} ..... (19).
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4. Now that we have approximated to the values of the various constants involved

in the expressions for the secondary waves, we can proceed to estimate the additional

rate at which energy is being dissipated in the space surrounding the obstacle. This

additional rate of dissipation will be equivalent to the rate at which energy is being

lost to the primary waves in consequence of the presence of the obstacle. Now, if we

consider a region bounded internally by the obstacle and externally by a cylindrical

surface coaxial with the obstacle and of radius R, it is clear that the difference of the

rates at which energy is being carried across the internal and external boundaries of

this region will be equivalent to the rate of dissipation of energy within it.

Hence, if p , q t)
denote the pressure and the radial velocity at any point due to the

primary waves alone, and if pi, qi denote the pressure and radial velocity due to the

secondary waves alone, it is easily seen that the dissipation of energy within a

distance R of the obstacle is given by

where it has been assumed that q , q t are both measured inwards, and the integration

is to be taken round the boundary of the surface r = R.

Now the dissipation of energy due to the primary waves alone is given by lpuqa ds.

Hence it follows from (1) that the additional dissipation of energy due to the

presence of the obstacle is given by

&ds ........ (2).

Now the rate at which energy is being carried across the surface r = R is \p\qids,

and hence from (2) it follows that the total additional dissipation of energy due to

the presence of the obstacle is expressed by

{

J
(3),

where the integration is to be taken round the boundary of the surface r = R.*

Since crv/c
2

is in all cases a small fraction, it is clear from (6), 3, that R may be

great compared with the wave-length of the incident sound and yet such that crVR/c
3

is a small fraction. In this case we may neglect- the imaginary part of AR in

expressing the value of < and fa at the surface r = R. Also, if o-R/c is great, it

follows that
|

&R
|

or XR is very great, since their ratio is the small quantity (o-v/c
2

)
11
*.

Since, when
|

&R
|

is great, D n (&R) approximates to the value

1/2

* This method of finding an expression for the loss of energy was kindly suggested to me by

Prof. LAMB. I had previously obtained the same results by means of the dissipation function ;
but the

work involved was very cumbrous.
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we see that the
i/
terms in the expression for the secondary waves are inappreciable

at the external boundary owing to the exponential factor exp. ( XR/y/2).

We shall suppose then that R is great compared with the wave-length of the

incident sound and yet such that o-VR/c
3
is small.

Let us now return to the consideration of (3). At the external boundary, r = R,

we may write approximately

\\/a a.

2 [Ani" cos

where square brackets are used to denote that only the real part of the expression so

enclosed is to be considered.

Hence we obtain
o \ i/a <

V S TA i."
4

cos-
n

cr \TrhIi / n = o

Using these expressions for p l and ql we obtain

(/Wo-fy>o) 2 [Ant
" +1

cos n^---W]. . .

(4).

cos

sin
(h'.

sin
(o-t + ^UTT) cos

and

Again, since ^R is great, we have from (1), 3, approximately

/ 2 V'
2

. / 2 V'
2

=
(

I sin (liR + ^ir) cos crt+ 2 S
( J-^T )

sin (hH+ ^Tr ^n-rr} cos
\irriL\J i-i \ir/4Xv/

Hence we obtain

2 \ 1/2 / 2 X
1

'
2

-

2 \
1/2

j-=?)
COS (flR+ ^TT) COS i

a,
i 2 \va

2
( TTT) cos(/iR+ l

n=i \TrMv
cos

(o-t+ fy

Combining these expressions for p and q we find without difficulty

/ 2 Y/2 / 2 V'"
(-To) cos(or Ml i77-) + 2/ip o- ppr
\7T^R/ \7r/tR/

CD

cos

cos
(o-<

AR |TT) cos
D

2 ( )"
cos

(o-<
AR

n= l

Substituting in (4) and integrating with respect to & we obtain

r(jMktW&)B<** = ^^ ^ [(-)"Ai
B+1

cos(o--/iR-i7r)e'
=0

VOL. OCX. A. 2 K
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of which the mean value is

2/vr 5 [(-)-A,t-
+
'] (5).n=0

This last expression, then, represents the loss of energy to the primary waves in

consequence of the presence of the obstacle.

From the value of An obtained in (12) of 3 we see that the summation (5) consists

of a series of terms arranged in descending order of magnitude. Consequently, in

determining its value we shall limit our attention to the first two terms of the

summation. Hence the total loss of energy to the primary waves is given very

approximately by

(6).

Let us first consider the case when \a is small. In this case we have, from (17)

and (19) of 3,

c~

Hence

[tAo+AJ = -fj.Tf'IM- -rr TT (log iXa + y) [(logXa + y)
2 + -ni

-7r
2

}~
1

.

Now for small values of the radius a the first term of this last expression is small

compared with the second, and consequently may be neglected. Hence the loss of

energy to the primary waves is given approximately by

9.

. 1 _21 -1 /7\^18* 1 (').

in the case when \ft is a small fraction.

The ratio of this last expression to p^a/c, which represents the rate at which

energy is incident in the primary waves upon the obstacle, is given by

)

2 +-1V2

}-
1 ..... (8).

We may notice from this last result that, when \a is small, the proportion of the

incident energy, which is lost to the primary waves, -is very nearly proportional to

the reciprocal of the radius, since the logarithmic terms will change more slowly as

the radius changes. Hence, as in (7), the total energy lost to the primary waves is

almost independent of the dimensions of the obstacle, provided these are small enough
to satisfy the conditions under which the results (7) and (8) have been obtained, and

provided also that we limit our attention to obstacles whose dimensions are of about

the same order of magnitude. It might have been anticipated that the energy lost

by friction in the neighbourhood of the obstacle would, in the case of very small

obstacles, alter very slowly with the dimensions of the obstacle, and consequently
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that the effect upon the primary waves of very small obstacles would be almost

independent of the dimensions of the obstacles, provided they were limited to be of

the same order of magnitude.

Let us now turn to the case when \a is great. In this case we have approximately,

from (17) and (19) of 3,

A, = Jur/r'a
2

[1 + v/2 (\a)-' -U2a2

(log

A = _fr/tV{l+i/<V(logi/

Hence we find approximately

v/2 (X)-' +* (Xa)-'}.

Substituting this value for [tA + A,] in (6), we obtain, when A/f is great, for the

total loss of energy to the primary waves the formula

hW { v/2 (Xft)-
1 + 1 (X)-'}.

The ratio of this to p,,o
2

a/c, which represents the rate at which energy is incident

upon the obstacle, is given by

which gives the proportion of the incident energy which is lost to the primary waves.

The first term in (9) is independent of the viscosity of the medium, and is obtained

in the ordinary theory of a non-viscous air. The second and third terms of
(

(

J)

represent the additional loss of energy to the primary waves consequent upon the

viscosity of the medium. Further, since the ratio of the second to the third term of

(9) is of order Xa, it follows that the latter may be disregarded. Hence we see that,

since a does not enter into the second term of (9), the additional proportional loss of

energy consequent upon the viscosity is almost independent of the magnitude of the

obstacles. In other words, the actual loss of energy in the primary waves due to

friction is proportional to the radius of the obstructing cylinder if this be sufficiently

large. This last result is clearly what might have been expected on physical

grounds.

It remains to consider the case when X is neither very small nor very great. In

this case it is impossible to approximate to the values of the Bessel functions involved.

From (13) 3 we have

A l|TT-7) 2,-
2 ~_2| /

AI -^LTTfia
'

Du (ka)
Hence it follows that

=
*j
w

;1 - P'^
(\ae^) Do (Xae-'

2 K 2
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where T? /n

and square brackets are, as before, used to denote that the real part only of the

expression so enclosed is being considered.

Hence we have

[A,]
= -iorAV (D2E -D E2) |

Do
|

~\

Now [iA ]
=

-jJjjTT^AV*
4

,
and consequently it may be neglected in comparison

with [A,J.

Hence the loss of energy to the primary waves is given by

(DUE2-D2E,,) |

D
(,

|

~\

The ratio of this to p^a/c is

(10),

which therefore represents the proportion of the incident energy, which is lost to the

primary waves.

On p. 253 will be found a table giving the ratio of the lost energy to that incident

upon the cylindrical obstacle in a number of different cases. For wires and

cylindrical rods of comparatively large radius it is necessary to use the formula (9) ;

the results for wires of radii 10 cm., 1 cm., and -

1 cm. have been deduced from this

formula. The formula (8) is applicable when the radius of the obstacle is very small,

and the results for wires of radius 10~ 3 cm. have been obtained from it. When the

radius of the wire is of order 10~ 2
cm., neither of these approximate formulae is

applicable, and it becomes necessary to calculate the results directly from (10) ; the

value of the ratio of the lost energy to that incident upon the wire has been worked

out in this case for only a few values of the wave-length on account of the laborious

nature of the work involved.

It should be added that in the table given on p. 253 X denotes the wave-length of

the incident sound measured in centimetres, and K denotes the ratio of the lost

energy to that incident upon, the obstacle.

I have also worked out the values of K for wires of different diameters in the case

when the wave-length of the incident sound is 250 cm. The results are arranged

below :

A, = 250 cm.
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5. Extension to the Problem of a Number of Cylindrical Obstacles. Let us

suppose that there are n parallel wires per unit area of a plane perpendicular to their

common direction. At a distance r from the axis of any one of these wires, great

compared with the wave-length of the incident sound, the secondary waves due to

that wire will be given very approximately in all cases by

fa - A DO (hr) + A! D! (hr) cos &.

Since hr is great, we may write for all values of n

and
(f) l takes the form

jrtvrj

= (A + A,i cos S)
\iriir/

Along the course of the primary waves
(
=

IT]
this reduces to

fa
= (A -A ll ) (I)-

Consider now the wires which occupy a thin stratum dx perpendicular to the course

of the primary waves. Let AP be the section of this

stratum by a plane at right angles to the wires and let O be

the point, at which the vibration is to be estimated at a

P great distance from the stratum.

If AP =
2, the element of area is dx . dz, and consequently

the number of wires cutting it is n . dx . dz.

Also, if OP ==
r, AO = -

.r, then r2 = x2 + z
2 and

z dz = rdr.

The resultant at O of all the secondary vibrations, which

issue from the stratum, is by (1)

Writing / = x+ rj,
we obtain

In evaluating this last expression we may assume rj/x to be very small ; it then

takes the form
/ 2 y/3

r
00

\ irh/ J o

Now

= 2 e~ lhv
*dv.

Jo
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Also by a well known result we have

r'* t
x I

TJ.
\',2

cos (hv
2

)
dv = sin (hv*) dv = -

Jo Jo

Consequently

Substituting tbis result in (2) and restoring the time factor, we obtain for the

resultant at O of all the secondary vibrations coming from the stratum dx

A-V (ta+<") ........ (3).

When Xa is small, A t is great compared with A
; neglecting A and using the

expression for A, given in (15), 3, we obtain instead of (3)

2n . dx . (log

of which the real part is

2ndx {(\og%\ + y)cos(hx + a-t) + Trsm(hx+ at)} {(log\a + y)
2 + ^Tr-} (4).

c

To this is to be added the corresponding expression for the primary wave

<f>
= cos (hx + crt).

The coefficient of cos (hx + at) is thus altered by the obstacles in the layer dx from

unity to

dx ~ (log i

Thus, if E be the energy in the incident waves, we have

dE/E = 4u.r/.r^(log
c

Integrating this, we obtain

E = Eoe-",

where E is the energy in the primary waves at incidence and a is given by

-
1V2

} ..... (5).

The coefficient of sin (hx+ a-t) in (4) gives the refractivity of the medium as

modified by the wires. If 8 be the retardation due to the wires of the stratum dx,
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Hence, if p.
be the refractive index as modified by the wires

...... (6).

Hence we have

...... (7)

where p denotes the ratio, assumed small, of the volume occupied by the wires to

the total volume.

Let us now consider the case when \a is great. In this case we have, from (17)

and (18) 3

-i {2 ^2 (Xa)-' + 2 (Xa)-
a

+f*AV}].

Substituting this expression for A^iAo in (3), we obtain for the resultant at of

all the secondary vibrations coming from the stratum dx

fa = IIHTT dx . ha2

[1 + 2 ^/2 (Xa)"
1

fh
2a2

(log ^

of which the real part is

-^mr.dx.ha? {2^/2 (Xffl)-' + | (Xa)-
2

+frrAV} cos (lix+ trt)

+ nir.dx.ha2

{l + 2 v/2 (Aa)-
1-f#

la3

(log&a+y+-&)} sin (hx+ <rt) . (8).

To this is to be added the expression for the primary waves

fa
= cos (hx + vt).

The coefficient of cos (hx+ at) is thus altered by the obstacles in the layer dx from

unity to

dx.

Hence, if E be the energy in the incident waves, we have

dE/E = -mrha? {2^/2 (Xa^' + f (Xa)-
2+ f7rAV} dx.

Integrating this, we obtain

E = Eoe ,

where
a = ,nrha* {2 ^2 (\a)~

l

+l (\a)~
2+ fir/tV} .

When o-/c and (a-fv)
112 are substituted for h and X respectively, this takes the form

Vc
4 ..... (9).
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The second term of (8) gives the refractivity of the medium as modified by the

wires. If S be the retardation due to the wires of the stratum dx

8 =

Hence, if fi be the refractive index as modified by the wires, we have approximately

- 1

}p ........ (10)

where p denotes the ratio, assumed small as before, of the volume occupied by the

wires to the total volume.

If the waves of sound traverse a medium in which a number of parallel wires are

arranged, then the reciprocal of a will determine the distance which the waves will

travel before the intensity of the sound is diminished in the ratio of Ife. For sound

waves of wave-length 10 cm. passing through a medium, in which there are 100

parallel wires of radius 10~ a cm. per unit area of a section perpendicular to the wires,

this distance is 47 cm. For greater wave-lengths the distance is greater. It seems

hardly probable that any arrangement of wires could improve the acoustic properties

of a room unless some other factor than viscosity is taken into account. Of course, if

n is made sufficiently great, the reciprocal of a may become very small
;
but it seems

probable that it would be difficult to arrange the wires so closely that n should be

greater than 10
3

. If it was possible to arrange wires of radius 10~ 3 cm. so closely that n

was 10 4

,
then the intensity of sound of wave-length 40 cm. would be diminished in

the ratio l/e after passing through a thickness of less than 4 cm. Such a contrivance

could hardly, however, be carried out in practice.

6. Problems Relating to Spherical Obstacles. We require first a solution of the

equations of motion suitable to such problems. Differentiating the equations of

vibration (1), 1, with regard to x, y, z respectively and adding, we obtain with the

help of (2), 2,

y =c'V2
S + tvV

2

| ......... (1).

If we now assume a time factor e
iat

,
this equation takes the form

(V
2+h2

)s = 0, where h* = <r
s

/(c'+f'o-) .... (2), (3).

Also the equations of motion (1), 1, may with the help of (2) and (3), 2, be

written in the form

/ 7,2 7 2\ T I \\

where

<f>
= t,crh~

2
s = A~ 2 div (u, v, w) and &* = KT/V . . . (5), (6).

These equations (4) are satisfied by

(u, v, w) = grad <f>,

VOL. CCX. A. 2 L
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where
<f>

is any solution of the equation

(V
8

+/i')
= .......... (7).

The complete solution of the equations of motion will be given by

(u, v, w) = (u
1

, v', w') + grad <j>
....... (8),

where u', v', iv' satisfy the equations

(V
2+ P) u'=Q, (V

2+ F) v' = 0, (
V2+ k2

)
w' =

toether with

+
dx dy 3z

/Q \

+ + =

The solution of these equations suitable to the case of waves diverging from the

origin is given by

with corresponding expressions for v' and w'. Here and x are solid harmonics of

positive degree n, and fn (/?) is a function of A'?* given by the relation

where ^fn () and
\\>n () satisfy the relations

ii (12)

The general formulae for </>(), ^ (^), andyn (^), are

1
Z

1.3.5...

(g)
_.....- ___

. .

2(l-2n) 2;4.(l-2n)(3-2w) J

, ,, _ <
f n.(ft+l) (n-l)n(/i+l)(-H+2) 1.2.3...2n 1 , ^

"T^l "^^ 2.4.(iO
a

2.4.6...2n(iO"J

The functions
/ s (^),

Vn (), and /({), all satisfy recurrence formulae of the types

these will be found useful hereafter in reductions.
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Returning now to the consideration of the equations of vibration, we find from (8)

and (10) that the general solution suitable to divergent waves is given by

(J(h 1 / -i \ / / T \ O ff^n 7 9 9i 4- T /* /7 \ O / CtJ
,

Wi*
I ^ J /Ai _J_ 1 1 / I /*/V 1 . 11 /*/>^^ lJ / / t"l\W = -x-

1- -T Z "S l?T i)Jn-l \^')~^~
"** ^ yn+1 V"'' / K~^ "^JOX ?i=0 L u*& O3C \i

with corresponding expressions for v and iv
;

< here represents the general solution of

(7) suitable to divergent waves.

Hence

= S fn (hr}4n (19),
n=0

where
<j>n

is a solid harmonic of positive degree n.

If the motion is in planes through the axis of x, and is symmetrical about that

axis, the solution takes the form

U ^-

with corresponding expressions for v and w. Further we have

0= S A,/. (Ar) *?(/*), eu,
= BHr"P,M (21), (22),

11=0

where AB and BB are arbitrary constants.

We write as before

k = Xe-
1
'

1

*", where X =
(o-/i>)

12 .... (23), (24).

From (15) it is seen th&tfn (kr) contains the exponential factor e~ (t!*r '")
" r

or e~ Vs '/2*''

;

consequently since Xr becomes very great within a short distance of the origin, it is

clear that, at a moderate distance from the origin, those parts of the expression (20),

which depend on the functions fn (kr), become inappreciable and may be neglected.

Hence, at a sufficient distance from the origin, we may write

00

(u, v, w) = grad <f>,
where $ = 2 AB/B (hr) r"PB (/x).

n=0

7. The Incidence of Plane Waves of Sound upon an Obstructing Sphere. We
may now consider the effect of a spherical obstacle upon a train of plane waves of

sound. Suppose the centre of the obstructing sphere to be at the origin, and the

sound to be propagated in the negative direction along the axis of x
; then, as before,

we may assume for the incident waves

(MO, t'o, w )
= grad ^ ,

where < = e'
hz

(1), (2).

2 L 2
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Expanding in terms of the functions /, we obtain

....... (3).

The scattered waves will be symmetrical about the axis of x, and so we may assume

for them

where

Now, by means of the recurrence formulae, it may be proved without difficulty that

At the surface of the spherical obstacle r a, we must have

WO+ M! = 0, fo+ t'i
= 0, W + w, = 0.

Hence, when r = a, we have

grad to, + M +Jo {(+ l)/-i (*r) gd ^-nW^+%^ (A;r) grad^) J
= 0.

Introducing the expressions given above for <
> <i, ,

we obtain for all values of n,

when ? = a,

grad {(2+ 1) t"/A/,n (^-) ^PB } + grad {A,,/, (7
tr) r"PJ

4- (w+ !)/-! (Ar) B. grad (^Pn)
-/dV+3/M+1 (Jr) Bn grad = 0.

Hence, by means of the identity (7), we find that the following expression

+1 (Aa)n +1

and two other similar expressions must vanish, when r = a, for all values of n.

These three conditions will be satisfied if

A /1 (/ia)= -^(ha) ......... (8),
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and if for all values of n> 0,

[,_! (ha) + BB (n+ l)fn-i (to)
=

i"^"^., (ha)
'

... (9).

These equations (8) and (9) are sufficient to determine the various constants in the

expression (4) for the scattered sound. In the process of approximating to the values

of these constants we shall limit ourselves, as before, to the case when ha is a small

fraction ;
in other words, we shall suppose that the radius of the obstacle is small

compared with the wave-length of the incident sound. We shall also suppose that

the gas in question is the air of the atmosphere. This will make crvfc
2 a small

fraction for all wave-lengths within the limits of audibility.

With this assumption we may write, as before,

/t = -(l-fu,o-/c
2

)
......... (10).o

Eliminating A n between the equations (9), we obtain

B. {(n+ 1) 7AyB+1 (ha)f^ (ka) +nfn- l (ha) AW/B+1 (to)}

= -*'A'.AW{^,. 1 (Aa)/B+1 (Aa)-^>+l (Aa)/.-1 (*a)} . (11).

Now with the help of a well known result in the theory of Bessel functions it may
be proved that

*_! (ha)fn+l (Aa)-V/,, +1 (*)/._! (ha) = (2n+ 1) *-*+a-*.

Hence equation (11) takes the form

(12).

Retaining only the principal term in the coefficient of Bn ,
we may write approxi-

mately

whence we have

to the same degree of approximation.

Next eliminating BB between the equations (9), we obtain

-D niH 2" . n ! 1 /
1 ~\

1 '

1 (ha)f^ (ka) + nfn. l (ha) Fa
2/B+1 (ka)]

-! (Aa) Fa
2/B+1 (to) + (n + 1) A'aty,*, (Aa)/B_ a (to)] . (14).
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Hence by use of the expressions (13) and (15) 6 for
\\in () and /(), we have

approximately, when ha is small, for all values

I

"

2 2

We shall find it necessary to obtain a closer approximation to the value of A!.

Writing n = 1 in (14) we have

(ka)} . (16).

Now from (15) 6 we have approximately, since ha is small,

/ (ha)
= h~ la~ l

(l-iha-\h
2a2

},
2h2a% (ha)

= Gh^a' 3

(1 +i/iV+-2ViV).

Substituting these expressions in (16) and making use of (13) 6, we obtain

Writing Xae~'""
r

for ka we obtain finally

a- 3

)~]
. . . (17).

By a similar process we obtain from (8),

A, = -^V(l-f^2a2+A l/i
3a3

)
....... (18).

8. Having obtained approximate values for the various constants involved in the

expressions for the secondary waves, we may now proceed to estimate the additional

loss of energy consequent upon the presence of the obstacle. The method adopted is

exactly similar to that of which we made use in the case of cylindrical obstacles.

As above, it is easily seen that the total additional dissipation of energy due to the

presence of the obstacle is given by

^dS+^p^dS ......... (1)

where the suffixed letters have the same meaning as in 4, and the integration is to

be taken over the surface of a sphere of radius II concentric with the obstacle. As

before, we shall suppose that R is great compared with the wave-length of the

incident sound, and yet such that o-VR/c
3
is a small fraction. By this assumption we

are enabled to neglect the imaginary part of hR and also to regard the motion as

sensibly irrotational at the boundary r = R.
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Now, at the external boundary r = R we may write approximately

= 2 [An/T
(" +1)

. i-P^/t)^"-*^]

where square brackets are used to denote that the real part only of the expression so

enclosed is to be taken into the account.

Hence we obtain

- I [Aa/r<"
+1V +1Pn (fi) . e^-^], Rgr,

= h I [Anr<"
+V +1

. Pn (ft e^'^].
n=0 n=0

Combining these results we find

K(Ml+p1gD)
= (-^a^ +^)S[A,,7r<

+1
>. l

+IP
1,(/t)e'<''-

AK
>].

. . (2).
B=0

Again we have from (3) 7, since /iR is large,

= 2 {(2u+ l)h~
lPn (n) sin (Mi-^iTr) cos

(
n=

Hence we have

1) h~
lPn (/A)

sin (/*R-^H7r) sin

= - h {(2/1+ 1) /rTn (/A)
cos (/iR-fHTT) cos

n=0

Combining the two last results we find

o)
= p<r 2 {(-)(2n+ !)?(/*) cos (o-e-

=0

Substituting this result in (2) and integrating over the surface of the sphere r = R,

we obtain

ff (PM+Ptfi) <*S = 477^0- i [(-) Asl
- +1

A-<-
+1 > cos (o-t-hll) e-<"-*>],

JJ n=0

of which the mean value is

2[(-)*A,lt

" +
Vr<''

+1
>]
........ (3).

This last expression then represents the loss ot energy to the primary waves in

consequence of the presence of the obstacle. From the value of A M obtained in (15), 7,

we see that the summation (3) consists of a series of terms arranged in descending

order of magnitude. Consequently, in determining its value we may limit our

attention to the first two terms. Hence the total loss of energy to the primary

waves is given very approximately by

(4).
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Now, from (17) and (18), 7, we have

a- 2-3X- 4cr 4

)} . . . (5).

Let us first consider the case when \a is small. Since /i
2

/X
2
or or/c

2
is always small,

it follows from (5) that in this case we may write approximately

6 -f 3 v/20-VvA
/>/-/.

v ' /

When Xa is great, it is necessary to include one other term of (5), and we may in

general write in this case

- .... (6).ca/

Comparing this last result with that obtained in the case when \a is small, we see

that we may take it as a sufficient approximation in almost all cases. For small

values of the radius the first term in (6) will be negligible.

Substituting from (6) in (4) we obtain for the total loss of energy to the primary
waves the expression

1/DoO-VcTra
2

. (|o-V/c
4+ 3 v/2o-'

-V 2

/c + 6 Y
ca

Now the energy incident upon the obstacle in the primary waves is given by
<r

2

/CTra
2

,
and hence the ratio of the lost energy to that incident upon the obstacle is

3 x/2cr
1/V' 2

/c+6 + |o-V/c
4

(7).
CO,

The first two terms of this last expression represent the proportion of the incident

energy lost by friction. The last term of (7) gives the proportion lost by scattering
to a distance, and is the same as is obtained in the theory of a frictionless air.

When X is small, the most important term of (7) is the second 6 . Hence we
CO/

see that in the case of small obstacles the ratio of the lost energy to the incident

energy varies inversely as the radius of the obstacle, and consequently tends to become

very great as this radius is diminished. On the other hand, the actual amount of

energy lost varies directly as the radius of the obstacle; and diminishes with the

radius. It is to be noticed that in the case of sufficiently small obstacles the energy
lost to the primary waves is independent of the wave-length of the incident sound.

When Xa is great, the most impoi'tant term of (7) is the first 3v/2o-
I/V/2

/c. Hence

we see that in this case the ratio of the lost energy to that incident upon the obstacle

is very nearly independent of the radius of the obstacle, provided the order of

magnitude of this ratio is altered by the viscosity. Consequently for sufficiently large
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obstacles the loss of energy to the primary waves is proportional to the surface of the

obstructing sphere. There is, it will be noticed, a distinct similarity between these .

results and those obtained above in the case of cylindrical obstacles.

The expression (7) has been evaluated in a number of different cases, and the result^

are arranged on p. 266 in tabular form. K denotes the expression (7) or the ratio of

the lost energy to that incident upon the obstacle, and A. represents the wave-length

(measured in centimetres) of the incident sound.

9. Application of the above to the Problem of a Large Number of Spherical

Obstacles. Let us consider now the loss of energy to the primary waves when these

are incident upon a large number of spherical obstacles. We shall suppose that there

are n small spheres per c.cm.
;

the validity of our argument will depend on the

volume occupied by the obstacles being small compared with the total volume.

Consequently fnira
3 must be a small fraction.

At a distance r from the centre of any one of these spherical particles, great

compared with the wave-length of the incident sound, the secondary waves due to

that particle will be sensibly irrotational, and will be given very approximately in all

cases by
*, = A,,/;, (/

Since hr is great, we may write

and fa takes the form

fa
=

(Ao/

which, along the course of the primary waves (/A
=

1), reduces to

(1).

Consider now the spheres whicli occupy a thin stratum d.c perpendicular to the

course of the primary waves. Let P be any point in this stratum, and let O be the

point where the vibration is to be estimated at a great distance from the stratum.*

If AP =
z, the element of volume is 2irx.dx.dz, and consequently the number

of spherical particles in it is 2-rrnz.dx.dz. Also, if OP =
r, AO = x, then

r2 = x?+ z
2 and rdr = zdz.

Now by (1) the resultant at O of all the secondary vibrations which issue from the

stratum is given by

2irn dx
[" (Ao/T

1-
A^-'i) e~'

hr
dr.

J -i

Remembering that the angle AOP is to be regarded as very small, we see that the

* See figure, p. 254.

VOL. CCX. A. 2 M
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resultant at O of all the secondary vibrations coming from the stratum dx is given by

-2im<fo;(iA fc-
!l+ A1

fc-
8

)e'
<*" ........ (2),

where the time factor e
l9t has been restored.

Now, from the results obtained in 7 for A! and A
,
we find

2+ A,/r
3 = W {3 V/2X-V*-

1

Except for very minute obstacles, it will be sufficient to write

Substituting this last expression in (2), we obtain for the resultant of all the

secondary vibrations coming from the stratum dx

-
I + GX- 8 - 2+ J/iV) + 1 (f

of which the real part is

cos

-
1a- 1

)sin(/a; + <r)} (3).

To this is to be added the corresponding expression for the primary wave

The coefficient of cos (hx+a-t) is thus altered by the obstacles in the layer dx from

unity to

1 - mra2

{
G + 3^o- 1V 2

/c + 1 o-V/c
4
1 t/a;.

L cct J

Thus, if E be the energy in the incident wave, we have

dE/E = -WTra2

J6 +3v/2 -1 V' 2

/c+ |o-V/c
4l^.

I ca J

Integrating this, we obtain

E = Eoe-

where E is the energy in the primary waves at incidence, and a is given by

a = mra2

(6 + 3 x/2a 1/V 2
/c+ lo-V/c

4

) . (4).
\ ea /

2 M 2
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If the radius of each obstacle is measured in centimetres, then the reciprocal of a,

as determined by (4), will give the distance travelled by the sound before its intensity

is diminished in the ratio of 1/e. If the radius of each small sphere is 1CT 3
cm., and

there are 106

per c.cm., then %mra? will be a small fraction, and the formula (4) will be

applicable. With these numerical values we obtain, in the case of sound of wave-

length 50 cm., = 8'5 10~ 2
. Consequently a" 1 = 11'8 cm.; hence, after passing

through a thickness of less than 12 cm. of such a medium, the intensity of the

sound will be diminished in the ratio of 1/e.

The formula (4) should be applicable to fogs, as we may regard the water particles

as approximately fixed, since their inertia is so much greater than that of the

surrounding air. I am indebted to Prof. LAMB for the following information from

HANN'S '

Meteorologie
'

:

" In a dense fog the amount of water may vary from about

3 to 10 gr. per cubic metre. Assuming that the diameter of the drops is '02 mm.,

and a cubic metre contains 4'5 gr. of water, this is calculated to give 10* drops per

cubic metre, and therefore 103

per cubic centimetre." With these numerical data the

formula (4) gives a" 1 = 1180 metres, and consequently it follows that the fog would

not interfere appreciably with the propagation of sound. But if the diameter of the

drops could be as small as '002 mm., a fog of the same density would contain 10"

drops per cubic centimetre, and "' would be nearly equal to 1^ metres, and

consequently the sound would be damped very quickly by the fog.* On the other

hand, TYNDALL'S observations appear to show that the presence of fog is not

prejudicial to the audibility of sound, t

The coefficient of sin (hx + a-t)
in (3) gives the refractivity of the medium as

modified by the spherical particles. If 8 be the retardation due to the spheres of

the stratum dx,
8 = ln7r.c/.r.

3

(
+ 3 v/2X-V^

1

).

Hence, if p be the refractive index of the medium as modified by the particles,

where p denotes the ratio, assumed small, of the volume occupied by the particles to

the total volume.

Hence finally we have

M ........ (5).

For sound of wave-length 50 cm. incident upon a medium in which there are 10*

spherical particles per cubic centimetre, each of radius 10~ 3
cm., we obtain

/*-! = 3.7.10" 2
.

*
See, however, note at end.

| EAYLEIGH,
' Treatise on Sound,' Vol. II., p, 137.
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Note, April 12th, 1910.

Prof. LARMOR has kindly pointed out to me that it is not legitimate to apply the

formula (4) to fogs without further consideration. Although the inertia of the water

particles is so much greater than that of the surrounding air, yet in consequence of

the viscosity of the air it does not follow that we may regard the water particles as

approximately fixed. I have investigated the problem of a free spherical obstacle.

The analysis is very similar to that in the problem of the fixed obstacle. The

secondary waves diverging from the obstacle are affected only in the terms containing

spherical harmonics of the first order. If \Je
lvt

is the velocity of the obstacle along
the axis of x we obtain

'

(ka)
= -Jnfa(ha) + U ...... (1),

a
illa (ha) ..... (2),

together with

dS .......... (3)

where prx is the component of the stress across the surface of the obstacle in the

direction of the axis of x and the integration is taken over the surface of the obstacle.

The last equation reduces to

}] ....... (4)

where p l
is the density of the obstacle.

Eliminating A, and Bj between the equations (1), (2), and (4) we obtain approxi-

mately when ka is small

Pi J Pi

Hence, if L be the ratio of the amplitude of the motion of the obstacle to that of

the waves of sound, we have

V/2 ........ (5).

Again, eliminating Bj and U from (l), (2), and (4) we obtain approximately

Al = - *^W/2 (*) ["/ (*a)-f
2

Pi

Hence we obtain without difficulty when ka is small

- 4 - 4

}-
1 ....... (6),

where [A^, [AJo denote the real part of the value of A in the case of the fixed and

free obstacle.
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The last relation may be written in the form

1-L2

) (7).

It follows that the ratio of the lost energy to that incident upon the obstacle is

given by
/ IT \

7 _4^,4/,,4 i
/ Q /'o l/2/>il/2/,, i I / 1 T 2\ /Q\

"q~
CT Oj 1C r I O\/ ZiCT V 1C "r O I \

-L -^7 V^ /

\ caj

Extending this result to the case of a number of free spherical obstacles we obtain,

instead of (4), 9

a = n?ra
2K

where K represents the ratio of the lost to the incident energy given in (8).

It follows from this investigation that the results obtained in this paper are only

applicable to fogs if f (pu/pi) X~
2 ~ 2

is a small fraction. This condition is satisfied for

obstacles of radius 10~ 2
cm., and also for obstacles of radius 10~ 3 cm. when the wave-

length of the incident sound is not too long. In the case of obstacles of radius

10~* cm., however, this condition is no longer satisfied; L approaches close to unity

for all wave-lengths, and consequently a and K are very small. Hence, if the

diameter of the drops of water in a fog is as small as '002 mm., such a fog does not

interfere appreciably with the propagation of sound, and a result is obtained in

agreement with TYNDALL'S observations.

I append a table giving the values of L in a number of different cases. When the

wave-length of the sound is very great, or when the obstacle is extremely minute, the

obstacle vibrates with the air surrounding it.

a = 10~ 3 cm. a= 10~ 4 cm.

\. L. \. L. X. L.

5 "019 200 '595 5 '877

10 -037 300 746 10 '961

20 -074 400 -833 20 "990

30 -110 500 -877 30 "996

40 -147 600 '918 100 '9996

50 -182 700 -935 oo I'OOO

60 -217 800 '955

70 -251 900 -961

80 -284 1000 -971

90 '316 oo 1-000

100 '347
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Introductory.

1. In the course of the present paper frequent reference is required to two previous

papers, termed for brevity (A)* and (C),t which dealt with results derived from the

Kew magnetograms of the eleven years 1890 to 1900.

(A) dealt with results from the Astronomer Royal's "quiet" days only, but

included Declination, Inclination, Horizontal Force, and Vertical Force termed

sometimes for brevity D, I, H, and V. (C) dealt with declination only, but included

results from all ordinary days and from the more highly disturbed days treated

separately. Some results which had to be omitted from (C), or which are only

glanced at there, were discussed in an appendix termed here (C') attached to the

reprint of (C) in Vol. V. of the '

Collected Researches
'

of the National Physical

Laboratory.

The present paper is devoted to the phenomena on highly disturbed days, but

* '

Phil. Trans.,' A, vol. 202, p. 335.

t
' Phil. TransV A, vol. 208, p. 205.

VOL. COX. A 466. 10.5.10
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includes H, V, and I, and so, when taken in conjunction with (C) and (C'), affords a

complete treatment of disturbance so far as it goes.

The disturbed days dealt with in (C) see (C') IA numbered 209.

In selecting them regard was paid exclusively to the greater or less irregularity of

the movement, and not to its mere amplitude. In dealing with magnetically quiet

days at Kew, the practice has been to smooth the curves with a pencil so as to

replace small oscillations or irregularities by curves of continuous curvature following

the general trend of the undisturbed curve. This procedure was also followed in

dealing with ordinary day curves. The 209 highly disturbed days were really those

on which the declination curves were in part, or in whole, so irregular that it did not

seem possible to smooth them satisfactorily, and which had thus to be omitted from

the first essay at dealing with the regular diurnal inequality. There was no intention

originally of utilising them in any way for the deduction of a diurnal inequality.

As \v;is explained in (C), the curves for different years were under consideration at

different times, so that no very uniform standard of disturbance probably existed.

A further important consideration is that as declination was the only element under

review in (C), declination curves only were consulted when the day was classified as

disturbed.

During a magnetic disturbance one element is often much more disturbed than

another, and the times at which the disturbance appears greatest in the different

elements are usually different. Of the three elements D, H, and V, the last is

unquestionably that which usually is least-disturbed, while H is most. Thus, of the

209 days classed in (C) as disturbed, there are a number which would probably have

been treated as ordinary if V had been the element under review, and there are even

fair number whose H curves might probably have been smoothed. On the other

hand, there are a considerable number of days not included in the 209 which would

certainly have been classed as disturbed if H had been the element originally dealt

with. I decided, however, that arbitrary as the choice of the 209 days unquestionably

was, from the point of view of the H and V curves, it was best to adhere to it so as

to have all the disturbance results relating to a common set of days.

On several days the Kew trace was defective or beyond the limits of registration

once or oftener during the 24 hours. Thanks to the kindness of Mr. E. KITTO,

Superintendent of the Falmouth Observatory, it was possible to fill up nearly all

these blanks fairly satisfactorily by reference to the Falmouth curves. On a few

occasions the limits of registration at Kew and Falmouth were exceeded at one

common hour during the 24. For these a reading was accepted answering to the

edge of the photographic sheet. The error so introduced is believed to have been so

small as to be practically without effect on the inequalities presently considered.

On one occasion, however, August 20, 1894, the limits of registration in the H sheets

at Kew and Falmouth were exceeded at several common hours, and it appeared best

to omit the day when dealing with H. On the few days of incomplete trace the

8
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absolute range i.e., the excess of the absolute maximum over the absolute minimum

during the 24 hours was necessarily under-estimated.

Non-Cyclic Changes.

2. The principal object of the present paper is to consider the diurnal inequalities

derived from the disturbed days. The interpretation, however, of the phenomena,

especially in the case of H, depends so considerably on the treatment of the non-cyclic

changes, and these changes themselves are of so remarkable a character that their

discussion calls for some detail. A general discussion of the non-cyclic changes at

Kew on quiet days from 1890 to 1900 is given in (A), 13 to 17. The mean values

were for D + 0''044
(
=

0'23y), for H + 3'34y, for V -0'84y, and for I -0''245.

When first describing the phenomenon, I remarked* that the non-cyclic change in

quiet days was " not unlikely to be only another phase of phenomena observed many

years ago by General SABINE and Dr. LLOYD." These gentlemen, dealing respectively

with Kew and Dublin results, described a marked tendency for disturbance to cause

diminution in H, while SABINE observed a less marked tendency for disturbance to

bring about increase of V. The diminution in the value of H during a magnetic
storm is sometimes so large as to at once catch the eye. Dr. VAN BEMMELEN,! who

discovered the phenomenon independently, regarded the non-cyclic effect apparently
as simply a reaction or recovery from the effects of a storm.

When dealing in (C') Avith non-cyclic changes of declination I found, somewhat to

my surprise, that the mean value derived from the 209 disturbed days, viz., + 0''327

had the same sign as the mean for the average quiet day, and that it was the
"
ordinary

"

days which supplied the requisite balance of negative non-cyclic changes.

Another unexpected phenomenon was a peculiar oscillation of sign in non-cyclic

changes. Out of 46 cases in which two, and only two, successive days were classified

as disturbed, there were no less than 29 in which westerly declination diminished on

the first day and rose on the second, whereas this particular sequence would have

been expected on only 11 or 1 2 of the occasions. These two phenomena alone would

suffice to show that the relation between the non-cyclic changes observed during quiet

days and the alterations accompanying magnetic disturbance is of a somewhat complex
character. One serious difficulty in the study of the connection is that magnetic
disturbance is in reality the rule rather than the exception. An unprejudiced idea of

the prevalence of disturbance will perhaps be best derived by reference to some data

from the international quarterly lists published of late years in the Netherlands.

Each day is classified at each contributory observatory as
" "

(quiet),
"

1
"
(moderately

disturbed),
"
2

"

(highly disturbed). It has not yet proved possible to secure a uniform

standard at all the observatories, but at Greenwich, I believe, "0" includes the days

* 'Brit. Assoc. Report' for 1895, p. 212.

t 'Met. Zeit.,' vol. 12, 1895, p. 321.

YOL. CCX. A. 2 N
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which are quiet according to the Astronomer Royal's standard, while "
2

"
is limited

to days which are so highly disturbed as to merit inclusion in the list of those the

curves for which are reproduced in the annual Greenwich volume. The lists for

Greenwich and Kew are got out independently. The figures suggest that the

standard has varied at one at least of the two observatories, but the following

results from the three most recent complete years give totals in truly remarkable

agreement :
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The amount of disturbance during the 209 disturbed days of 1890 to 1900 was

probably somewhat below the average for the 39 days classed as " 2
"

at either Kew
or Greenwich during the three years 1906 to 1908, but the difference was not

great, and if data similar to those for the last three years had been in existence for

1890 to 1900, they would undoubtedly have disclosed a similar preponderance of

disturbed days.

If each magnetic storm lasted a day, commencing at, say, Oh. Om. a.m. and

terminating exactly 24 hours later, and if the days immediately preceding were

invariably free from oscillatory movements, one might, with some degree of assurance,

associate with a storm the non-cyclic change observed subsequently. But even then

there would be the possibility that during quiet days the earth's magnetism tended

to rise above or fall below a stable value, and that the magnetic storm simply played

the part of a mechanical shock, whose effects depended partly on the length of the

preceding quiet interval. These remarks will, I hope, explain the way in which the

non-cyclic results are presented.

3. Table I. shows the mean non-cyclic increments, the 209 days being distributed

amongst the months of the year to which they belong. The first line gives the

number of disturbed days in each month. Results for D, already published, are

included, but are measured in units of force instead of in angular measure as

TABLE I. Mean Values of the Non-cyclic Daily Changes.
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4. The number of disturbed days per month varied widely. If we allow equal

weight to individual days, we get the means shown in Table II. This table also

states the number of days during which the non-cyclic change was plus, zero, or

minus.

TABLE II. Non-cyclic Daily Change from all Disturbed Days.
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6. If we compare the results from the first and second days of a sequence of

disturbed days, we find a truly remarkable difference. There is an unmistakable

tendency to an oscillation, represented by a fall in all three elements during the first

day and a rise during the second. There are, it is true, a considerable minority of

occasions when the change was a rise on the first day and a fall on the second, and a

very few when the change on both days was in the same direction, but the amplitude
of the changes on such occasions was usually below the mean, especially in H. The

number of " fourth
"

days was so small that the results are not of much significance.

"Third" days in the case of H and V resemble "second" days, but the non-cyclic

changes appear smaller.

The isolated days seem intermediate in character between "
first

"
and " second

"

days, resembling the former most closely in the case of H, but the latter in the case

of D and V. The isolated days represented on the whole the shortest storms, and if

the phases vary in length with the length of the storm, one day in a short storm may
suffice for the development of phenomena that require two days in a longer storm. It

must, however, be remembered that it often depends on the hour of commencement

whether highly disturbed conditions extend over one day or over two, also that the

largest movements occur sometimes near the beginning, sometimes near the end, of a

storm, and in the latter case the day on which the storm commences will very

likely not be classed as highly disturbed. Another important point is that on

individual days much turns on the " accident
"

of whether midnight comes at

the crest or the hollow of the oscillatory movement in progress at the time. In

a station at some distance east or west of Greenwich, e.g., Falmouth, the sign even

of the non-cyclic change would sometimes be altered if local time were substituted

for G.M.T.

The relationship between the phenomena on the first and second days of a long

storm can hardly be a simple case of action and reaction. The rise in V on the

average ." second
"
day distinctly exceeds the fall on the average "first" day. At

the end of the disturbed period H on the average is still depressed, but D and V are

slightly enhanced. The depression in H sometimes continues for a number of days

or even weeks.

Another consideration is that the fall in H during ." first
"

days of disturbance is

often not the first change of the kind associated with the storm. When the storm

has a sudden commencement, the sequence of changes in H at Kew is usually as

follows : In a minority of cases there is a distinct but minute fall lasting only one or

two minutes, followed immediately by a considerably larger rise. In other cases no

preliminary fall can be made out. In either event, in practically all cases, at the

end of 5 minutes from the commencement H is above its initial value. There is a

rapid rise usually of the order of 20y, but sometimes 50y, 70y, or even lOOy. The

rise may occupy only 2 or 3 minutes, but usually longer, and the time during

which the force remains enhanced may be only a few minutes or over an hour.
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Dr. VAN BEMMELEN,* who has made a special examination of the phenomena at a

number of stations, found in most cases at least a trace of an oscillatory movement at

the start, but the position at the end of 5 or 10 minutes as pointed out long ago by
W. ELList is usually a marked rise in H, as at Kew. At the Winter Quarters of

the "
Discovery,"J in the Antarctic, the commencing movement appeared usually to

be highly oscillatory, both movements being large, but the first of the two was

sometimes a rise, sometimes a fall. These commencing movements are experienced,

apparently simultaneously, all over the world, and for their elucidation we must look

to the inter-comparison of data from a variety of stations. They are referred to here

because a physical connection between them and the non-cyclic phenomena is not

improbable. There is also occasionally a very direct but "
accidental

"
connection,

which may best be illustrated by reference to two individual cases. On November 4,

1892, a sudden commencing movement took place between 2 and 3 a.m., the immediate

conseqxience of which was a rise of over 30y in H in the course of a few minutes.

The non-cyclic change on this day had first to wipe out this rise, but notwithstanding
it left the value of H at the second midnight lower by 63y than at the first midnight.

On the other hand, on March 12, 1892, when the non-cyclic change during the

24 hours was a fall of no less than 209y, the value at the first midnight was enhanced

by at least 95y above the normal owing to the sudden commencing movement, which

took place between 10 and 11 p.m. on the llth. March 12, 1892, further illustrates

in a remarkable way the important part that may be played by the mere accident of

time. The enhancement of H, following the sudden commencement of this storm,

continued only for a few minutes after a.m., and was then followed by a rapid fall.

If the non-cyclic change had been taken for the 24 hours beginning at 0'15 a.m., it

would not have amounted to a quarter of that actually recorded.

Diurnal Variation. Absolute Itanges.
^

7. The usual aim when deriving diurnal inequalities is to obtain results repre-

sentative of average normal conditions. In the case of Terrestrial Magnetism there is

the complication that the amplitude of the regular diurnal inequality alters markedly
with sunspot frequency. Highly disturbed days present, however, more outstanding
sources of uncertainty. Let us suppose for a moment what is not really true that

the value of, say, H at a particular hour is on disturbed days purely "accidental" so

far as local time is considered. The diurnal inequality resulting from an infinite

number of disturbed days would then vanish. But for a finite number of days a

pseudo-inequality would naturally present itself, and its range would tend to increase

as the number of disturbed days was reduced. If we came down to a single highly

* 'K. Akademie van Wetenschappen te Amsterdam,' 1908, p. 773.

t
' E.A.S. Notices,

1

vol. 65, p. 520.

| National Antarctic Expedition, 1901-1904, "Magnetic Observations," p. 179.
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disturbed day we should obviously have an inequality of a kind with a very large

range.

In the present instance mean monthly inequalities are based on a comparatively
small number of days, in no case more than 30 and in one case only six.

There is thus a risk in all the months of a considerable pseudo-element in the

apparent diurnal inequality, and the risk increases when the days of a particular

month are specially few but include one or two of outstandingly large absolute ran we.

Another possibility that requires to be taken into account is that a particular month
of the year may accidentally contain an undue proportion of the most highly disturbed

days i.e., a proportion much in excess of what it would have contained if we had

been dealing with 100 years instead of 11 and consequently differences may appear
between different months which are not really due to true seasonal variation.

Table V. is intended to elucidate the real chai'acter of the material utilised. It

includes data for D as well as for H and V, expressing all in terms of force so as to

facilitate comparison.

8. The first column of Table V. gives the mean absolute daily range of D in

terms of ly as unit derived from the quiet days of the 1 1 years, D being the only
element for which these ranges have as yet been got out. The second column gives

the corresponding mean values from the 209 disturbed days. The next two columns

give the largest and least of the daily absolute ranges from the disturbed days. Of
the two sets of results for H the first is also derived from the 209 days ;

the second

gives for the 4 winter and 4 equinoctial months the results derived from the ten days
of largest H range in each month. The maxima of range in this case are, of course,

the same as for the whole 209 days, and so are not repeated. The first two sets of

results for V are exactly analogous to those for H
; the last set was obtained from

the years 1892 to 1895 only, these being the years of largest sunspot frequency. In

this case seasons only were considered, the means attached to, say, winter allowing

equal weight to all individual days of the 4 months November, December, January,
and February. Except in this case, seasonal means allow equal weight to the

individual months, so that individual days are not equally potent.

One reason for deriving data from 10 days a month for the winter and equinoctial

months, and for these only, was that only 42 of the whole 209 days fell in the four

summer months May to August. There was thus room for suspicion that the average

summer day might represent more highly disturbed conditions than the average

winter or equinoctial day. The regular diurnal inequality is much reduced in

amplitude in winter and so more easily obscured by disturbance, and thus a lesser

degree of disturbance might suffice to get a winter day classified amongst the

disturbed.

The quiet day D results in Table V. show a nearly constant range from April to

August, a small but decided reduction in September and March, with a sharp fall to

a minimum in December, and a more gradual recovery in January and February,
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The corresponding disturbed days' data present irregularities which are presumably
due to the paucity of days. The figures strongly suggest that during the 11 years

October and April were less disturbed, but November more disturbed than usual
;

February seems also a little outstanding as compared to March.

The 1 1 years contained few very large disturbances. The largest and smallest D
ranges included in the list,-455y (85''6) and 55y (10''3), both belong to March. The

former may have been surpassed on February 14, 1892, when the limit of registration

was exceeded. The 10'
4

3 range was exceptional. On 5 of the 12 months no range
under 1 OOy was included, and few ranges less than this occurred in the remaining
7 months.

The H and V figures in Table V. go beyond those for D in representing October

and April as abnormally quiet, and December and January present very small ranges,

especially in V, as compared to the summer months. Table V. certainly suggests

that tin disturbed days the seasonal variation in the absolute ranges is much larger

in V and even in H than in D, but this wants confirmation from a more extended

enquiry.

As regards the absolute size of the ranges in the three elements, the mean value

for D is the largest in every month, except July, and that for V is invariably the

least. The inference, however, that D is the most disturbed element would be

incorrect. It must be remembered that the regular diurnal inequality is greater in D
than in the other elements on undisturbed days. The ranges in the mean diurnal

inequalities for the year from the quiet days of 1890 to 1900 were 42'0y (7''90) in

D, and only 26 "2y in H, and 17'9y in V. Thus, relative to the ranges of the regular

diurnal inequality, the absolute ranges for H and V are not less but larger than the

ranges in D. Further, Table V. is derived from days in which the criterion of

disturbance was the character of the D curve alone. A good many days were

included amongst the 209 which would have been excluded if the criterion had been

disturbance in H or in V.

A remarkable example of this is afforded by December 21, 1897. The range in D
was 103y (19''4), and that in H 86y, but the V trace to the eye appeared practically

a straight line. Under such circumstances one is very apt to miss the absolute

maximum and minimum, and the true absolute range may have slightly exceeded

the value 2y found by measurement. But, for all practical purposes, the inclusion of

this day amongst the disturbed simply tended to reduce the inequality range in V by
some 7 per cent. This was an extreme case the next smallest absolute range for V

being lly ; still amongst the 209 days there were an appreciable number, especially

in the winter months, which, so far as V was concerned, were essentially quiet days.

Comparing the results from the whole number of disturbed days with those from

the 10 days a month of largest range, we see that the uniformity secured in the latter

case in the number of days, whilst reducing the variability amongst the days of each

month, increased on the whole the differences between the different months. The
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reduction in number was thus not without its disadvantages. By having, however,

independent results from a smaller number of more highly disturbed days, one was

able to arrive at a clearer idea of the relationship between the absolute range and the

range of the diurnal inequality.

The object of obtaining results confined to the years of sunspot maximum was to

see whether disturbed days showed any parallel to the great enhancement of the

regular diurnal inequality on quiet and ordinary days at sunspot maximum. The
four years 1892 to 1895 contributed 33 disturbed days to winter, 28 to equinox, and

20 to summer. The mean value of the absolute range for these days, it will be

noticed, was considerably in excess of the mean from the whole 11 years, a fact that

should be borne in mind when considering the corresponding diurnal inequalities.

TABLE VI. Diurnal Inequality of Horizontal Force (Unit O'ly).

Hour

Forenoon.

January .

February .

March . .

April . .

May . .

June . .

July

August .

September

October .

November

December

1.
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Diurnal Inequalities from Disturbed Days.

9. Tables VI. to IX. give the regular diurnal inequalities derived from the 20.9

disturbed days the curves being measured unsmoothed at the exact hours as

in (C) after eliminating the non-cyclic change in the usual way. These non-

cyclic changes were much smaller for V than for H, so that any uncertainty arising

from the method of elimination is presumably much less for the former element than

the latter. The same temperature corrections were applied as in the case of the

quiet days in (A). To avoid decimals O'ly has been taken as the unit, following the

example afforded by (A). The algebraically largest and smallest hourly values are in

heavy type ; their difference is taken as the range of the inequality. By the

TABLE VII. Diurnal Inequality of Vertical Force (Unit O'ly).

Forenoon.

Hour

January

February ,

-401

March . . .
j

-156

April -155

May -320

June 240

July -198

August 44 I
- 98

September -148 -226

October -108
'

-119

November 224

December 47

1.
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"
average departure from the mean "

is meant the quotient when the arithmetical

sum of the 24 hourly differences from the mean for the day is divided by 24.

Tables VI. and VII. contain the H and V inequalities for individual months of the

year based on all the disturbed days. The V inequalities are plotted in the curves

of fig. 1. These curves, it is hoped, will carry conviction of the fact that the main

features of the monthly inequalities are not accidental.
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TABLE VIII. Diurnal Inequalities for the Year and Three Seasons (Unit O'ly).

Hour .

Forenoon.

10. 11. 12.

Year, all days

Winter, all days

,, 40 days

Equinox, all days. . . .

,, 40 days. . . .

Summer, all days .

f Year, all days .....
sunspot maximum .

Winter, all days ....
,, 40 days ....
,. sunspot maximum

+ 2

- 54

- 96

+ 49

+ 34

+ 13

-176

-295

1.
Equinox, all days

4U days

sunspot maximum

Summer, all days

,, sunspot maximum

112

225

211

200

239

+ 25

- 31

- 99

-t- 35

- 2

+ 70

-211

-321

-197

-339

-408

-182

-277

-2tiS

-254

-29li

+ 58

+ 2

- 26

+ 103

+ 120

+ 68

-222

-,'i34

-805

-33(i

-377

-287

-358

+ 47

+ 68

+ 63

+ 21

+ 6

+ 54

-853

-387

-183

-282

-327

-208

-884

-300

-374

-533

+ 55

+ 97

+ 83

+ 103

+ 108

- 35

-216

-367

-149

-213

-218

-17U

-239

-211

-419

-613

+ 17

+ 105

+ 96

+ 73

+ 72

-128

-229

-330

-141

-190

-201

- 48

+ 103

+ 97

+ 11

- 17

-251

-178

-241

-121

-153

-155

-391

-557

-296

-402

-142

+ 68

+ 57

- 96

-143

-398

-151

-182

-106

-120

-123

-lOii

-143

-130

-242

-292

-243

- 13

- 8

-233

-272

-482

-140

-157

- 89

- 92

- 93

-11(5

-135

-123

-214

-255

-285

- 42

- 34

-268

-312

-545

-134

-132

- 91

- 97

113

120

-198

-177

-274

- 95

-243

-266

-109

- 65

- 61

-135

- 95

-197

- 79

- 90

-183

-192

-328

- 73

- 41

- 45

- 47

- 24

- 92

- 66

- 70

- 83

- 30

(Year, all .lays

Winter, all days ....
,, 4U days

Kquinox, alt days ....
,, 40 days ....

( Summer, all days ....

f Year, all days

,, sunspot maximum .

Winter, all days ....
,, 40 days

sunspot maximum

Equinox, all days ....
,, 40 days ....
,, sunspot maximum

Summer, all days ....
,

, sunspot maximum

Afternoon.

- til

- 31

- 68

- 46

+ IS

+ 73

+ 26

+ 59

+ 81

- 12

+ 31

+ 48

+ 40

+ 90

- 3

+ 41

- 2

+ 45

+ 139

+ 213

+ 102

+ 156

+ 170

+ 86

+ 162

+ 152

+ 229

+ 318

+ 27

+ 76

+ 59

+ 123

+ 180

+ 270

+ 368

+205

+310

+324

+217

+325

+ 276

+387

+503

4.

+ 133

- 19

+ 42

+ 83

+ 128

+ 335

+381

+516

+ 878

+ 486

+ 423

+ 293

+418

+ 374

+572

+ 752

5.

+ 186

+ 24

+ 87

+ 131

+ 158

+ 4U2

+ 540

+ 262

+378

+ 419

+346

+ 479

+ 435

+ 689

+ 765

+ 23

+ 50

+ 134

+ 173

+ 391

+ 382

+ 534

+ 237

+342

+ 386

+ 368

+ 497

+ 486

+541

+ 731

+ 188

+ 9

+ 53

+ 119

+ 150

+ 435

+ 321

+ 452

+ 224

+ 319

+ 388

+314

+414

+ 437

+ 434

+ 530

8.

+ 108

+ 41

+ 46

+ 299

+ 219

+289

+ 166

+ 229

+ 257

+ 20(1

+256

+287

+ 290

+322

+ 4

- 6

+ 29

+ 41

+ 148

+ 135

+ 184

+ 102

+ 133

+ 148

+ 94

+ 109

+ 160

+ 208

+244

+ 19

- 54

-137

+ 37

+ 10

+ 17

+ 9

+ 50

+ 52

+ 60

+ 1

- 25

+ 32

+ 2

- 65

- 63

-107

+ 44

+ 44

+ 147

- 35

- 80

+ 10

+ 12

+ 4

- 63

-151

-117

- 53

-128

+ 21

- 8

+ 62

-127

-218

- 84

-152

-170

-150

-261

-270

-146

-215

Range.

473

200

234

402

485

652

927

483

765

825

570

781

786

1008

1378

Average
departure
from the
mean.

106

44

63

91

105

233

190

265

138

201

222

160

.224

224

274

355
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results from sunspot maximum years for V, when equal weight was allotted to the

individual days.

10. Table IX. gives mean diurnal inequalities for the year and the three seasons

for the northerly component N, the westerly component W, and the inclination I,

based on the whole 209 days.

TABLE IX. Diurnal Inequalities of Northerly and Westerly Components (Unit O'ly)

and of Inclination.

Element.

Hour . . .

Year .

i Winter

Equinox

Summer

\V

Forenoon.

+ 78 +88

+14 +22

+ 108 l + 93

+ 116 +146

I .

Year .

Winter

Equinox

Summer

Year .

Winter

Equinox

Summer

-246 -197

-227 -176

-181 -181

-235

-0-51
]

-0-75

-0-16
|

-0-34

-0-72
]

-0-74

-0-65 -1-17

+ 112

+ 42

+ 157

+ 136

-163

-127

-158

-205

-1-01

-0-59

-1-17

-1-26

+ 76

+ 81

+ 55

+ 94

- 86 -6

+ 60

+ 86

+ 122

- 29

- 31

-107

-120

-1-02

-0-96

-0-70

-1-40

+ 50

- 45

- 24

-1-05

-1-06

-1-16

-0-93

+ 24 - 38 -123

+ 82 + 74 i + 48

+ 86

- 98

- 19

+ 89

- 31

-115

-0-75

-1-09

-0-92

-0-23

+ 27

-212

- 77

-339

- 34 - 83

+ 110 + 76

-48 - 76

-164 I -250

-0-19 +0-53

-1-02
!
-0-74

+ 0-34

+ 0-85

-231

- 30

-227

-436

-'75

+ 52

- 56

-221

+ 1-23

-0-16

+ 1-23

+ 2-62

-299

- 73

-295

-529

+ 2

+ 95

+ 46

-136

-139

-313

-514

+ 113

+ 128

+ 187

+ 23

+ 1-53 +1-53

+ 0-02 +0-I6

+ 1-47

+ 3-08

+ 1-27

+2-85

12.

-285

-147

-292

-413

+ 252

+ 208

+ 323

+ 224

+ 1-11

+ 0-40

+ 0-97

+ 1-95

Element.

N.

Hour

Year . .

Winter .

Equinox

S umiuer

Year . .

Winter .

Equinox

Summer

Afternoon.

-197

-136

-202

-255

Year . .

Winter .

Equinox

Summer

+331

+ 233

+ 420

+ 339

+ 0'5

+0-47

+0-41

+ 1-06

- 77

-136

- 9

+ 372

+ 430

+421

+ 0-14

+ 0-30

+0-25

-0-14

6

- 38

- 45

+ 63

+ 320

+ 212

+ 344

+ 404

+ 0-16

+ 0-39

+0-20

-0-13

+ 63

- 69

+ 19

+240

+244

+ 158

+ 219

+ 355

+0-17

+0-90

+0-26

-0-64

+ 136

o

+ 85

+323

+ 189

+ 86

+ 166

+314

-0-12

+ 0-57

+0-09

-1-02

+ 169

+ 31

+ 128

+347

-r 73

- 22

+ 40

+ 200

-0-16

+ 0-51

+0-13

-1-10

+ 202

+ 30

+ 163

+ 411

- 16

- 66

-124

+ 143

-0-35

+ 0-S6

+ 0-08

1-69

+ 158

+ 18

+ 127

+ 329

-143

-109

-269

- 52

O'll

+ 0-56

+ 0-28

-1-18

+ 128 ! + 79

+ 94

+ 105

+ 21

+ 122

+ 186 + 95

-241

-100

-0-03

+0-26

+0-07

-0-41

-191

-251

- 55

-0-08

+ 0-50

-0-24

-0-49

12.

Average
departure
from the
mean.

+ 118 + 87 524

+ 21 + nil 241

+ 113

+ 220

-236

-281

-215

-211

-0-38

+ 0-45

-0-47

-1-13

+ 76 476

+ 130 940

-190
;

618

-185 554

-175 ! 698

-209 749

131

60

132

236

158

147

181

202

-0-54 2-58 0-5

-0'23
j

1-99 0-53

-0-56 2-64 0-59

-0-82
|

4-77 1-20

I
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These inequalities are not deduced directly from the curve measurements but are

calculated from the corresponding inequalities in D, H, and V through the

relations

AN = AH cos D-HAD sin D,

AW = AH sin D +HAD cos D,

Al = 1 sin 21 (AV/V-AH/H),

where A represents departure from the mean value for the day.

The numerical formulae actually employed, accepting their mean values for D, H,
and V, were

AN = 0-955AH-1-58AD,

AW = 0-298AH+5-08AD,

Al = 0-0278AV-0-0667AH.

In the numerical formulae AD and Al are expressed in terms of 1' as unit, while ly
is the unit for AH, AV, AN and AW.

11. As already explained, there is reason to expect a not inconsiderable pseudo-

element in the diurnal inequalities of individual months. When the number of days
available is large, the most satisfactory way of distinguishing between the normal and

the accidental is to compare results based on two or more independent sets of days

belonging to the same month of the year. But the same object is usually achieved

pretty satisfactorily by comparing results from different months of the same season.

This second method, of course, will break down if the seasonal variation in type is

very great, but that is rather an unlikely contingency in temperate latitudes.

The results for H in Table VI. present irregularities in the successive hourly values

which are obviously of an " accidental" character, but the main features are clearly

not "
accidental." In summer there seems to be only a single maximum and minimum,

the former about 7 p.m., the latter about 10 a.m. In equinox, and still more in

winter, there is evidence of a double oscillation, and in December and January the

forenoon maximum and the evening minimum are apparently the principal ones. A

closely similar difference between summer and winter was described in (A) for the

case of quiet days.

The range of the diurnal inequality in H from the disturbed days bears to that

from quiet days a ratio varying from T26 : 1 to 3 '24 : 1. The mean of the twelve

ratios 2'08 is a little in excess of the corresponding mean 1'95 found in the case of D.

But whereas the average of the monthly ratios for the three seasons was in the case

of D for winter 279, equinox l
-

62, and summer 1 '43, the corresponding figures in

the case of H are winter 2'08, equinox T42, and summer 2'74. The position occupied

by summer is thus exactly reversed in the two cases. The same phenomenon appears,

but in an even more striking way, in the seasonal results in Table IX. for N and W.
In the case of quiet days the range in W bore to that in N a ratio varying from 1'25
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in December (representing winter) to 1'58 in March and in June (respectively repre-

senting equinox and summer). But on disturbed days we see from the figures in

Table IX. that this ratio has risen to 2'30 iu winter and fallen to 0'80 in summer.

The seasonal variation in the shape of vector diagrams the curves illustrating the

diurnal changes in the horizontal components D and H or W and N is thus totally

different for quiet and disturbed days.

12. Taking the year as a whole, the ratio borne by the diurnal inequality range
in W to that in N is only 1'18 on disturbed days as compared to 1'46 on quiet days.

This is due to the fact that the increase in the range of the mean diurnal inequality

as we pass from quiet to disturbed days is 91 per cent, in N as against 54 per cent,

in W. In this instance the change in passing from quiet to disturbed days is in the

same direction as that observed on quiet days when we pass from years of few to

years of many sunspots.

The mean diurnal inequality for the year in N is, on the whole, of the same type

on disturbed and quiet days. The hour of principal maximum, 7 p.m., and principal

minimum, 11 a.m., are the same in the two cases.

There is much more difference of type in the case of W. The principal minimum

appears near midnight on disturbed days as compared with 8 a.m. on quiet days.

The most conspicuous turning point, however, the maximum, occurs in both cases in

the early afternoon, though somewhat later on the disturbed than on the quiet days.

The nature of the differences between quiet and disturbed days can best be followed

by reference to
fig. 2, p. 290.

13. The increase in diurnal inequality range on disturbed days in D and H, though

considerable, is quite overshadowed by that in V. Comparing individual months in

Table VII. with the corresponding monthly data on quiet days ((A), Table XIV.,

p. 363), we find that the range from disturbed days bears to that from quiet days a

ratio whose least value is 2 '20 in October, and whose mean values are 2 "91 for

equinoctial, 4 '05 for summer, and 6 '31 for winter months. The mean of the ratios

from the twelve months, 4 '42, is more than double the corresponding means for D
and H. The size of the disturbance influence appeals to the eye in the V curves in

fig. 2. These show the diurnal inequalities for the whole year and for winter and

summer for both disturbed and quiet days, as well as an inequality derived by

subtracting quiet day hourly values from disturbed day values. This last inequality

may be regarded from one point of view as representing the disturbance element pure

and simple.

It will be observed in Table VIII. that the excess in the inequality range, shown

by the smaller number of more disturbed days, is much more conspicuous in V than

in H. The suuspot maximum years show an even more enhanced inequality range in

V, especially in winter.

14. The type of the diurnal inequality on disturbed days in V, as shown in

Tables VII. and VIII. and in figs.
1 and 2, does not vary much with the season, but

VOL. cox. A. 2 P
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it differs somewhat conspicuously from that observed on quiet days. The principal or

only minimum for the day occurs on disturbed days in the early morning at 4 a.m.

in the inequality for the year but on quiet days it occurs at 11 a.m. or noon. The

difference is most readily grasped by reference to fig. 2.

FiG.2.

H

tZOy

Mid!

Presumably there is a gradual transition in the type of the inequality in V as we

pass from the quietest to the most disturbed of days. It will, in fact, be noticed in

Table VIII. that the negative hourly values near 11 a.m. are numerically larger m

the inequalities derived from all the days than in those derived from the more highly

disturbed days, though earlier in the morning near the time of the minimum ^the

latter are much the larger. This doubtless represents the influence which on days

free from disturbance makes the minimum come at about 11 a.m.
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15. Diurnal inequalities in I were calculated for the individual months of the year,

but Table IX. contains only the seasonal results. Even these leave something to be

desired as regards smoothness. In the mean diurnal inequality for the year in I the

principal maximum occurs at 10 a.m. as in the case of quiet days, but the principal

minimum is found at 5 a.m., instead of 7 p.m. as on quiet days. The range in the

mean inequality for the year bears to the corresponding range from quiet days the

ratio 1'82 : 1, which is a little less than the corresponding values for D and H.

In all the elements disturbance is thus associated with a marked increase in the

range of the diurnal inequality. The same phenomenon was described recently* at

the "Discovery's" Winter Quarters in latitude 77 51' S., where the omission of

47 per cent, of the days, retaining only those of lesser disturbance, reduced the range

of the mean diurnal inequality for the year in D by about 25 per cent. Some stations

are much more disturbed than others, thus diurnal inequalities got out from any
choice of days answer to different amounts of disturbance at different stations. The

irregular movements presented by the average day's curves in high latitudes are such

that their appearance in a Kew curve would inevitably lead to its inclusion amongst
the highly disturbed. It is thus a question what is the real significance of the very

large amplitude seen in the diurnal inequality at such a highly disturbed station as

the "
Discovery's

" Winter Quarters. What would the amplitude of the inequality be

in such a case if we had a large number of year's data at our disposal and retained

only those for the quietest day of each month ?

16. If all days were quiet and alike, and if the daily maximum and minimum

happened to occur at exact hours G.M.T., then the inequality range would equal the

absolute range. The interval of time between the daily maximum or minimum and

the nearest hour cannot exceed 30 minutes. If the diurnal inequality could be

represented by a simple wave of 24-hour period, 30 minutes of time would answer to

a change of 7'5 in the phase angle, and the largest hourly value could not be less

than 0'99 of the true maximum.

Most diurnal inequalities are of a considerably more composite character, but sharp

peaked forms are rare, thus non-coincidence in time of either maximum or minimum

with an exact hour is unlikely to reduce the range derived from hourly readings by
more than 3 or 4 per cent. Even on the quietest day, however, magnetic curves

exhibit small irregularities, and the times of maximum and minimum vary from day
to day. Thus the absolute range presents a limit which the inequality range

may theoretically attain to, but which it is practically certain to fall considerably

short of.

Passing from quiet to disturbed days, we may expect a large reduction in the ratio

borne by the inequality range to the mean absolute range, and this for several reasons.

On highly disturbed days sharp peaks are not uncommon, and the maximum and

* National Antarctic Expedition, 1901-1904, "Magnetic Observations," p. 102.

2 P 2
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minimum for the day thus often differ much from the largest and smallest hourly values.

Then disturbed day phenomena are often in the highest degree irregular, and it is

thus natural to expect a much greater variability in the times of maximum and

minimum. The more variable these times, and the more variable the type ol

disturbance, the smaller will the ratio of the inequality range to the absolute range

tend to be. It thus appeared desirable to calculate the values of the ratio for the

disturbed days in the several elements, and to compare them with the only corre-

sponding quiet and ordinary day data available, those for D. This comparison is

effected in Table X. It contains two sets of values. The first set represents the

arithmetic mean values of the ratio (inequality range/absolute range) calculated for

the 12 months individually. The second set was derived from the seasonal diurnal

inequalities and the corresponding mean absolute ranges.

TABLE X. Values of (Inequality Range -f- Absolute Range).
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As might have been anticipated, the largest ratio in Table X. is for the quiet day
D results ; and there is a substantial reduction in passing even to the ordinary days.

The most remarkable feature of the table is the large size of the ratio in the case of

V. The winter values for this element actually exceed the winter value for D on

ordinary days. Another important result is the large size of the value for H in

summer.

Comparing the results obtained for V from all disturbed days, from 10 days a

month, and from sunspot maximum years, we see that the inequality range increases

in all cases with the absolute range, and is roughly proportional to it.

17. In comparing diurnal inequalities attention is often directed almost entirely

to the amplitude of the range. This gives, however, rather a one-sided view. The

value of a particular element may differ very little from the mean throughout the

greater part of the 24 hours, the changes to and from the mean being practically all

concentrated in a few hours. A second element may pass rapidly from a value near

the maximum to a value near the minimum and conversely, retaining throughout the

greater part of the 24 hours values remote from the mean. The curves representing

TABLE XI. Values of (Average Departure -r Diurnal Inequality Range).
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the inequality would be very peaked in one case and very flat topped in the other.

If the range was the same in the two inequalities, the curves would represent the

action of forces having the same maximum but widely different mean values, and

from some points of view the mean value may possess more importance than the

maximum. This is the chief reason for recording in the inequality tables the average

of the 24 hourly departures from the mean for the day. In previous papers I have

usually recorded not the average departure but the sum of the 24 hourly differences

from the mean. The one result is, of course, immediately derivable from the other.

Table XL gives particulars of the ratio borne by the average departure from the

mean to the inequality range. There are two sets of data as in Table X., the first

representing arithmetic means of the ratios calculated for the 12 months of the year

individually, the second the corresponding values for the seasonal inequalities. For

the sake of comparison, results are given for quiet as well as for disturbed days. In

the case of D and V the ratio is decidedly higher for the disturbed than for the quiet

days. In other words, a comparison based on the range alone would underestimate

the forces producing the diurnal inequality on disturbed days, as compared to the

corresponding forces on quiet days. In the case of I and H there is little, if any,

difference as regards the ratio between quiet and disturbed days. The differences

between the values of the ratio answering to all the disturbed days and to the smaller

number of more highly disturbed days are too small to rely on.

Fourier Coefficients.

18. A diurnal inequality may be analysed in a Fourier series, taking either of the

equivalent forms

<*! cos t + bl sin t+ a2 cos 2t + l>2 sin 2t+ ...
,

Cj sin
(t + a^ + Cg sin (2t + a2)+ ...

,

where t denotes time reckoned from a.m., 15 being taken as the equivalent of

one hour.

The natural order is to calculate the a and b constants from the hourly inequality

values, and then derive the c (amplitude) and a (phase angle) constants from the

formula

tan aB
= an/bn> cn = an/sin

= 6B/cos an .

Physical interest attaches mainly to the c and a constants, and especially to those

of the first two terms, which represent the 24-hour and 12-hour "waves."

In the present case there is inevitably an appreciable "accidental" element in the

values obtained for individual months, especially in the case of the 8-hour and 6-hour

waves, to say nothing, of course, of higher terms which we shall leave out of account.

To economise space, the values of the a and b constants are not given here, and values

of c and a for individual months are limited to the 24- and 12-hour waves. These are
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given for H, V, and I in Table XII. Arithmetical means from the 12 monthly values

obtained for the c constants, and the values derived for the c and a constants from

the yearly and seasonal diurnal inequalities are given in Table XIII., p. 296. This

includes the 8- and 6-, as well as the 24- and 12-hour waves. For the c constants the

unit is ly for H and V, and 1' for I.

TABLE XII. Fourier Coefficients, Amplitudes, and Phase Angles.
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inequalities derived from the 10 days a month of largest absolute range and from the

days of the four sunspot maximum years. Of these the c and a constants are given in

Table XIII. , alongside the constants derived from all the disturbed days. Arithmetic

TABLE XIII. Fourier Coefficients, Amplitudes, and Phase Angles.
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where the phase angle varies largely with the season of the year, the arithmetic mean

value gives the better idea of the mean amplitude of the forces to which the Fourier
" wave

"
in question is due. A very close accordance between the two sets of values

indicates that the phase angle is nearly constant throughout the year, with the

possible exception of months in which the " wave
"

in question is relatively small.

Another pretty safe inference in such a case is that the monthly values have not

suffered seriously from defects in the observational data.

With the exception of Cj in H and I, the arithmetic mean and the yearly inequality

values for ct and cs in Table XIII. differ but little. There seems to be a considerable

seasonal variation in a
:
in H and I, but c^ is so small in some winter months that

more than usual uncertainty attaches to the values for a^ at this season. The

difference between the arithmetic mean and yearly inequality values for cs and c4 is

more conspicuous, and probably reflects uncertainty in the monthly data rather than

true seasonal variability in the phase angles. There is, in fact, indication of but a

small seasonal variation in the values obtained for a3 and 4 in the case of H.

The values obtained for c^ and c.2 in V from the smaller number of more highly

disturbed days are much larger than those derived from all the disturbed days.

There is, however, no such enhancement in the winter value of c^ in H, and the

results for c3 and c4 are in this respect somewhat conflicting in all the elements. The

8- and 6-hour waves may in reality be but little influenced by disturbance. Another

possible explanation, however, is that the greater irregularities existing in the data

from the smaller number of days tended to neutralise the increased amplitude of

disturbance. It is the latter explanation presumably that applies to the winter value

of <?! in H.

21. Table XIV. gives the ratios borne by the amplitudes of the 12-, 8-, and

6-hour waves to that of the 24-hour wave. Older results for D are included. In D
and I the disturbed day results are based on the total number of disturbed days. The

relative importance of the shorter period waves tends to diminish on disturbed days,

especially in V. The 12-hour term in H presents, however, rather a marked exception

to this rule, and the same is true to a lesser extent in I.

The great reduction in the relative importance of the shorter period waves in V
arises from the enormous influence of disturbance in increasing the amplitude of the

24-hour wave in that element. If we calculate the ratio which the amplitude of the

24-hour wave from all disturbed days in the mean diurnal inequality for the year

bears to the corresponding amplitude from quiet days, we find it to be 2 '18 in D,

1-59 in I, and 1-52 in H, but 5 "25 in V.

Large as is the value of ct in V derived from all the disturbed days, it is exceeded

by 40 per cent, by the corresponding value derived from the sunspot maximum

years.

It would be interesting to know the corresponding sunspot effect on quiet days,

but this unfortunately was not determined in (A).

VOL, COX, A, 2 Q
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TABLE XIV. Ratios Borne by the Amplitudes of the 12-, 8-, and 6-hour Fourier

Waves to that of the 24-hour Wave.
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differences between the seasonal results for example, the difference between the

winter and other seasonal results under a t in H are to be regarded with some

suspicion. But there are several reasons for not expecting a very close agreement.

If we compare the phase angles in Table XIII., which are derived from all the

disturbed days, with those derived from the smaller number of more highly disturbed

days, or with those derived from sunspot maximum years, we find a difference which

is generally in the direction suggesting that the departure from the value of the

phase angle characteristic of quiet days is greater the more disturbed the conditions.

For instance, c^ in V is at all seasons much larger for disturbed than for quiet days,

and in Table XIII. the value of ax derived from the whole body of disturbed days is

invariably the least. Thus, even if there were no true seasonal variation in the

difference between the phase angles characteristic of quiet days and of days possessing

a standard amount of disturbance, we should expect some seasonal variation to appear

in Table XV. through seasonal fluctuation in the amount of disturbance. Finally,

quiet day phase angles do show more or less seasonal variation, and there is no

obvious reason why such seasonal variation should be identical for days of standard

disturbance.

Comment was passed in (C) on the great increase in
a
in D through disturbance,

representing on the average an advance of over two hours in time. The corresponding

change in V is, however, an advance of over four hours. The corresponding change
in I is retrograde and roughly equal to that in D. The winter results for j

in H had

better be regarded as unreliable. At the other seasons j
in H shows an advance of

time, though considerably less than in D. The influence of disturbance on a2 , 3 ,
and

4 ,
when regarded from the point of view of the equivalent in time, is in general

relatively small, and is decidedly less in I, H, and V than in U. The differences

between the disturbed and quiet day values of a3 and a4 in the three former elements

are in fact generally less than one would have anticipated even on the hypothesis that

the phase angles are really unaffected by disturbance. -

Force Vector of Diurnal Inequality.

23. The departure of the magnetic elements from their mean value for the day

may be regarded as due to a disturbing force of constantly varying intensity and

direction. Table XVI. gives particulars of the direction and intensity of this force at

each hour of the day for the year as a whole. Analogous results could, of course, be

derived from the diurnal inequalities for individual months or seasons of the year.

<j)
denotes the angle which the vertical plane containing the resultant force makes

with the vertical plane through the geographical meridian, measured from north to

east. 6 denotes the inclination of the resultant force or vector to the vertical,

measured from the nadir. The force on the north pole of a magnet is thus directed

below or above the horizontal plane according as 6 is less or greater than 90.

II denotes the intensity of the resultant force or vector, p its component in the

2 Q 2
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TABLE XVI. Co-ordinates of Diurnal Inequality Force Vector.

Hour.
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24 hours. 4 at 9 p.m. is, of course, 364 relatively to 356 at 8 p.m. The curve, as

viewed by an observer looking down on the horizontal plane, is described in the

direction of the hands of a watch. The motion is also in the direction of the hands

of a watch on disturbed days throughout the greater part of the day, but it is

distinctly retrograde for some hours after midnight. In the d q column there is an

apparent discontinuity in the value of
(f>

between 4 and 5 a.m. This really means

that p vanishes and the curve crosses the geographical meridian.

The disturbed-day vector is in advance of the quiet-day vector at most hours of the

day. They are, however, practically coincident at noon and remain close together

until 6 p.m.

25. On quiet days 6 increases from a minimum at 5 p.m. until at least 2 or 3 a.m.,

and then remains nearly constant until 7 a.m. The rise to the maximum at 11 a.m.

and subsequent fall are rapid. The vector is directed above ground only from 8 a.m.

to 2 p.m. The total range in 6 is 75, from 45 below to 30 above the horizon.

On disturbed days the range of 6 is much wider, being from 64 below to 82 above

the horizon, or in all 146; the rise from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m., and the fall from 6 a.m. to

6 p.m., are continuous.

The mean values of 6 for the q, d, and d q columns respectively are 82, 99, and

94, so that the mean position is about as much above the horizon on disturbed days
as it is below it on quiet days.

26. The absolutely largest and smallest values of p and R in Table XVI. are in

heavy type. The disturbed day value of p is larger than the quiet day value except
from 5 a.m. to 8 a.m. On neither type of day is there much variation of p between

5 p.m. and 3 a.m. On quiet days, owing to the comparatively small influence of V,

the value of II is usually but little larger than that of p ;
both quantities have a

maximum at 1 p.m. and a minimum at 2 a.m. On disturbed days R is usually

considerably larger than p, and has its maximum 3 hours and its minimum 1 hour

later. The disturbed day value of R is always larger than the quiet-day value.

27. If we regard 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. as "
day," and ascribe half the sum of the values

at these two hours to "day" and half to "night," we obtain the following mean
values for p and R, employing q, d, and d q in the same sense as before :

TABLE XVII. Comparison of Day and Night Values of Diurnal Inequality Vector.
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The great reduction in the difference between day and night as we pass from quiet

to disturbed days seems noteworthy. The accordance between day and night in the

d q columns is remarkable.

28. When dealing with the phenomena at a single station, the vertical is probably
the most convenient initial line. If, however, we wished to compare results at stations

in different latitudes, it would probably be found more convenient to define the

resultant force vector by the intensity R which is, of course, the same for all

co-ordinate systems the angle $ which R makes with the earth's axis, and the angle ^
which a plane parallel to the earth's axis and containing R makes with the meridian

plane.

If X denote the latitude of the station, and 6 and
<f>

have their previous meanings,
and if P and Q denote the components of II in the meridian plane, respectively parallel

and perpendicular to the earth's axis, then

P = R (sin X cos cos X sin 6 cos
</>),

Q = R (cos X cos #+sin X sin 9 cos <).

The positive direction of P is here taken from the North to the South Pole, and

the positive direction of Q towards the earth's axis. The third rectangular co-ordinate

of R is AE (or -AW), i.e., R sin 6 sin <.

The relations connecting i/;
and

-%
with 6 and

<f>
are

ijj
= cos"

1

(sin X cos 8 cos X sin 9 cos <),

X = cot""
1

(cos X cot 6 cosec ( + sin X cot
</>).

At Kew, where X = 51 28' 6", these become

ty
= cos"

1

(782 cos #--623 sin 9 cos <),

x = cot'
1

("623 cot 9 cosec < + 782 cot <).

Comparison of Diurnal Inequalities at Different Stations.

29. The results arrived at in this and my previous papers suggest a number of

considerations relating to the tabulation and interpretation of magnetic curves. Some

stations in deriving diurnal inequalities limit themselves to a selection of the quieter

days. There may be only five of these a mouth, as at Kew and Falmouth, or 10, as

at the stations of the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey. Other stations derive diurnal

inequalities from all days, excepting as a rule those specially disturbed. A few

stations, e.g., Greenwich and Pawlowsk, publish regularly inequalities of two kinds,

viz., from quiet days alone the Pawlowsk quiet days are usually only two or three

a month and from all but highly disturbed days. At some stations the curves, even

those from quiet days, are systematically smoothed ; at others mean hourly values are
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obtained instrumentally, and there are some, I believe, where smoothing of any kind

is exceptional or non-existent. The diurnal inequality data being published at present

are thus not comparable, while it is desirable that really parallel data should be

available for the use of those who wish to study the general laws or to find a physical

explanation of the phenomena.

The best means of securing more homogeneity may depend on the true nature of

the difference between days of different types. Limiting our view for a moment to a

particular season of a particular year, our researches show that there is no such thing

as a single unique type of diurnal inequality. The simplest case now conceivable is

that there are two extreme types, the one asymptotic for quiet days, the other for

highly disturbed days. As regards the second hypothetical type, there are several

conceivable possibilities. The inequality seen on quiet days may exist equally on

disturbed days, being simply supplemented by an inequality not present on ideally

quiet days. On the other hand, the inequality seen on quiet days may be replaced

to a greater or less extent by a different type of inequality on disturbed days, being

wholly unrepresented on the ideal infinitely disturbed day. In either case there is

the possibility that the difference in the phenomena on quiet and disturbed days is

due not to any real difference in the forces to which the diurnal inequality is ultimately

due, but to a difference of condition in the medium where the forces act.

If the forces which produce the diurnal inequality on quiet days act and produce
the same effect on disturbed days, then the type to which highly disturbed days

show an asymptotic approach might be regarded as resulting from the direct super-

position of the ideally quiet day inequality and of an inequality which represents

disturbance pure and simple. The ideally quiet day inequality would then enter into

the inequality derived from any group of disturbed days, and by subtracting the

ideal quiet day inequality we should obtain an inequality representing disturbance

alone. It would not be really necessary to know the ideal quiet day inequality, as it

would be eliminated by subtracting from one another the inequalities derived from

any two groups of days which represent different intensities of disturbance. If we

then had three groups of days A, B, and C, of which A included the most quiet and

C the most disturbed days, the inequalities B A, C B, and C A would be of the

same type, but would differ in range. The range in such a difference inequality

would, in short, be a measure of the difference in the scale of disturbance.

30. A serious complication in the way of direct appeal to observation arises from

the sunspot influence. As was shown fully in (A), there is a difference between the

diurnal inequalities derived from quiet days in years of sunspot maximum and

minimum, which is not represented by mere change of amplitude. This may mean

that so-called quiet days are not ideally quiet, and that in years of many and in years

of few sunspots they are unequally affected by the residual disturbance attaching to

them. This, however, is pure conjecture. The disturbed days dealt with in (C) and

the present paper are taken from years of very varying sunspot frequency.
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They were selected in a somewhat arbitrary way, and many more were taken from

some years (e.g.,
1892 and 1896) than from others (1890, 1893, and 1900). They are

also in all probability not equally representative of the different seasons of the year.

It is thus impossible to say what the exact significance is of the difference in type
which is not very striking between the disturbed --

quiet and the ordinary ~*~
quiet

day inequalities of declination shown in (C), fig. 3.

31. The V difference curves in
fig.

2 of the present paper are of a very suggestive

character. Anyone, I think, looking at the three sets of V curves in this figure, if

knowing only that two were fundamental and one derived, would naturally select the

quiet day and the difference curves as the fundamental ones. The quiet day curve

has for its essential features the deep depression about noon, the late forenoon fall,

the early afternoon recovery. The difference curve has for its essential features the

early morning minimum, the smooth rise to the afternoon maximum, and the smooth

evening fall. The disturbed day curve seems to represent a struggle, only partially

successful, to throw off the midday depression and to approach an ideal represented

by the difference curve.

The difference in type between disturbed and quiet day curves seems much less in

H and N than in V or W. There may conceivably be directions in space at each

station, the components along which of the diurnal force system are unaffected in type

by disturbance. If such directions exist, their discovery and utilisation might lead

to valuable results.

32. A conclusion to which my investigations point is that, if circumstances allow,

much knowledge might be gained by dividing the days at each station into, say,

three not overlapping groups, one representing quiet days, one highly disturbed days,

and the third intermediate days, diurnal inequalities being formed from these groups

separately. With our present knowledge there is no means of securing that the

choice of the different groups will lead to equality in the degree of disturbance in the

same month at different stations, or at the same station in different months. Any
very complicated system of selection would be pretty certain to break down. The

best plan, until further knowledge is gained, would probably be to specify a given

number of days for each of the extreme groups. Judging by the international

results, already referred to, the choice in the case of quiet days would lie between

5 and 10 days a month. In most months there are at least 10 moderately quiet days
at stations in temperate latitudes, and if the first group were limited to 5 days it

would mean including in Group B (intermediate days) a number of days more

appropriate to Group A. On the other hand, it is often difficult in high latitudes to

get even 5 moderately quiet days a month, and to get 10 is difficult in some months

even in temperate latitudes. Then some stations may be willing to tabulate 5 but

not as many as 10 days a month, and it would be a pity to lose their co-operation

entirely.

For the Group C of highly disturbed days, 5 promises to be the best number.
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Tliis would make the standard of disturbance lower than in the present paper, and

lower than the average interpretation of the international scale
"
2." If, however,

only 1 or 2 days were taken from each month, a very large number of years' data

would have to accumulate before anything like a reasonably smooth diurnal inequality

could be deduced for individual month's of the year, and this even when years of

many and years of few sunspots were grouped indiscriminately. Taking even as

many as 5 days a month, it would probably be necessary to combine all the months

of one season to derive moderately smooth inequalities from the data of one year.

But the accumulated data of an 11 -year period would probably suffice to give

tolerably smooth results for individual months, treating years of many and of few

sunspots separately.

In some months, no doubt, to get as many as 5 days, one would have to include

days which did not attain to any very high standard of disturbance, but it must be

remembered that many of the days which are classed
"

1
"

on the international

scale are so nearly of standard "
2

"
that considerable divergence of view as to

their classification may exist even at stations so near together as Greenwich

and Kew.

33. In connection with highly disturbed days, there is the difficulty that

disturbance occasionally leads to loss of trace, and at some stations this is rather a

frequent occurrence. To show clearly the smaller movements on quiet and ordinary

days a high degree of sensitiveness is desirable, and this is hardly compatible

with including in the width of the photographic sheet the range of the largest

disturbances. To obviate this, the magnets in some magnetographs carry more than

one mirror, so that when the light from one gets beyond the edge of the photographic-

sheet, light from another may remain on. This, however, intixxluces some compli-

cation, and at times of large rapidly oscillatory disturbance confusion may be

introduced. A better plan, if financial conditions allow, is to have two magneto-

graphs, one sufficiently insensitive to preclude loss of trace under any contingency
that can be reasonably anticipated.

34. In the case of highly disturbed curves, I do not think that ordinary smoothing

by hand is at all likely to prove satisfactory. An hourly mean derived from the area

between the curve and base line and the limiting ordinates may be more satisfactory,

but during rapidly oscillating disturbances this would be a difficult method to apply.
In the case of the "

Discovery
"
Antarctic curves, ordiuates were measured at the hour

and at 20 minutes before and after, and the mean of the three accepted. With the

aid of a suitable scale this proved a comparatively short process, and it unquestionably

produced a remarkable, smoothing of the results. By adopting some similar method

it would be possible to obtain fairly smooth inequalities from a comparatively small

number of disturbed days. I hope the opportunity may be found at Kew to ascertain

the effect, if any, of the smoothing process adopted there in the case of ordinary day
curves.

VOL. ccx. A. 2 R
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1. INTRODUCTION. 1
-

0. The object of this paper is to develop methods whereby
the differential equations of physics may be applied more freely than hitherto in the

approximate form of difference equations to problems concerning irregular bodies.

Though very different in method, it is in purpose a continuation of a former paper

by the author, on a " Freehand Graphic Way of Determining Stream Lines and

Equipotentials
"

('Phil. Mag.,' February, 1908; also
'

Proc. Physical Soc.,' London,

vol. xxi.). And all that was there said, as to the need for new methods, may be taken

to apply here also. In brief, analytical methods are the foundation of the whole

subject, and in practice they are the most accurate when they will work, but in the

integration of partial equations, with reference to irregular-shaped boundaries, their

field of application is very limited.

Both for engineering and for many of the less exact sciences, such as biology, there

is a demand for rapid methods, easy to be understood and applicable to unusual

equations and irregular bodies. If they can be accurate, so much the better ;
but

1 per cent, would suffice for many purposes. It is hoped that the methods put
forward in this paper will help to supply this demand.

The equations considered in any detail are only a few of the commoner ones

occurring in physical mathematics, namely : LAPLACE'S equation V2

</>
=

; the

oscillation equations (V
2

+F)< = and (V
4-&4

)<
= 0; and the equation V4

^.
= 0.

But the methods employed are not limited to these equations.

The Number of Independent Variables. In the examples treated in the paper this

never exceeds two. The extension to three variables is, however, perfectly obvious.

One has only to let the third variable be represented by the number of the. page of a

book of tracing paper. The operators are extended quite simply, and the same

VOL. CCX. A 467. 2 R 2 24.5.10
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methods of successive approximation apply. But, of course, the labour would be

greatly increased.

I'l. Finite differences have, in themselves, but little importance to the student of

matter and ether. They are here regarded simply as a makeshift for infinitesimals ;

and the understanding is always that we will eventually make the differences so

small that the errors due to their finite size will be less than the errors of experiment

or practical working, and may therefore be disregarded. That it is possible to make

them small enough without much labour is illustrated by examples given hereafter.

In consequence of this point of view, the notation employed for finite differences is

very similar to that for infinitesimal differences. Thus d and 3 are differential

operators, while 8 and $ are the corresponding finite difference operators. The oft-

3
2

3
2

3
2

occurring symbol V
2 = -

2
+

^-^
+ 2

is represented in finite differences by ^
2

.

The differences employed are
"
central differences," that is to say, they are

considered as existing at the centre of the group of co-ordinate points from which

they are derived. In this respect the notation differs from that used and defended

by BOOLE
('
Calculus of Finite Differences,' Art. 14), in which An

x is considered to

exist at one end of the set of n+l quantities which contribute to its value. The

differencing operator 8 and SHEPPARD'S* averager /A are defined by

Bf(x) =f(x +&)-f(x-W ........ (1),

........ (2),

where li is the co-ordinate difference. SHEPPARD shows that
/JL, 8, and d combine with

one another according to the ordinary rules of algebra.

In this paper the differential coefficient d"f(x)/dx" will be approximately represented
when u is even by h~n

.B*f.(x) at the tabular points, and by h~ n

.p.b
n

f(x) half-way
between the tabular points. That is to say, these difference ratios are taken in place

of the differential coefficients, and the error caused by so doing is left for consideration

until after the difference equation has been solved. When n is odd, the symbolic

expressions given above for d*f(x)/dai? at tabular and at half-way points are simply

interchanged. The representation is closer when the averager p need not be intro-

duced. Partial differential coefficients are represented by the difference ratios found by

performing the above operations with
p.

and 8 for each independent variable in turn.

It will be convenient to have the representation of some of the commonest differential

coefficients set forth explicitly.

Let
(j>
be a function of x and y, and let lines be ruled on the plane xy parallel to

the axes at equal distances h, of x and y, so as to divide the surface into a number of

equal squares each of side h units. Let the arithmetical value of < at the centre

point of each square be written down in the square, forming a table of double entry.

* W. F. SHEPPARD,
" Central-Difference Formula,"

' Proc. Lond. Math. Soc.,' vol. xxxi., p. 460.
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Let {01), (23), &c., for example, represent these numerical values at the co-ordinate

points x = 0, y = h; x = 2h, y = 3h, &c., reckoned from the centre of an

arbitrarily chosen square as origin. Then at any tabular point 0,

B

/~
will be represented by p. |

= -L
{(10)-(TO)}

Thus /i
2

^
2/ is the sum of the four nearest neighbours minus four times the value

at the point considered.

and ^ -

.Halfway between two tabular points, say at
|-,

'

|
will be represented by |^

= i
{(10)-(00)}.

In the centre of four tabular values, e.g., at
|-, J

will be represented by =
{(11) + (00)-(01)-(10)}.

A point at which the difference equation obtaining throughout the body has to be

satisfied will be called a body-point. There must be enough known values of the

integral (f>
on the boundary side of any body-point to make the said difference

equation completely determinate. Thus for ^
2 there must be at least one layer of

points with known values of < on all sides of any body-point, for ^
4 at least two

layers. It will be seen in 4 that at re-entrant angles a point may have sufficient

known values outside it and yet not be a body-point, because the body-equation Is

not to be satisfied there. A point at which the body-equation is not satisfied, but at
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which there is a value of
<f>

which enters into the system of body-equations by way of

the boundary-conditions will be called a boundary-point.

The values of any function of position at these two classes of- points will be

distinguished as body values and boundary values, or synonymously as body-numbers

and boundary-numbers.

Problems are divided into two main classes according as the integral can or cannot

be stepped out from a part of the boundary. They are discussed in 2 and 3

respectively.

1'2. Errors due to Finite Differences. Having solved an equation using the

simple expressions of I'l for the differential coefficients, it remains to enquire how

much in error the integral may be. A rule of apparently universal application is to

take smaller co-ordinate differences and repeat the integration ; and, if necessary,

extrapolate in the manner explained below.

It is known* that when central differences are used, the expansions of the differential

coefficients of a function in terms of its differences contain only alternate powers of

the co-ordinate difference h. The same is true for partial differential coefficients and

for products of differential coefficients. Consequently the error of the representation

of any differential expression by central differences is of the form A2F2 (x, y, z)

-f/t'F, (x, y, z}+ terms in higher powers of h2
,
where F2 ,

F4 , &c., are independent of A.t

Next, as to the error of the finite-difference-integral <. This is the infinitesimal

integral of a differential equation having the error h*Fi (x,y,z)+h
fFt (xi yt z)+ i

&e.

Let P be the integral of the correct differential equation. Then, if we write

< (x > V> z
)
= V

(
x

, y> z
)
+m$i (

x
, y> z

)
+m^ K

> 2/>
z
)
+ terms

in higher powers of in. it follows that a differential expression of any order and degree
for

(f>
differs from the corresponding one for P by

m x (a function of the differential coefficients of 9 and of t/j)+ terms in ma
,
m3

, &c.,

provided only that m is independent of the co-ordinates. Now. identifying m with A2
,

it follows that : the errors of the integral and of any differential expressions derived

from it, due to using the simple central differences of I'l instead of differential

coefficients, are of the form

h% (x, y, z) +h% (x, y,z) +h% (x, y,z) + ,&c.

Consequently, if the equation be integrated for several different values of h,

extrapolation on the supposition that the error is of this form will give numbers very
close to the infinitesimal integral. When h is small enough the error is simply

* W. F. SHEPPARD, "Central-Difference Formulas," 'Proc. Lond. Math. Soc.,' vol. xxxi. (1899).

[t Note culded January 21, 1910. It is assumed that the co-ordinate axes in the tables which are

compared are parallel, for the error at a fixed point and for a fixed value of h may depend on the direction

of the axes.]
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proportional to ha
. Peculiarities present themselves on the boundary, but it is easy

to see that errors will be of the form hafa+h'f4+ , &c., provided that in passing from

one table to another each part is either kept infinitesimally correct, or else is worked

by differences whose size in the one table bears a constant ratio to that in the other.

An extrapolation can only be made where the tabular points of the several tables

coincide with one another. It is conceivable that in the future some method

will be found of defining a continuous function in terms of the discrete body and

boundary values, so that this continuous function shall have an error of the form

hafa (x) y,z)+h
i

fi(x) yi z)+, &c., everywhere. Extrapolation would then be possible

everywhere.

An excellent illustration is afforded by Lord RAYLEIGH'S account of the vibration of

a stretched string of beads
(' Sound,' vol. I., 121). He gives the frequency of the

fundamental for the same mass per unit length concentrated in various numbers

of beads. This is reproduced below in the table. The co-ordinate difference h is

inversely as one plus the number of beads, not counting beads at the fixed ends.

Number of free beads + one . .
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W. F. SHEPPARD,
" A Method for Extending the Accuracy of Mathematical Tables,"

' Proc. Lond.

Math. Soc.,' XXXI.

KARL HEUN,
" Neue methode zur approximativen Integration der Differentialgleichungen einer

unabhiingigen Verariderlichen,"
'

Zeitschrift Math. u. Phys.,' No. 45, 1900.

WILHELM KTJTTA,
"
Beitrag zur niiherungsweisen Integration totaler Differentialgleichen,"

' Zeit-

schrift Math. u. Phys.,' No. 46, 1901.

Further RICHARD GANZ, in a paper
" tlber die numerische Auflosung von partiellen Differential-

gleichungen,"
' Zeitschrift Math. u. Phys.,' No. 48, 1903, has extended the methods of RUNGE, HEUH, and

KUTTA to partial equations of the type considered in this section. Those of the first order he turns into

theform
a< ,/ a<A^ = F

(x, y, <#>, jF),OK oy I

and starting from a boundary, where
<J>

is a given function of y, he expands this function as a power series

of y and integrates step by step in the x direction. The results he gives are of remarkable accuracy.

It is less accurate, but simpler, to work entirely by arithmetic in the manner illustrated in 2 2 below.

2'L* A simple Process and its Possibility. For ordinary equations the necessary

and sufficient condition is that, for an wth order equation, the integral and all its first

n\ differential coefficients should he given at the boundary. This is almost obvious

at first sight. The complications in the following arise entirely from having to attend

to the correct centering of the differences an important thing in practice. Let the

equation be

Then if all the quantities of which y is a function are given at x = x
,
we can

calculate dn

<f>/dx" at x . Now, representing differentials by simple central differences,

draw up a table in columns. The subscripts denote distance from x .

x.

(S
f
/,)u (8^)

.TO + ~2h
<j,.,h

Each difference is centred at values of x halfway between those for the difference

of next lower order. Then, beginning with S"<, each difference is added to the one of

next lower order and the sum written down in the column of the lower order one, a

step h after it. This process gives a table with a diagonal boundary. The next

value of S"( is found from the difference equation and the process is repeated. The

difference equation is satisfied at those values of x where the highest difference is

tabulated. These processes involve moving certain differences through a step of ^h,

at the start and when satisfying the difference equation. Except for 8" and 8""
1
this

is done by (8
r

<) l/2A
=

(S
r

<) + |7i, (S
r+1

<) . Note that this is a central formula with

respect to the step ^h to +%h. For S""
1 and 8" the motion of %h is accomplished by

* Revised April 20, 1910
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writing algebraic symbols for the unknown values of 8"^ and 8" *< and finding them

from S S""
1

^ = S"<, and from the given difference equation simultaneously. On the

other hand if any of the first (n 1) differential coefficients are unknown at xu the

summation from column to column across the table cannot be carried out, and so the

step method is impossible. The conditions for stepwise integration of partial equations

are not so simple and require investigation.

2 '2. As an example of stepwise integration, let us take the equation for diffusion

in a tube, o-3
2

</3,
2 = 3</3. In the first place, if

<f>
= F (x, t)

is a solution of

3
2

(/3.x
2 =

3(/>/3<,
then

<f>
= F (ax, aV<) is a solution of the given equation. So we

need only concern ourselves with 3
2

</3.
a =

d<f)/dt,
and the results will apply to bodies

of any linear dimensions and any uniform diffusivity. Let us suppose the boundary
conditions are :

(f>
= when x =

|-
for all values of t ; <j>

= 1 for all values of x when

t = ; in fact the familiar case of a uniformly heated slab, the faces of which are

suddenly cooled. The method of this example is so simple that it can hardly be

novel. It is introduced to show how easy it sometimes is to obtain approximate

integrals by arithmetic of equations usually treated by complex analysis. We draw

up a table with a row for each O'l of x and a column at every O'OOl of t. (The reason

for making the time step small will appear later, 3'2'1.) The given boundary values

are next inserted.

TABLE I.
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method gives a fair general view of the temperature corresponding to a given time and

position, and it can, of course, be employed with equal facility when the boundary

temperatures vary in almost any assigned manner, including cases that would be

difficult or impossible by the Fourier method.

3. It frequently happens that the integral can only be determined with reference

to the boundary as a whole, as, for example, in the calculation of the electrostatic

potential at all points of a region when its value is given over the conducting
boundaries. Here the differential equation is of the second order, and the first space

rates of its integral are not given on the boundary, so that the step-method is

inapplicable. The following 3 contains an account of two methods for solving

problems of the type indicated.

3'0. The Determinate Nature of the Problem. Let there be n body-points and

.9 boundary-points in the region considered. Then the differential equation, to be

satisfied in the body, is approximately represented at any body-point by an algebraic

equation connecting the body value there with the surrounding values. This algebraic

equation will be of the first, second, or higher degree, according as the differential

equation is of the first, second, or higher degree in the function of position and its

differentials. Forming this equation at every body-point, we have a system of

n simultaneous integral equations between s + n unknowns. To make the problem

determinate, the boundary conditions must therefore supply s independent relations,

involving the boundary values. The rules governing the

arrangement of these s boundary equations, so as best to TABLE II.

represent the given infinitesimal boundary conditions, have

not yet been elaborated. In certain cases a choice of ways is

open, as in the following example : Let the body equation be

(3
2

/3^
2+32

/3?/
2

) f = p, where p is a given function of position,

and the boundary condition df/dn+ ^f 0, where is an

arbitrary function of position on the boundary. Let the body
values of f be denoted by t//i, //2 , ..., and the boundary values

by /31; /32 ,
&c. Then in the annexed Table II. we are at liberty to choose between

two alternative approximations. For we may take as values of f on the boundary

And as corresponding values of

So that we have one boundary condition for each /3. Or else we may suppose the

corner slightly bevelled, so that, while the above relations still hold for /3 t
and /34 ,

we now have at the corner /= \ {\jj2+^(/32+ (3s)},
1

S//'Sn
= \ (/32 +/33) t| 2 . Here

A+As enters as one variable. Also /32 and /B3 only enter the body equations

when combined in the form /32 +/33 . We no longer seek to determine /S2 and y83

separately, but merely their average, which is the value off just outside the corner,
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so that there is still one boundary equation for each boundary variable which we seek

to determine separately. We have just considered a blunted angle of 90 degrees. By
examining the remaining five angles possible with two co-ordinates, namely, 45, 135,

225, 270, 315 degrees, one may convince oneself that with a closed boundary it is

always possible to arrange to have just as many boundary equations as boundary
unknowns. It is in some cases necessary to suppose the corner slightly bevelled

and to replace certain (/3)'s by their averages. The representation of the boundary
condition when both /" and df/dn are given at each point will be considered in the

theory of the dam.

When the infinitesimal boundary conditions are such as to make the problem

determinate, it will be assumed that we can, and therefore do, represent them by a

set of boundary equations equal in number to the boundary unknowns. If any case

be discovered in which this is impossible, it will be an exception to the rest of 3.

3'1. The finite difference problem being thus made determinate the most direct

way of finding the integral is to solve the n+ s simultaneous algebraic equations for
the n body and is boundary values of the integral. To take an example : At

one pair of opposite

edges of a square <f>
= 1,

I ABLE III.

at the other pair < = 0.

Inside 0-5
edge
of

square.

= o

0-5 J

0-5

0-5 0-5

everywhere. Find < in-

side the square.

Now by symmetry
the values of < on the

diagonals will be every-

where 0'5. In fact, we

need only consider ^ of

the area of the square ;

all the rest follows

from it. Taking finite

differences, Table III.

is drawn up with the

given boundary and

diagonal numbers in

their proper places and

a, b, c, d, e, f for the

unknown body values. Now as the finite difference expression for V2

^ given in 1*1

has to vanish at all body-points, we have a relation between each of the letters

a to f and its four nearest neighbours.

2 s 2

centre of

0-5

square.

*

edge
of square.
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The solution of these six simultaneous equations was accomplished in an hour and

gave the following results :
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belonging to the gravest mode of vibration. Let Wl =f(x, y) be the appropriate

integral for a square of unit side. Then WL =f(x(L, 7//L) will bear a similar relation

to a square of side L and to a new constant CL*. Then CL
4 = * L = ?-1 = ^

TABLE IV.

V

L4 W, L4

so that L4CL
4
is independent of the length of side of the square. It will be interesting

to notice how this constant con-

verges towards a limit as the

number of co-ordinate differences

in the side of the square is

increased. /
The configuration chosen was

one in which the sides of the

square are at 45 degrees to the

rows and columns of the table.

This gives a sharper boundary
than the parallel arrangement.
The symmetry of the gravest mode

rediices the number of unknowns.

As well as the arrangement in

Table IV., two smaller ones were

also considered, namely, those

formed by cutting off in turn

its first and second outer layers.

C4 was calculated in each case

from the determinant, by approximation where necessary.

Collected results :

Side of square = L.

IK/2

CL
4 for the gnivest mode.

20-0000

6 3058

1-88843

405 0000*

9S5 2iS

11 33 '53

We may attempt a closer approximation by assuming that the error in CL
4

is

inversely as the square of the number of co-ordinate differences in the side of the

square, in accordance with 1'2. From the 1st and 2nd values extrapolation gives
L4CL4 = 1311-69. And from the 2nd and 3rd L4CL

4 = 1287'96. Or, if we assume

that the error is of the form e2h
2

+eji* and extrapolate from L4CL
4
for the three values

of h, we find L4CL
4 = 1282'62. The way in which the values of L4CL

4

converge

* Revised figures, March, 1910.
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indicates that this last one can hardly be more than 1 in 1000 in error. The precise

analytical theory of the vibrations of a square plate with clamped edges does not

appear to be given anywhere, but we may obtain an upper limit to L4CL
4

by the

method in RAYLEIGH'S "
Sound," 89. Assuming W = (a?-x*)

2

(b
2

-y
2

)

2 * we have

=
(31-5000) (a-

4 + Zr 4

) + (18-0000) (&)-',

when a = b this becomes 129G'0/(2a)
4

,
which is greater than 1283/(2a)

4 obtained by
finite differences.

3
-

2. Successive Approximation to the Integrals. Having illustrated the use of

simultaneous integral equations, let us pass on to methods which have this property

in common : that starting from a table of numbers, correct at the boundary, but

otherwise merely as near as one can guess, one proceeds by definite methods to

modify this table and thereby to cause it to approach without limit towards the true

finite-difference integral.

Conditions. The following methods of approximation have up to the present

been applied only to a limited class of equations satisfying the conditions given

below.

Letf be an arbitrary function of position having n body values
i/ 1; t/ 2 , ..., \jjn ,

and s

boundary values &, /32 ,
. . .

, /8,. Let the differential equation to be solved be 2)< = 0,

where ^S) is a differential operator, together with such boundary conditions as

make the problem determinate. Let 35 be approximately represented by the finite

difference operator 5)', so that thfe body equations are

, ..., % = ...... (1).

Then in order that the following justification of the approximation method may apply,

it will be shown in the Appendix that 3)' and the boundary-equations must be linear ;

and the body- and boundary-equations must be the condition that a certain positive

homogeneous quadratic function V of
i|/1} i//2 ,

. .., i|>n is a complete minimum. Also

/, though otherwise arbitrary, is limited on the boundary to be the difference of two

functions of position both of which satisfy the said boundary-conditions. Under
d = d

these circumstances / can be expressed in the form"/= 2 AAP* where P* is an

integral of
( + 5)' X/) <j>

= 0, which satisfies the same boundary-conditions as/,

X/ being a positive constant, the sign before 1)' being the same as that of
i/ A in

ty^k. The proof of this fact and of various other properties of the (P)'s will be

deferred to the Appendix. The (P)'s may be called the principal or normal modes

of vibration of the system. V is analogous to potential energy. Some of the

*
I am indebted to Prof. A. E. H. LOVE for pointing out this method and for giving me the numerical

result for a square.
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commoner possible forms of 2)' will be found in the table on p. 354. As well as the

equation 2>'< = 0, the equation %'<$>
=

(a given function of the co-ordinates), and

the equation (<)' \2

) <f>
= may be treated by these successive-approximation-

methods. They will be discussed in order.

3'2'1. The Equation >'( = 0. The approximation process proceeds as follows.

Let
<f)u be the correct finite-difference integral. Let <

t be a function (that is a table

of numbers) satisfying the correct boundary-conditions, but arbitrary as to its body
values. Next calculate the body-values of

(j)2 by means of

k = ^-ar 1

s>'& .......... (i)

where as.^ is a number to be fixed ; and fill in such boundary-values of^ as will satisfy

the same boundary-conditions as <. The succeeding steps are each of the form

<+! = fa-**'
1

$'< .......... (2)

for the body values, and by choosing the boundary values
</>,,, +1 is made to satisfy the

correct boundary condition. These are matters of simple arithmetic. It will be

shown that by the judicious choice of a,, a2 , ..., u t
it is possible to make < (+1 nearer to

<j>u than (^ was. For since X>' is linear and >'< u
= we have from (2)

Now it is shown in the Appendix that
(f>m (j>u may be expanded in a series of integrals of

(5/-V) P4
=

(4).

Put <i -(/>,,= SA^P* (5).

Then by (4) & (<t>\ <!>,,)= +SAA.\A
2PA .

And therefore by (3) < 2 -< = SA A (l
-

)
Pk . (G).

i/

Proceeding in the same manner after t operations we arrive at

A measure of the deviation of two functions from one another which is used in the

theory of Least Squares is the sum of the weighted squares of their differences. On
the same principle let us measure the error of

<f)t+l by

Et+1'=S(<k +1
-

u)

2 xI (8),

where S stands for a summation over the body points and I is a certain one-signed
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function of position. (See Appendix.) Squaring both sides of (7), multiplying by I

and making the summation, we have by a property of the (P)'s (see Appendix,

equations (31) and (32))

r/ \ 2\ / \ 2\ / \ 2\T 2

(1-^) l-^)x...x(l-^)| . . . (9).
l/\ 2/ a/J

Now it has been found that by a judicious choice of atj, aa , ..., a
t ,

the quantity

[/

X
2
\ / X 2

\ / X
2
\"1"

1 --- 1 - - x ... x 1 --
) may be made small for all possible values of X,

3
.

!/ \ / V |/J

(Thus fig.
1 shows this done for a set of seven (a)'s. This graph was arrived at by

trial.) The error Et+1 of < t+1 may therefore be made small in comparison with that

of
</>!.

This is possible because the values of Xt
2
lie in a finite range ; corresponding

to the fact that there are only a finite number of terms in the series SAjP*. A similar

process will not work with the infinite series of sines, Bessel functions and other

infinitesimal integrals of ($) X2

)
P = 0. In choosing a l} a2 , ..., a diagram of the

kind shown in
figs. 1 and 2 is a great help. In this we take for the abscissa a

variable X~ which takes in turn the values X^, X/, ..., X,,
2

,
and as ordiuate we consider

(10).

The value of w at X2 = XA
2

is the ratio of the amplitude- of the vibration P* in the final

approximation </>(+1 to its amplitude in the initial guess. The individual factors

(1 X
2

/a,.)
in a) represent straight lines, all cutting the vertical axis at 01 = I and the

horizontal axis at the points X2 =
a,, as , ..., a

(
. By bringing any adjacent paif ar and

,.+! closer together the values of w corresponding to the range of X2 between ar and

, +1 are diminished, provided that the other (a)'s remain fixed. It follows that by

judiciously spacing the (a)'s along the horizontal axis and by taking a sufficient

number of such points (that is of approximations) the successive maxima and minima

of oi can be made all less, in absolute value, than any finite quantity e however small.

When this is done 8
(</><+! </>a)

2
I being equal by (9) to 2A/w*

2 where <ak is the value of

a) at X2 = X/ must be less than e
22A r

a
. That is to say, the ratio of the error of the last

approximation <j)t+l to that of the initial guess <, being {SI(^t+1-^B)

2

/SI (<i-< K )

2

}
1/2

,

is less than e, and e can be made very small.

A knowledge of Xj
3
, X/, ..., XB

2
is not necessary, but it is necessary to know the

limits within which they range, or limits enclosing these. For the lower limit we

require an estimate of Xj
2

, which in the dynamical application is the square of the

frequency of the gravest mode of vibration multiplied by a constant depending on

density and
elasticity. It is usually sufficiently close to take some boundary such as

a rectangle or a sector of a circle, for which the frequency is known, and which fits in

a rough way the irregular boundary under consideration.
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Next, to find the upper limit, it is always possible to proceed as follows : Make a

gness at ABPn ,
that is to say, write down as sharply oscillatory a set of numbers as

possible for the body values, such for example as Table V.

when extended to fill the region, and add to it such boundary
IABLE V.

values as will satisfy the boundary equations. Call this guess

Xi. Then xi
= -A-nPn+AB_iPn _! + , &c. Now operate on Xi

with 2)' many times in succession, and after each operation

readjust the boundary values so as to satisfy the boundary

equations. By this process the coefficient of Pn is increased
j

, ,

relatively to the coefficients of the other (P)'s in the

expansion of the resulting table, because Xn
2

is the greatest of the X3
. So that the

table approaches a multiple of Pn . From Pn it is easy to find Xn
2

. In any case a

rough approximation to Xn
2
suffices.

When the boundary values /3t . . . /3S vanish this labour is unnecessary, for then Xn
"

cannot exceed (see Appendix) the greatest value of X2

pertaining to an integral of

( + 5)' X2

) (f>
= with the given size of co-ordinate differences, and with

(f> vanishing at

infinity ;
and this value of X2

depends only on the form of 1)', and may be calculated

once for all. It will be denoted by XL
2

. Thus when 2/ = E*/&c?+$?/%* considerations

of symmetry show that the most oscillatory integral is Table V. extended similarly

in all directions, and from this we find XL
2 =

4/('S,x)
2

+4/('S?/)
2

.

Having thus found limits between which Xj
2

, X/, ..., Xa
2 must lie, it remains to

choose the (a)'s so as to make w small for all value of X2
in this range. In practice

this has been done by drawing the graph of w for arbitrary (a)'s and altering them

or adding new ones until the maxima and minima of the curve were all sufficiently

small. Figs. 1 and 2 are graphs of w, representing two approximation processes

requiring equal amounts of arithmetical labour. In
fig.

1 the ()'s are distributed

over a wide range.* In
fig. 2 all seven ()'s are made equal to XL

2
. The curves show

that these distributed ()'s reduce the amplitudes corresponding to a wide range
of X2 to less than one-tenth of their original value. On the other hand the ()'s

concentrated at XL
2 reduce the amplitudes in the neighbourhood of XL

2 much more

perfectly, but leave the (P)'s of graver period less affected. The allowable type
of curve for o> will depend on what is to be done with the integral of 2/< = when

obtained. If its space-rates are required it is more important to abolish the modes

of vibration having the largest values of X2 than it would be if volume integrals alone

were needed.

When the ratio of \i
a

/\L
a

is large, as in large tables, it is difficult to remove PI by
the processes indicated by figs.

1 and 2. For example if 2)' = W/ftx
2+ 'S

2

/S?/
2
,

and if the boundary is a square of ten co-ordinate differences side, on which

<f> vanishes, then the (P)'s having the lowest values of X2
will not differ greatly

* The advantage of distributing the (a)'s fairly uniformly was pointed out to me by Prof.

A. E. H. LOVE.

VOL. COX. A. 2 T
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from cos (-fanirx) . cos (ronny), and for these X2 = (m
2+n2

) roo^- So that the

ratios of X,
a
, X/, &c., to XL

2 when set in order of size will run 0'0247, 0'0617, 0'0987,

0'1234, &c., up to nearly unity. Referring to fig. 1 it is seen that the seven

approximations would reduce the amplitudes of Pj, P2 , &c., in the ratios + 0'48,

+ 0'07, 0'065. 0'08, &c., the rest never exceeding yjy and averaging about -
4V

Of course continued approximation would gradually reduce the amplitude of P1( but

+ 1-0

1

o
o

o
3

FIG. I. SfrfAt Appf?ox/M/iT/o/vs

D/STf?/BUTD.

01 -^T 0-a 0-3 0-4 0-5 0-6 0V 0-8 0-9
L

FIG. 2. SEI/EN APPROXIMATIONS

H-O

+0-5

Curves illustrating the process of approximation.

in cases like these it may be well to make a guess at the form of P,, to estimate

X^ as in Appendix, equation (33), to find an approximation to the amplitude A! in

$\ $u = SA APA by the Fourier method (see Appendix, equations (29) and (22)), and

so to remove the greater part of the first term of the series before the approximations
are begun. This has been done in the problem of the dam, 4.

We have so far supposed Xj
2

, X/, ..., Xn
2 unknown. If any one X*

2 of these be known,
then making a = X/ will entirely remove Pt from the series. This process may
sometimes be useful for removing the gravest modes of vibration P1; P2 ,

&c.

Since the value of cu is independent of the order in which its factors are multiplied

together, it follows that the result of < t+1 of a series of operations of the type

^m+i = fym+ Q-m'
1

2)'<m depends on the initial guess fa and on the values of the ()'s,

but not on the order in which the (a)'s are taken. The application of this result

to practice is slightly limited because the number of significant figures retained

is necessarily limited.

In carrying out an approximation-process with a set of (a)'s designed to make
w small, it is frequently only at the last stage that the predicted improvement
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appears in the table. The intermediate stages may be wildly irregular if the values

of a decided upon are used in ascending order of magnitude. If, on the contrary,
the descending order is pursued the table tends to improve more regularly.

3 '2 '2. The Equation 1)'< =
p, ivhere p is a completely known Function of

Position This can be treated in the same way as $)'< = 0, except that the

approximations must now be of the form

<A.+i
= 4>-*~~

l<
S>'4>-p......... (1),

for, since ^)'<,, = />,
this may be written

<^.+i-<^ = < M
-

</>,,-
a" 1

$>'(</>,-</>,,) ....... (2),

which is the same as (3) of 3'2'L

3-2-3. The equation

($'-X
2

)P = .......... (1),

together with s homogeneous boundary equations such as

Pi =

where ft^ ... ft, are the boundary values, i//,
...

i/;,,
the body values and the (/)'s are

given numbers. P is now written in place of <, because by (4) of 3'2-l P is defined

as satisfying equation (1) of this section. We will suppose that both P and X2 have

to be determined. As equations (2) contain no terms independent of the (i/)'s, it

follows that when these expressions for the (/3)'s are substituted in the body-equations
the latter become homogeneous, and are only consistent for the particular values of

X2 which we have already denoted by \\, X/, ... Xn
2

. Further, on account of this

homogeneity, any multiple of an integral satisfies the correct boundary conditions.

Such a possibility does not arise with $)'< = 0, for as I)' contains no adjustable

constant such as X2
it has no integral save

<f)
= 0, unless the boundary equations

contain a term fjt> independent of the (/)'s. And if they do contain such a term, any

multiple of an integral fails to satisfy them. Thus, in the theory of membranes, if we

put 1) = &/Ba?+&/&/*, and
(j)

for the small displacement of the membrane from a

fixed plane, then in the case of the membrane at rest 5)'< = 0, and
<j>

is commonly

given at the boundary, its values there being f10 , fx ,
... /,.

On the other hand, for the vibrations of the membrane ()'+X
2

)
< = the boundary

condition is commonly <f>
= 0, corresponding to the vanishing of all the (/)'s.

To return to the general form of $)' : let P* be the integral desired ; (P^, (P*)2 ,
. . .

(PA)<+i the initial guess and successive approximations to P*. The fact that any

multiple of an integral is itself an integral allows us to put for the body-points of

(P*)m+l

(P,)m+1
= 7 (P,)m-a-

1

D'(P,)m ....... (3),

2 T 2
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which is more general than (2) of 3'2'1 by reason of the factor y. The boundary

values of (P*)m+i are filled in so as to satisfy the boundary equations. Now (Pk )m

can be imagined as expanded in the unknown series

(P.).,
= 2B,Pj (4).

On the diagram of 01 and X2

(see fig. 3) equation (3) means that the straight line

Fig. 3.

representing a single process of-approximation may now be drawn in any way instead

of having to pass through w =
1, X2 = 0.

By suitably choosing lines all of which pass through <a = I, X2 = X*
2

,
we can reduce

the amplitudes of every P in the series except that of P^, which is left unaltered.

See, for example, fig. 3, where X/ has been given the particular value |-XL
2

. To choose

these lines we must know X/ at any rate approximately. For the first step an

approximation to X/ is therefore calculated from (P*)i in the way described in the

Appendix equation (33). Denote it by (X^. For the succeeding steps (X/)2 , &c.,

are calculated similarly from (PA)2 ,
&c. By Appendix equation (33) the errors in k"

are reduced more rapidly than those of P. The success of the method will depend
on the original guess (P/t)i, when expanded as 2AjP7 , being free from (P)'s having X2

nearly equal to X/.

3 '2 '4. Error in the Integral Due to Incomplete Approximation. A general guide
here is the approximation process itself. If, for example, this has been such as to

diminish the amplitudes of all the P's to less than yg- of their former values, and if,

for all that, <j>
has not changed by nine times the permissible error, we may conclude

that the process has been carried far enough.*

*
April, 1910. This is probable but not certain. Thus if 99 sin x + 100 sin (3z) becomes

9 sin x + 10 sin
(3x) the value at x =

JTT does not change but it is not therefore zero,
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Again, from the size and distribution of 2)'( combined with a knowledge of various

integrals of 1)'</>
= f(x, y), a rough estimate of the errors in

<j>
can frequently be made.

Again for certain equations* the method of contour integration applied to a circle

affords a check on the value of
(f>

at its centre. This method is very rapid, and it is

particularly advantageous when applied to a circle enclosing many body values, for

then a repetition of the approximation process would be correspondingly tedious.

3 '2
-

5. Routine of Approximation. Time and Cost. To anyone setting out on a

problem I offer the following experience as a guide in forming estimates : It was

found convenient to enter certain stages on a table withO
flp

large squares, each divided into compartments. Thus for

^j +2 + ^~T = 0. one of the squares is shown in
3

4
Kx^&if %4

the annexed table. All the quantities in it refer to the
. fc> ,

2 i f& 4 ,

central point of the square. The intermediate stages are

done on rough paper and thrown away. So far I have
</>3 &C.

n
paid piece rates for the operation %/+%y

a
of about T^

pence per co-ordinate point, n being the number of digits. The chief trouble to the

computers has been the intermixture of plus and minus signs. As to the rate of

working, one of the quickest boys averaged 2,000 operations 'SI
a
+'Sy

2

per week, for

numbers of three digits, those done wrong being discounted.

3 '3. Relative Merits of Simultaneous Equations and of Successive Approxi-
mation. The method of simultaneous equations may be applied to differential

equations of any order and degree. It gives results which are exact for finite

differences. It is necessary in discussions as to the existence and properties of the

integrals of difference equations. But for actually calculating the integrals the

labour becomes very great as the number of unknowns increases, and is of a sort

which a clerk will not easily do. Large numbers of digits have to be dealt with, and

a single mistake generally throws the result altogether out.

The successive approximation methods of 3 '2 have only been applied to a limited

class of linear equations. The results are not exact even for finite differences. But

the bulk of the work can be done by clerks who need not understand algebra or

calculus. Small and infrequent mistakes, or taking only a small number of digits, do

not prevent one arriving at a fairly correct result. Nevertheless, it has been found

best to have everything worked in duplicate.

The method of successive approximation to the surface z =
<f>u =f(x,y) reminds

one of the manufacture of plane metallic surfaces. The initial form of the surface is

arbitrary in both cases. The essential things in both cases are a method of testing

the work at any stage, a tool with which to alter the surface and judgment in using

it. Methods of testing the arithmetic have been described in 3 '2 '4 above. Our

* These include V2
< = 0, V^ = 0. See a paper by BOGGIO,

' Jahrb. Fortschritte Math.,' 1900, p. 740.
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tools
(f>m+i

= ^mam"
1

^'*^ and the Fourier method of removing principal modes of

vibration may be compared to automatic grinding machines. The use of the hand-

scraping tool corresponds to the adjustment of the numbers according to the

judgment of the operator. This is always permissible.

3
-

4. The treatment of infinity may be illustrated by the following hypothetical

example : Suppose we were to set out to determine the field due to a rotating mass

of gravitating fluid of known shape, the gravitational potential would have to vanish

at infinity. But to be determinable by the methods of 3 the potential would have

to be given over some boundary which could be included in the sheet of paper upon
which its values were written. We might, for example, assume the potential at the

edge of the paper equal to that due to the given mass of the liquid concentrated at

its given centre of gravity, and find the figure of equilibrium on this hypothesis.

(See treatment of base of dam in 4.)

4. The problem of the determination of the stresses in a masonry dam has been

chosen as a final example for two reasons : (l) Its practical interest arising out of the

great expense and productiveness of these structures and the destruction of life and

property should they burst
; (2) Its simplicity in that we have to determine a single

quantity ^ as a function of two co-ordinates only.

The methods developed are suitable for finding the stresses, not in dams only, but

in a prism or cylinder of any section, acted upon by any distribution of surface stress

which is normal to the axis of the prism, when the surface stress is given, provided
that the shifts parallel to the axis are zero. 4'1 is devoted to theorems relating to

any shape of contour. In 4 '2 the special contour of the dam is introduced.

The discussion that follows is founded upon two papers in the Drapers' Company
Research Memoirs (Dulau and (Jo.) :

(1) "On some Disregarded Points in the Stability of Masonry Dams," by L. W. ATCHERLEY and

KARL PEARSON, F.K.S., 1904.

(2) "An Experimental Study of the Stresses in Masonry Dams," by KARL PEARSON, F.R.S., and

A. F. CAMPBELL POLLARD, assisted by C. W. WHEEN and L. F. RICHARDSON, 1907.

I also owe some ideas, e.g., the use of equipollent loads in the base, to suggestions
thrown out by Prof. PEARSON in the course of conversation. In these papers the dam
is regarded as a prisnaatic-shaped body of indefinite length, so that the problem may
be discussed in terms of two co-ordinates x and z lying in the vertical cross-section

of the prism. The sluices are ignored a serious omission.

4 - ri. Prof. PEARSON and his collaborators lay much emphasis upon our ignorance
as to the real conditions at the base of the dam and the consequent inapplicability of

analysis based upon special assumptions at the base, such as linear, parabolic, or

quartic distribution of shear. Admitting this ignorance, there seems to me one

assumption more reasonable than any of the others, namely, that the dam may be
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regarded as a ridge upon the surface of a very large slab of rock which, with the

dam, forms one homogeneous isotropic elastic system ; together with the further

assumption that this substratum suffered from no internal stress before the dam was

built, except, of course, that due to its own weight. The consideration of the results

that follow from these assumptions will be continued in 4'1'9 below.

4'1'2. Conventions as to Symbols. The Z axis vertically downwards.

The X axis horizontally directed from the water towards the tail.

6, the angle which a line makes with the Z axis, to be reckoned positive when the

rotation is from the Z axis to the X axis through 270 and so onwards.

The stresses xx and zz positive when they pull adjacent portions of the material

together, and therefore the shear xz positive when the lower portion is pulling the

upper towards the tail.

q and s distances along the outwardly directed normal to the masonry and rock

and along the boundary drawn to the right of it.

N and T the normal and tangential stresses on the surface related to q and .? in the

same way that zz and xz are related to z and x.

I and n the cosines of the angles which the outwardly drawn normal makes with

the X and Z axes respectively.

4'1'3. Position of the Origin. PEARSON and POLLARD
(p. 37) take this at the join

of the front and the top. It will be more convenient in what follows to take it

vertically below this point at the level of the surface of our hypothetical slab of bed

rock. This is done throughout. The water surface stands at z = p, and the

pressure due to it is accordingly gp' (+p + z), where p' is the density of the water.

4'1'4. Specific Constants of the Masonry and Rock. Following PEARSON and

POLLARD I take the density p = 2'25 times that of water (p. 29) and POISSON'S ratio

f]
as | (p. 33).

4'1'5. Units. Distances are reckoned in metres. Forces in metric tons, each

equal to the weight of a cubic metre of water. Consequently gp' the weight of unit

volume of water is equal to unity. And gp*= 2 -

25.

4'1'6. Equations to be Solved. 'The stresses may be expressed in terms of a single

scalar ^ which satisfies

V^EEfJl+25-^ + |V)X = ....... (1)
\dx* dx2

dy
2

dz
4
/

f

(2), (3), (4).

The surface equations then become
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under the water. On the air surface the left-hand sides of these are zero. Here e is

the tangent of the angle which the surface, drawn to the right, makes with the

; axis.

We shall require the surface stresses in terms of the space-rates of x along the arc

and normal. The theory of stress functions is fully discussed by Mr. J. H. MICHELL

in
'

Proc. London Math. Soc.,' Vol. XXI.; on p. 110 we find the required trans-

formation, which expressed in our notation reads as follows :

, Tl--
as-

2 R dq Bs Bq R 9s

These equations refer to a weightless solid, hence the suffix. To complete them

we must add the stress zz = gpz, xx = = xz after transforming it to components
about the normal and arc. This gives

4'17. The Size of the Dam. Suppose we have determined x for a dam of a

particular shape filled to a certain fraction of its height with water. Let us say

x , =/(:, 4
We wish to find the stresses in a dam b times as big every way and containing

1) times the height of water. Try ^2 f(x/b, z/b). Then d\2/dx
2

, S\2/3z
2

,
and

B^a/Sse 82 would all be l/b
2 times their former values at corresponding points of the

surface, but the constant terms in the surface conditions, due to the water pressure

and weight of masonry, are now b times their former values at corresponding points.

Consequently b
x

f(x/b, z/b) is the form of x appropriate to a dam b times the size of

the one for which f(x, y) was determined, and the stresses in the former will be

everywhere b times as great. For convenience in calculating, we will suppose that

the co-ordinate difference, 8x = Sz, is equal to the unit of length, unless otherwise

stated. The result can afterwards be applied to a dam of any size.

4'1'8. Simple Transformation Concerning the Density p of the Masonry. If the

reservoir be empty, and x* is the integral for density pi, then *-
x* is the integral for

density p, for it still satisfies the body equation V4

( x* )

= and also the surface

\PI I

equations (6) and (7), since both N and T vanish, so that the calculation of one

integral suffices for all sizes and densities, if it be multiplied by the proper constants.

Now when the reservoir is full we may take account of any density by means of

two independent integrals. Let us calculate x f r reservoir empty and density p l

and x f for reservoir full and density p2 ,
then the proper stress-function for reservoir
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full and density p will be Xf~~X*+ PX<> f r
>
on account of linearity, the solutions of

\2 -i ^
when added together satisfy

- -

^- -^-
n2

gpz = Ni +N a+N3 . Here N t is the
cs -t\ oo

normal stress due to the water pressure of a full reservoir, and N 2 and N 3 are the

same when the reservoir is empty, that is zero. The above is the method of PEARSON

and POLLARD
(p. 28) translated into stress-function symbolism. It shows us how to

find the stresses for a full reservoir sustained by masonry of any density by

calculating in detail two cases only.

In this paper the case of full reservoir and density 2'25 is the only one treated.

4'1'9. Integration of Surface Equations. We see from equations (G) and (7) that

if the shape of the boundary and the stresses upon it are given, then starting at a

point sa ,
and assuming initial values of ^, ?x/^> anc^ ^X/^s >

we can mi(l :l double

row of values of x all round the boundary by straightforward integration. The

initial values of x, 3^/3f/, and 3x/3s are not significant, for they depend only on the

arbitrary function Atc+ Bz + C, which may be added to any distribution of x without

affecting the stresses. The only outstanding uncertainty is at a sharp corner where

l/R becomes infinite. Prof. PKARSON has shown that at a sharp re-entrant corner

the stress may become infinite
(' History of Elasticity,' vol. ii., 1711). In view of

this it appeared possible that the boundary strip would be indeterminate at the

corners, and the following investigation was made to settle the question. As it is a

question of infinity, the finite forces N ds, T ds, and gpzdsdq in the immediate

neighbourhood of the corner may be neglected, leaving simply

3s
2

"

11 dq
'

3s 8(7 R 3s
'

Now let us suppose that the trace of the boundary on the y plane is a circle at the

corner, with the intention of making the radius indefinitely small after integration,

on integrating equations (8) and (9) with R constant it is found, after some work,

that

+H (10)

is the complete integral, C, D, and H being arbitrary constants.

Now suppose that s/R, the angle turned through, increased from to . Then it

can be shown from (10) that

cos + sin
,

= cos - sin . (11), (12).
/o \d/9 \3/ \S/ \3s/c

VOL. CCX. A. 2 U
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It is remarkable that the changes in 3x/3s and 3x/3<? depend on the angle turned

through, but not upon the sharpness of the corner, as is evidenced by the absence of

R from (11) and (12). These equations are the conditions that the tangent planes of

the surface x = f(x > V) jus *; before and just after the corner shall be parallel to one

another. Thus the boundary strip of x can be integrated independently of the body

equation ^*x = 0.

4
-

l'10. The following theorem about the total changes in 3x/3a
-

, 8x/8z, and x over

any length of boundary affords a useful

check on the integration of equations (6)

and (7). Let AB be any part of the

boundary. Cut off in imagination a portion

of the solid by horizontal and vertical lines

through A and B meeting in D. It will be

assumed at first that AB does not intersect

AD, DB, except at A and B. Now apply

to AD a. normal stress ZZH and to BD a normal stress xxa , arranged in amount and

distribution so as to balance the forces acting on the boundary AB, together with the

weight of the portion ABD. Let the weight be <jpv acting in a line distant I from D,

and let the stresses on the real surface AB be equivalent to a force X, Z acting

through D, together with a couple G, The forces X, Z are to be reckoned positive

when they are directed out of the solid. As the body ABD is in equilibrium x>

3x/3.*', 3x/3z are single valued, and if there are no infinite stresses they will be

continuous. The changes along AB can, therefore, be obtained by integrating along

fA
^

AD and DB. To balance the horizontal and vertical forces 22 d.
Jr>

Fig. 4.

j-i)
^-,

and xx dz
JB

vypv

= 0, where v is + 1 if AB is above AD and 1 in the reverse

condition. Now, substituting

\

v(jpv and

n

I)

and xx =
82"

there results

Also, since the forces on AD, DB are

purely normal, f>xl^z
'

ls constant along DA and ?-^ff)x is constant along BL). There-

fore, remembering that by (11) and (12) d%/dx, 8x/?2-are continuous at the corners,

we see that

and (13'), (14'),

where a is the length DA. These are the required total changes in 3%Jdx and

Lastly, to balance the moments about D, we must have

[A
-,

pD
^.

22 (x xa)
dx+ xxa (z

2
)
dz +G+

JD JB
v = 0,
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where xa ,
z are the co-ordinates of D, and where /A

is + 1 if AB is to the left of BD,
and 1 if they are reversed. Integrate by parts, then

V D

(x xa)
\zza dx zz

tt (dxf + (z za ) \xx9 dz I xxa (dz)
2

Substitute the values of the stresses and

= 0.

X = -G-W2* -
B

where i is the length BD. Or, since by (13') and (14') (&)
=

(?f) -X,
Z2/Ii

(15').

a useful formula.

When the boundary of the solid intersects AD, DB, as does the curly line in the

fig. 5, then draw horizontal and vertical lines to form a

figure enclosing the boundary. Apply the stresses to

FH instead of AD and to LK instead of BD, leaving
the rest of AFHJKLB unstressed. These stresses

must balance the surface forces as before, and now the

whole weight of the solid enclosed between AFJLB
and the boundary. On account of the change in level

from AD to KJ or BL the term f/pz in zz is different,

and this term being integrated along FJ and LB has

the effect of subtracting the weight of AFJLBD from

that of the solid part. Consequently we may integrate

along AD, DB and keep everything else as before,

f
1'

provided we replace +vgpv by gp (zzu)dx, where z follows the boundary curve.
J A

Similarly in (15') we must replace plgpv by gp (zzn ) (xxa)dx.
JA

4 "I'll. In order to simplify the arithmetic, the surface of the dam of the form

chosen has been represented by straight lines, either horizontal, vertical, or sloping at

45 degrees. It is one of the peculiar advantages of successive approximation methods

that a simple case like this comes in conveniently as the first stage of the solution for

any rather different boundary.
Table of surface equations when the surfaces are horizontal, vertical, or at 45 degree*

(fig. 6), deduced from equations above :

2 v 2

Pi
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BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
~| ORI&IN

WHEN THE SURFACES ARE HORIZONTAL .VERTICAL, OR INCLINED AT 45*

Fig. 6.

The rather complicated conditions on the sloping surfaces require special reduction

to finite differences. Suppose the flank runs through a set of values of x as in

Table VI., then at the point "5,

82 may be taken as {(OT) + (! l
)
-

(1 1)
-

(01 )},

. (13).

Therefore the surface condition

8
2

^a
+ ^3 =0 Becomes =

(0 I) + (1 1)
-

(00)
-

(10) . .

TABLE VII.

TABLE VI.

n

In

11

10

11

o i

Surface

234
-X

In a similar way, at the point 0, '5 the second surface condition

0==^ +^~ 2^ bec mes =
(TT) + (lO)-(Ol)-(00)-2iz . (14).

The conditions on the front may be transformed in a similar way if necessary.
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We proceed to show that the natural way of turning a corner in finite differences

is consistent with (11) and (12). Take, for example, the corner in Table VII.

representing the tail rising vertically from the base. On the horizontal surface
*\2 ^2

z = 0, the equations ^ = 0, -
^-
= are taken along the line z midway

between the two boundary layers. When we come to the corner we may either

32v 'S
2v

continue this process and so determine, b = 5, or else we may take
15-3 +/**/*

- =
Ot// Gtl' OZ

at x = +|- ;
z = 0.

Either process leads to x = 3 at x = ^, z =
,
but one fixes b while the other

leaves it arbitrary. Again we get x
~

1 a^ x ~ ~~ih 2= ~l> either by taking
3
2

x/3z
2+32

x/32-3z
= at a; = 0, 2 = -1, or else by taking b = 5 and 3

L

'x/3r
=

0,

and 3
2

x/3.x32
= 0, as holding at the middle of the two columns on x = 0. We

may expect that when b is determined by the boundary equations a sharp corner is

represented. When l> is not so determined, a corner bevelled by the line x z = ^.

In the absence of the foregoing analysis

these ways of turning the corner would lABLE V 1

have seemed tempting but risky. But we

shall see that they really do correspond to

the analytical way. For, on the horizontal

bed, we have (3x/3.s-)u
=

1, (3x/3<z)u
= -2,

and the angle turned through is +^TT.

Therefore, from (11) and (12) 3x/3.s' and

9x/9# on the tail above the corner should

have the values 2 and 1 respectively.

And these are exactly what we find in the

finite difference table for the first differences.

Again, suppose the tail rises at 45 degrees to the base. Starting along the

horizontal the value x = 3 at .c = 1, z = ^ may be obtained by assuming (14) to

hold at the origin, that is to say, at the corner.

The other numbers on the sloping surface were obtained by using (13) and (14)

alternately, gpz being left out. Now we have (^M =
1, (-^j

= 2, a = 77- ;
so

that equations (11) and (12) give us 0707 and 2'121, respectively, for

= and -% on the slope iust above the corner. And these are identical with the
3s dq

first differences of the table when Ss and 8q are given their proper values of ^/2 and

l/y/2, respectively.

4 -

] '12. A Possible Experimental Solution. Now that we have shown how to

integrate the boundary conditions, the analogy with thin plates will help us. For it

is known (LOVE'S
'

Elasticity,' 1906, 313) that for a thin weightless plate, originally
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plane and unacted upon by surface forces except at the edges, the displacement w
^4 ^4 ^4

normal to the plate satisfies the equation = ^-^ + 2 ^ + -^r = V,
4

w, the edge
9ar oar 3y* By*

conditions being such as to make the displacement purely normal to the undeformed

plane and x and y being co-ordinates in this plane. So that if a sheet of thin steel
"
ferrotype

"
is taken and fixed at the edges in such a way as to make a double layer

of values of w there equal to the integral of the boundary conditions of the dam, then

the displacement w elsewhere would also be equal to the integral x f the complete

system of equations for the dam. The principal stresses in the dam are then equal
to the principal curvatures of the plate. For a method of measuring them, see two

letters to 'Engineering,' October 25 and November 1, 1907.

Whenever one has to solve the equation V/x = 0, the form assumed by a piece of

postcard bent in the fingers will be worth considering. As an accurate experimental
method this would have the advantage over those of PEARSON and of WILSON and

GORE, that displacements are applied instead of forces, and that the resulting

displacement to be measured may be larger than theirs were.

4'1"13. To return to the Conditions at the Base of the Dam. Prof. PEARSON

pointed out to me that the effect of the stresses in the base of the dam, at a distance

where the base of the dam subtends but a small angle, will be the same as that of any
other statically equivalent system over the base, in particular to the force-at-a-point
found by compounding the pressure of the water acting through the centre of pressure
with the weight of the dam acting through its centre of gravity. We may therefore,

ia imagination, remove the dam, leaving a horizontal plane with this force acting at a

certain point, the pressure of the water in front and no pressure behind. Suppose we
had the distribution of ^ corresponding to this system of surface forces. Then the

corresponding double set of values of ^ at a considerable distance from the dam
will differ exceedingly little from the true values, and if we keep them fixed and write

in the upper surface values on the dam we may adjust the numbers inside by successive

approximation to satisfy V
4

^ = 0, and the result will then be exceedingly close to the

true integral in the neighbourhood of the dam. This is what has been done.

From the linearity of V4 and of the stress equations, it follows that if the stresses

corresponding to a number of solutions of V4

^;
= 0, when added, give the true stress,

then the stresses derived from the sum of all these solutions will also be correct.

With the aim of providing distributions of ^ in the bedrock which shall enable

engineers to solve
"
PEARSON'S Dam Problem" for any shape of dam boundary, I have

considered the actual distribution of ^ in the bedrock as made up of the three

following parts, which must be added in the proper proportions as described below :

(i.) The term ^ = -^gpz
3 = |z

3
. This gives 3a%e = gpz, and so combines with

the stress due to the weight of the bedrock to make sx = 0.

(5i.)
In a weightless bedrock. The stress function

\fi2, due to a point force in any
direction at the origin.
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(iii.)
The stress function

i/>3
in a weightless medium, when on the surface z = 0,

xz = = zz from x = to x = + oo, and zz = p from x = to x = oo.

The stretch sz is made to vanish at x = + by making 3xx = zz = p in that region.

At x = oo the stresses due to (ii.)
will vanish, and therefore so will also the corre-

sponding sx . Consequently, ifwe add together any multiples of the (%)'s specified in
(i.),

(ii.),
and (iii.),

we have sx = at x = + oo when the rock has its proper density p.

(iii.)
is to be so placed that its origin is at the meet of the front and surface,

(ii.) is

to have the point of application of the forces placed where the resultant of the water

pressure and weight of the dam cuts the plane 2 = 0.

It will be necessary to consider distributions ^ and
i/;:i

in some detail. We are

indebted to Mr. J. H. MICHELL for both of them. (See
'

Proc. Lond. Math. Soc.,'

1901.)

First, \l>2
. For a point force of unit magnitude acting OH the straight boundary

at the origin of the polar co-ordinates r, 6'. The stress function ^ is given by

\}{2
= Tr~

l

r8' sin 0', and the force is in the positive direction of the line from which 6'

is measured. The stresses are as follows :

_1 3^a !9i/>_ _ 2 cos^ 00=^ = V rf = _ 1/1 iA = (}l) )
/->

0) /oD~
r2 30" 7- 3r

~
TIT

'

ar2
dr\r W)

Next, i//3
. The Stress Function due to the Lake. MICHELL shows that if unit

normal pressure be applied along a finite length of a straight boundary of an otherwise

unlimited plate in which the sideways stretch vanishes, then the form of the stress

function is

r ......... (22),

where r, < and r', <' are polar co-ordinates centred A and B, and AB is the initial

line. He further proves that the axes of principal stress at any point P are the

bisectors of the angle APB, and that if this angle is equal to a, the magnitudes of the

principal stresses are

(a + sin a)/7r along the internal bisector...... (23),

(a sin
)/7T along the external bisector...... (24).

We want the limit of ^3
'
in the neighbourhood of one end B when the other end A

is removed to an infinite distance. Let the origin of our co-ordinates x, z coincide

with B. Then let A be at a very great distance x = t, r'<$> +z, r1 = t + x,

\lia

' =-- {r
2

(f>(t + x)z}. Now remove the infinite but stressless tz and we have
'

$3 =
{i*<t> xz}/2ir, (f> being equal to &+^TT in the notation of 4'1'2. On the upper

surface 9
2

/3a;
2 =

tf/dr
2
. Therefore the traction zz is equal to + <j)/2ir.
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It should, of course, be negative for a pressure. Therefore we will write

. (25).

I have also arrived at this result by an independent method.

We must next consider the stretch sx. For on the surface a great way in front or

behind the dam one would expect sz to vanish on account of the uniformity of the

surface pressure. Now in MICHELL'S solution for a finite loaded portion AB all the

stresses vanish at an infinite distance, and therefore the stretches also. But when A

moves off to infinity we find from (25), after differentiation, that p.sz
= -

8

= 1 -1- -{20 4 cos 9 sin 6} . Here sz vanishes when 6 =
|-TT,

that is, behind

the tail. But not when 9 = +^ir in front, under the water.

4 -

2. T/ie detailed ivorkingfor a particular shape of contour.

4'2'L The form chosen fur investigation is shown in fig. 7. It was the best

representation of the Assuan dam, as drawn in PEARSON'S papers, which I was able

Fig. 7. Contour chosen for investigation.

to obtain with so few as six co-ordinate differences to the height, without inter-

polation on the boundary. As a real structure it would be liable to crack at the

points opposite the re-entrant angles on the flank, somewhat as the unfortunate

Bouzey dam did, but that tendency will not affect the stresses lower down, with

reference to which PEARSON has given warning, and to which attention will here be

directed. The height, p, is 6 metres. The area of the cross-section above? the line,
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2 = 0, is 1 3 '2 5 square metres. And this, at a density of 2'25, gives a mass of

29 '81 metric tons above the rock surface per slice 1 metre thick. The centre of this

mass was found by graphical construction to be at the point x = + 1'335,* z = 2'19.

The total horizontal thrust of the water on the same slice is 18'0 tons. In dividing

the forces acting on the structure into lake pressure and a force-at-a-point, after the

manner of 4'1'13, I have considered the lake to extend right up to the vertical face.

This leaves a force of 0125 ton acting upwards near the corner, due to the bevel

diminishing the depth of water just there to be included in the force at a point.

In finding the force at a point, the total horizontal thrust of the water of 18 tons

acting through a point f of the height of the dam from its top, is compounded with

the weight of 29'82 tons acting through the centre of mass and with the 0'125 ton

acting upwards near the corner. The resultant of 34'74 tons strikes the base at an

angle, the tangent of which is 1'657 (= 58 54'), at a point the co-ordinates of which

are x = +2'55, z = 0. If there had been a pronounced curve at the bottom of the

front it would have been necessary to use a link polygon to find the load point of the

horizontal 2 = 0.

4 '2 '2. Taking six co-ordinate differences in the height the surface conditions were

integrated by equations (13), (14), &c. A difficulty arose at top. For the dam there

being only one co-ordinate difference thick, that is, ^ being expressed by three

columns of numbers only, the four boundary conditions cannot necessarily be simul-

taneously satisfied. It was avoided by making the total change in S^/Bce over the

base equal to the total downward force, and by making the total change in
f>-^/Sz over

the base equal to the horizontal thrust of the water, and then integrating the boundary

strips separately from in front and behind, and making ^ one-valued where they met

at the top.

On the lower boundary ^ was made equal to the sum of the following four parts :

(i.) For the lake pressure, the values of
6i//3 ,

found directly from the co-ordinates

x and 2. They are given in Table IX.

(ii.) For the force at a point 34'74i/;2 ,
found from the factors r and r sin 6, measured

on a large sheet of scale paper. 34'74i//a is also given in Table IX. They may be of

use to anyone re-working the problem for a dam of a different shape.

(iii.)
A linear function added to the above two in order to make the sum agree

with the values of ^ on the air surface behind the dam. It would have been simpler

to have altered the surface values to make them agree with the base, but I did not

think of that in time. This linear function is most conveniently specified by its first

differences, which are 3^/3,r
= +9'735, 8^/82= 15'35, and by the fact that it

vanishes where the point-force cuts 2 = 0. These first differences were calculated

from the first space-rates of the expression 34'747r~V0sin 6 along and normal to

6 = 58 54', and were used to calculate the linear function.

(iv.) Finally, -g-2

3 was calculated and added.

*
By calculation more exactly 1 340,

VOL. OCX. A. 2 X
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The sum of these four

functions of position is given ^

on the lower boundary of
|(

Table X. Its lake and

point-force components have

been checked by plotting

curves and recalculating any

number which did not lie

smoothly in the series. In

this way an error of I'O

could be detected, and

therefore probably does not

exist. The multiplications

were made with a 20-inch

slide rule. Altogether I ex-

pect the
" standard devia-

tion" of the errors in the

lower boundary values is

0'15 or less.

The initial body values

assumed may theoretically

be arbitrary, but of course

the approximation process

need not be so long if they

are near to the correct inte-

gral. In this case the initial

body values were made equal

to the sum of the four

functions
6i//3 , 3474i//2 ,

the

linear function of
(iii.) above,

and -^2
3 in the region below

2=0. The numbers were

read from graphs in a very

rough way. Above 2 =

the initial body values were

simply guesses.

The preliminary stages of -H

'

approximation wei*e full of H

experimental processes which

did not completely succeed M
and are not worth

describing,

So o o __
t> 00 CO 00 O T1 ^
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especially as the arithmetic was somewhat faulty. Let us start with the table as left

by them and call it
</>i.

Next the processes recommended in 3'2'1 were adhered to. The table being large

it was thought best to remove PI and P2 from fa (j)u
= SAtPA by making guesses at

the form of PI and P2 , calculating their coefficients Aj and A3 by the Fourier process

and then subtracting A^ + AaPa from <i <. Of course PA is defined so that

SIP*
2 = 1, where S denotes a summation over the body-points, whereas the guess is

an approximation to B^P*, where B is an unknown constant. For $/ = ^
4

,
and for

zero boundary values of the (P)'s the general equations of the appendix give

1=1, x,
8 = V/T = S [>

'

(BtP4)]*/S [BAPJ.

Now ^
4

<, = SX/A.P*. Therefore S [P* . ^
4

<fc]
= X/A*. Therefore

A,P, = P, . S [P, . F ty] x S [BAP,]
2

/S [ F
2

(B,P,)]
3

,
= (B,PA)

. S [BAPt . ^ ty]/S [ ^
4

(B*P,)]'.

In the right-hand side P* only appears in the combination BAPA ,
so when this is

known A/.P* can be calculated at each point. A rough check on the accuracy of the

guesses at B^ and B2P2 may be obtained by comparing the values of A/ and X/

obtained from them, namely, 0'18 and 2'3, with the corresponding quantities in

infinitesimals for simpler geometrical figures of the same area. The area of this

smaller dam table is 113 square units. And for a rectangle f as broad as long the

formula of 3'1 gives \* = 0'15, while for a circular plate clamped at the edges the

principal vibration with a single circular node lias X2 = 1'2 (PtAYLEiGH,
'

Theory of

Sound,' 22lA). It is possible that what

has been called X/ above was really X3
2
.

Finally the table was given four approxi-

mations of the type x+i = X-.-"'
1

^^-
where a was 10, 30, 50, and 64 in turn.

These numbers were chosen because they

gave a good
" curve of ratio of final to

initial amplitude." The result is shown in

ss >y Table X. From it the stresses can easily

be calculated. The values of ^
4

^ which

should vanish are given there also.

4'2'2'L -Interaction of Body and Sur-

face Equations. Bevelling of Re-entrantxxx Angle at Front. It has been shown in

4'1'9 above that the given stresses on

the upper surface determine a double layer of values of x covering this surface.

At almost all points of the double boundary layer it is impossible to evaluate ^
4

x
because one or more of the values of x involved is lacking, so that x over ^ne

surface must be determined by the surface condition only. The only exceptions are

near a re-entrant angle. For example, at the points where ^ = a or 6 in. the
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Table XI. sufficient surrounding numbers exist to determine ^
4

x completely.

We might therefore determine a and b at these points by the body equation.

But then we should be left with a boundary strip indicating a considerable

amount of bevelling. Or we may go to the other extreme, and determine ^ in

the chequer marked c by assuming the surface equation S^/'&e'Sz to hold at the

angle. I take it the boundary strip would then represent a perfectly sharp right

angle. On these grounds I suppose that the case actually studied, in which a and 6

are determined by the surface equations and c by the body equation, represents an

angle with the slight amount of bevelling caused by joining the points x = 0, z= ^,

and x = \, z = 0. This was not realized till about the 10th approximation, when

Mr. BORCHARD pointed out some inconsistency. It was corrected along with other

errors' in the boundary conditions, and all final numbers refer to the bevelled angle as

just stated.

4 -2 '2 '2. Error due to a Point-Force having been substituted for the Actual

Distribution. We see from Table X. that the actual distribution of stress differs from

the assumed point-force in being spread out well over the base. We may form some

estimate of the order of the error involved by comparing the stresses over the lower

boundary due to a vertical point-force with the same due to a statically equivalent

pressure spread uniformly over the base. MICHELL'S stress function ^3=(r
2

<j)
r'

2

<j)')/2Tr

enables us to do this. (See equations (22), (23), (24).) For when the point P on the

lower boundary is vertically below the centre of the stressed surface, the total force is

proportional to the stressed area, which is equal to 2r sin ^a. So that if the total

force is to be constantly unity as the area alters, the stress function must be equal to

.
_
_ -y_ gv /23) and (24) the principal stresses at P are

\ 1 --
. + terms in a4

, &c. I ,
-- --

1- terms in a4
. &c. I .

ir[ 4.3! /' rir\3\ J

2r sin

In the limit when the force is at a point we have a = 0, and these reduce to 2/rTr

and zero. In the case of a point on the lower boundary, eight units below the level of

the rock surface, the base of the dam subtends an angle of about 4J/8 radius. Then

aa

/4 . 3 ! = 0'013 : that is to say, the errors in the stresses at the lower boundary, due

to substituting a point-force for this statically equivalent pressure, spread uniformly
over the whole width of the base, are about 2 per cent, of the greater of the two

principal stresses at the .lower boundary. This uniform spreading is not, of course,

exactly what has happened in the approximation process, but it is sufficiently similar

for the question at issue (see Table X.). The correct lake stresses and the correct

upper boundary will tend to swamp this 2 per cent., which is therefore quite negligible.

4 :2 '2 '3. Errors due to Incomplete Approximation. The values of ^
4

^ given in

Table X. for the last approximation look as though they consisted chiefly of a principal

mode of vibration which had a single nodal line sloping parallel to the flank of the

dam across the middle of the table. For this mode of vibration X2
will be considerably
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greater than for the gravest mode which has X^ = 0'15 ; it will probably be as great

as unity. Then the errors in x must be roughly equal to ^
4

^. If we imagine the

tabulated values of ^
4

x smoothed to eliminate all vibrations, except the one with the

single nodal line already referred to, and if we then take second differences of the

smoothed ^
4

x, these second differences will be the errors in the stresses. It is easy

to see that they will be less than unity.

S 4 '2 "3. Halving the Differences. Some notion of the error due to having so few as

4 co-ordinate differences in the base of the dam may be formed from the error in &4

,

found from the equation (^
4

k*) <f>
= 0, for the gravest mode of a square of seven

differences to the diagonal. This is shown in 3'1 to be 13 per cent. It was

therefore thought desirable to halve the differences and reapproximate. Body values

half-way between those of the smaller table were filled in by interpolation.

Since the boundary formerly lay half-way between two sets of numbers, a set of

interpolated values now lies directly upon it, and consequently the surface conditions

resolve themselves into relations between the three outermost layers of numbers

instead of the two outermost as before.

4'2'3'L The Method of Approximation. After some preliminary experiments,

the numbers just inside the boundary were corrected by taking Xm+i
= X>~ a

~
1

^'
4

X'"

and after each approximation the numbers just outside the boundary were corrected

so as to keep 8x/% e(l
ual to ^xfiq, calculated analytically. The following values of

a were taken in turn: 10, 30, 50, 64, and again 2, 5, 20, 40, 40, 50, 60. These

numbers were chosen, as all such have been, because they gave a suitable curve of

reduction of amplitudes.

4'2'3
-

2. An analytic integration of the boundary conditions was carried out,

using equations (6), (7) together with (11), (12) at the corners, and starting from

X =
0, Bx/S^ 0, behind the tail of the dam, as in the small table. The expressions

deduced for x and ^xfal are giyen m a schedule. Values of x calculated from them

were set down in their places on the boundary, and the first difference across the

boundary was made equal to 3x/3<^. These numerical values may be seen in

Table XII. They have been carefully checked at a number of points by the theorem

about total changes given in 4'1'9, and have been found to be correct to O'Ol or

less. The exact values of x obtained from the boundary have been compared on

2 = with those found from the point-force and lake pressure in the bedrock

X.
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4 '2 -3 -3. Various adjustments were necessary. First, because the coarse-difference

table has on its upper boundary numbers calculated stepwise by finite differences, and

these are not quite the same as the infinitesimal values. Consequently, the infini-

JS

17-20 26-91 39-98

TABLE XII.
10-56 17-20

10-57 17-20

10-82 I7--ZO

26-83
-0-3S

27-00
-0-06

The stress function - x for a dam 6 metres

high. Co-ordinate difference one-half. The

boundary of the solid passes through the

series of dots. The black line encloses the

body region. The small numbers are

~r<y/ X-

6-06 10-40

3-57

0-65 0-85 0-33

o oo o-oo o-oo ooo o-oo

0-47 0-57

1-Z5 H-57

5-19 5-38

3-58 10-86

I2.-8S 21-86 33 00
-0-37 1-0-53 -I-77

1 7-50 27-21 39-02
+O-+S -0-83 -

0-30

0-97
-0-J6

0-65 0-85 1-67
+0-10 -0-67 +0 09

2-96 3-65 5-23
+0-+6 -0-33. -1-17

6-31 8-35 10-55
+0-13 -0-IA -l-ll

12-47 14-77 18-13
-0-13 -0-S7 +0-53

3-34-
-0-3+

g-50
-0-51

14-38
1-0-S7

22-35
t-o-is-

13-62 22-S3 26-71
-0-O3 -0-14-

32-19
-0-13

3-67
+0-17

7-78
-O-OE

13-46

20-68
-0-1-1 .

23-29
+ 0-02

33-05
-o-ii

5-22
-0-56

14-80
+ 0-35

2.3-37 33-83 4&I7
1-0-12. -tO-l* -0-97

52-77
1-0-03

60-Z8
-0-03

39 -3S 56--t-3

40-15 56-51-

40-5* 56-84-

41-31 57-5t

42-58 58-73

4-4-48 60-41

47-13 62-88

50-65 66-Z1

55-17 70-43

60-51 75-82.

67-71 82-30 39-84

75-53 91 -55IOJ-64127-24I4733
I-0-7O

\

13-52
+ 0-31

20-13
-0-44-

21-03
-0-63

22-56
+ 0-05

30-44 41-57 54-43
-0-11 -0-5S +06+

38-71 50-35 63-55
+0-63 0-U -0-2.5-

25-11
+ 0-11

37-31
-0-17

47-66
-0-O-*-

37-22
-0 01

46-36
o-oo

5771
+ 0-JJ2.

47-33 60-07 73-53
-00*- -O-IT +0-3Z

58-14- 70-67 54-35
+0-14- -*-o-7o +o a*-

63-26 5205 36-01
-O-1O -0-+8 -o-ii

68-75
-0-13

78-07
+ 0-37

55-16
-0-36

33-12
+ 0-Z3

110- 3S
-0-37

84-25 100-53 117-54
+0-59 JO'5A -O'SZ

33-70 110-23 127-57
+ 0-08 +1-15 -rO-

103-31 120-62 I38-2S
+ 0-J.7 +0-61 +O-I3

114-33 131-73 149-56
-0-23 -0-33 -0-09

IJjfi-39 143-35
-O-+3 -1-O-tO

136-57 156-69

146-13 16673

157-26 177-53

163-43 ISS-28

162-11

28-28 32-33 36-43 42-65 43-95 59-09 69"K> 81-37 34-5O 108-68 123-54 140-14 157-13 17571

42-35 47-35 54-12 6I.-SO 71-52 52-06 34-34 107-60 IM 26 137-32 154-10 I7I-M

tesimally correct upper boundary of the fine-difference table did not at first fit the

lower part derived from the coarse-difference table. A correction to the coarse-

difference table was therefore calculated, which, if added to it, would have made its
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upper boundary infinitesimally correct as regards x, when the value of x was found

by interpolation* (%xfi (l appeared to be near enough already). And this correction

was used to bring the lower boundary of the fine-difference table into harmony with its

upper boundary. Its greatest value in the region of the fine-difference table was 1'5.

Secondly, a principal mode of vibration, having maximum value 0'5 and X3
, roughly

1'5, was left in the top of the dam not completely removed by the approximation

with a = 2. It was removed by guesswork satisfactorily. Thirdly, a number of

slips in the arithmetic had to be corrected. The result of these processes is shown

in Table XII.

4 "2
-

3 '4. Errors Due to Incomplete Approximation. As a justification of the

body values of Table XII., I propose to consider the final distribution of ^i
4

x

belonging to them, and not the process by which they were obtained, for owing

to errors and experiments this process was long and complicated. Let us imagine

the distribution of j^i'x given in Table XII., to be expanded in the series

T6^i
4

X = AjAiTj + A2A/P;) +... + ... + A nX,,
2

P, where PA is an integral of

(lWi
4- x

/.

2

)I\-
=

>
{ 1 lia8 P/i = aud SiyS (normal) = on the boundary. Then

the error in x is A?! +A2P2+ ... +ABPM . An inspection of ^i'x shows that it changes

sign many times in a small area. Hence it obviously contains the principal modes of

vibration for which Aa
is large. The greatest value, namely, A,,", is about G4, so for

this the error in x will be -^ of yg- ^ /x- The greatest value of yg- ^ ^x is seen to be

1'81. corresponding to an error of 0'03 in x- If this had been distributed all over

with alternate + and - -

signs the corresponding error in the stresses would be

(4 x 0'03)//i
a = 16 x 0'03 = 0'48. This is appreciable, but not serious. The mean

value of ye [^ i

4

x> formed by squaring, adding, and taking the square root, would be

much smaller than 1'81, and the error in the stresses due to the presence of the

higher modes of vibration P
re ,
PB _i, Pn- 2 , &c., will be correspondingly less than 0'48.

Next, as to the gravest, mode Pj : it is possible that PI may be prominent in the

error in x, and yet A^Pj obscured in ^ /x by the presence of AB
2PB ,

since X,
2

is a small

fraction of A/. We can estimate it very roughly by means of the theorem that at

the centre of a circle an arbitrary function f differs from an integral x of V*x = 0,

which coincides with it, as to value and normal space rate, everywhere on the

circumference, by the integral over the interior of the circle of the product

where a is the radius of the circle. The integration has been effected with sufficient

accuracy by drawing contours of B on tracing paper and laying it over Table XII.,

and then adding up the values of ^ ^x situated between each pair of contours.

r The internal distribution .of this correction was calculated by contour integration applied to freehand

graphs in a way which the author hopes to publish shortly.

VOL. CCX. A. 2 Y
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The following results have been found :

Co-ordinates of
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into the boundary equations, in that the average of (11) and (10) is derived from

the average of (10) and (11) by means of the value of dx/dq at the centre of the four

points where these values are situated.

(c) (11) is derived from (11) by means of the value of dx/dq half-way between

them and (21) is similarly derived from (12). But (01) is derived from (10) by c^xi^l

at \, J and (10) is also derived from (10) by 3^/3</ at 00, where in the latter q is

normal to the line joining 01 and 00. Thus (10) and (Ol) are both connected to (10),

and are no longer independent. It is therefore impossible to satisfy the body equations

completely. Large values of ^i*x may appear at 10 and 01. In some work by this

method, now rejected, the approximation was so arranged
that these values of \? i\ tended to become equal and TABLE XIV
opposite. The reason for choosing (a) was that the system (c)

gave large oscillations in the stresses near the corners,

oscillations for which it was difficult to find any physical

reason
; (b) gave extraordinary oscillations in the shears on

the boundary, but (a) gave smooth curves of stress. _
To confirm this choice the co-ordinate differences have been

altered so that the boundary lies half-way between two

tabular numbers. The ambiguities now disappear. Thus, at

the hind toe it is found on stepping out the integral of boundary equations that we

have zero values, as in Tables X. and XIV., whatever be the size of the co-ordinate

difference.

TV X a v a ,,Then at the corner -A = - _JL = - _
. Therefore -

hx* 2 So? %z 2

Now test Table XII. to see whether it gives the same result.

At the hind toe |* = + 3'88, nM.f$r = -379, and - = 1-02, which is
So: 'ftxftz 379

satisfactory.

At the front toe a more elaborate check has been made by means of a new table

with smaller co-ordinate differences, h = %. This is Table XV. It was prepared as

tollows : First, the number of digits in the values of x, near the corner, were reduced

by taking instead -
x

' = -x-74 + 30a;-18z, so that x and x' have identical second-

differences. Next, curves were plotted showing the variation of x' along lines parallel

to the co-ordinate axes. Values of x' were read from the curves at the new points

required. These values provided the boundary numbers of Table XV., on the side of

it which is in the middle of the dam. They also provided the initial body values,

which are given in parentheses in Table XV. The boundary numbers on the

masonry-water surface were, however, not obtained by interpolation from Table XII.,

but instead from the infinitesimal integral of the boundary conditions. Each of them

2 Y 2
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was derived from the value of x' &t the nearest point on the masonry-water surface

1
'

by adding or subtracting the value of
jA-

at that point, multiplied by the distance to

that point. The final body values of x' were arrived at by the process which has

been compared to hand-scraping in 3
-

3 above. They are justified by the very small

TABLE X

7-34- 6-34-

6-55 5-16 4-39 4--04--
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-e

-10

_ Q

fl =
5- 7^5i (l)

Fig. 8. Vertical stress xt on =! + for a dam G units high. [Talile (14) should read
(!")).]

-6

-4

-^

TABLE do)

TABLE (/) -

/J=j TABLE (it)

. 9. Shear < on s = for 'a dam 6 units high. [Table (14) should read (15).]
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preferred to the alternatives b and c, for with them the inconsistency was found to be

greater. It would be interesting to rework Table XV., taking, on the masonry-

water surface, numbers stepped out by finite differences exactly as was done for the

table with h = 1. It is not possible to adjust the boundary values of Table XV. so

as to give by interpolation the infinitesimally correct values of ^' and -^- on the

masonry-water boundary, for this would necessitate four independent adjustments in

the three values nearest to either corner.

At the protuberant angles of 135 degrees the method () adopted for the re-entrant

angles will not apply. For according to this method number (10) is not determined

by the boundary conditions (see Table XIII.). Neither is it determined by the body

equation, for it is right outside the boundary. But it cannot be omitted, for it enters

into the body equation at 1, 0.

It has been derived from (10), as in the method (c). Fortunately a protuberant

angle of 135 degrees only occurs at one point, and even if the method adopted is not

quite correct, the stresses will only be affected in the immediate neighbourhood of the

angle. This point is more than half-way up the flank.

4 '3. Conclusion. An attempt has been made to provide tables of the stress-

function, giving by their second differences stresses sufficiently accurate to be of use

to the practical designers of dams. The evidence that this has been done is :

(i.)
The discussion of the boundary conditions in 4'1'11, 4'2'3'1, and 4'2'4

;

(ii.)
The discussion as to the completeness of the approximation in 4 '2 "2 "3 and

4 '2
-

3 '4
; (iii.)

The general agreement of the stresses derived from the three sizes of

co-ordinate difference in
figs. 8 and 9. In this statement about the accuracy it is

assumed that the stress is taken from the table which has the smallest co-ordinate

difference. That is, from Table XV. having h = -j near the front toe ;
from Table XII.

having h ^ elsewhere in the dam
;
from Table X. having h = 1 deep down in

the bedrock.

An additional confirmation is the strong resemblance of the curves in figs. 8 and 9

to those found by Messrs. WILSON and GORE* by stressing an india-rubber model

with a rounded angle at the front toe.

The arithmetic has been carried out by a number of people, principally Messrs.

TILLEY, H. BOUCHARD, W. SHEPPARD, C. H. MASTERS, and G. EOBINSON, and I am

grateful to them for the care they have bestowed upon it.

5. This work on the solution of physical problems by finite differences has been

carried on at intervals during three years. My thanks are due to Mr. G. A. SCHOTT
for convincing me of the desirability of discovering new methods for solving physical

problems; to Mr. A. BERRY, Mr. G. F. C. SEARLE, and Prof. KARL PEARSON for

their encouragement and advice in the early stages ;
to Mr. A. CAMPBELL,

Mr. 3. C. M. GARNETT, and Mr. H. H. JEFFCOTT for references and the loan of books ;

* '

Institution of Civil Engineers,' February, 1908.
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to Prof. A. E. H. LOVE for several vital improvements which were introduced on

re-writing the paper, especially for the suggestion of the theory in the Appendix ;

also to Prof. LARMOR, Prof. SAMPSON, and Dr. R. T. GLAZEBROOK for much valuable

criticism.

APPENDIX. Properties of the Principal Modes of Vibration*

In the theory of the approximation process we have assumed that

(i)
An arbitrary function f can be expanded in the form f SA^P^, where Pk is an

integral of 1/Pft
= X/P, and satisfies the same boundary condition as f does.

(ii)
That the X2

are real, all of one sign, and lie in a finite range.

(iii)
That a certain one-signed function of position I can be found such that

SIPAP( = 0, SIP/ = 1, where S denotes a summation over the body points.

It will now first be shown that if the system of difference equations satisfies certain

conditions, then the simultaneous equations

$>>, = <), $>>3 =0, ...$> =0t ....... (1)
are equivalent to

where V is a one-signed homogeneous quadratic function of
\jj l ...^tn . Next, it will be

shown that the desired properties (i), (ii), (iii)
can be deduced from the existence of V.

No attempt will be made to determine whether the properties (i)
and (ii) can hold

under more general circumstances when V does not exist.J However, V exists for so

wide a range of physical problems that it is well worth considering.

Conditions of Existence of V. As equations (l) are to be equivalent to equations (2)

it must be possible to find a set of numbers i lt i2 ,
... in such that

,$>>, = |f for 1= l...n ........ (3).
ayi

gayAnd then, since = ^ is independent of the order of the differentiations,
dyt <%

W
* The dynamical analogy which is the basis of this section was pointed out to me by Prof. A. E. H.

LOVE. It has been introduced by POCKELS in his book 'Uber die Gleichung, A% + /fc
2 = 0.' See also

RAYLEIGH,
'

Sound,' vol. I, chap. IV.

t The boundary values in equations (1) are supposed to have been expressed in terms of the body
values by the boundary condition.

I As to the property (iii),
note that by considering the coefficients of the body values in the sums

S [IPj^'Pt], S [IPjtS)'P;], it is easy to show that these sums are equal if, and only if, the reciprocal

relation (4) holds. And if they are equal, then At2S [IPjP*]
= A/S [IP*Pj], so that SIP;?* = when A/ is

not equal to A^
2
. But the reciprocal relation (4) is necessary to the existence of V.
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for every pair kl. This is the condition that the body equations can be derived

from a single function as in (2). The numbers i,, ia ,
... in may be regarded as the

body values of a function of position. It will be denoted by I and called the

"
unifying factor," because it allows all the body equations to be expressed in terms

of a single function V.

For the sake of a certain transformation, which will be introduced later, V must be

quadratic and homogeneous, and therefore both body and boundary equations must

be linear and homogeneous.

Thus let

........ (5).

+<Ws+ ...e*,&

And lot the boundary equations be

........ (6),

where the ('')', ('')'
>s

>
and (/)'s :ire constants, most of which will commonly be zero.

In many physical problems we have the integral <f>,< given on the boundary. This

corresponds to a term j^ > independent of the (t|)'s, in each of the equations represented

by (G). However, it is not < which we wish to expand in the form SAAPA , but the

difference (<,<) between the integral and an arbitrary function satisfying the same

boundary conditions. In
<f>m <j>u the f^ terms cancel. Thus we are only here concerned

with functions having boundary equations which are linear and homogeneous in the (i|)'s.

Next, equation (4) leads to the following relations between the coefficients of (5)

and (6) :

_
.1
= S

_
J

'

= t

'$,e
kjf]l

....... (7)

for every pair k and /, making at most fyi (n l) equations. Now it is customary in

physical mathematics to treat body and boundary conditions separately. Let us

adopt the same course here and treat only the case in which (7) splits into two parts,

namely,

to be satisfied within the body region, and

]=>

*i 2 eyfjt
= ik S eqfp (9)

j

' = i j = i

to be satisfied on the boundary.
In the centre of a sufficiently large table (7) reduces to (8) even in the most general

case, for there the
(e)'s and (/)'s vanish.

Stated in words, i,ctt = ikckl means that the body equations must be able to be

brought into forms such that if each pair of points in the table be taken in turn, then

the integral <f>
at the first point of the pair, enters into the body equation >'< at the
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second, with the same coefficient that the value of
(f>

at the second enters into the

body equation at the first. For example, if fa, fa, ... fa are spaced in order at

equal intervals along the X axis, and if 2) = d
2

/da?, then Q'fa = fa-i 2fa + fa+i

and (7) is satisfied when the (i)'s are simply unity. But if 35 = 3/9x, then

<)'fa
= pSfa = fa^fa^, so that ca is +1, while clk

= 0, so it is impossible to find

a unifying factor.

Next, as to ij^e^f^
= i^ekjfj{

. A. particular condition in which these sums become

identical is if fjt
=

e^ify where a, is an arbitrary number, independent of the (|/)'s.

By (6) this equation implies that

Equation (10) states that the boundary values will satisfy their part of (4) if every

boundary number is formed as follows : Take each body -point. Multiply the value

of
<f>

there by the unifying factor and by the coefficient of the said boundary number

in 2/< at this point. Sum this product for all body points and multiply the total by a

number independent of the body values. This is not the most general way of

satisfying (9), but it is a common one in physical problems. Thus, for example, if

(-32

32 \

TT 5 + ^r~9 ) 4>v. 0, a boundary condition of frequent
ex -

occurrence is to have fa given, and therefore fa, fa = 0. This corresponds to
<*,-
= 0.

Another common condition is = -^ = &% $21
,
where 8?^ is an element of the

tin tin

normal to the boundary. Then a boundary number will either be equal to a body-

number or to a weighted mean of two neighbouring body-numbers ;
in either case

a,"
1 = e

ljil + e
2j
i

;t
+ ... + e

nj
in ,

in which all but one or two of the (e)'s
will vanish.

Lastly, it will be necessary in what follows that V should be of one sign for all

values of fa, fa, ... fa. This will be so if 3
2

V/3</</ is of the same sign for every i//.

Whence, by (3), (5), and (6), ik {ckk + '2lekjfjk } must be of the same sign for

every k ........................ (11).

As before, we will treat only the case in which the boundary and body equations

satisfy this separately, so that every i^c/^ and every ik^,ekifjk have all the same sign.

For simplicity we will take V as positive ............ (12)-

Then ik has the same sign as ckk. Further, as the sign of the operator 2)' does not

affect the solution of the equations tyfa = 0...<>'fa
= we may alter it arbitrarily, and

we will for simplicity suppose it chosen at each point so as to make ew positive . (13).

The ii...in will then also be positive .............. (14).

For convenience, a table is added giving the forms of I and V for some common

forma of 2)'. These were taken by analogy from infinitesimals, and afterwards

verified by trial. Thus for 3) = V2 we have V = J JJJ [V<]
2
dr, where V is the vector

operator Nabla and dr an element of volume. On expressing V in orthogonal curvilinear

co-ordinates qiqaq3 and varying fa it is found that SV =
JfJ S</>

. V2
< . I . dr + a surface

VOL. COX. A. 2 Z
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integral, where the unifying factor I is equal to minus the ratio of the volume of the

elementary co-ordinate block to the product dq ldq2dq3.*

<& denotes a summation for every difference which involves a body-number directly

(that is not by way of boundary equations (6)).

In the following table the co-ordinate difference is supposed constant for each

co-ordinate separately :

2)' with sign to make
CM plus

Unifying
factor I.

2

r^Vr z
2

^,
1

Unity

Unity *Ua + *

+ Unity
4 4\ a

Note that the averager p. occurs in 2)' but not in V. Having now set out the

conditions of existence of V in a form in which they can easily be applied to test any
operator )' given with unifying factor and boundary conditions, let us pass on to

deduce the properties of the principal modes of vibration from the existence o/V.
Let

2T =^2+^2
2

+...^
2 ........ (15),

then

t>{ .......... (16),

and by (14) T is essentially positive.

Now V and T being real quadratic forms in the same variables, one of which, T, is

*
Simply putting for 3 in the infinitesimal V does not give the finite-difference V except in special

cases. April, 1910.
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definite,* may be transformed! to real sums of squares of new variables A which are

real linear functions of />!... i/ n.

Thus 2T = A
1 +A,+...+A. (17),

= X
1

2A1

2+X2
2A2

2
+... + XB

2AB
2

(18),

X^.-.X,,
2

being the values of X which cause the vanishing of the determinant whose

(k, /)th element is

_^_(V-X
2

T) (19).

But by (3) and (16) this element is

And the vanishing of the determinant is, therefore, the condition that the n body

equations
ay OAi> * ... fa)

= \* fa, h, ... fa) ...... (20)

should have an integral other than zero. The integrals thus denned as to their body
values by (20) have already been denoted by P1; P2 ,

... Pn .

The determinant being of the nth degree in X2 vanishes for n values of X2
. Since

one of the forms, T, is definite these n roots are all real (KRONECKER, loc. cit.),
and

since both T and V are positive X/...X,,
2
are all positive ........ (21).

Now let the coefficients in the transformation of T and V be the (p)'s defined by

A! = hfapu+hfaPw+ infapin

AB = hfapni+^apa+---^fapm J

Then differentiating (17) and (18) by fa and using (22)

I "\rri

(23),

(24),

for I = 1, 2 ...n. Now if we limit the hitherto arbitrary (t/)'s by making all the

(A)'s vanish except Ay, then

..... (25), (26),

* "Definite" here means: one-signed and vanishing only when f,, ^2,
... $ all vanish.

t KRONECKER, quoted by BROMWICH, 'Cambridge Tracts in Mathematics,' No. 3, 26; also by
WEBSTER,

'

Dynamics,' Appendix V.

2 z 2
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so that under this limitation + 2>tyz
=

A/ty- Now lf ^* is defined as related to pjt
in

the same way as /3* is related to /,,
that is by equation (6) then operating on both

sides of (25) with 2)', we have 2/i/r,
=

Afi'pji. Substituting in (26)

Thus it appears that the (p)'s and (b)'s, as defined by (22) and by (G), are the

body and boundary values of the integrals Pj . . . PB .

Equation (23) is therefore equivalent to the statement that an arbitrary function

/may be expanded in the series

/=A 1P1 + ASP,+ ...A
II
P

1,
. -. ...... (28)

as to its body points, and as / and the (P)'s must all satisfy the same boundary

condition the same expansion holds good on the boundary also. Analogous to this in

infinitesimals, and for a special form of <>', are the expansions of arbitrary functions

in series of sines, Bessel functions, spherical harmonics, and other integrals of

(V
2+ /,:')</>= 0.

Equations (22) mean that to determine the coefficient of any principal mode of

vibration in the expansion of an arbitrary function we must multiply the arbitrary

function by this mode of vibration and by the unifying factor, and add up the products

at the body points only. This is analogous to the well-known Fourier method of

determining coefficients.

Squaring equation (2.3), multiplying by i
t
and summing over the body points and

using (15) and (17), we find

I = n l= n
-^

2 *ip\i
= 1, 2 iipjipu.

= 0. . . .

L(29) and (30).

which mean the same as SIP/ =
1, SIP*P; = .

The above proof holds good even if any of X^ ... Xn
2 are equal to one another.

This completes the properties of the (P)'s which we require.* It remains to consider

some approximations to X^.-.X/.

Since by (17) and (18)

V = VA 1

!i+ X/A/+...Xn
2X2

/81 x

T A

* The transformation of (^)'s to (A)'s resembles an orthogonal transformation of co-ordinates in that

there are two other relations similar to (29) and (30). These are found by squaring (22) and using (17)

3 = n j = n
and (15). They are ik 2 pjt

? = 1 and 2 p3lp^ = 0. The first means that the sum of the squares of the
j=i j=i

values of the n harmonics at the &th body point is l/ifc. The second means that if we take each principal

mode of vibration, form the product of its values at two fixed body points, and then add up these products

for all the modes, their sum is zero. April, 1910.
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it follows that when f=Pk then V/T = X*
2

,
and when f differs slightly from P* then

V/T will differ from X*
3

by a small quantity of the second order (RAYLEIGH,
'

Theory
of Sound,' 88). In 3 '2 '3 a guess is made at Pk ,

and XA
2
is then calculated roughly

as V/T.
The special values X^.-.X,,

3
for any region are included between the greatest and

least of the X2

pertaining to any region, which includes the former region when the

boundary values of both regions vanish. For let Pt ,
the integral of ($)'+ X*

2

)
Pt

=
for the smaller region, be set round about with noughts until a larger boundary is

reached. The conditions for the existence of a function V will then be satisfied for

the larger region. Let quantities belonging to the larger region be distinguished by
dashes. Then by (28) PA may be expanded in the form

PA
= SBjP';, where the (B)'s are constants.

Now by (31) X/ = V/T, when the body values have the values given by $ = AA.PA..

Also, by (15), T' = T since the added squares are zero. Also, by (3), i^'\\>k is equal

to both 3V/3i//A and BV'/S^ so that V and V can only differ by terms independent of

//!, i//2 ,
... />. But there are 110 other variables in V. Therefore V EE V and XA

2 =
V'/T'.

Now, expanding V and T' by (17) and (18),

3 _ X 1

/'G 1

g+Xa"Ga
2+...+Xr

/aGr
il

G1
f+Qf

>
+...+G/

And therefore X/ lies between the greatest and least of the X'
2

. If, however, the

boundary values do not vanish then 9V'/3^ = +4<

>'i//A:
when the (ft)'s are regarded as

independent of the
(i//)'s during the differentiation, whereas 3V/3*/;*

= the same

quantity when V is expressed as a function of the
(i/>)'s entirely, and a more detailed

examination shows that X*
2 need not lie between the greatest and least values of X'

2

for an enclosing boundary with zero boundary values. However, Xt
2

is necessarily

finite, for it is the root of a rational integral function with finite coefficients.
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X. On Scandium. Part II.*

By Sir WILLIAM CROOKES, D.Sc., LL.D., For.Sec.R.S.

Received December 14, 1909, and April 29, 1910, Read January 20 and

June 2, 1910.

SINCE the publication of the first part of my paper on Scandiiim,f G. EBERHARD,| of

the Astrophysical Observatory, Potsdam, reasoning from the fact that the strongest

lines of the scandium spectrum are observed in the spectra of stars in diverse stages

of development, has come to the conclusion that scandium must be universally

distributed on the earth. Investigating the arc spectra of 366 minerals and rocks, he

obtained the remarkable result that scandium in small quantities is actually one of

the most widely distributed earth elements. He shows that it occurs most frequently

in zirconium minerals in beryls, titanates, columbites, and titanocolumbites of the

rare earths also in micas
; and, finally, that specimens of wolframite and tinstone

from Saxony and Bohemia contain scandium in sufficient quantity to make its

extraction advantageous.

These results of EBERHARD were quickly verified by Prof. R. J. MEYER, Berlin

University, who, in a preliminary paper, has described experiments on extracting

scandia from the Zinnwald wolframite. Prof. MEYER concludes that this wolframite

contains from 0'14 to 0'16 per cent, of rare earths, and that these rare earths contain

0"30 to 0"33 per cent, of scandia. Thus the original wolframite Avould contain about

0-15/100x0-315/100 = O'04725/IOOOO, or about O'OOOS per cent, of scandia. Prof.

MEYER has worked out two methods of separating scandia from the wolframite rare

earths : (a) Precipitation with hydrofluoric acid from an intermediate product in

which the scandium has been concentrated by an oxalic acid precipitation, and (6)

precipitation with hydrofluosilicic acid, or sodium silicofluoride in acid solution. The

* The descriptions and analyses of the following salts were communicated to the Society on

December 14, 1909, as now printed : Scandium aurochloride, platinocyanide, iodate, sulphite, malate,

malonate, tartrate, racemate, Isevotartrate, and mesotartrate.

t 'Phil. Trans.,' A, vol. 209, pp. 15-46, March 4, 1908.

J 'Sitzungber. Kgl. Preuss. Akad. Wissensch.,' 1908, xxxviii., 851.

'Zeit. fur Anorg. Chem., lx., 134, November 17, 1908; and 'Chemical News,' xcix., 85, 97,

February, 1909.

VOL. CCX. A 468. 18.6.10
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raw scaridia prepared by the above methods still contains small quantities of yttria

and ytterbia, particularly if method (&) is used. Prof. MEYER says that his scandia,

when freed from cerium and yttrium earths, has the atomic weight 45 to 46, and still

contains about 1 per cent, of thorium.*

On reading Prof. MEYER'S paper I examined the felspar and mica which were

associated with the parcels of wiikite procured by me from Finland. The felspar

contains a small percentage of rare earths, but 110 trace of scandia could I detect on

examining their photographed spectra, the dominant line, wave-length 3613'984,

being entirely absent.

The mica was found to contain about 1 per cent, of rare earths, and in the

photographed spectrum the dominant lines of scandium are plainly visible. From a

comparison of the spectra with those taken with the rare earths from wiikite I should

estimate the scandia at about half that in the earths of the best black wiikite.

A specimen of wolframite from Zinnwald was found to contain less than 1 per cent,

of rare earths, and in the photographed spectrum of these earths, the dominant lines

of scandium were strong, accompanied by only the faintest trace of yttrium or

ytterbium lines.

Through the kindness of a friend, Dr. WAHL, of the Miueralogical Institute,

University, Helsingfbrs, I also obtained the following authentic specimens of minerals

from the locality whence my wiikite was mined :

No. 1. Felspar from the pegmatite vein carrying monazite and the scandium-

wiikite. Lokasaari.

No. 2. Monazite from Lokasaari.

No. 3. Black wiikite from Lokasaari, Impilaks.

No. 4. Brown wiikite from Lokasaari.

No. 5. Wiikite from Lokasaari, another specimen.
No. 6. Mica from Hunttila, Impilaks. (Probably from the wiikite quarry.)

Of Dr. WAHL'S minerals, No. 1, felspar, contained I'll per cent, of rare earths.

On photographing the spectrum only a very faint trace of scandium appeared.
No. 2, monazite, contained 17 '15 per cent, of rare earths; the photographed

spectrum showed no scandium.

No. 3, black wiikite, contained 22'58 per cent, of rare earths; the spectrum showed
considerable quantities of scandium.

No. 4, brown wiikite, contained 2377 per cent, of rare earths ; the spectrograph
showed only a small amount of scandium.

No. 5, wiikite, contained 24'85 per cent, of rare earths; the photographed spectrum
showed considerable quantities of scandium.

A mixture of 99 '25 parts of scandium with 0'75 part of thorium would have an atomic weight of

45 5.
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No. 6, mica, contained 0'63 per cent, of rare earths, which, on spectrographic

examination, contained an amount of scandium about equal to that in the rare earths

in Nos. 3 and 5.

I have also to thank Dr. A. HIORTH, of Kristiania, for a typical collection of

23 specimens of rare minerals from Norway ; the results of examination of most of

these specimens have already been given.

The scandia used in the preparation of some of the salts here described was not

absolutely pure. Chemically, no other earth could be detected in it, but the

spectrograph revealed traces of yttria and ytterbia. These traces could have been

removed by one or more operations, but I thought it advisable to leave them in, for

the following reasons : In each operation of purification some loss is unavoidably

incurred, and when chemical reactions are insufficient to find the other earths it is not

worth diminishing my lessening stock of scandia for the sake of academic purity.

The chief reason, however, for leaving these traces in is that they might afford

evidence of a difference of behaviour between one earth and another in the presence

of some of the acids used. After each quantitative determination the scandia was

dissolved in acid and a spectrogram taken to see if yttria or ytterbia were present.

The residual earth was then collected from the mother-liquor and a photograph taken

of its spectrum. A comparison of the pair of spectra shows at once if any separation

has been effected between the earths present. When separation is apparent further

experimentation on a larger scale is reserved to a future occasion.

SCANDIUM IODATE,

Sc(I03)8+18HaO.

Scandium iodate is best prepared by the metathesis of a soluble scandium salt with

ammonium iodate. It forms a white crystalline powder almost insoluble in water.

After being well washed and dried in the air it contains 18 molecules of water. The

water is held loosely ; long drying in a desiccator, or exposure to a temperature of

100 and slightly higher, drives some of it off; only by repeated trials with slight

alterations of temperature have I obtained certain definite hydrates. There are
'

indications of other hydrates, but I have not attempted to prepare them.

Analysis.

(1) 15'483 gr. of 18-hydrate scandium iodate, dried in the air at the temperature
of about 15, were dissolved in hydrochloric acid and heated until chlorine

ceased to be evolved. It was then evaporated to dryness with excess of acid

and dissolved in water. Ammonia in excess was added, and the whole boiled.

The precipitated scandia was filtered, washed, and ignited. It weighed
1-229 gr.,

= 07959 gr. of scandium.

VOL. OCX. A. 3 A
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(2) 17
-9 5 6 gr. of 18-hydrate were heated carefully until the temperature rose to

250. At this point the white salt became slightly brown. It weighed

1T265 gr., showing a loss of 6'691 gr. of water.

Theory. Experiment.

Sc . .
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Theory. Experiment.

(1). (2). (3).

Sc . . . 44-10 5-49 5-42
5'41-|

3(IO3)
. . 52476 65-35 \ 94 .5g 94.59}

71 25

13H2O . 234-21 29-16 J 2875

803-07 100-00 100-00 lOO'OO lOO'OO

i

When the 18-hydrate is heated for some time to 100 it loses eight molecules of

water, and leaves a 10-hydrate,

Sc(I03) 3+10H20.

20 "983 gr. of 10-hydrate scandium iodate, decomposed in the manner already

described, yielded T907 gr. of scandia, = 1'235 gr. of scandium.

Theory. Experiment.

Sc . . 44-10 5-89 5-

3(IO) 52476 70-06
'

10H2O ...... 180-16 24-05

749-02 100-00 100-00

When heated to about 250 scandium iodate loses all its water of crystallisation,

and becomes anhydrous,

Sc(IOs)8
.

15*409 gr. of anhydrous scandium iodate were dissolved in acid, precipitated with

ammonia, and the scandia collected. It weighed 1724 gr.,
= I'll 16 gr. of

scandium.

Theory. Experiment.

Sc 44-10 7-75 7-24

3(IO3) 524-76 92-25 9276

568'86 100-00 lOO'OO

SCANDIUM SULPHITE,

Sc2(S03)3
.

Scandium sulphite is formed by mixing solutions of scandium chloride and sodium

sulphite. It forms a heavy white precipitate, soluble in excess of sodium sulphite

3 A 2
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when heated, slightly soluble in hot water and insoluble in cold water. The air dried

salt is anhydrous, and has the composition given above.

Analysis.

4'236 gr. of the air-dried salt were dissolved in hydrochloric acid and the solution

boiled until sulphurous acid ceased to be driven off. Ammonia in excess was

added, and the whole boiled. The scandia was filtered, washed, and ignited.

It weighed 17G5 gr.
= T1430 gr. of scandium.

Theory. Experiment.

2Sc 88-20 26-86 26'98

3SO3 240-21 73-14 73'02

328-41 100-00 100-00

SCANDIUM BOKATE,

ScBO,

Scandium hydroxide ground with a solution of boric acid undergoes no apparent

change. Slight combination takes place on boiling the mixture, but no definite

compound is produced.

Re-crystallised boric acid and scandia were mixed together, the acid being in

excess, and the whole heated to bright redness for an hour in a platinum crucible.

The mixture fused to a clear liquid, and on cooling the melt was extracted with

boiling water, filtered, and washed. The residue on the filter was shaken up with

much water, levigated, and poured on to a filter, and thus was separated, until only
the larger heavy particles were left behind. The scandium borate thus prepared is

in the form of a white powder, having the appearance under the microscope of minute

transparent spheres. In transmitted polarised light each spherulite shines like a

point of light on the dark field when the analyser is crossed, each point alternately

disappearing and reappearing as the stage is rotated.

The analysis of the borate at first presented difficulties. It dissolves easily in

dilute acids, and on adding ammonia a precipitate, chiefly of scandium hydroxide, is

formed, but the hydroxide carries down with it variable quantities of borate. The

plan finally adopted was to dissolve the borate in dilute hydrochloric acid and

precipitate hot with ammonia. The precipitate was filtered, washed, and dried. The

precipitated hydroxide was then ignited in a platinum crucible, hydrofluoric acid was

poured on, and it was kept at a gentle heat for some hours. Strong sulphuric acid

was added, and the mixture was gradually heated till dry. The residual scandia was
then ignited strongly and weighed.
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Analysis.

"037 gr. of scandium borate, treated in the manner described, gave 5 '27 7 gr. of

scandia, = 3'4173 gr. of scandium.

Theory. Experiment.

42-52

57-48

Sc . . . .
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The 26717 gr. of hydrated aurochloride treated in this manner yielded 7 '361 gr. of

gold, and 3'862 gr. of scandia, = 2'5009 gr. of scandium.

Theory. Experiment.

9-36

27-55

36-81

16-28")

10-00 1
26 '28

3Sc . . .
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For analysis the hydrate, dried to a constant weight, was dissolved in water and

the gold precipitated by the addition of metallic magnesium, the liquid being well

boiled. The filtrate from the gold was mixed with an excess of ammonium chloride,

ammonia was added, and the whole boiled. The scandia, which came down free from

magnesia, was filtered, washed, dried, and ignited.

Analysis.

19'302 gr. treated as described yielded 6'341 gr. of gold and 3'174 gr. of scandia,

= 2 '05 54 gr. of scandium.

Theory. Experiment.

10-65

32-85

56-21 56-50

3Sc .
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oppositely polarised. The red transmitted ray is extinguished when the short

diagonal of the nicol is parallel to the long axis of the crystal, and the reflected green

ray is extinguished when the long diagonal of the nicol is parallel to the long axis of

the crystal. Light passing along the axis of the crystal is crimson, and not polarised.

[June 2nd, 1910. I have submitted the metallic green crystals of this salt to the

low temperature of liquid air with a view to ascertain what change of colour, if any >

accompanies the reduction of temperature. After an exposure for ten minutes in

liquid air the green colour becomes paler and more of a yellowish hue, while the

transmitted light changes from crimson to deep brown. On removing the platino-

cyanide from the liquid air the normal colours come back as the salt warms up to the

temperature of the laboratory.]

The crystals are soluble in water, forming a colourless solution, and are insoluble

or nearly so in absolute alcohol. Boiled in alcohol they dehydrate, turning white

but not dissolving. The white dehydrated salt dissolves easily in water, and on

evaporation separates out in crystals of the normal appearance.

Analysis.

(1) 5755 gr. of well crystallised and air-dried scandium platinocyanide were

dissolved in water and precipitated hot with ammonia. The scandia was
filtered off, well washed, dried, ignited, and weighed. It weighed 0'627 gr.,

= 0'40G gr. of scandium. The filtrate was evaporated to dryness in

platinum, and the residual ammonium platinocyanide slowly decomposed by
heat and then ignited strongly. The platinum left from the decomposition

weighed 2 '446 gr.

(2) 9-612 gr. of scandium platinocyanide were fused at a full red heat with potassium

bisulphate. Hydrocyanic acid was evolved with much intumescence and

separation of platinum, and the mixture finally fused quietly to a clear liquid.

The mass was extracted with water containing a little acid, and the platinum
filtered off'; it weighed 4'028 gr.

Ammonia in excess was added to the filtrate and the precipitated scandia

collected; it weighed M32 gr.,
= 0733 gr. of scandium.

(3) 10741 gr. of air-dried scandium platinocyanide were kept over sulphuric acid

in a desiccator for 80 hours. It lost 2 '121 giv of water. The salt was then

put into a hot-air oven and kept at 100 for 17 hours. It became a good

canary-yellow, and was found to have lost an additional 0'1343 gr. The

temperature was raised to 160 for 10 hours, when an additional 0'644 gr. of

water was driven off The temperature was finally raised to about 180, when
the salt began to decompose. Calculated out, these losses nearly approximate
to successive losses of 15, 1, and 4 molecules of water, with half a molecule

still remaining in the salt at 160, and only driven off as decomposition
commences.
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Theory. Experiment.

369

2Sc .

3Pt .

12CN
15H2O
1H2

88-200

585-000
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Analysis,

(1) 9-003 gr. of scandium mono-chloroacetate left on ignition 2*193 gr. of scandia,

= 1 -4202 gr. of scandium.

(2) 15'145 gr. of mono-chloroacetate left on ignition 3'634 gr. of scandia,

= 2'3530 gr.
of scandium.

(3) 14-099 gr. of mono-chloroacetate left on ignition 3*387 gr. of scandia,

= 2'1934 gr. of scandium.

Theory. Experiment.
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Theory. Experiment.

(1). (2).

10-58 1075

89-42 89-25

Sc. . . .

C9Hi5O9 .

6H2O . . .
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The colloidal gummy mass, smeared on a microscopic slide, dries to a clear non-

deliquescent glass-like substance. Exposed to dry air the film cracks and flakes off

like a pharmaceutical scale preparation.

A lump of the viscid transparent mass, free from adhering water, dried in a water-

oven at 100, becomes white, hard, and brittle. It is now insoluble in either hot or

cold water, although before heating the gummy mass is easily soluble in cold water.

The side of the beaker in which the gummy mass is precipitated by heat from the

solution of the malonate is seen to be studded with brilliant colourless transpai'ent

crystals, some measuring more than a millimetre across.

According to the mode of preparation, scandium malonate contains either one or

two molecules of water.

Dl-HYDRATE SCANDIUM MALONATE,

(1) 35'33l gr. of di-hydrate scandium malonate left after ignition 12'282 gr. of

scandia, = 7'9535 gr. of scandium.

(2) 52"299 gr. of scandium malonate, dried at 120, lost 9'538 gr. of water.

Theory. Experiment.

Sc . . .
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Theory. Experiment.

(1). (2). (3).

Sc 44-100 24-35 24'04 24'32 24'13

181-140 100-00 100-00 100-00 lOO'OO

BASIC SCANDIUM MALONATE,

PTT /COOSc(OH)2

a2
\COOSc(OH)s

'

When a large excess of scandium hydroxide is gently warmed with an amount of

malonic acid insufficient to dissolve it, and the filtered solution is well hoiled, a basic

salt is precipitated having the above composition.

Analysis.

16'754 gr. of the salt left on ignition 8'834 gr. of scandia, = 57207 gr. of

scandium.

Theory. Experiment.

34-15

G5-85

Sc2
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gummy mass when evaporated to dryness. It has a strong mousy odour. The

ammoniacal solution also dries to a clear glassy mass, entirely soluble in water.

Analysis.

(1) 10-131 gr. of scandium malate dried in a vacuum desiccator lost 0'852 gr. of

water after being kept at 110 for twelve hours.

The same 10'131 gr. of scandium malate, after ignition, left 3'324 gr. of

scandia, = 2'152 gr. of scandium.

(2) 8-338 gr. of scandium malate, dried in a vacuum desiccator, left on ignition

2-667 gr. of scandia, = 1727 gr. of scandium.

Theory. Experiment.

Sc
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Analysis.

(1) 6
-254 gr. of scandium fumarate, heated to redness hi the air, left 2'287 gr. of

scandia, = T4810 gr. of scandium.

(2) 8'245 gr. of scandium fumarate left on ignition 3'055 gr. of scandia, = 1'9783 gr.

of scandium.

Theory. Experiment.

(1). (2).

Sc 44-10 23-95 23'68 23'99

<JHO,. . .-13P02
7(

,.05 7(
..32 7(

..01
irloO 9 01

184-13 100-00 100-00 100*00

The scandia obtained in these analyses was tested in the spectrograph, and a

minute trace of yttrium and ytterbium lines was just detectable. The earth from

the mother-liquor showed the yttrium lines faintly and ytterbium lines strongly.

Further experiments are in progress with fumaric acid as a separating agent.

METZGER found this acid very effectual in separating thoria from other monazite

earths ;
the present experiments give hopes that it may be useful in separating

scandium from ytterbium.

SCANDIUM TARTRATE,

CH(OH)COO.
I >Sc(OH),
CH(OH)COO

X

Scandium hydroxide is added to a strong solution of tartaric acid with slight

warming until the greater part of the scandium hydroxide is dissolved ;
care must

be taken to keep the base in slight excess. The turbid solution is filtered and boiled,

when a granular precipitate comes down. This precipitate is well washed with

boiling water and. dried in a desiccator over sulphuric acid.

In this way scandium tartrate forms a white crystalline powder, insoluble in hot,

slightly soluble in cold water, and insoluble in alcohol. Dried in a desiccator it is

anhydrous. When heated it emits the empyreumatic odour peculiar to decomposing
tartrates and leaves a white residue of scandia.

Analysis.

(1) 12'149 gr. of scandium tartrate left on ignition 4 -027 gr. of scandia, = 2*6078 gr.

of scandium.

(2) 3'900 gr. of scandium tartrate'left on ignition T267 gr. of scandia, = 0'8205 gr.

of scandium.
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Theory. Experiment.

Sc . . . .

C4H5 7 . .
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desiccator over sulphuric acid it contains one molecule of water. Dried in the air it

contains two molecules of water.

Analysis.

(1) 6'252 gr. of scandium laevo-tartrate, dried in a desiccator for twenty-four hours,

left on ignition 1'785 gr. of scandia, = 1'1564 gr. of scandium.

(2) 7'912 gr. of scandium Isevo-tartrate, dried in a desiccator, left on ignition

2 '250 gr. of scandia, = T4570 gr. of scandium.

Theory. Experiment.

(1)- (2).

Sc. . . . 44-100 17-99 18-50 18'42

C4H5O 7 . . 165-040 67-31
81-50 81-58

2H2O . . 36-032 14-70

245-172 100-00 lOO'OO lOO'OO

SCANDIUM MESO-TARTRATE.

CH(OH)COO.
I >Sc(OH),H,O.
CH(OH)COO

/

Scandium meso-tartrate is prepared by gently warming a slight excess of scandium

hydroxide with aqueous meso-tartaric acid, and then boiling the filtered solution.

The meso-tartrate comes down as a white granular precipitate. It is well washed

with boiling water and dried over sulphuric acid in a desiccator for twenty-four hours.

In this state it contains one molecule of water.

Analysis.

4'899 gr. of scandium meso-tartrate yielded on ignition 1"460 gr. of scandia,

= 0"9455 gr. of scandium.

Theory. Experiment.

Sc
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percentages of scandium ranging near to 23 '5, with a deviation of two- or three-

tenths of a unit one side or the other. The nearest basic salt which contains such an

amount of scandium has the composition

fCH(OH)COOx CH(OH)COO-Sc :

5l
| >ScOH+ |

[ CH(OH)000 CH(OH)COO-Sc : O

and contains 23'49 per cent, of scandium.

SCANDIUM /3-Di BROMOPROPIONATE,

(CH2BrCHBrCOO)3Sc+(CHsBrCHBrCOO)3ScOH.

1 have not prepared either the normal or the basic dibromopropionate in a pure

state, but I have obtained a salt corresponding to equimolecular proportions of the

two salts, having the above composition. The acid was dissolved in water and exactly

neutralised with dilute ammonia. To the warm solution was added dilute scandium

nitrate until no more precipitate came down on the addition of either reagent to the

filtered solution. Scandium dibromopropionate is almost insoluble in hot or cold

water and, when dried over sulphuric acid in a desiccator, is a white amorphous

powder, so easily electrified that it requires great care in powdering and moving it

from one vessel to another or it flies out of the mortar or watch-glasses.

Analysis.

8'1 17 gr. of scandium dibromopropionate, dried at 110, yielded on ignition 0'845 gr.

of scandia, = 0'5598 gr. of scandium.

Theory. Experiment.

Sc2 88-20 7-00 6'90

C15H16 HBrlrt 1171-33 93-00 93'10

1259-53 100-00 lOO'OO

The filtrate and washings from the precipitated salt were concentrated and pre-

cipitated with ammonia. The precipitate was dissolved in nitric acid and examined
in the spectrograph, whilst a corresponding test was applied to the scandia from the

pure analysed salt. On comparing the two spectrograms, nothing but scandium lines

could be detected on that of the scandia from the dibromopropionate, while on that of
the earth from the filtrate, yttrium could be detected in minute quantity and ytterbium
in larger quantities.
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SCANDIUM CITRATE,

CH2 COON

\
+ 6H2O = Sc4(C6H4O 7 )3+ 6H2O.Sc I O C COO 3

CH2
- COCT

j

Ammonium citrate is added to a solution of scandium nitrate in such proportion

that no further precipitation takes place on adding either solution. The result is a

dense white precipitate, soluble in excess of ammonium citrate solution.

On boiling the filtrate from the scandium citrate a white precipitate comes down,

dissolving again when the liquid cools.

The citrate precipitated in the cold was well washed with hot water, filtered, and

dried.

When the citrate is dried in the air it contains six molecules of water, and has the

composition given above.

When this salt is dried for some days over sulphuric acid it loses two molecules of

water and becomes a 4-hydrate salt.

The 4-hydrate salt, heated in an air-bath for six hours to 100, loses two more

molecules of water, and becomes a 2-hydrate.

Amdyxix.

(1) 3'541 gr. of scandium citrate, dried in the air, yielded on ignition T140 gr. of

scandia, = 07382 gr. of scandium.

(2) 4'670 gr. of scandium citrate, dried over sulphuric acid for four days, yielded on

ignition 1'579 gr. of scandia, = 1'0225 gr. of scandium.

(3) 2797 gr. of scandium citrate, dried over sulphuric acid for four days, yielded on

ignition 0'939 gr. of scandia, = O'GOSl gr. of scandium.

(4) 3-541 gr. of scandium citrate, heated to 110 for 24 hours, lost 0'311 gr. of

water.

(5) 4'467 gr. of scandium citrate, dried at 100, yielded on ignition 1'579 gr. of

scandia, = T0225 gr. of scandium.

(6) 3-379 gr. of scandium citrate, dried at 110 for two days, lost 0'149 gr. of

water.

Analysis of the 6-Hydrate Citrate.

Theory. Experiment.

4Sc 176-40 2079 20'85

3(C6HA). 564-10 66 '47 \7 9 .

2 l 79-15
1 108-10 1274/

848-60 100-00 100-00.

3 c 2
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Analysis of the ^-Hydrate Citrate.

Theory. Experiment.
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The scandia used in the preparation of this salt was derived from the quantitative

analyses of other organic salts of scandium. Spectrum photographs showed that both

the scandia from the precipitated orthochlorobenzoate and that from the mother-

liquors were quite free from yttria and ytterbia.

SCANDIUM METANITROBENZOATE,

[C6H4(NO2)COO]3Sc+ 4H2O.

Metanitrobenzoic acid is neutralised with ammonia, a hot solution of scandium

nitrate added till no more precipitate is formed, and the whole boiled for a few

minutes. A white crystalline precipitate falls down. The metanitrobenzoate is very

slightly soluble in water, and from a hot solution it separates in the form of flat

crystals displaying brilliant colours when examined by polarised light. The salt is

well washed, drained on blotting-paper, and dried over sulphuric acid in a desiccator.

Analysis.

(1) 5'624 gr. of scandium metanitrobenzoate left on ignition 0'607 gr. of scandia,

= 0'3931 gr. of scandium.

(2) 5"027 gr. of scandium metanitrobenzoate left on ignition 0'543 gr. of scandia,

= 0'3516 gr. of scandium.

(3) 7 '369 gr. of scandium metanitrobenzoate, dried at 1 10, lost 0'864 gr. of water,

and left on ignition 0"800 gr. of scandia, = 0'5181 gr. of scandium.

Theory. Experiment.

(1). (2). (3).

Sc ...... 44-10 7-18 G-99 7'00 7'03

4H2O ..... 72-06 11-73 J |_1172

614-29 100-00 100-00 lOO'OO lOO'OO

The scandia used in these experiments was intentionally not quite pure, being
vitiated with a little yttria and ytterbia. On testing, the scandia resulting from the

decomposition of the metanitrobenzoate showed no trace of the dominant lines of

yttrium or ytterbium, while the earth precipitated from the mother-liquors of the

scandium metanitrobenzoate on spectroscopic examination showed strong lines of both

impurities. It will be remembered that NEISH found that metanitrobenzoic acid was

capable of separating thoria from its accompanying earths with quantitative accuracy.

Further experiments with this acid are in progress.
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SCANDIUM PHTHALATE,

When a solution of scandium nitrate is added to a solution of ammonium phthalate,

an amorphous white precipitate of scandium phthalate comes down. It is slightly

soluble in excess of scandium nitrate, and insoluble in water or in excess of ammonium

phthalate. Washed and dried in the air it contains one molecule of water and has

the composition given above; and after being heated for thirty-six hours to 110 it

loses half a molecule of water. Probably a little increase of temperature would have

rendered the salt anhydrous. I did not pursue the analysis further.

A nalysis.

fr251 gr. of air-dried scandium phthalate lost, on drying for thirty-six hours at

1 10, 0-192 gr. of water and left on ignition L'487 gr. of scandia, = 0'9629 gr-

ot' scandium.

Theory. Experiment.

Sc 44-10 18-14 18-34

8H5O6 . 181-04
78-16 78-00

9-01

!)()! 370 3-66

243-16 100-00 100-00

The scandia resulting from the above analyses was dissolved in nitric acid and a

photograph taken of its spark spectrum. It was seen to be absolutely pure, with no

trace of lines belonging to other earths. The scandia remaining in the filtrate after

precipitating the phthalate was examined in the same way, and in its photographed

spectrum the dominant lines of yttrium and ytterbium could easily be detected,

accompanying the strong scandium spectrum. Experiments are now in progress to

find if a satisfactory method of separating scandium from yttrium and ytterbium can

be based on this reaction.

SCANDIUM TETRACHLOROPHTHALATE,

On mixing together equivalent proportions of scandium nitrate and ammonium
tetrachlorophthalate a dense white amorphous precipitate comes down, almost
insoluble in hot or cold water. When washed and dried in the air scandium

tetrachlorophthalate has the composition given above.
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Analysis.

4'830 gr. of scandium tetrachlorophthalate left on ignition 0'692 gr. of scandia,

= 0'4481 gr. of scandium.

Experiment.

Sc 44-10 9-36 9-28

C8HC14O5 . . . . 318-85'

6H3O 108-10

471-05 lOO'OO 100-00

The scandia left on ignition was tested in the spectrograph and found to be quite

pure. Yttrium and ytterbium could be detected in the earth obtained from the

filtrate left after precipitating the tetrachlorophthalate.

SCANDIUM 2-NlTROPHENYL-4'-TOLYLAMINE-4-,S!JLPHONATE.

Sc(OH) + 5H30.

The sodium salt of this acid is dissolved in water and a solution of scandium nitrate

added. If the solutions are strong, a red precipitate falls
;

if weak, the mixture

must be concentrated. On cooling, the scandium salt separates in feathery crystals

of a fine scarlet colour. It must be purified by re-crystallisation from a hot aqueous
solution. The crystals are slightly soluble in cold water.

Heated in an air-bath to 105 for 48 hours, the scarlet crystals assume an orange-

yellow colour, losing water and becoming anhydrous.
On being further heated, the salt decomposes rather suddenly, with intumescence,

leaving a carbonaceous residue, which at a red heat gradually burns white, leaving

scandia.

Analysis.

(1) 1-154 gr. of the scandium salt lost on heating 0'136 gr. of water. When
heated to redness the same salt left 0'108 gr. of scandia, = 0'0699 gr. of

scandium.

(2) 0-863 gr. of the salt, heated to 105, lost 0'095 gr. of water.
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Theory.

Sc 44-10 5-76

26C 312-00] 88 .99

23H .... 23-18 I

HO 176-00
r
631'36 82'47 82'15J

4N 56-04

28 64-14^

5H2O .... 90-08 H-77 1179 ll'Ol

765-54 100-00 lOO'OO lOO'OO

SCANDIUM OCTAMETHYLTETRAMINODIHYDROXYPARADIXANTHYLBENZENETETRA-
CARBOXYLATE.

,

X)0-8c :0
COOX

>ScOH }*

-
COO

\coo>OH

Naturally this is a question of considerable scientific interest. How would

scandium behave when combined as a salt with a highly complex acid ? In

Dr. SILBERRAD'S recently published paper on " The Condensation Products of Mellitic

Acid with Meta-amino Phenol,"* some highly complex bodies are described ; it

became interesting to determine precisely what basicity scandia would assume

towards polycarboxylic acids of this nature.

By the kindness of Dr. SILBERRAD I have had an opportunity of experimenting
with octamethyl tetramino dihydroxy paradixanthyl benzene tetracarboxylic acid.

Previous experiments would lead one to expect the scandium salt of this acid to

have the composition C44H40Oi 4N 4Sc2 . This I could not prepare, the salt produced by
metathesis containing more scandium than this formula admits of. The only scandium

salt I could form of this acid has the composition shown above.

Octamethyl tetramino dihydroxy paradixanthyl benzene tetracarboxylic acid is a dark

red powder, insoluble in water and easily soluble in dilute ammonia. The solution in

ammonia, very slightly alkaline, is exactly neutralised with acetic acid
;
to the hot

* ' Journ. Am. Chem. Soc.,' Feb., 1910, No. 2, p. 189,
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solution scandium acetate is added and the whole boiled. On cooling, scandium

octamethyltetraminodihydroxyparadixanthyl benzene tetracarboxylate
comes down a

a red powder, insoluble in cold water.

Analysis.

3-167 gr. of scandium octamethyltetraminodihydroxyparadixanthylbenzene tetra-

carboxylate left on ignition 0'57G gr. of scandia, = Q'3730 gr. of scandium.

Theory. Experiment.

Sc5 220-50 11-41 1178

CggHAc.Ns. . . 171171 88-59 88"22

1932-21 100-00 100-00

More than once I have been asked why I chose such very out-of-the-way acids

wherewith to prepare scandium salts ? I give my chief reason : Attempts on several

occasions have been made to discover a means of separating some of the "
rare earths

"

from their companions by forming compounds with weak organic acids. Thus, in

1897, KOSMANN* employed citric acid in the separation of thoria. URBAlNt used

acetylacetonate of sodium for the same purpose. METZGEEJ tried maleic acid, cinnamic

acid, picric acid, phthalic acid, and fumaric acid. He found fumaric acid effectual in

separating thoria from the other earths in monazite, whilst the other acids also gave

partial separations, although not complete.

In 1904, NEISH tried many organic acids for the separation of the rare earths,

chiefly thoria. Among other acids, he tried gallic, tannic, citric, salicylic, oleic,

linoleic, paratoluic, oxyisophthalic, benzoic, meta-, ortho-, and para-nitrobenzoic, and

fumaric. Of these the metanitrobenzoic acid proved most effectual, the process being

capable of accurate quantitative results. It was found that other rare earths besides

thoria behaved differently towards these acids, but the variation was not sufficient to

enable the reactions to be used for accurate separations.

Soon after those experimental papers appeared I commenced similar researches

hoping to find an organic reagent which would be a precipitant for some of the yttria

earths if not with quantitative accuracy, at all events with sufficient separation to

allow a fractionation method to be based on the reaction. My results, not being

sufficiently definite, were never published ; but as the organic acids were in my
laboratory whenthe scandium research was commenced, I preferred to use these acids,

* 'Chem. Central!).,' 1897, Part I., 837; 'Chemical News,' Ixxxvi., 218.

t
'

Bull. Soc. Chim.,' 1896, xv., 347.

t
' Journ. Am. Chem. Soc.,' xxiv., No. 10; 'Chemical News,' Ixxxvi., 218, 229, 242.

'Journ. Am. Chem. Soc.,' xxvi., No. 7; 'Chemical News,' xc., 196, 201.

VOL. CCX. A. 3 D
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of which the purity and the history were known, rather than start afresh with acids

of unknown history.

Many of the acids were prepared and purified by myself; for others I am under

obligations to friends, among whom I must specially thank Dr. O. SILBERRAD.

I wish also to express warm thanks to Dr. VON MARTIUS for the munificent gift ot

100 gr. of almost pure scandia a gift which has enabled me to work on a larger

scale, and to preserve many specimens of analysed salts for future reference.
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Introductory.

IN this communication it is desired to draw attention to certain difficulties which

were encountered during the standardization of a set of weights, and to show how

they were investigated and overcome.

The weights were compared by the combined methods of vibration and reversal,

the sensibility of the balance being determined for each particular load either
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immediately before or after the completion of a comparison. The usual custom of

observing the pointer through a telescope was also followed. The limits of the

pointer's
excursions to the right and left of the resting-point (R.P.) were estimated

in tenths of a scale division.

The standardizations were effected by means of a Bunge short-beam balance, and,

in order to obtain a check upon the indicated values, it was decided to re-compare

several of the weights with the aid of an Oertling balance having a long beam. It

was then discovered that the two balances gave slightly, but distinctly, different

values for the several weights ;
it was likewise found that values differing from each

other to a very small extent were generally indicated in each succeeding comparison

with either balance.

On referring to numerous papers dealing with atomic weight determinations, and

other work involving very accurate weighing, it was found that many observers had

experienced similar difficulties.

MILLER, in his
" Determination of the Standard Pound,"* alludes to certain

progressive changes in the resting-point of his balances, and suggests causes to which

they may be due.

During his observations for the determination of the " Mean Density of the Earth,"

PoYNTfNGt was troubled by the shifting to and fro of the resting-point. THORPE, in

his paper on the atomic weight of titanium,{ draws particular attention to the

inexplicable behaviour of his Oertling short-beam balance. When determining the

atomic weight of boron, ABRAHALL observed a "slow change of the zero-point,

continuous throughout."

It would appear that BAILEY and LAMB|| were more fortunate than some other

observers have been. They state that during their determinations of the atomic

weight of palladium, "the extreme variation of the zero-point did not exceed 0'3

division in two weeks." The sensibility (ll'l) of their balance was, however,
somewhat low.

DEAN!! " found that the weighings could be made quite easily to a tenth of a

milligramme, provided that the final weighing was not made until half-an-hour after

the tube and weights had been placed upon the pans of the balance That

the half-hour interval needed was not on account of hygroscopic moisture absorbed

from the air by the material is shown by the fact that the weighings taken

immediately were always greater than those taken later."

For the re-determination of the atomic weight of nitrogen, GRAY*"' used a balance

by SARTOBIUS. The instrument was placed in a cellar and screened by a tin box.

*
'Phil. Trans.,' 1856, p. 765.

t
' Mean Density of the Earth,' pp. 99 and 156. Griffin and Co., 1894.

J 'J. C. S.,' 1885, p. 116. j. C . S.,' 1892, p. 661.

'J. C. S.,' 1892, p. 752. IT
.

j. C . S
.,' 1900, p. 128.

'J. C. S.,' 1905, p. 1608.
**
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This device would assist very considerably in overcoming some of the difficulties

likely to arise.

In carrying out their experiments to ascertain whether change in temperature

affects weight, POYNTING and PHILLIPS* observed a temporary apparent change in

weight equal to 0'034 mgr. per 1 C. This change they ascribed to the effects

produced upon the balance by convection currents and radiant energy.

DIXON and EDGAR! placed their balance in a cellar and allowed half-an-hour to

elapse after adjusting the weights before the final weighings were made.

HiCKsJ has drawn attention to BAILY'S results for the mean density of the Earth,

and has shown that if they are arranged in the order of the temperature of the

apparatus they decrease in value as the temperature increases. We agree with

POYNTING and PHILLIPS, and believe that the more or less uniform variations noticed

by HICKS are due to corresponding variations in the temperature of BAILY'S

apparatus, and to these alone.

It is not improbable that the differences in the values obtained for the mean

density of the Earth by JOLLY, in Munich, HICHARZ and KRIGAR-MENSEL, ||
at

Spandau, and by POYNTING, in his laboratory at the Mason College, are at least

partly attributable to unknown and unexpected changes which took place within

some of the balances used by those observers.

The supposed variations in weight observed by LANDOl/rlf during certain chemical

changes may, we think, be almost entirely ascribed to fluctuations occurring within

the beam of the instrument used for weighing.

Preliminary Observations and Methods.

When two weights are being compared, it is, we believe, usual to note the limits

of not more than five excursions of the pointer : three observations being taken on

the one, and two on the other side of the resting-point. From the data thus

obtained, the value of the resting-point (11. P.) is deduced.

Now, it would appear to be quite reasonable to suppose that for a given weight, a

repetition of the observations would lead to an almost, if not quite, identical value

for the R.P. Therefore, with the view of testing the truth of this supposition, an

extended series of experiments, with first-grade balances of various types and by
different makers, was planned.

When the beam of a highly finished balance is made to oscillate, the rate of the

* 'Proc. Roy. Soc.,' 1905, p. 451.

t 'Phil. Trans.,' A, 1906, p. 185.

J 'Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc.,' vol. V., p. 156.

' WIED. Ann.,' XIV., 1881, pp. 331-355.

||

' Abhand. der Konigl. Preuss. Akad.,' Berlin, 1898.

It 'Preuss. Ak. Wiss.,' Berlin, Sitz. Ber. VIII., 1906.
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decay in the amplitude is very low ; hence it is not difficult for an observer, using a

telescope, to obtain data for the determination of the RP. during any period of the

8 to 10 minutes which immediately follow the release of the beam. By continuous

observation we are, therefore, able to accumulate sufficient data for some 18 or more

independent determinations of the R.P. before the amplitude of the oscillations

becomes too small to yield trustworthy results.

In calculating the 11 P. from the data, we may take successive pointer readings in

groups of three or five. As it appeared that the use of small, rather than that of

large, groups would yield the desired information with the greatest degree of

certainty, it was decided to calculate the KPs. generally from groups of three

observations.

We here give typical data obtained by employing a No. IF Bunge balance, the

beam of which was solid and 13 cm. in length, and a load of 20 gr. We may
mention that this is but one taken from some scores of similar examples.

TABLE I.
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From the above data two series of values for the RP. were calculated : Series I.

being derived from groups of three, and Series II. from groups of five, observations.

We here state, more precisely, how the different and successive values for the R.P.,

given under (a) and (/3)
in Table I., were deduced.

After releasing the beam, two complete vibrations were allowed to take place

before commencing the observations. Some 30 to 40 readings of the extreme

positions of the pointer then followed, and the data were utilised thus : Observations

1, 2, and 3 were taken and the first value for the RP. given under (a) calculated ;

the second value was calculated from observations 3, 4, and 5
; the third value from

observations 5, 6, and 7
;
and so on. Similarly, the values enumerated under (/?)

were deduced from the groups 2, 3, and 4
; 4, 5, and 6

; 6, 7, and 8, &c. ; the final

values for the R.Ps. being those obtained by taking the means of (i) and (&) ;

(<z2)
and (&) ; ( 3)

and (&,) ;
&c.

The mean values given in Column 8 result from the application of the same method

to overlapping groups of five observations. Plotting the successive values of the

R.P. along the Y-axis, and the corresponding times along the X-axis, we obtain the

curves shown in Fig. I.
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The more sinuous and dotted line curve is obtained by making use of the R.Ps.

calculated from groups of three observations of the pointer ; the other curve is a

representation of the values derived from calculations based upon groups of five.

The type of curve here presented is quite unlike that which we should expect to

obtain. It will be observed that, although the general trend of the two curves is

identical, the first named supplies greater detail. Towards the end of the experiment.

however, the two almost coalesce, and, just before the conclusion of the observations,

the RP. becomes almost constant, and approaches an ideal value which is represented

by the curve OX. The portion ob was derived by extrapolating.
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Very similar curves were obtained as the result of experimenting with loads

ranging from 10 to 200 gr., and, with only one or two exceptions, the other balances

which were tested in this research behaved in a similar manner.

Of the Conditions under which the Experiments were Conducted.

In the preliminary experiments the balances were used under the more or less

favourable conditions which obtain in a laboratory where quantitative analysis is

carried on. But all subsequent and final experiments, from which our conclusions

were drawn, were conducted in a room having a N.E. aspect, and possessing, in

general, a very steady temperature ;
and in order to maintain as constant a tempera-

ture as possible within the balance case, a temporary cupboard was, in every instance,

built up round the instrument. This cupboard was constructed of sheets of thick

asbestos and plate glass, the interspaces being, to a large extent, loosely packed with

cotton wool.

The temperature within was indicated by two sensitive thermometers made of Jena
" normal

"

glass. These thermometers, previously standardized, were placed parallel

to the length of the beam, the bulb of the one being brought as close as possible to

the end of the left-hand, or L, arm, whilst that of the other was similarly placed with

regard to the right-hand, or II, arm. By means of a telescope the temperatures were

estimated to 1/100 C.

A little experience showed that a distinct advantage was gained by illuminating

the room with yellow light only.

The monochromatic light was conveniently obtained by making use of a 6 -litre

flask, which was nearly filled with a solution of potassium chromate of suitable

strength. A wide glass tube, closed at the lower end, was introduced into the flask,

and inside this was placed a glow-lamp of cylindrical form. The flask was then

supported in a position immediately opposite the centre of the balance case, and at a

distance of about one metre. This method of illuminating the scale proved highly

satisfactory, chiefly on account of the ease witli which a sharp image of the pointer
could be obtained in the reading telescope. As the heat rays emitted by the lamp
were absorbed by the chromate solution, the balance was not affected by those

disturbing influences which result from the near presence of a lamp under ordinary
conditions. Finally, the screening of the window to exclude extraneous light helped

very materially to maintain for short periods the desired uniform and constant

temperature.

Some Experiments ivith a Circular .Beam.

One of the first instruments experimented with under the conditions just described
was a balance having a circular beam. Numerous tests with loads varying from that
of the pans alone (commonly termed zero load) to the maximum of 200 gr. were
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conducted. The results obtained when the loads were respectively 0, 10, and

50 gr. are shown graphically in Fig. II. They are typical of all the other loads

employed.

Loa d = 0.

o a. d=l grm s.

at

a:

"-.._ L. o a.d=50 yrrns.

Vi b rations.

The sinuous and dotted line curves represent the fluctuations in the restiiig-point

(R.P.) ; the others indicate very approximately the mean rate of change in the R.P.,

from a maximum to a somewhat lower and normal value. In these particular cases

we observe that the variations in the R.P. are not so strongly marked as are those

which we have represented in Fig. I.

The dotted line graphs suggest, more or less markedly, curves of sines. We also

note that an increase in the load produces in the first portions of the curve a greater

degree of steepness. But in these, as in some hundreds of similar cases which were

observed, the R.P. ultimately tends to assume a constant and ideal value.

When the decay in the amplitude of the oscillations has become so great that

reliable readings of the pointer are no longer possible, one of the pans may be gently

tapped with its arrester, and an additional set of observations taken. Plotting the

curve as before, we find that it still continues sinuous in form, but that the axis of

the sinuosities now travels almost horizontally. If, however, the experiment is

repeated after the beam has been arrested for a short period then the results obtained

are similar to those shown in Fig. II.

VOL. cox. A. 3 E
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Possible Causes of the Observed Irregularities.

From a study of the data available after experimenting for a considerable time with

one long and five short beam balances, we were led to conclude that the changes in

the K.P. were, although small, very real ;
and that they were probably due to one or

more of the following causes :

(1) A slipping to and fro of the central knife-edge upon its plane whilst the beam

is executing vibrations having a maximum amplitude.

(2) A slight but continued differential flexure in the two arms lasting for some

minutes after the release of the beam.

(3) A very small lateral displacement of one or more of the knife-edges, due to the

yielding of the screws or blocks which hold them in position.

(4) Unequal lengthening of the two arms by contact with the warm air currents

ascending from the experimenter's hand during the process of loading the pans.

We proceed to consider each of these causes in detail.

(l) Side-slip.

That the changes observed in the R.P. were at least partly due to the central

knife-edge slipping to and fro upon its supporting plane appeared to be rendered still

more probable by a discovery made during an examination of the Oertling balance.

This particular balance has been in use for nearly forty years ;
it is still very sensitive

and highly satisfactory. A careful search revealed the existence of a fine rectilinear

groove cut along the middle of the central plane where it comes into contact with

the knife-edge. Oft repeated side-slip would easily account for the formation of such

a groove.

Admitting the possibility of side-slip, we may determine what effects, if any, this

would have upon the value obtained for the II. P.

In the case of strictly uniform side-slip, purely theoretical considerations show that

its effect would merely be to increase the amplitude of the vibrations of the pointer
without in any way changing the value for the R.P.

With regard to the possible existence of non-uniform side-slip, it is, we think, only

necessary to here state that certain experiments based upon an optical method were

conducted with a Bunge beam; and that the results obtained conclusively proved
that if any side-slip whatever took place its magnitude was something less than

0-0001 mm. So small a value is for our purposes quite insignificant, and need not be

further considered.

We are, therefore, justified in concluding that the beam, even when executing
vibrations of exceptionally large amplitude, is practically free from side-slip, whether

regular or otherwise. It likewise follows that the relatively large undulatory
movement of the R.P. must be due to some other cause.
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(2) Of Flexure, (a) General Effects.

It is well known that the sensibility of a balance almost invariably changes with

the applied load. The changes may be attributed to the flexure of the beam : and,

according to the view most generally held, such flexure would, for all practical

purposes, take place uniformly and almost, if not quite, instantaneously. If this view

is correct, it follows, provided all other conditions which can affect the position of the

R.P. remain constant, (l) that for any given load both the sensibility and the R.P.

will remain invariable from the moment the beam is. released; and (2) that any
observed deviations will fall within the limits of certain experimental errors, the

magnitude of which can be estimated with a fair degree of accuracy. Such errors

would naturally assume positive values in some cases, and approximately equal

negative values in others
;
the curve representing the mean result of a series of

determinations of the R.P. would be, if drawn after the manner adopted in Figs. I.

and II., a horizontal straight line.

If, however, the flexure is neither uniform throughout the beam, nor completed

within an inappreciable time after releasing the beam, we should expect to find some

such effects as those already noticed. Want of strict uniformity of flexure in the

two arms would lead to a shifting of the R.P. to the right or left of a truly normal

position. Uniform and equal flexure of both arms, whether instantaneous and

complete or not, would affect the sensibility only.

(b) Of the Nature and Degree of Flexure.

With the object of discovering whether the flexure of the beam, consequent upon
the application of any given load, is instantaneous and complete or not, three beams

were tried, namely, a Becker solid beam, a Bunge solid beam, and a circular beam.

In each case the terminal knife-edges of the beam were suitably supported upon

glass blocks resting upon a rigid bench. The pan for carrying the required weights
was suspended from the central knife-edge by means of a stout wire terminating
above in two hooks, between which the beam was inserted. The depressions of the

centre of the beam, resulting from the application of various loads, were measured

with the aid of an optical lever. With the apparatus used, the smallest depression
that could be observed with certainty was equal to 0'0004 mm.
The following experiments were made : (1) Becker beam.

Experiment I. A load of 400 gr. was kept in the pan for 13 hours. The load was

then removed and the position of the image upon the scale at once noted. Ten minutes

later the deflection was still the same.

Experiment II. The pan was loaded with 900 gr. and the deflection immediately
read. During a lapse of 10 minutes the deflection remained unchanged.

Experiment III. The load (Experiment II.) was now removed and the deflection

reading taken. No change in its value occurred during the ensuing 5 minutes.

3 B 2
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Experiment IV. One arm of the loaded beam was gently warmed. This produced

an increase in the deflection. As the beam cooled, the deflection assumed its original

value. When the other arm was warmed the deflection decreased ; but as the arm

cooled, the deflection assumed, as before, its normal value.

The first three experiments lead us to infer (a) that even when the beam is kept

loaded for an exceptionally long period, on removing the stress, the recovery from the

strain is, for all practical purposes, instantaneous ;
and (6) the moment the beam is

loaded, the flexure reaches a maximum.

The fourth experiment is interesting because it indicates the necessity of maintaining

the whole of the beam at some uniform temperature.

The beam was also tested with gradually increasing loads ranging from 50 to

1000 gr.
In every case the flexure reached its maximum value at once, and the

recovery after unloading was equally rapid.

The experiments just described were repeated with the Bunge and circular beams.

The results (Table II.) were very similar in the case of all three beams.

TABLE II.
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concave mirror was secured to either end of the beam, and the lamp and scale arranged

as in the former case.

Two series of experiments were made : the one with the Becker, and the other

with the circular beam. Having attached the mirror to the extremity of the L arm

of the beam, various loads were placed in the pan, and the resulting deflections noted.

The mirror was now removed from the L arm and secured to the extremity of the

R arm. Reversing the beam in order to interchange the positions occupied by the

terminal knife-edges, the experiments with the several loads were repeated. For

equal loads the values obtained for the flexure of each arm were in every case

identical.

Similar experiments conducted with the circular beam also gave concordant results

for the two arms. From these experiments we conclude that if the arms exhibit a

differential flexure when the beam is loaded, its limiting value is less than 0'0004 mm.

If, however, there is any difference in the flexure, the effective length of the arm

which bends to the greatest extent will be less than that of the more rigid one ;
and

consequently the R.P. will be shifted in the direction of the shortened arm.

It can be shown that the accuracy of weighing is not appreciably affected even

when a possible inequality in the rigidity of the arms results in a difference in the

depressions equal to
-0004 mm.

I am indebted to Mr. H. H. HILTON, formerly Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford,

for the following proof of the accuracy of this view.

Let us assume the arms to be of equal length, 70 mm. Suppose that when the

pans are loaded with weights, W, w, the arms are depressed through small angles,

a, fi, respectively, from the horizontal, owing to a lack of perfect rigidity in the arms.

Then, if equilibrium exists,

W cos a = w cos ft,

therefore

W w = W (1 cos a sec ft)

= ^-W (a ft) (a + ft) approximately.

Now, in the experiments described above, the difference of depression of the two

ends of the beam was never more than 0'0004 mm. even when W and iu = 200 gr. ;

therefore (a ft)
was never more than -

0004/70 = 0'0000057 ;
while

( + /?) was never

more than O'OOG. Therefore Ww was never more than 1 x 200 x 0'0000057 x O'OOG

= 0'000004 gr., which is a negligible quantity.

After reviewing the whole of the available evidence, we were led to conclude that

although a difference in the flexure of the two arms of a loaded beam is possible and

probable, yet its magnitude, even in the most marked case, is so insignificant that it

could produce no appreciable error.

Dismissing, therefore, the possibility of the introduction of any significant error

from this cause, we must seek for some other explanation of the observed changes
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which so often take place in the R.P. during a short period immediately following the

release of the beam.

That some change which is equivalent to the lengthening of one arm or the

shortening of the other actually occurs appears to be established beyond doubt, not

only by the experiments instituted by myself, but also by independent experiments

conducted by several observers researching in this laboratory and using other

balances.'

(3) Of the Possibility of the Lateral Displacement of a Knife-edge.

So far as the writer is aware, there now remain only two possible ways of

accounting for the unexpected and anomalous behaviour exhibited by the beam

immediately after its release, viz. : (1) the lateral displacement, or its equivalent, of

a knife-edge, and (2) the changes in the temperature of the beam during loading.

In this section we confine ourselves to a consideration of the first-named possibility.

On loading a balance the resultant strains set up within it will necessarily be

shared by the beam as a whole ; they would naturally tend to bring about some

slight movements among the blocks and somewhat numerous screws used for securing

the knife-edges. The stresses would probably exert the greatest effect when the

inclination of the beam during its oscillations is a maximum, for at that moment the

bases of the three agate prisms would lie upon planes the inclination of which would

also be a maximum, and the side-thrust exerted by the horizontal planes which are in

contact witli the knife-edges would then be as large as possible.

Now we should expect any effects produced in this way to show themselves most

markedly at first, and then to die away as the knife-edges accommodated themselves

to the new conditions imposed by the load. Generally it would be exceedingly

difficult, if not impossible, to obtain any direct evidence other than that which may
be gathered from the data for the R.P., which would confirm or disprove the truth of

this supposition. But upon two occasions, when experimenting with a triangular
beam to obtain data for an R.P. curve, we were so fortunate as to actually observe a

series of minute joltings of the pointer. We believe that these were caused by
sudden yieldings of some one or more of the knife-edge screws. The changes in the

R.P. resulting from these joltings are indicated in curve a, Fig. III.
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At the conclusion of these observations the beam was fatigued for some considerable

time ; a second series of observations was then taken, and the successive values for the

E.P., shown in curve ft (Fig. III.), deduced. The second curve shows that the beam

had been reduced to an almost perfectly normal condition for the load (10 gr.) used.

With this particular load, and with this alone, similar results could be obtained at

any time, provided a sufficient period had been allowed for the beam to recover from

the strains set up during any preceding experiment.

The slight upward trend of the curve ft is due to a small change which took place

in the temperature (vide infra) during the observations.

The load which is just sufficient to produce the changes which we have here

discussed, may be regarded as a critical had. We think it is highly probable that

for many balances of certain types there are similar critical loads. In refined

weighing this is a point of some importance, and calls for careful attention on the part

of the observer.

During the investigation it was observed that some three or four different modes of

securing the knife-edges to the beam have been adopted by various makers. Three

of these are outlined in Fig. IV. Balances having their terminal knife-edges secured

Fig Z7

as in a appeared to be the more reliable. In this case the knife-edge is formed along

the upper extremity of an agate plate, which is sunk and cemented into a brass block.

This block is fastened to the beam by screws which enter from beneath ;
the tips also

of the horizontal screws bite into and so firmly grip the block.

The curves shown in Fig. III. were drawn from data obtained when experimenting
with a balance the terminal knife-edges of which were secured to the beam after the

manner indicated in b.

This method is, in our opinion, faulty and objectionable. The solid agate prism is

simply held in position by adjusting screws which can be brought to bear upon but

cannot possibly grip so hard a substance as agate. As no screws enter the knife-edge

prism, the prism cannot seriously be regarded as forming a definite and incorporated

portion of the beam itself.

We observe, further, that the direction of the upper adjusting screws is incorrect.

When the beam assumes an inclined position during weighing, there will be a

tendency on the part of the loaded pans to thrust the two terminal knife-edges in one

direction along the inclined plane. The slender and horizontally placed adjusting

screws will be unable to completely resist the wedge-like action of the agate prisms ;

the screws will be bent upward and, consequently, one arm will be shortened and the
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other lengthened. The imperfection may be removed by directing the screws along

lines which meet the sloping faces of the prisms at right angles, as shown in c. The

forces that the screws are called upon to resist then act along their axes, and there

will be no appreciable flexure.

The simple method shown in d cannot be recommended. To be efficient and

trustworthy it demands that the prism shall exactly and rigidly fit the triangular

aperture prepared for it. It is unnecessary to dilate upon the difficulties inseparable

from such a scheme. We may, however, observe that, when we were using a balance

in which this mode (d) of attaching the knife-edges to the beam was adopted,

considerable irregularities in the R.P. curves were not infrequently exhibited.

(4) Of the Effects produced by Variations in the Temperature of the Beam.

We now proceed to examine the effects which may be produced by (l) slight

differences in the temperature of the two arms of the balance, and (2) a strictly

uniform increase or decrease in the temperature of the whole beam.

(1) If the beam is of brass, we may assume a coefficient of expansion equal to

0'00002. Taking the length of eacli arm as 7 cm., we expect to have, at any uniform

temperature, 1 : 1 as the ratio between the two lengths. But if the temperature of

the one arm differs from that of the other by so much as 1/100 C., then the length of

the arm having the higher temperature will be 7'0000014 cm., and the new ratio

1 : 1 0000002. When using a sensitive balance under the conditions already described,

no difficulty would be experienced in detecting so small a change. This will be

apparent from the following example : The arms of a balance, the sensibility of which

was =70 for 1 mgr., were compared. Upon reversing the weights, the change in

the R.P. was found to be 42. The load in each pan was 200 gr. From these data

we find the ratio of the arms to be 1 : 1 '0000008. If the ratio had been 1 : 1 '0000002,

the total change in the R.P. would have approximated 10, a quantity which could

have been observed and measured with ease.

If the balance is of the long beam type, a slight difference in the temperature of

the two arms would, in all probability, often exist
;

for the longer the beam, the

greater will be the difficulty experienced in maintaining uniformity of temperature
within the case.

These considerations led us to the inevitable conclusion that for weighings of the

highest degree of accuracy, the total mean difference between the temperature of each

arm must be much less than 1/100 C.

(2) During this research it was observed that a balance, which was being kept
loaded for a lengthy period, gave different values for the K.P. from day to day. On
comparing these with the corresponding thermometer readings, it was discovered that
the variations were intimately connected with the rise and fall in the temperature.
The related changes in the R.P. and temperature are shown graphically in Fig. V.
Here the different positions of the curves evidently indicate a urn-directional
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displacement of the II. P. with increase in temperature. It was accordingly decided

to investigate this point more fully, and for this purpose the following method of

procedure was adopted.

14 16 ia 20

The beam was first thoroughly fatigued with the load which it was desired to use

in the experiment, and so reduced to a normal condition. When the temperature

within the balance case was found to be constant, observations were made for the

determination of the R.P. for that particular temperature. The room was then

warmed about 2 C., and as soon as the temperature had again become constant, the

R.P. was re-determined. Proceeding in this manner, the Pt.P. was measured over a

range of 5 or 6 C. Finally, the room was cooled down to approximately the initial

temperature, and the first set of observations repeated.

This last constitutes a very necessary precaution, for it may happen that appreciable

particles of dust may find their way more freely to one pan than to the other ; the

real values for the R.P. would, as a consequence, be more or less masked. If the two

sets of observations effected at the lowest temperature were in close agreement, we

felt justified in accepting the whole series. Upon one or two occasions only was it

found necessary to discard a series owing to a want of agreement between the first

and last experiments.

Using the Gallenkamp balance, experiments were made with three different loads :

(a) with pans alone, (b) pans+100 gr., and (c) pans+ 200 gr., the last named being

the maximum load for which the instrument was built. The results obtained are

plotted so that the curves show the apparent increase in the value of one of the loads

relatively to the other.

The resultant graphs (Fig. VI.) reveal three important points : (a) for any given
load the R.P. can only be constant when the temperature is invariable ; (b) the

displacement of the R.P., due to a given alteration in the temperature,' increases

with the load
; (c) for this particular balance, the curve representing the changes

VOL. cox. A. 3 F
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which occur when small loads are used is concave : with a load of about 50 or 60 gr.

the concave form gives place to a straight-line curve ;
and lastly, as the load is

increased, the type of the graph passes over into a form which is convex, the

convexity increasing with the load.

10 II 16 C.

A formula of the type M = M! (1 ai

enables us to calculate, in each case, the apparent changes in weight at any

temperature within the limits given.

In the following table we give the determined values for a and /J for the several

loads :

TABLE III. Temperature Coefficients for the Gallenkamp Balance.

Load.

0-5

60

100
200

+ 0-000019

+ 0-000038

+ 0-000052
+ 0-000124

+ 0-0000016

J"
This was obtained by inter-

L polating.
-0-00000034
-0-0000131
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Very similar results were likewise obtained with the other balances. For example,

the respective R.Ps. of the Oertling long beam and a Sartorius triangular beam were

found to undergo, with variations in temperature and load, the approximate displace-

ments set forth in Table IV.

TABLE IV.

Beam.
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The resistance of one of the spirals being taken as unity, that of the other was

adjusted by trial until it was almost the same. The resistance of either spiral was

approximately
113 ohms.

/"/> VII

Two auxiliary coils, A, were now prepared. Each of these had a resistance ot

about 118 ohms, and consisted of 20 metres of insulated No. 35 German-silver wire.

The two wires were wound bifilarly and together upon a short piece of thick-walled

copper tubing, the surface of which had been covered with one layer of paraffined

paper. After winding, the coils were soaked in molten paraffin wax and then suitably

protected with silk ribbon and tinfoil ;
the whole was then mounted upon a glass

tube, g, passing through the axis of the copper tube. Finally, binding screws were

soldered to the copper straps a, b, c, d, and e, and two equal copper wire leads,

twisted together, were used to join the straps, a, c, to the ends of a stretched Pt-Ir

wire.* The Pt-Ir wire had an effective length of 1 metre and a diameter of 1*5 mm.

The following are the actual resistances of the four coils as determined at a

temperature of 20 C. :

Pt coil marked L = 11277 ohms.

K= 112-99
Auxiliary coil marked / = 117 '6 ohms.

r= 117-6

When in use the resistances of the two platinum wire spirals were adjusted to close

equality by adding 0'2 ohm to the external circuit of the coil L.

It will be seen that the whole apparatus constitutes a Wheatstone's bridge of

dimensions convenient for the purpose in hand, and arranged after the manner devised

* This wire was a portion of that used in a former research ('Phil. Trans,' 1898, vol. 191, p. 378).
It is remarkably uniform, and, when re-calibrated for the present investigation, was found to have a mean
resistance of 0-000155 ohm per 1 mm.
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by CAREY FOSTER. The two coils to be compared are the platinum wire spirals, whose

temperature may vary. The whole of the bridge, with the exception of the slide

wire, can be introduced into a short beam balance case.

Using an Elliott "Century" 1)'Arsonval galvanometer, having a resistance of

50 ohms, and a bichromate cell working through a suitably adjusted rheostat, it was

found that a movement of the slider equal to 0'3 mm. could be detected with

certainty.

Taking the temperature coefficient of the platinum wire spirals as 0'004, and using
the data already given, it can be shown that the bolometer enabled us to measure

temperature differences rather smaller than 1/10,000 C.

In the experiments which we now describe, the temperature differences were in the

majority of cases recorded to within 1/5000 C. only.

Experiments with the Bolometer.

(1) The bolometer was placed inside a Bunge balance case and arranged so that

the centres of the platinum spirals were as near as possible to the ends of the beam.

The case was then closed and left for a time, in order that the temperature within

might become normal. Bolometer readings were then commenced and continued for

a period of 19^- minutes : the observations were taken at intervals of 10 seconds, and
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reduced to their equivalent temperature values. On plotting the temperatures along

the Y-axis, and the corresponding time in seconds along the X-axis, the graph shown

in Fig. VIII. is obtained. For convenience this is divided into three sections.

Experimenting in this way with the other balances, precisely similar results were
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obtained. We were thus led to conclude that a temperature common to the two

ends of the beam seldom exists even for a few seconds. The extreme variations in

the experiment cited above amounted to almost 1/100 of a degree C.

(2) We next proceeded to ascertain what the magnitude of the variations in the

temperature might be during the time required for loading and unloading the pans.

The temperature within the case being as nearly as possible normal, the bolometer

was read. On lifting the shutter a sudden and marked change in the temperature

occurred. Nine weights were then successively placed upon one of the pans,

bolometer readings being taken after the introduction of each weight. Lastly, the

weights were removed one by one, and bolometer readings taken after the withdrawal

of each. All the readings were then reduced, as in the preceding experiment, to their

equivalent temperature values, and the results plotted in a corresponding manner.

The observed temperature changes occurring during one of a number of experiments

are shown graphically in Fig. IX.
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We observe that in this particular experiment the extreme difference in the

temperature of the air in the vicinity of the ends of the beam was approximately
0-025 C. But it was found that the larger disturbances just recorded gave place

within a few minutes after the conclusion of the experiment, to the usual and much
smaller ones

; the mean temperature was, however, a little higher than at first. The

slight increase in the temperature during the experiment is indicated by the general

up-treud of the curve.
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Of the Method adopted for Maintaining Uniformity in the Temperature of the Air

immediately surrounding the Beam.

An attempt was now made to devise some method for avoiding fluctuations in the

temperature of the air in the neighbourhood of the beam. Upon reflection it

appeared highly probable that the greatest measure of success would be attained by

(l) greatly reducing the air space surrounding the beam, and (2) enclosing the beam

within a chamber consisting of materials capable of readily absorbing, reflecting, and

distributing any heat radiations which, under the usual conditions, enter the beam

and so become responsible for some of the errors to which attention has been directed.

A
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Accordingly a small chamber, represented in Fig. X., was built up round tbe beam,*

within the maker's case. The base-plate, c, d, e, f, was of aluminium, having a

thickness of 2 -2 mm., suitably slotted and perforated for the passage of the pointer

and hooks by which the pans are suspended. The ends, E, F, were made of well-

seasoned mahogany 11 mm. thick, whilst the front, back, and also the top of the

chamber were of 8 mm. thick plate-glass. The front glass shutter was removable

after dropping the holders, /;, k. Discs r, s, t of thin aluminium were fastened to

the pointer and pan hooks a little below the base-plate.

That this addition to the equipment of a delicate balance not only enhances the

reliability of measurements made with the instrument, but also enables the observer

to obtain his results with a minimum expenditure of time, is, we believe, shown by
the following evidence. The bolometer was introduced into the inner or beam case,

which was then closed. After a considerable interval the following experiments were

made :

Experiment I. The ordinary sliding door of the balance case was opened and

closed a number of times without producing the slightest effect upon the bolometer.

Experiment II. Nine weights were introduced and then removed in the usual

manner six times in succession. The bolometer was quite unaffected.

Experiment III. The observer's closed hand was held close to the II pan for

5 minutes. During the first 3 minutes no visible effect was produced ; but during
the remaining 2 minutes the measured temperature difference within the beam case

was equal to +1/1000 of a degree C.

Experiment IV. This was similar to the preceding experiment, but the observer's

hand was held close to the L pan. There was no observable change during the first

3 minutes, but at the expiration of the remaining 2 minutes the temperature
difference amounted to slightly more than -1/500 U

Experiment V. When the experimenter's hand was held close to the pillar and
between the pans, a temperature difference amounting to 1/5000 of a degree C. was
set up at the end of 5 minutes.

Experiment VI. A sensitive mercury -in-glass thermometer was placed close

beneath the aluminium base-plate and Experiment I. repeated. During 5 minutes
the thermometer rose l

-

9 C.

The results obtained from Expemment II., together with others found by repeating
the observations in the absence of the beam case, are given in the form of the curves
seen in Fig. XI.

These experiments show that the inner chamber is highly effective, and that its

presence ensures a practically perfect uniformity of temperature throughout the entire
beam.

Under ordinary conditions, and in the absence of some such device as the above,

The balance chosen for this experiment was one by GALLENKAMP. Either of the other balances
would have been equally convenient.
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differences in the temperature of the two arms will and must very naturally occur.

Every time a weight is introduced into the pan a current of warm air will ascend

from the observer's hand ;
and this, on coming into contact with the arm of the beam

above, will inevitably result in a relative lengthening of that arm, and a consequent

uncertainty in the true value of the weight sought. Now, although these relatively

large disturbances gradually die away and finally disappear, they only do so after a

considerable lapse of time
;
but the smaller ones, to which attention has already been

directed, still remain, and may therefore introduce a very slight but perceptible

degree of inaccuracy.

When, however, the beam is protected as described, it is never exposed to the open

air during the operations of loading and weighing ; and of the heat radiated from the

observer's hand in the direction of the beam, not more than about 10 per cent, will

enter the highly reflecting base-plate. The heat-rays that actually enter the base-

plate will be distributed within the metal in all possible directions with great rapidity ;

hence the small radiations from the upper surface of the plate towards the beam will

be approximately uniform
; and therefore the possibility of appreciable unequal

heating of the two arms of the balance is precluded.

The base-plate itself guards the beam almost completely against the effects of any

ascending convection currents. But the necessary holes for the passage of the pan

suspensions and pointer render possible the introduction of an error from this source.

It was with the object of minimising the slight disturbances that might be thus

VOL. CCX. A. 3 G .
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produced, that the discs r, s, t (Fig. X.) were added. These intercept and deflect the

convection currents away from the openings and cause them to expend their energy

upon the solid plate.

Of the Minor Undulations to befound in a Resting-Point Curve.

We are now in a position to determine experimentally whether the minor and

persistent sinuosities found in nearly all our K.P. curves are due to temperature

fluctuations more or less periodic in their nature.

We know that a periodic variation in the temperature at one end of a bar will give

rise to heat-waves which will journey towards the other end. If the oscillations in

the temperature take the form of a simple harmonic motion, then for a homogeneous
and uniform bar the temperature variations will be correctly represented by a curve

of sines. As successive heat-waves follow each other, the bar will be alternately

lengthened and shortened
;
and if the variations in length be represented graphically,

we again obtain a curve of sines.

Now, any appreciable changes in the relative lengths of the two arms of a balance,

whether harmonic or not, should manifest themselves by corresponding variations in

the K.P. Hence, from the form of any given RP. curve, we ought to be able to

draw a fairly correct inference as to the nature of the heat-waves that may be

travelling along the beam at the time of weighing.

Conversely, if it can be shown that the temperature of the beam remains strictly

uniform during the operations of weighing, then the R.P. curve for a perfectly

fatigued balance will be a right line, horizontal in direction.

This theory was tested by means of the protected Gallenkamp balance, which for

the purpose was loaded with 20 gr. (Any other load would have been equally

convenient.) The beam was released and observations commenced and continued,

without any preliminary fatiguing of the beam, until sufficient data had been acquired

for 19 independent determinations of the R.P. The results obtained in this experiment
are shown in the curve, Fig. XII.
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The small undulations which occur in the first part of this curve cannot be due to

flexure of the beam, for it was found that the sensibility of this particular balance

was precisely the same for all loads. Neither could they have been caused by
fluctuations in the temperature, for those would have been detected by the bolometer.

The observed variations therefore probably owe their origin, as we have already

suggested, to some slight relative movement of the agate knife-edges consequent upon
the loading of the beam. The correctness of this view may also be inferred from the

fact that when the above experiment is repeated with the balance duly fatigued, the

obtained R.P. curve is a right line wholly free from undulations.

We may therefore conclude that the slight periodic variations which the bolometer

has shown to exist in the temperature within the usual balance case, are responsible

for the more or less harmonic motions recorded in the R.P. curve ;
and it appears very

probable that these effects must always be detectable in a sensitive balance, the beam

of which is not guarded in some such manner as we have indicated.

Of the Major Undulations to be Found in a Resting-Point Curve.

It may be observed that when an experienced worker is using a balance, he places

the required weights upon the pan at approximately equal intervals of time. As each

weight is introduced the currents of warm air rising from the observer's hand will

envelope the end of the beam above
;
these currents will produce heat-waves, roughly

harmonic, within the beam.

The magnitude of these temporary heat-waves will be considerable when compared
with the magnitude of those which are usually flowing along the beam. As soon as

the loading is ended and the shutter dropped, the larger waves will begin to die away,
and after a short time disappear. But whilst they remain their existence is proved
and their influence indicated, by the exceptionally large undulations which appear in

the majority of the R.P. curves drawn from data obtained immediately after the

loading of the beam has been completed.

It may be noted in passing that the first portions of such R.P. curves which we

have often obtained, forcibly remind one of the graphs representing the results of the

experiments of DESPRETZ, FORBES, and others, upon the heat conductivity of uniform

bars, and it is not improbable that further investigation would show the curves to be

logarithmic in form.

Experience has taught us that the particular source of error in weighing which we

are now discussing, is sufficiently guarded against by allowing a period of about

10 minutes to elapse between the completion of the loading and the actual weighing.

And. if the balance is fatigued during this same time, we also avoid the error which

appears to be due to the slight initial movements in the several groups of adjusting

screws. These precautions are now almost invariably taken by observers who are

here engaged in researches for which very accurate weighing is essential.

3 G 2
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Of Certain Experiments u>hich were made to Test the Efficacy of the Precautions

advocated.

Before concluding we would briefly allude to a few experiments of a comparative

nature. These were performed by means of the Oertling long beam and protected

Gallenkamp balances. Owing to the extremely low value of the temperature

coefficient of the former, and the almost complete freedom from strain effects of the

latter, these balances were particularly appropriate for the object in view.

It was desired to ascertain how closely the results obtainable with two balances of

totally different types might agree when the precautions, which we now know to be

necessary, are taken. For this purpose a block of brass, the mass of which was

approximately 100 gr., was weighed at various times on successive days with the

screened and fully fatigued Oertling balance. The same block was then weighed a

number of times with the other balance.

The results obtained are set forth in Table V. (see next page).

As the R.P. coefficient of our Oertling balance was insignificant, the observed values

for the mass weighed have not been reduced to a common temperature. Such a

procedure would, in the present instance, have introduced a correction considerably

smaller than the possible experimental errors due to other causes.

We note (1) that the greatest difference in the four daily mean values obtained

with the Oertling beam are O'lO, 0'07, 0'17, and 0'03 mgr. respectively; these are

irregular when referred to the corresponding thermometer readings, and are probably

chiefly due to some minute and corresponding variations in the temperature of the

two arms of the beam. Such irregularities cannot be completely avoided unless the

beam is protected in the manner already described. The difference in the values

yielded by the protected Gallenkamp beam was 0'02 mgr. (2) That the two final

mean values for the weight W of the block are

By the Oertling W = 100'007065 gr.

Gallenkamp = 100'007064

The difference here observed is not greater than 1/1
7 of the whole.

This remarkably close agreement affords still further proof of the effectiveness of

the precautions which are, in our opinion, necessary when a very high degree of

accuracy in weighing is desired.

We may add that although the values given in Table V., and obtained by means
of the protected balance, show amongst themselves a maximum difference of 0'02 mgr.,

yet further weighing proved that, when the beam was first fully fatigued, the

observed differences in the values were, in general, not greater than some few

thousands of a milligramme. The correctness of this view is likewise supported by
the results represented in the latter portion of the curve in Fig. XII.
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TABLE V.

Date.
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instrument had been placed unsymmetrically with regard to the radiant energy

falling upon it. From Curve III. we infer that the new position which the balance

occupied during the experiment was perfectly satisfactory and almost ideal.
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We have deliberately refrained from introducing into this paper numerous and

lengthy tables of data. In place of such tables, which, in our opinion, could serve no

useful purpose, representative graphs of typical cases have been inserted. These

have the merit, not always possessed by columns of data, of revealing, almost at a

glance, that which it is desired to convey. It is obviously impossible and undesirable

to give more than a very few of the somewhat large number available for our

purpose.

In conclusion, the author would express his indebtedness to the Government Grant

Committee of the Eoyal Society for the continued loan of certain apparatus used in

connection with this research. He would also acknowledge his obligations to

Mr. W. W. FISHER, of the Oxford University Chemical Laboratory, Messrs. BAIRD
and TATLOCK, and Messrs. A. GALLENKAMP and Co., all of whom very kindly granted
him the loan of some of their finest balances. Without their generous aid it would
have been exceedingly difficult to bring certain portions of this investigation to a

satisfactory termination. Finally, the writer's best thanks are due to Mr. R T.

GATHER, Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford, for the valuable help and advice
which he has received from him.
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Summary.

The experiments detailed in this paper indicate that the majority of delicate

balances are liable to be adversely affected (1), by changes in the temperature of the

neighbouring air and (2), by certain slight inherent, and possibly unavoidable,

imperfections in the structure of the beam.

(1) The errors due to the first-named cause may be introduced in three different

ways :

(a) By a relatively large but very unequal increase in the temperature of the two

arms of the beam during the operation of loading (Fig. XII.). The error arising from

this may be avoided by enclosing the beam within an extra case of metal and glass

(Fig. X.). In the absence of a protecting case, an interval of from 10 to 15 minutes

should be allowed to elapse between loading and the final determination of the

weight.

(6) From a want of symmetry in the position of the balance with regard to the

radiant energy entering by the window and emanating from the walls of the room

(Curve II, Fig. XIII.
).

The best position for a balance in a given room can only be determined by trial.

When a suitable differential bolometer is available very little difficulty need be

experienced in selecting the most favourable spot.

(c) By any strictly uniform change in the temperature of the whole beam.

If the balance is not kept at one temperature it will be necessary, in order to

secure the highest possible degree of accuracy, to know the II. P. temperature
coefficient for any given load. It may be convenient to determine once for all the

R.P. temperature coefficients for some three or four suitably chosen loads; the

corresponding values for other loads can then be found with sufficient accuracy by

interpolation.

(2) The errors which may be introduced through slight imperfections in the beam

may be evaded by first counterpoising the object to be weighed with the requited

standards and then leaving the beam to oscillate for about 10 minutes. By this

device the beam is fatigued and reduced to a normal condition. The actual weighing

may then be accomplished.
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